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COMANCHE' PEAK-STEAM ELECTRIC-STATION -|
E FINAL SAFETY ANALYSIS REPORT. i

, , - - - INSTRUCTION SHEET

(
The following. instructional information and check list is being furnished to' - -

. help insert Amendment 71 into the Comanche Peak. Steam Electric Station FSAR.
'A description of this amendment is provided in TXX-88445, May 27, 1988.

Since in most cases the original F3AR contains information printed on both
sides of the sheet of loose leaf papers, a new sheet is furnished to replace
sheets containing superseded material. Therefore, the front or back of a
sheet may contain information that is merely reprinted ~rather than changed.

Discard the old sheets and insert the new sheets, as listed below.

Remove Insert
Front /Back Front /Back !

Volume 1

1A(B)-7/8 1A(B)-7/8

2-i and 2-ii 2-i-and 2-ii

2.1-1/2 thru 2.1-1/2 thru
2.1-21 2.1-25

Ob .

Volume IV

3-viii 3-viii

3-xxxviii 3-xxxviii

3.68-29/30 thru 3.68-29/30 thru
3.6B-71 3.68-79

- Figure 3.6B-96A

Figure 3.6B-960-

Figure 3.68-96C-

.

Figure 3.68-960-

Figure 3.6B-96E-
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Remove Insert
Front /Back Front /Back

,

4

{v] Volume V

3.98-27/28 3.98-27/28

3.9B-43/44 3.98-43/44

3.98-47 -

Table 3.98-8- Table 3.98-8
(Sheets 1 thru 6) (Sheets .' thru 3)

Table 3.98-10 Table 3.9B-10
(Sheets 5 thru 7) (Sheets 5 thru 7)

Volume VI .

5-xii 5-xii

Notes to Figure 5.1-1 -

Table 5.2-1 (1 Sheet) Table 5.2-1 (1 Sheet)e

Volume VII

6.2-53/54 6.2-53/54

Volume VIII

6.4-3/4 6.4-3/4

6.4-11/12 6.4 11/12

Volume IX

7.3-91/92 7.3-91/92

7.8-1/2 7.8-1/2

7.8-5/6 and 7.8-5/6 and
7.8-7/8 7.8-7/8,

7.8-11/12 and 7.8-11/12 and
/_\ 7.8-13/14 7.8-13/14
\_.)
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Remove- Insert
Front /Back Front /Back

(
'x.,) Volurae X

9-xi 9-xi

T9.1-3 T9.1-3
(Sheet 1) (Sheet 1)

Figure 9.1-13 Figure 9.1-13
(Sheets 1 and 2) (Sheets 1 and 2)

Figure 9.1-13-

(Sheets 3 and 4)

9.4-1/2 9.4-1/2

Volume XI

9.5-1/2 thru 9.5-1/2 thru
9.5-11/12 9.5-11/12

9.5-15/16 9.5-15/1673 ,

9.5-19/20 thru 9.5-19/20 thru
9.5-23/24 9.5-23/24

9.5-27/28 thru 9.5-27/28 thru
9.5-31/32 9.5-31/32

9.5-53/54 and 9.5-53/54 and
9.5-55/56 9.5-55/56

9.5-61/62 9.5-61/62

9.5-65/66 and 9.5-65/66 and
9.5-67/68 9.5-67/68

9.5-71/72 and 9.5-71/72 and
9.5-73/74 9.5-73/74

9.5-81/82 thru 9.5-81/82 thru
9.5-93/94 ?.5-93/94

,
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Remove Insert
Front /Back Front /Back

7s
'q ,) Volume XI Continued

9.5-101/102 thru 9.5-101/102 thru
9.5-105/105 9.5-105/106

9.5-111/112 thru 9.5-111/112 thru
9.5-119/120 9.5-119/120

9.5-133/134 9.5-133/134

9.5-165/166 9.5-165/166

10.4-61/62 10.4-61/62

10.4-69/70 10.4-69/70

Volume XII

13.1-5/6 13.1-5/6

13.2-1/2 13.2-1/2

l')
\s_/ Table 13.5-2 Table 13.5-2

(Sheets 1 thru 4) (Sheets 1 thru 4)

Table 13.5-5 Table 13.5-5
(1 Sheet) (1 Sheet)

13.6-1/2 thru 13.6-1/2 thru
13.6-5/6 13.6-5/6

Volume X111

14-i 14-i

14-iv and 14-v 14-iv and 14-v

14.2-11/12 14.2 11/12

Table 14.2-2 Table 14.2-2
(Sheet 28) (Sheet 28)
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Remove Insert '

Front /Back Front /Back
. ,q
( ) Volume XIll Continued

. 15.0-15/16 15.0-15/16

15.2-27/28 thru 15.2-27/28 thru
15.2-31/32- 15.2-33

Figure 15.2-23 Figure 15.2-23

15.4-25/26 15.4-25/26

15.4-33/34 15.4-33/34

15.4-53/54 15.4-53/54

15.4-61/62 15.4-61/62

15.6-25/26 15.6-25/26

Table 15.6-9 Table 15.6-9
(] (Sheet 4) (Sheet 4)V

Table 15.6-11 Table 15.6-11

15.7-5/6 15.7-5/6

Table 15.7-1 Table 15.7-1
(Sheet 2) (Sheet 2)

Volume XIV

17-i thru 17-v 17-i thru 17-v

17.1-1/2 thru 17.1-1/2 thru
17.1-17/18 17.1-17/18

17.1-21/22 thru 17.1-21/22 thru
17.1-27/28 17.1-27/28

17.1-31/32 thru 17.1-31/32 thru
17.1-39/40 17.1-39/40

0 Table 17.1-2 Table 17.1-2
(1 Sheet) (2 Sheets)
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Remove Insert
Front /Back Front /Back

. ,em
( ) Volume XIV Contined
a

Figure 17.1-1 Figure 17.1-1

Figure 17.1-6 Figure 17.1-6

17.2-1/2 thru 17.2-1/2 thru
17.2-39 17.2-39 <

Table 17.2-1 Ta' ole 17.2-1
(3 Sheets) (2 Sheets)

Table 17.2-2 Table 17.2-2
(3 Sheets) (3 Sheets)

Figure 17.2-1 Figure 17.2-1

Figure 17.2-2 Figure 17.2-2

Volume XV
[~ \
'xs' Q&R 040.41 Q&R 040.41

(040-60) (040-60)

~
Q&R 040.49 -

(040-72c thru 040-72e)

Volume XVII,

Q&R 423.20 Q&R 423.20
(425-45) (423-45)

A70-1 thru A71-1 thru
A70-9 A71-8

EPL v/vi thru EPL v/vi thru
EPL xi/xii EPL xiii/xiv

EPL l-9/1-10 EPL 1-9/1-10

3 EPL 2-1/2 2 thru EPL 2-1/2-2 thru
/g EPL 2-I/2 4 EPL 2-3/2-4
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Remove Insert
Front /Back Front /Backp

V Volume XVil Contined

EPL 3-1/3-2 EPL 3-1/3-2

.EPL 3-9/3-10 and EPL 3-9/3-10 and-

.EPL-3-11/3-12 EPL-3-11/3-12-

EPL'3-15/3-16 EPL 3-15/3-16 .

EPL 3-35/3-36 andi EPL 3-35/3-36 and .

EPL 3-37/3-38 EPL 3-37/3-38

EPL 5-1/5-2'and EPL 5-1/5-2 and |
EPL 5-3/5-4 EPL 5-3/5-4 :

.EPL 6-3/6-4 EPL 6-3/6-4

EPL 6-25/6-26 and EPL 6-25/6-26 and
EPL 6-27/6-28 EPL'6-27/6-28

EPL 7-9/7-10 EPL 7-9/7-10 .

EPL 7-17/7-18 EPL 7-17/7-18

EPL 9-1/9-2 and EPL 9-1/9-2 and
EPL 9-3/9-4 EPL 9-3/9-4 |

EPL 9-13/9-14 thru EPL 9-13/9-14 thru :
'

EPL 9-21/9-22 EPL 9-21/9-22

i EPL 10-5/10-6 EPL 10-5/10-6 :

i

EPL 13-1/13-2 thru EPL 13-1/13-2 thru'

EPL 13-5/13-6 EPL 13-5/13-6

|- EPL 14-1/14-2 and EPL 14-1/14-2 and
i- EPL 14-3/14-4 EPL 14-3/14-4

-

i EPL 15-1/15-2 EPL 15-1/15-2
-

EPL 15-7/15-8 thru EPL 15-7/15-8 thru
EPL 15-17/15-18 EPL 15-17/15-18 |

O |
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Remove Insert
Front /Back Front /Back

O
V Volume XVII Contined )

EPL 17-1/17-2 and EPL 17-1/17-2 and
EPL 17-3/17-4 EPL 17-3/17-4

EPL Q&R-17/Q&R-18 EPL Q&R-17/Q&R-18

EPL Q&R-51/Q&R-52 EPL Q&R-51/Q&R-52
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Regulatory Guideil.16

O
() Reporting of Operating Information - Appendix A Technical

'

Specifications

Discussion

In' addition to the applicable reporting requirements of Title 10, Code
of Federal Regulations', reporting of operating information will comply
with Revision 4 (8/75) of this regulatory guide.

Also refer to Section 16.2 |8 ,

Regulatory Guide 1.17

'

Protection of Nuclear Power Plants Against industrial Sabotage

Discussion j

CPSES FSAR Section 13.6 and the site Security Plan are in conformance |69
with the intent of Revision 1 (6/73) of this regulatory guide, and |

with Section 73.55, "Requirements for Physical Protection of Licensed |

Activities in Nuclear Power Reactors Against Radiologicsi Sabotage," |

Part 73, Title 10, Chapter 1, Code of Federal Regulations -Energy. | ,

Regulatory Guide 1.17 endorses the requirements and recommendations |
E;

contained in ANSI N18.17-1973. CPSES implements the criteria of |

ANSI /ANS 3.3-1982, which is a revision of ANSI N18.17-1973 and |

reflectsthechangesasdescribedinrevisionsto10CFR73,since1973.|
!-

Regulatory Guide 1.18

Structural Acceptance Test for Concrete Primary Reactor Containments i-

(Revision 1, December 28,1972)

e

;

: lA(B)-7 May 27, 1988
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Discussion

18 | The structural acceptance test for the CPSES Concrete Containments are
| in accordance with paragraph CC-6000 of the ASME B&PV Code, Section

| III, Division 2,1980 Edition with Sunner 1980 Addenda (as cpplicable
|tonon-prototypecontainments). As such, this test is in conformance

| with Revision 1 of this regulatory guide except as follows:

18 | Radial deflections of the containment walls aie measured along four
| azimuths only.

18 | Vertical deflections along one azimuth are measured at two equally
| spaced intermediate points between the dome apex and the springline
| and along four azimuths at the dome springline. Vertical deflection
|isalsomeasuredatthedomeapex.

18 | Only radial deflections at 12 points around the largest opening (the
| equipment hatch) are measured. In addition, the increase in diameter

| of the opening is measured in two mutually perpendicular directions.

@
18 |SeeSubsection3.8.1.7.1fordescriptionofthetest.

Regulatory Guide 1.19

Nondestructive Examination of Primary Containment Liner Welds

Discussion

66 | The requirements for nondestructive examination of the CPSES

| containment liner welds are in conformance with the intent of Revision
| 1 (08/11/72) of this regulatory guide by use of ASME-ACI 359 Code
| applicable to this type of structure and the alternate requirements as
| discussed in Sections 3.8.1 and 3.8.2. Acceptance criteria are those
| provided in Subsection 3.8.1.6.5.

O
March 14, 1988 1A(B)-8
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I

2.1 GEOGRAPHY AND DEMOGRAPHY

|

7
t i 2.1.1 SITE LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION

,

m

2.1.1.1 Specification of Location

The CPSES site is located in Somervell County in No,th Central Texas.
Squaw Creek Reservoir (SCR), established for station cooling, extends |12
northward into Hood County. The 7,669 acre site is owned by the |

Applicants. The site is situated along Squaw Creek, a tributary of |

the Paluxy River, which is a tributary of the Brazos River. The |

station site is over 30 miles southwest c, the nearest portion of fort
Worth and approximately 4.5 miles north- no thwest of Glen Rose, the
nearest community (see Figure 2.1-1). Site coordinates are:

Unit No. 1 Unit No. 2

Texas Grid Y = 229,723.96 Y = 230,010.86

(Feet) X = 1,911,921.11 X = 1,911,951.27
/()\

U.T.M. Grid (Zone 14) N = 3,573,903 N = 3,537,991

/*5ters) E = 614,393 E = 614,401

Latitude 320 17' 52.02" 320 17' 54.85"
Longitude 970 47' 06.15" 970 47' 05.79"

2.1.1.2 Site Area

The site area map (Figure 2.1-2) shows the concurrent plant property
and site boundary line, the Exclusion Area, and Squaw Creek Reservoir

(SCR). The site area is approximately 7,669 acres. Site area access |32
is by a plant railread, which connects to the Atchison, Topeka and |

Santa Fe Railr.3d Company main line at Tolar, Texas, by a plant access |
road which connects to State Highway 201 and by County road 213 which |

connects to State Highway 144. |

f)
G

2.1-1 May 27, 1988
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The plant railroad and access road are owned and controlled by the
Applicants. There are no other highways, railways or navigable
waterways which traverse or are immediately adjacent to the site.

32 | Squaw Creek Park, Inc. maintains a commercial operation on the North
| side of Squaw Creek Reservoir, providing public access to the lake for

|recreationalactivities. This commercial activity consists of an
| office building, fishing tackle shop and a restaurant. All public

| access to Squaw Creek Reservoir is controlled by Squaw Creek Park,

|Inc. A letter of agreement between Squaw Creek Park, Inc. and TUGC0
32 | that details the responsibilities of Squaw Creek Park, Inc. is

| contained in the CPSES Emergency Plan. This agreement insures that
|theapplicantcontrolsactivitieswithintheexclusionarea.

Principal plant structures are also shown on Figure 2.1-2.

2.1.1.3 Boundaries For Establishing Effluent Release Limits

The Exclusion Area consists of approximately 4,170 acres. Figure
12 | 2.1-2 depicts the Exclusion Area boundary. This boundary is used for

| establishing effluent release limits and enables the owners to fulfill
|theirobligationswithrespecttotherequirementsof10CFRParts20
|and100(seeSection2.1.2.1.5).

Figure 2.1-2 shows that the points of release for each of the two
units are located closer to the southwest property line than any other
segment of the property line. This southwesterly distance coincide:,
with the minimum Exclusion Area boundary distance, which is 5,067 feet
(1544 meters) from the midpoint of the centerline between the
Containment buildings.

O
|
|

May 27, 1988 2.1-2
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2.1.2 EXCLUSION AREA AUTHORITY AND CONTROL

>G
'LJ 2.1.2.1 Authority

'2.1.2.1.1 Surface Rights |6
,

The Applicants have acquired and will maintain surface _ ownership of |12
all the_ land within the Exclusion Area (see Figure 2.1-2A). |_

Accordingly, the Applicants have the authority to determine all |

activities within the Exclusion Area, except for certain improbable |.

and de minimus mineral exploration activities as discussed in greater |
detail below. |-

That portion of Squaw Creek Reservoir which is within the Exclusion l'12
Area is subject to the waterway exclusion provided in 10 CFR Part |

100.3(a). Consistent with that regulation, appropriate and effective |

arrangements will be made to control traffic on the reservoir to |

protect the public health and safety in case of emergency. The |

Exclusion Area is not traversed by any public highway or railroad. |

See Figure 2.1-2. The nearest primary public' road, Texas State |

Highway 201, lies outside the Exclusion ~ Area approximately 8900 feet |

southwest of the center line between the Containment buildings. The |

ApplicantsownandTUGC0operatestheplantrailroadfromtheplantto|
its junction with the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad at Tolar, |
Texas, approximately 11 miles from the site. |

2.1.2.1.2 Mineral Rights

The Applicants have acquired mineral rights beneath all seismic |12
Category I structures (see Figure 2.1-2C). Portions of the remainder |
of the Exclusion Area are subject to certain outstanding mineral |

rights. As noted above, the Applicante own the surf ace rights for j

the entire Exclusion Area. |

O
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Q312.14 |

| Q361.22 | gt
12 | As to the mineral rights within the Exclusion Area not owned by the

| Applicants, TUGC0 will assure that the exercise of such mineral rights
|willposenohealthandsafetythreatduringnormalreactoroperation
|orintheeventofanaccident. The only outstanding mineral rights
|intheExclusionAreaforCPSES,andsurroundingareas,relatetothe
| exploration for and production of oil, gas, and other subsurface
| minerals. There are no outstanding rights which permit the
| production of surface minerals. As discussed in Section 2.5.1, the
| potential for commercial production of minerals at CPSES and in the
|surroundingareaislow. Thus, it is anticipated that the exercise
| of such outstanding mineral rights would involve only sporadic,
| exploratory activity, and little or no production.

12 |Nevertheless,TUGC0willmaintainsufficientauthorityandcontrol
| over, and knowledge of, attempted ingress into the Exclusion Area to
|ensurethatnounauthorizedentryisallowed,asfollows. The CPSES

| site is fenced on the perimeter and all gates are either locked or
| guarded to prevent ingress by unauthorized persons or for unauthorized
| purposes. Ingress for the purpose of exercising mineral rights in
| any area within 2250 feet of a seismic Category I building (See
| Section 2.2.3.2.1) or within 2800 feet of either Containment Building
| (See Section 2.1.2.1.5) will be prohibited. This area has been
|designatedinFigure2.1-2Casthe"ExternalHazardFreeZone." The

| distances of 2250 and 2800 feet are based upon the analysis of a
;

|postulatedgaswellinSection2.2.3. Ingress to the remaining outer |

| areas of the Exclusion Area will only be permitted pursuant to written
| agreements between the Applictnts and the necessary parties which

|

|wouldprovide that TUGC0 has absolute authority to determine all
|activitieswithintheExclusionArea, including removal of personnel
| and equipment.

O
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l'Q312.14
, . j_,

'1 . 'lQ361.22
~

'
' - A mineral owner or lessee has no' legal right to use physical force or |12

to create a public disturbance to obtain access to the Exclusion Area |
i

.for purposes of mineral exploration-or extraction. If_such access is .|
sought as to areas within the "External Hazard Free Zone", TUGC0 will |

refuse to allow access under any circumstances. If such access is |

sought as to areas outside the "External Hazard Free Zone" TUGC0 |

likewise will refuse to allow access unless the written agreement |

discussed above has been executed by the mineral owner or lessee. In |

either case. legal remedy of-a mineral owner or lessee to obtain |

access to the surface of the Exclusion Area after being so excluded |

would be to file a: lawsuit in the State District Court for the county .|
where the land is located (either Somervell or Hood. County). Should j

such a suit be filed, the Applicants'would then file an immediate |

cross-action to condemn the mineral rights of the party seeking |

ingress and thereby prevent the ingress. The Applicants have |

statutory authority to do so. Article 3269, V.A.T.S. |

O In this manner, TUGC0 will have absolute authority to determine all |12
activities within the Exclusion Area, including the authority to |

exclude or remove persons. Thus, the exercise of mineral rights in |

theExclusionAreawillposenohealthandsafetythreatduringnormal|
reactor operation or in the event of an accident. In view of the |

unusual nature and limited sccpe of activities associated with the j

mineral rights and the plan and commitments by the Applicants to |

control all activities within the Exclusion Area, the present status I

of ownership is deemed to be of g minimis safety consequence. |

O
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As stated above, the Applicants have acquired the mineral rights
beneath all seismic Category I structures as well as beneath the Squaw
Creek Dam (See Figure 2.1-2C). No measurable subsidence due to

miheral extraction is anticipated. See Section 2.5.1.2.6 for a
discussion of the effects of mineral extraction in the area of the
site.

2.1.2.1.3 Easements
|

A 6-inch natural gas pipeline and a 26-inch crude oil pipeline
traverse the Exclusion Area about 4,900 feet southwest of the midpoint
of the centerline between the Containment buildings as shown on Figure

'

12 |2.1-28. These pipelines are also described in Section 2.2.3. The

|Applicantshavegrantedthepipelineownerseasementswhichretainfor
| the Applicant absolute control to determine all such activities within
| the Exclusion Area including ingress and egress for the purpose of
|maintainingthepipelinesandtheirright-of-way.

g2.1.2.1.4 S+atus of Ownership

12 | The Applicants have acquired all of the land which will constitute the
j site property. Two small tracts of land within the s te area have

| 7 | been excluded from purchase by the joint owners: a 20 acre tract
| north of the plant and the Hopewell cemetary east of the plant (see

| | Figure 2.1-2). Both of these tracts are outside the Exclusion Area
| and are fenced off from the site property.

6 |2.1.2.1.5 Minimum Exclusion Area Distance

12 | The minimum distance to the Exclusion Area boundary from the midpoint
| of the centerline between the Containment buildings is 5,067 feet
| (1,544 meters) to the west-southwest. The minimum Exclusion Area

| boundary distance is substantially larger, and therefore more
| conservative, than the distance which literal compliance with 10 CFR

| 100 would dictate (See Section 15.6).

O
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2.1.2.2 Control of Activities Unrelated to Plant Operation

,

) Activities unrelated to plant operation which may be permitted within |12!

v
the Exclusion Area include the exercising of mineral rights and the j

maiatenance of pipelines as described in Sections 2.1.2.1.2 and |

2.1.2.1.3 above. The Applicants will have the necessary control to |40
determine these activities and will require that all persons involved |

in them report to the CPSES Manager, Plant Operations or his |

designated representative prior to engaging in the activities. |

Public recreational activities within the Exclusion Area are limited |71 i

to Squaw Creek Reservoir, Squaw Creek Park, and the CPSES recreational |

facility. Appropriate and effective arrangements have been made (in j

coordination with the appropriate agencies) to control access to, j

activities on, and the removal of persons and property from the |

reservoir and the CPSES recreational facility in case of emergency. | |

Arrangements for recreational use and emergency procedures governing |40 !

such use have been completed. The Applicants have the authority tc | |

exclude or remove any person from this area at any time. |

U)/

The plant staff will have knowledge of the approximate number and |12
| location of persons within the Exclusion Area engaged in such activ- |

| ities. Normal evacuation of persons within the Exclusion Area will |

| take no more than two hours. |

|

2.1.2.3 Arrangements for Traffic Control

i in the event of an emergency, traffic on the plant access road and the
visitor's overlook access road will be controlled by the Applicant.

|

n
b
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If Squaw Creek Reservoir is opened to the public, arrangements will be
made to control traffic in the event of an emergency (see Section
2.1.2.2,above).

2.1.2.4 Abandonment or Relocation _gf Road _s

An unpaved county road which traversed the northeast corner of the
Exclusion Area was abandoned in April 1975 because of the construction
of Squaw Creek Dam and Reservoir, ircangements for the closing of
this section of road were made with the Somervell County
Commissioner's Court in December 1974. fio other public roa@ traverse
the Exclusion Area.

2.1.3 POPULAT!0fl. 0lSTRIBUTI0ft

The purpose of this section is to provide detailed estimates of the
present and projected size and distribution of population within a
50-miles radius of CPSES. The population estimates provided in the
PSAR have been reviewed, revised, and updated for purposes of the
FSAR. Estimates of population distribution are provided for 1970
(most recent census year),1976 (current year), and for census decades
1980 through 2020.

In reviewing and updating the population estimates in the PSAR, it was
recognized that the actual centerline locations of the containment
structures for Units 1 and 2 differ slightly (approximately 88 feet)
from the locations as originally shown. In these revised population
estimates, the actual centerline of the Unit 1 containment structure

has been taken as the point of origin for the sector lines and
concentric distance circles which form the sector-areas used in
portrcying population distribution within the 50-mile radius of CPSES.
Wh'ie the 1970 county-by-county population base in the CPSES area

O
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-remains the same as shown in the PSAR, the slight difference in Unit 1
O location causes some change-in location of sector lines and distance [

circles. Thus, very small changes are four.d-in this updated
population study in the 1970 distribution of, population by sector-
areas.

The territory included within the 50-mile radius of CPSES includes aH |
or a part of 19 counties, all in Texas. The general location of CPSES~

in Somervell County and the . locations of the rest of the counties
located within 50 miles of the plant site are shown in Figures 2.1-3

i and 2.1-4. The population of these 19 counties is given in Table 2.1-
1 for the census decades 1930 through 1970; in addition, the table4

provides an estimate of th, 1976 population for each county and the
projected future population for each census decade 1980 through 2020. '
Footnotes to the table provide brief comment regarding the sources of
the historical data and the projections. Within the 50-mile radius of
CPSES, there is wide diversity in land use, urbanization, and '

population densi,'y. The plant site is located in Hood and Somervell

O counties, which are essentially rural, sparsely-populated areas. The
entire population of Somervell County was 2,793 residents in 1970.
Hood County, which is much larger in area than Somervell County (as
maybeseeninFigure2.1-3),hadapopulationof6,368inhabitantsin
1970. In 1970, there were three small communities with a total of

4,339 people within the 10-mile area around the CPSES site. The total
population within the 10-mile area at that time was 5,353, or an

,

overall population density of approximately 17 persons per square
mile.

The sparsely-settled rural character extends well beyond the 10-mile
radius, as indicated in Table 2.1-2, which lists all incorporated f
communities and all unincorporated settlements with over 1,000 |
inhabitants within the entire 50-mile radius of the site. The area ;

extending from 10 to 20 miles out from the CPSES site is even more

O
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sparsely populated than the 0 to 10-mile area. As the table shows, in
1970 there were two communities totaling 1,028 people within the
entire 10 to 20-mile area around the CPSES site, and the total

population in this area was 7,532 (this is a 1970 population density
of only 8 persons per square mile). Beyond the 20-mile radius there
are more connunities, and the 30 to 50-mile area to the northeast is
dominated by the Fort Wortn metropolitan complex.

In reviewing the county-by-county population projections which were

given in the PSAR, it was four, that most of the county population
projections should be revised somewhat in accordance with current

population estimates and the most recent projections prepared by the
councils-of-government and the state agencies. Accordingly, in
providing updated county population data (Table 2.1-1), current
estimates for 1976 are given along with the revised projections for
the years 1980 through 2020. It should be noted that the current
estimates and the projections of expected population growth in Hood
and Somervell counties are based upon an enumeration of housing units
in the two counties in mid-1976 and an updated evaluation of recent
and probable future trends in recreational development in the local

Moreover, the estimates for Hood and Somervell counties includearea.

de' tailed consideration of the current and possible future impact of
CPSES construction and operation on population growth. As a general
procedure in determining population distribution, the 1970 population
of each county (wholly or partially within the 50-mile radius of the
plan) was allocated to sector-areas within the county on the basis of
(1) the population of each community and enumeration district located
wholly within a particular sector-area, and (2) a percentage share of
the population of each enumeration district and connunity partially
within a particular sector-area (the percentage share of population of
an enumeration district to be allocated to a particular sector-area
was generally assumed to be equal to the percentage portion of the
area of the enumeration district within the particular sector-area).

|

|
,

O
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In the case of Hooi and Somervell counties, the county and enumeration
district populations were allocated to sector-areas on the basis of

d (1) an actual count of housing units within each sector-area, and (2)
the estiraated number of residents per housing unit, considering
available census data for the particular local area. The housing

count fcr Hood and Somervell counties for the PSAR was made in 1973
utilizing a combination of available mapping, aerial photography. and
field survey resources. The housing unit count made in mid-1976 for
the FSAR was based on a comprehensive field survey and housing

enumeration for all of 11ood and Somervell counties. The estimates of
population within individual sector-areas have been reconciled to the
population totals for each county (or a portion of a county).

The percentage ratio of the total population of a county which vas *

'

estimated to be within each individual sector-area in the county in

1970 (1976 in the case of Ilood and Somervell counties) was assumed to
remain the same in 1980 and beyond. This assumption was made after
concluding that there is little possibility of a significant and
radical change in the basic pattern of current population distributionO within individual counties in the 50-mile area.

.

2.1.3.1 Lopulation Within 10 Miles

The area within the 10-mile radius of CPSES is predominantly a rural
agricultural area. In 1970, there were three small communities having

more than 100 residents. The total population of Hood and Somervell
counties changed little over the period from 1930 to 1970 (see Table

2.1-1).

O
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2.1.3.1.1 Current Population Within 10 Miles

Since 1970, Hood and Somervell counties have experienced increases in

population, as indicated by the following:

Population

County (and Community) 1970(census] 1976(estimatel

llood County 6,368 15,601

Granbury (county seat) 2,473 3,526

Tolar 312 435

Somervell County 2,793 5,216

Glen Rose (county seat) 1,554 2,790

The estimates for 1976 are based upon the July / August 1976 enumeration
of nousing units in the two counties (including the communities). The

growth of Granbury may be understated in comparing the data above
becau:,e much of the urban growth of the community has taken place

.beyond the city limits.

1he increase in population of Hood County since 1970 is largely
related to the attractions of Lake Granbury for residential
developments. These developments are attracting large numbers of
permanent residents as well as vacation and recceational visitors. In

1970, there were 2,628 housing units in use as permanent residences in
Hood County. By 1976, there were 5,566 housing units accounting for
an estimated population of 15,601 full-time residents in Hood County
and there were an additional 1,648 housing units in use primarily
during weekends and vacations. A significant portion of the increase

in housing units has been in mobile homes used both as vacatic1 homes
and permanent residences. The increase in permanent residents in Hood
County is partially accounted for by attractive living conditions:

O
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many people that have moved into Hood County are commuting to jobs
elsewhere. Significant numbers of retired people have established
their permanent residence in Hood County, With the above, and the~

general stimulus of vacation and recreational activity, there has been
an increase in local economic activity and jcb opportunity within the
county.

The number of permanent housing units in Somervell County increased
' ^from 1,203 in 1970 (but only 1,035 households at that time) to an

estimated 1,856 housing units in 1976. An additional 26 vacation
homes were located in the housing enumeration, but as the data
indicates, virtually the er, tire housing inventory of Somervell County
(fixed structures, mobile homes, and apartments or courts) was
permanently occupied in mid-1976. Somervell County has participated
only peripherally in the Lake Granbury stimulus to housing development
and recreational activity.

In addition to the foregoing, it should be noted that the influx of
construction workers employed on CPSES accounts for a significant

k - portion of the population increase from 1970 to 1976, particularly in
the case of Somervell County. For example, at the end of July 1976,
there were 2,285 workers regularly employed at the CPSES construction
site. Of that number, 216 had moved into Somervell County
specifically to work at CPSES. In addition to the 2,285 man active
work force as of the end of July 1976, there was a total of 1,958
workers who had been terminated since the start of construction on
CPSES in October 1974. Of these terminated employees, 177 had moved

into Somervell County for the purpose of employment at CPSES. Data on

the CPSES work force indicates that, on the average, each worker had
1.8 dependents. Thus, considering both active and terminated workers,
a total of 1,100 workers and dependents !.d moved into Somervell
County as of July 1976.

O
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The tabulation below provides a sunnary showing the total number of

CPSES workers who have moved into Hood and Somervell counties through
July 1976:

Total No. of Workers as of July 1976
Active Terminated

Total (on-site work force) 2,285 1,968

Residing in Somervell County:
Local liire 160 138

Relocated 216 177

Residing in Hood County:
Local Hire 278 240
Relocated 201 173

The total number of workers (both active and terminated) and
dependents relocating to Hood and Somer'.> ell counties through July 1976
is estimated as follows:

Total

Workers Dependents Total
Hood County 374 673 1,047
Somervell County 393 707 1,100

While 45 to 47 percent of these totals are represented by now
terminated CPSES employees and dependents, there are strong
indications that a large portion of the terminated employees who
originally moved with their dependents into the local area to work on
CFSES actually stayed in the area after termination of employment at
CPSES. The overall growth of population in both counties is creating
increasing opportunities for employment in local service industries.
Moreover, as indicated earlier, substantial numbers of new residents
in Hood and Somervell counties are connuting to jobs outside the local
area.

O
|
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Table 2.1-3 shows estimated population distribution by sector and

O mileage zones within 10 miles of CPSES for the years 1970 and 1976 and
for the census decades 1980 through 2020. Figure 2.1-3 indicates the
location of the plant in Somervell County and the sector areas out to
a 10-mile radius. As may be seen from the data in the table, a
substantial part of the increase in population in the two' counties
from 1970 to 1976 has occurred in or near the established communities.
The population.of the remainder of Somervell County has increased by
an estimated 95 percent' over the same period (1970-1976) and
examinationofthedatainthetableindicatedthatthisgrowthwas
widely distributed in the county.

In some contrast to Somervell County, the population growth in llood
County has been more highly concentrated (in the areas near Lake
Granbury) . The population of the county seat of Granbury (within the
city limits) increased by an estimated 42 percent from 1970 to 1976.
The population of the balance of Ilood County increased by well over
300 percent. Much of this increase has occurred in the north, north.

O-
north-east, and northwest sectors in tl'e 5 to 10-mile area and the 10
to 20-mile area. These increased concentrations of population within
particular sector-areas in Hood County are clearly evident in a
comparison of the 1970 and 1976 data in Table 2.1-3.

2.1.3.1.2 Projected Population Within 10 Miles

The size and distribution of population within 10 miles of the CPSES
plant site as projected for the census decades 1980 through 2020 are
shown in Table 2.1-3 (along with estimates for 1970 and 1976). These

projections of future population distribution within the 10-mile
radius nf the site are fully reconciled to the overall population
Trojections for Hood and Somervell counties (as described earlier).
These projections take into account the size and residential
distribution of the CPSES construction work force and the expected
phase-out of construction activity over the perio6 1980-1982.

O
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lt is expected that the continued growth of population and employment
opportunities associated with lake-oriented residen'.ial community
development and recreational activities in Hood County will tend to
offset the sharp drop in construction employment on CPSES. It is also

expected that the completion of CPSES will cause an actual decline in
population in Somervell County after 1980 (for a period of two to
three years), but by 1990 the loss will be regained due to the
underlying slow rate of growth expected for the county.

2.1.3.1.3 Age Distribution of Population Within 10 Miles

To pt. _ an estimate of the population by age groups, it was
neces. first to compare the 1970 population distribution by age
group for Somervell County and the U.S. as a whole. Because the

percentage distributi'n by age groups 0 to 11, 12 to IC, and 19 ando

over for Somervell County and for the U.S. for 1970 differed by less
than 10 percent, the distribut 'or the year 2000 for the project
area were assumed to be the same the Bureau of Census age-group
distribution projections for the U.S. for the year 2000, if the

difference hai been greater than 10 percent, the U.S. percentages
would have required adjustment based on projections for the North
Central Texas region.

The U.S. projection for the year 2000 came from Table No. 3 of the
"U.S. Statistical Abstract, 1975." The data had to be modified
slightly, however, to compensate for somewhat different age groupings.
The population projection for the 10-mile area of CPSES came f rom
Table 2.1-3. The resulting population distribution by age group for
the 10-mile area around CPSES for the year 2000 (the mid-point of
expected plant life) is given in |able 2.1-4.

O
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2.1.3.2 Population Within 10 to 50 Miles

( ')4

The population within the 10 to 50-mile radius of CPSES includes the'-

population of a large number of communities and cities including Fort
Worth, as listed in Table 2.1-2. The location of all population
centers is shown on Figure 2.1-4, which also snows sector lines and
distance circles out to the 50-mile radius from CPSES.

2.1.3.2.1 Current Population Within 10 to 50 Miles

The distribution of the 1970 population and the estimated 1976
population within the 10 to 50-mile radius of CFSES is shown by
sector-area in Table 2.1-5. The estimctes of population distribution
by sector-area for 1976 are correlated with the county-by-county 3

projections, as described earlier. There was a 13.4 percent increase

in population within the entire 10 to JL mile area from 1970 to 19/6
(compared with the 127 percent increase within the 10-mile arna).
Within the 10 to 50-mile area there are significant differen es among

(i counties with respect to population increase (or loss) from 1970 to
'J 3976 as may be seen in reviewing Table 2.1-1. For example, the

population of Johnson County (to the east of the site) increased by 20
percent while Stephens County (to the west of the site) decreased by 3
percent. These differences in recent growth trends among the counties
are reflected in the estimates of current population distribution by
sector-area.

%_)
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2.1.3.2.2 Projected Population Within 10 to 50 Miles

O
The present and projected population growth through the year 2020 is
shown by county in Table 2.1-1 for all counties within the 50-mile
radius of CPSES. Table 2.1-5 provides estimates of the distribution
of projected population by sector-area for the census decades 1980
through 2020 (along with comparable estimates for 1970 and 1976). As
may be seen in a comparison of the cumulative estimates of population
for 0 to 10 miles, O to 20 miles, etc., for each of the census years
(summarized at the end of Table 2.1-5), population growth for the
entire 0 to 50-mile area is projected to increase at a much slower
rate than for the 0 to 10-mile area, as shown below:

Area (radius) Population (000) Percent

1976 2020 Increase

0-10 12.1 31.1 156

0-20 24.7 64.9 163

0-30 83.8 198.5 137

0-40 438.8 1,024.8 134

0-50 894.0 2,090.5 134

O
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2.1.3.2.3 Age Distribution of Population Within 10 to 50 Miles
-

(.
O The age distribution of the population of Somervell County (in which j

!the plant is located) in 1970 differed by less than 10 percent from
the 1970 age distribution for the populations of the United States as
a whole. Accordingly, the projected percentage age distribution for
the United States for the year 2000 (mid-point of plant life) was
assumed for the population within the 10 to 50-mile area around CPSES
for the year 2000. The projected populated distribution by age group
for the 10 to 50-mile area is provided in Table 2.1-6.

2.1.3.3 Transient Population

After consideration of the overall patterns of settlement, land use,
and population distrit'ution within the entire 50-mile radius of the
site, it was conc 1 ded that transient population movemen+s and daily
and seasonal variations in population distribution and concentration
within the 10-mile radius of CPSES should be examined in some detail.

/] It was also concluded that no such examination and projections should'

O be made of transient movements in the 10 to 50-mile area. There are

large-scale movements of daily commuters (in all directions) within
the Fort Worth metropolitan complex. However, but the potential
significance and meaning of such movements (compared with the

|
potential significance of movements within the 10-mile area) does not
appear to justify the inordinate effort that would be required to
characterize, analyze, and project transient population movements
within the 10 to 50-mile area. Accordingly, the discussions below

|
pertain only to transient population within the 10-mile radius of

| CPSES.
|

|

,a
V
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2.1.3.3.1 Seasonal Variation

This category of transient population is specifically concerned with
overnight visitors coming into the 10-mile area. As will be shown,

there are many more overnight visitors in the summer season than
during other times of the year, but overnight visitors are found in
the area throughout the year. The seasonal or overnight category of
transients includes visitors staying for several days or weeks (this
category excludes consideration of daily transients, regardless of the

season). This category of transient population (seasonal or overnight
visitors) includes visitors that would be found in hotel / motels, camp-
grounds, recreational vehicle parks, organized camps (church groups,
youth groups, etc.), mobile home-parks, and vacation nones. It also
includes live-in students in a children's home despite the fact that
their stays are for extended periods. These children are not included
as part of the permanent population.

Because this category of transients is predominantly comprised of
recreational and vacationing visitors, there is a distinct peaking in
the summer season of total transients in the area at any one time.
Moreover, normal and holiday weekend peaking is different and week-
days differ from week-ends, both in summer and winter. See Table

2.1-7 for estimates of the length of stay of various types of
transients.

In developing the estimates of seasonal transient population given in
Table 2.1-8, consideration has been given to (1) the location and
capacity of various f acilities that accommodate overnight visitorr.,
and (2) the actual patterns or levels of use which are typically
experienced by the facilities at various time of the year. The table
presents estimates of weekly, typical weekend and holiday week, and
daily and overnite transient during summer and winter.

O
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With respect to the projection of future levels of seasonal or

' /] . overnight transients, different assumptions were made for the several
'

different types of facilities. Sector-area estimates of vacation home
and hotel / motel visitors were assumed to increase from 1980 through
2020 in proportion to the projected increase in population for the
countyasawhole(inwhichthesector-areasarelocated). 0- Ized

camp attendance is expected to remain at 1976 levels and th
children's. institution will remain stable from 1980 onward,

at various types of facilities along Lake Granbury is expect
reach its peak by 1990 (achieving levels similar to those at other
older facilities in North Central Texas) and level off thereafter.
Camping elsewhere in the 10-mile area (away from Lake Granbury) was

estimated to grow in general accordance with the population growth
projected for Dallas and Tarrant counties (major counties in the
largermetroplex).

2.1.3.3.2 Daily Variation

This category of transient population is concerned with daily
movements of population into and within the 10-mile area and peaking
in the number of tran:.ients found in a particular sector-area at any
given time. Estimates of daily transient movements and population
concentration include consideration of movements to such facilities as
public schools, private schools, urban and community shopping centers,

_

and recreational facilities such as parks and lakes. Estimates have

been made of daily visitor recreational use of Lake Granbury (in
addition to use by overnight and vacationing visitors). Beginning in
1980, when it will have been filled, it is assumed that limited daily
visitor recreational use will be permitted at a non-camping park
facility on Squaw Creek Reservoir.

O
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It is apparent from Table 2.1-8 that there are great differences in
daily transient population movements depending on the season of the
year and on the time of the week (weekday, normal weekend, and holiday

weekend). It should be noted that the table does not provide
'

estimates of the total number of daily visitors (of different types)
but rather it provides estimates of the iraximum number of visitors
that might be expected in a sector-area during the peak hours of the
day. It is also important to note that the estimates of peak daily
transient population concentration in a particular sector-area are not !

accompanied by corresponding decreases in population in sector-area
from which the transients originated. This is the situation where ,

large numbers of school children (from numerous sector-areas) are f
concentrated daily in a single sector-area. This is simply a !

recognition that peak population concentration in different sector- |
areas may occur at different times of the day.

The general approach in estimating daily transient ..iovements in 1976
was to utilize empirical data wherever possible, as in the case of
school enrollments and the daytime use of some recreational and park
facilities. The experience of state parks and other older reservoirs
and water-oriented facilities was used as a basis for estimating
current and projected daytime use of Lake Granbury and Squaw Creek
Reservoir. The numbers and movement patterns of permanent and

vacation residents in making use of shipping facilities in Granbury
and Glen Rose was estimated on the basis of the geographical
distribution of households and a number of working assumptions
regarding the frequency and time of veek for shoppers coming from
various distances. It was assumed that the above communities served
only the areas of their respective counties. Again, the estimates
indicate the peak number of transients that would be in a sector-area
at a particular time and not the total number of transients during a
day.

O
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With respect to the projections of daily transients for future years,
/3 several assumptions were made as in the case of the seasonal

population estimates. Projections of daily transients associated with
school enrollments and community shopping activity were related to
basic population projections. Recreational use of Lake Granbury a~nd

Squaw Creek Reservoir was assumed to reach mature _ levels by 1990 and

level off thereafter at levels found at similar, but older, water-

related facilities elsewhere in llorth Central Tev.as. It is noted that
Unit 2 of -CPSES will not be completed until 1982 or thereaf ter and

~

that a construction work force will remain on site after completion
and start of operations-(at least in a test mode) of Unit 1 in late
1980.

2.1.3.3.3 Summary Effect of Transient Population Movements in
10-Mile Area

The most conservative estimate of area population, provided in Table
2.1-9, is the sum of the permanent population and the maximum

f') transient population estimate (summer holiday weekend daily

transients). Similar estimates for other transient periods may be
obtained by simply summing the permanent population estimate (Table
2.1-4) and the appropriate transient population estimate. Comparison
of Table 2.1-4 and 2.1-9 shows that inclusion of the maximum transient
population increases total population by nearly 60 percent.

; O
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2.1.3.4 Low Population Zone

In accordance with 10 CFR Part 100 guidance, the low population znne
shown in Figure 2.1-5 is defined as that area falling within a four-
mile radius of the center of the station site. The present number of

residents (approximately 500 persons according to the 1976 estimate)
within this area is sufficiently small to ensure a reasonable
probability that appropriate protective action could be taken in their
behalf in the event of a serious accident as required by 10 CFR 100.3.
Section 15.6 shows that this area is of sufficient size to preclude an
individual located on its outer boundary from rcceiving a total dose
following a postulated accident in excess of requirements in 10 CFR
Part 100.11. Resident and transient populations within the zone have
been discussed in detail in Sections 2.1.3.1 through 2.1.3.3.

2.1.3.5 Population Center

Q312.3 |

The nearest population center (defined in 10 CFR Part 100 as more than
25,000 people) is Fort Worth, Texas. According to the 1970 census,
Fort Worth has a population of 393,476 people (approximately 613,000
in metropolitan area). The growth rate was 10.4 percent between 1960
and 1970. The geographic center of Fort Worth, wh ch is approximately
41 miles northeast from CPSES, does not differ significantly from its
population center. Dallas, with 844,401 inhabitants (1,555,950 in

2 | metropolitan area), is 67 miles northeast of the station. Cleburne,

| 23 miles east of the station site with a population of 16,015 people
j is the next largest community in the area. Cleburne is expected to
| reach a population of 25,000 by the mid 1980's, thus becoming the
|nearestpopulationcenterasdefinedby10CFRPart100.

O
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2.1.3.6 Population Density
,-

,
*I
\ .c

The cumulative resident population projected for the year of initial
plant operation (1980) is compared with a cumulative population
resulting from a uniform population density of 500 people / square mile
in all directions from the plant in Figure 2.1-6. A similar
comparison'is made for the end of plant life (2020), but compared with
a cumulative population resulting from a uniform population density of
1,000 peuple/ square mile in Figure 2.1-7.

n

\/

O
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3.68.2.2.2 High-Energy Piping Other Than RCS Main loopr

a

V('i
. .

'The time-dependent function representing'the thrust forces caused by j

M
. .

' |the jet flow from a postulated pipe break or-crack includes the
|

combined effects.of the thrust inpu'se resulting from the sudden
pressure drop at the initial moment of pipe rupture, the thrust
transient resulting from wave propagation and reflection, and the

. blowdown: thrust resulting from buildup of the discharge flow rate
which may reach steady state if there is a fluid-energy reservoir j

having sufficient capacity to develop a steady-jet for a significant
i

interval. Alternatively, in a simplified method, the jet thrust force |
.is represented by a steady state function. This function, |.

representing the force, would have a magnitude not less than: |

C PA |71Ess = t
.

where: | 31

Fss = steady state thrust force (1b ) |31f,

P = system pressure prior to pipe break (lbr/in2) |31

A = pipe break area (in2) | 31

C = steady state thrust coefficient | 71t

The steady state thrust coefficient Ct is dependent on the fluid |71
state and the frictional loss terms. The value of steady state |

thrust coefficient and the ;.ime to reach steady state flow conditions |68
are calculated from references [15), [16) and [22). ] >

The rigorous time dependent blowdown forces resulting from a |68
postulatedpiperupturearedeterminedusingtheRELAP-5computercode|
[6]. RELAD 5 is a thermal / hydraulic program commonly used in |

,

O
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68 | the nuclear industry to evaluate the behavior of water cooled reactor
| systems during postulated accidents such as pipe ruptures. The

program is acceptable (see Reference [7]) as a means of determining
71 | the hydraulic forcing function at the pipe break. Calf alf 'II [20],

|PostProcessoi Program to RELAP Program, is used to devek , the break
| force time - hi' tory plots.

68 | The RELAP-5 program sc1ves the transie;<t energy, momentum, and fluid

| state equations to determi,.e the system flow, pressure, and
| thermodynamic conditions. The break force is computed using the

one-dimensional momentum equation and the appropriate density,

internal energy, and pressure values. The rupture load is the
summatio1 of the pressure, momentum, and change in momentum terms at

the time interval in question.

68 | RELAP-5 has the capability of solving the fluid state equation for
| subcooled water, flashing water, two-phase steam / water mixt:;es, and
|superheatedsteam. The ASME steam tables [9] have been incorporated

| into RELAr-5 so that the fluid state properties are accurately
71 | determined. RELAP-5 has a provision for modeling components such

j as valves, check valves, pumps, heat exchar;gers, and reactors along

| with the associated piping.

Transients can be initiated by the control card added to the program
which is used to describe leaks (pipe breaks), valves opening and
c'csing, check valve pressure drop-flow-characteristics, pump
coastdowns, and so forth.

The flow system is described as a series of volumes connected by flow

68 | paths or junctions. RELAP-5 requires input data Chat completely

O
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describe the thennodynamic conditions and physical data of the system
being analyzed. Pressure, temperature,andflowconditionsalongwithj 71

e] physical dimensions, flow areas, f riction characteristics must all be |

specified as initial conditions. The break area can be reduced by |
'

an analytically or experimentally derived discharge coefficient. |

However, in lieu of such data it is conservatively assumed that the
discharge coef ficient is 1.0 for both longitudinal and circumferential
breaks. In a similar manner, the break area is assumed to open within | 68
one millisecond (0.001 second). |

The piping dynamic responses resulting from a postulated pipe rupture |68
are determined using the PIPERUP [13], SHPLAST 2267 [24] or ABAQUS |
[21] computer codes. The programs are adaptations of the finite | .71
element method to the requirement' of pice rupture analyses. They |

perform a dynamic, ronlinear, elts+i plastic analysis of piping |

systems subjected to time h 5 tory forcing functions. These forces |

result from fluid jet thrust at the location of a postulated |

longitudinal or circumferential rupture of high energy piping and |

ensuing acoustic disturbances within the piping. |

O
U The piping is mathematically modeled in the PIPF4UP, SHPLAST 2267 or |68

ABAQVS program as an assembly of weightless structural members |
connecting discrete nodal points. A typical pipe whip mathematical |
model is shown in Figure 3.68-6. Weight of the system, including
distributed weight of the piping and concentrated weights (e.g.,
valves), is lumped at selected mass points (lumped parameter analysis
model). Nodal points are placed in such a manner as to isolate
particular types of piping elements such as straight runs of pipe,
valves, elbows. etc. for which force-defonnation characteristics may
be determined. Nodal points are also placed at all discontinuities
such as piping restraints, branch lines, and changes in cross-section.
Piping restraints are modeled with an initial gap and in PIPERUP with | 71
a bilinear stiffness curve, or, in SHPLAST 2267 and ABAQUS with |
multilinear stiffness curve. A typical piping stress-strain curve is |
shown in Figure 3.68-7. The first stiffness represents linear elastic | 68
behavior and the second stiffness models linear strain hardening |q

N)

3.6B-31
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71 | behavior. All three programs utilize a direct step-by-step
| integration method to determine the time history response of the g
| ruptured piping system. A typical restraint impact curve is shown in W

Figure 3.68-8. An incremental procedure is used to account for the
nonlinear deformation and elastic-plastic effect of the pipe and
restraints.

71 |

3.68.2.3 Dynamic Analysis Methods to Verify Integrity and
Operability

3.60.2.3.1 Reactor Coolant System Main Loop

61 | The leak-before-break technology has been applied to CPSES Us.its 1 and
| 2 to exclude from the design basis the dynamic effects of postulated
| ruptures in the RCS main loop piping. This applies, in particular,

jtojetimpingementloadsoncomponentsandsupports.

61 | Jet loads from large branch nozzle bieaks are addressed in Section g
|3.68.2.3.2. W

3.68.2.3.2 High-Energy Piping Other than the RCS Main Loop

Pipe beaks are postulated in high-energy piping in accordance with the
criteria in Section 3.68.2.1.2. The analyses for determining the
dynamic effects of pipe break are as follows:

O
|
|

Amendment 71 3.68-32
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A. Jet Impingement

g) >

s

'v A circumferential or longitudinal break in a high energy.line results | 71
'

in a jet of fluid emanating from the break point. For subcooled high |

energy lines where the fluid temperature is less than its saturation j

temperature at the surrounding environmental pressure, the discharge [

jet is characterized by a nearly constant diameter jet approximately |

equal to the break diameter. Since the fluid temperature is below |

saturation it will not flash but instead will form an incompressible |

fluid jet. |

In general, most of the high energy line breaks result in a two-phase | 71
choked (critical) flow at-the break exit plane. Fluid pressure at |

the exit plane is in general at some pressure greater than ambient. |

As the fluid leaves the pipe break area, it expands as the jet j

pressure decreases from the higher exit (break) plane pressure to the |

atmospheric pressure surrounding the jet. | <

A jet discharging from a saturated steam line will accelerate and | 71
b expand due to the pressure differential, and it will partially |

condensetoalow-moisturewetsteamwiththeliquidphaseintheform|
of dispersed, entrained water droplets. A jet discharging from a |

subcooled or saturated hot water line (greater than 2120F) will |

flash to a low quality wet steam. The flashing will cause the jet |

diameter to expand very rapidly. |

ANSI /ANS 58.2 Working Oraft Revision 7, August 1987 [22] provides an | 71
acceptable basis (including conservative analytical models) for the |

evaluation of jet impingement loads. The CPSES jet impingement j

methodologies and models are consistent with ANSI /ANS 58.2, as briefly |
described in the following sections: |

O
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71 |a. Jet Category and Geometry

71 | The area of the break is assumed to be equal to the flow area of

| the ruptured pipe. All the high energy line break jets can be

| summarized into the following three categories:

71 | a.1 Category I Jets - flon-Expanding Jets

71 | For the liquid jets whose temperature is below the

| saturation temperature at ambient pressure, the initial

| free expansion does not occur. Incompressible liquid jets

| are assumed to travel with no increase in jet area.

| However, for target identification a conservative zone of

| influence of two diameters is utilized. The pressure is

| assumed to be uniform throughout the jet area.

71 | a.2 Category II Jets - Steam and Flashing Water Jets which meet

| the Criteria of flVREG-2913:

71 | The high energy two-phase jet is a complicated

| multidimensional flow phenomena. The high pressure and

| high temperature fluid that exits the break expands with

| supersonic velocities downstream of the break. Upon

| encountering a target (or obstacle) a shock wave forms in

| the flow field, and it is the thermodynamic properties

| downstream of this shock that determine the prcssure field

| and load on the target. A multidimensional analysis, such

| as demonstrated in ilVREG/CR-2913 [25), more realistically

| evaluates the thermodynamic properties of these jets.

| These Category 11 jets are assumed to expand radially at a

| 45 degree angle [25). The flVREG-2913 model provides a

| method for calculating target loads for initial pipe

| rupture fluid conditions of pressure between 60 and 170

| bars (870 psia - 2466 psia) and with subcooling of 00C

| (00F) to 700C (1260F).

O
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a.3 'ategory III Jets - All other steam and flashing water | 71
jets: |

0 Category 'lII jets are assumed to expand as a three region - | 71
cone defined -in Figure 3.6B - 96A for circumferential |

breaks-and Figure 3.68 - 968 for longitudinal-breaks [22]. |-

a.3.1 Circumferential' Break'with Full Separation: ' | 71

Jet Region 1 (L < Lc). Region 1 includes a cone-shaped |71-
region containing the jet core and the remainder of the' |

jet. This geometry is shown in Figure 3.68-96C. |

The jet core length is related to the jet subcooling at the | 71
jetbreakplaneandhasbeencorrelatedusingthefollowing|
expression |

[goTsublc-/De + 0.5 (1) 710.26 |=

\

O where: | 71>

V
Lc = core length 71

Oc = pipe inside diameter | 71'

ATsub = jet subcooling at stagnation conditions of | 71

0F at the break plane | 71

Figure 3.68-960 can be used to relate jet stagnation | 71
subcooling at the break plane to stagnation conditions in |

the vessel supplying the jet flow, accounting for |

irreversible losses in the blowdown line. |

O.
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71 | In Region 1, for 0 < L < Lc, the jet core diameter, Dc, is given
| by

C ( -

71 | De = ]C e (1 - Lc (2)i

71 | Jet area at the break plane, Aje, is given by

71 | Aje = C e*AeT

71 |where
,

71 | 2.0 for ATsub > 0
C e* '71 | T 4

71 | 1.26 for ATsub = 0
,

71 | Ae = inside cross sectional area of the pipe

71 | L = distance from break plane to target

71 | The outside area of the jet is given by equation (6) and will be
|discussedinthefollowingsections.

71 | Jet Regian 2 (Lc < l < La). In Region 2, the jet expands to its
| asymptotic area which can be calculated as:

271 | Aa /Ae = Ge / (9c P maC Po) (3)T

71 |where

71 | Aa = jet area at the asymptotic plane

71 | Ae = break plane area

O
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CT = steady-state thrust coefficient |71

Ge = mass flow rate per unit area from the break plane |71

gc = gravitational constant | 71

Po = initial total (stagnation) pressure in the vessel | 71

Pma = asymptotic plane density. If two-phase, density will |71
be given by |71

P3 |71pma " 1/EX/ 09 + (1-X)/ f

x = mixture vapor mass fraction i.e. quality, at the | 71

asymptotic plane pressure, Pa, and stagnation enthalpy | 71

Pr = saturated liquid density at the asymptotic plane | 71
pressure | 71

= saturated vapor density at the asymptotic plane pressure | 71pg

<
~

[ Note: Figure 3.68-96E may be used in place of Equation (3)] | 71

The jet pressure at the asymptotic plane, Pa can be expressed as the | 71
following expression |

'

Pa 2Pamb

Pamb = 1 - 0.5 1- Poj f(ho) (4) 71

j. where | 71

i
P mb = ambient pressure j 71a

i Pa = asymptotic plane static pressure j71

'

O
.
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! ' -h\for[hho+hf fg
71 | 0.1 + p - 0.1
71 | h yg (hfg /
71 | f(ho)=(
71 | h -h

o f

71 l 0 for <- 0.1
'

71 | h fg

71 | h = stagnation enthalpy in the vessel *o

71 | hr, hrg = saturated liquid enthalpy and heat of vaporization
71 | in the vessel

71 |*ho in the vessel and at the break plane are assumed to be equal.

71 |Thedistancefromthebreakplanetotheasymptoticplaneisdefined
|by:

3 [_A e - 1
la Ag

Y (5)71 | De = 1/2

71 | The jet area at any location from the break plane to the asymptotic
| plane (Regions 1and2)maybecalculatedfromthefollowing
| relationship:

71 | Aj/Aje = [1 + L/La (A /Aje - 1)], (6)a

71 |where

71 | Aj = jet area

71 | Aje = jet area at break plane

O
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Jet Region 3 (L 2 La). In Region 3, the jet area is given by | 71
e.

() Aj / Aa = (1 + (2(L - La)/D )(tan 10 ))2 (7) | 71a

where- | 71

Da = jet diameter at the asymptotic plane |71

a.3.2 Longitudinal Break | 71

The jet shape for longitudinal breaks, as shown in Figure 3.68- 'l 71
968 shall be assumed to be the same as the circumferencial break |

defined in a.3.1. A jet diameter for a circular break of the |

same area may be used and the jet direction taken to be |

perpendicular to the axis of the pipe. |

B. Effective Target Distance | 71

b.1 Category II Jets | 71
.hv

r ~ For steam and flashing water jets within the limits of NUREG/CR- | 71
2913 [i .e., stagnation pressure. from 60 bars (870 psia) to 170 |

bars (2466 psia) and subcooling of 000 (00F) to 700C |

(1260F)] the effective target distance is taken as ten (10) |

times the inside diameter of the ruptured pipes [25]. |

b.2 Category I & III Jets | 71

For all other high energy line break jets, jets are assumed to | 71

travel until impact with a target or a barrier. |
<

'
:
4

W

.

O
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1

71 | C. Jet Force

71 | c.1 Category I Jets

71 | If the stagnation pressure at the break flow area is sufficiently
| close to the ambient pressure, the core length, Lc, calculated
| by equation (1) may be greater than the distance to the

| asymptotic surface L , calculated by equation (5). For thisa

| bounding case, the core length may be set to zerc (Lc = 0) and
| the jet pressure distribution assumed to be uniform over the jet

| cross section and equal to Fj/Aj.

71 | For liquid jets whose temperature is below the saturation
| temperature at ambient pressure and for gas jets whose pressure

| at the break plane is equal to the ambient pressure, a uniform

| pressure over the jet cross-section can be assumed, which is

| consistent with the jet area and the total jet force as defined
| by equation (8) or (9) as shown in the following:

71 | The generalized momentum equation that describes the jet force

| is;

2

G Ae e
71 | F = p egc + Ae (Pe - Pamb) (8)3

71 |where

71 | Pe = fluid pressure at the break flow area

71 | pe = fluid density at the break flow area

O
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y And for calculating target loads a conservative quasi-steady- | 71
U" ' state jet. force-is used: |

Fj = A (C PTo-Pamb) $ C Po e (9) | 71c T A

However, -the above equation -for Fj is modified as follows: |71.

1. For jets whe're ATsub > 0, CT will be increased by | 71
(2.0/C e) in region 1. Ce is defined'in C.3. |T T

2. Unless otherwise justified, Fj is not to be less than the | 71
initial jet force based on equation (8). |

c.2 Category II Jets | 71

The jet force is a function of the pressure field downstream of | 71
the shock wave'that forms in the flow field when a target or |

obstacle is encountered. The jet force is given by: |

.p
Fj = Fr = / Pj dAt (10) | 71i

\

where Fr = total target force given in NUREG/CR-2913 [25]. | 71

c.3 Category III Jets | 71

The jet force is a function of jet geometry as discussed |71
below. |

4

.

c.3.1 | 71
a

f Region 1, defined as 0 5 L $ Lc, the jet pressure in the core |71
; and outside the core is given by |
t

i

Amendment 71! 3.68-41 May 27, 1988
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71 | Jet Core; for 0 $ r 5 O /2,c

71 ] Pj = Poe = (C /C e)Po (11)1 T

71 | where

71 | Ce=Ci based on FL/D = 0 and the break flow areai

| stagnation conditions. Where these conditions are not
| known and ATsub>0, C e and Poe can be determinedi

| through an interative process, first using vessel
| conditions to estimate Cie, then the resulting estimate
| for Poc, etc. (Note that h at the break may beo

| assumed equal to he in the vessel).

71 | Outside Core; for Dc/2 5 r 5 Dj/2,

Pj Dj - 2r\ {2r - Dc2 D2 + Dj Dc+Dj-3D Cc Te
71 l- ( )=

Dj - D /
-

(Dj-D|) (Dj-D
-

Poc c c

71 | C.3.2 For Region 2, defined as Lc < l < La, the jet
| pressure is given by

1\2r 2r - !De 2 [P -P-
oe

71 1-2- 1 - 3C I (13)=

Oj - Te \0Pjc Oj/
_

3
Pjc

_

a.

O
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where' |71-
_ 3 ..

dc
- D 2- L'a (L-Lc )P e

=1- 1 - 3C = Jet centerline pressure 71.
.P

- D L(La-Lc) for. (L (LDa)oe a c

(14)

c.3.3 For Region 3, defined ~as L > La, the jet pressure' |71
is given by

|
'

,

j Dj - Z r
(15) 71-

,

Pjc Dj
,

where
| 71

Pjc = 3Fj/Aj, jet centerline pressure for (L)La) (16) 71

O

D. Jet Impingement Force
| 71

The jet impingement force which is applied to a given target is a | 71
.

|
function of the fraction of the jet which is intercepted by the |

!

target, if the entire jet is intercepted, then the entire jet |
;

i forca 's applied to the target.
| 1

e ,,

Fj t * fj (17) |71

|If the target intercepts a fraction of the jet, but not the | 71 j
entire jet, the jet pressure distribution over the target must me |

,

integrated to obtain the jet force.
| |

;

a

O !
!
.
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71 | Fjt - / Pj dAt (18)

71 | where

71 | Pj - radial jet pressure distribution at the impingement
| plane, as described in Section C above.

71 | At- Target area

71 | The impingement load may be estimated from the jet axial force

| and an approximate correction factor,

71 | F mp " K& fjt(DLF) (19)i

71 | Where

71 | F mp - impingement force on the target, as a function of timei

71 | K4 - the shape factor, a measure of the target's
| potential for changing the momentum of the jet, as g
| described in Appendix D of Reference 22.

71 | DLF - Dynamic Load Factor [26]

O
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B. Pipe Whip Dynamic Analysis Criteria

An analysis of the pipe run or branch is performed for each
longitudinal and/or circumferential postulated rupture at the
break locations determined in accordance with the criteria of
Section 3.68.2.1.2. The loading condition of a pipe run or
branch prior to postulated rupture, in terms of internal
pressure, temperature and stress state, is assumed to be the
condition associated with the normal plant operating condition.

For a circumferential rupture, pipe whip dynamic analyses are
only performed for that end (or ends) of the pipe or branch that
is connected to a contained fluid energy reservoir having
sufficient _ capacity to develop a jet stream. Dynamic analytical
methods used for calculating the piping and piping / restraint
system response to the jet thrust developed after a postulated
rupture adequately account for the effects of the following:

() a. Translational masses (and rotational masses for major
components) arid stiffness properties of the piping system,
restraint system, major components and support walls,

b. Transient forcing function (s) acting on the piping system
and jet thrusts on affected structures.

c. Ela: tic and inelastic deformation of piping and/or
restraint.

O
:
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A 10 percent increase of minimum specified design yield
strength (S ) is used to account for strain rate effects gy
in inelastic nonlinear analyses. W

3.6B.2.3.3 Pipe Whip Restraint Design Criteri1

A. Design Bases

Pipe whip restraints function primarily as a load carrying member
for the low probability occurrence of a pipe break. The

restraints are de:igned for one time use only and function to
control the mo'rement of the r"ptured pipe. The design basis for
the pipe break event is that of a faulted condition. The

restraints and the structure which supports them are analyzed
accordingly.

B. Functional Requirements

68 |

High-energy pipe whip restraints are designed to ensure that the
pipe whip will be eliminated or minimized. On the other hand,

the restraints are designed to permit the predicted thermal and
seismic movements of the pipes.

C. Design Parameters

Af ter the pipe restraint locations are identified, the following
design parameters are determined?

1. Jet thrust force

2. Pipe seismic displacements

O
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3. Pipe thermal displacements'

/

I J-

4. Pipe insulation thickness

5. Minimum allowable tolerance between restraint and pipe

insulation.

6. Maximum allowable pipe movement.

The jet thrust force and maximum allowable pipe movement are used
in the analysis process. Tolerance, insulation, and seismic and
thermal movements are used in determining the minimum gap between

the restraint and pipe surfaces.

The pipe whip restraints used for the CPSES project are U-bar,
crushabic pipe, crushable pad (honeycomb), and elastic hard
restraints as shown in Figures 3.6B-1 through 3.68-4.

D. Analysis and Design

The maximum allowable design limits for the restraints are as
follows:

|Q112.5
a. The permanent strain in the metallic ductile materials is |68

limited to fifty percent of the mir.imum ultimate uniform |
'

strain (straincorrespondingtothemaximumstresspointon|
the appropriate engineering stress-strain curve) based on |

restraint material tests and/or ASME Code [4]. |

b. The design limit for crushable pipe restraints longer than
three outside pipe diameters is 50 percent of energy
absorbing capacity (crushed to 70 percent of inside
diameter of pipe).,

(J' .
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c. The permissible diameter deformations limit for crushabie
pipe restraints shorter than two outside pipe diameters is
the lesser of 0/2 or ASTM where;

D = initial outside diameter of the crushable pipe

ASTM = maximum flattening limit for A106 Gr. O carbon
steel pipc as prescribed by ASTM A 530-76.

31 | d. If a crushable material, such as honeycomb, is used, the

| allowable capacity of crushable material shall be limited

| to 80% of its rated energy dissipating capacity as
j determined by dynamic testing, at loading rates within +

| 50% of the specified design loading rate. The rated

j energy dissipating capacity shall be taken as not greater

| than the area under the load-deflection curve. The

| portion of the curve in which the value of load vs.

| deflection has departed from the essentially horizontal
,

j portion shall not be used.

Typical characteristics of pipe whip restraint components are as
follows:

a. Energy absorption members of yielding type restraints are
those which, under the influence of the whipping pipe,
absorb energy by significant plastic deformation. U-bars,
crushable pipe, and crushable pad assemblies, designed with
materials having high ultimate strain and relatively nigh
energy absorption capacity; are used in CPSES.

I b. Elastic pipe whip restraints are also used. They are
f
| essentially plane frames or space frames. Upon rupture,

the energy of the whipping pipe is completely absorbed by
the steel restraint structure. Movement of the ruptured

O
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. pipe is controlled by permitting deformation of.the
j }- elements of the structeral restraints within the elastic
8v

range of the material.

c. Restraint connecting. member 3 are components which form a>

direct link between the plastic' yielding restraint members
and the structure (e.g., clevises, brackets, and pins of a

U-barrestraint).

d. Restraint connecting member structurcl attachments are
fasteners which provide the means of securing the restraint-
connecting. members of the structure (e.g., weld attachments
and bolts),

e. . Structural and civil components are steel and concrete
structures which ultimately carry the restraint load (e.g.,
walls, frames, columns, and beams). A dynamic load f actor

is considered in the design of these structural and civil
OQ components. This factor depends on the natural fraquency

of these components and the restraint force time hinery.
It is evaluated for each postulated break affecting a
specific structural or civil component.

f. The design of the pipe whip restraint is for one time
usage.

In designing a restraint, the following three loading conditions
are considered:

a. An in-plane (the plane of the U-bar) impact loading at an
angle up to 45 degrees from the axis of the U-bar.

!

b. An out-of-plane (the plane of the U-bar) impact loading at
an angle up to 10 degrees from the axis of the U-bar.

i

!
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c. An impact loading at an angle up to 10 degrees from the
normal to the crushable pad / pipe axis.

The materials used in restraint design are selected to ensure ductile
behavior. The U-bars are made of SA 479 type 304 annealed stainless
steel. The crushable pipes are made of SA 106 Grade B carbon steel.

The crushable pads are metalurgically bonded type 304 stainless steel
sheets. The elastic restraints are made of ASTM A-588 Grade 50 steel.
The other restraint components, such as pins, bolts, and anchors, are
desigreed to remain within their elastic limits.

3.68.2.4 Guard Pipe Assembly Design Criteria

The CPSES containment is of single barrier design. Guard pipes are
not used in the penetration design.

3.6B.2.5 Material to be Submitted for the Operating License Review

This section presents a summary of the dynamic analyses applicable to
high-energy piping systems resulting from postulated pipe breaks. The

following information is provided for the various high energy systems
in the subparagraphs of this Section:

4

1. Impler,entation of the stress criteria as outlined in Section
3.68.2.1,

,

'

2. The type, number, and location of postulated breaks on which the
dynamic analyses are based.

3. The rumber and locations of pipe whip restraints required to
protect essential systems.

4. The results of the jet thrust, impingement functions, and pipe
break analysis as described in Section 3.68.2.2 and 3.68.2.3

consistent with Reference [5], where the stress intensity ranges
and/or usage factors exceed the criteria of 2.4 Sm and 0.2,
respectively.
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5. The design adequacy of essential systems and components to ensure

:h that their design-intended functions will not be impaired to an
.dv

unacceptable level of integrity or operability as the result of
high-energy pipe breaks.

6. Description of protective enclosures provided,to protect safety-
related equipment from the effects of a possible rupture in a
high energy fluid piping system, including openings in these
enclosures.

The implementation of criteria for inservice inspection is discussed
in Section 6.6.8.

3.68.2.5.1 Reactor Coolant System Main Loop Piping

Table 3.6B.2 and Figure 3.68.9 identify the RCS main locp break |61
locations. The eight main loop piping break locations (breaks 1 to 8 |

in Table 3.68.2 and Figure 3.68.9) are included in the CPSES design |

basis for containment design, ECCS and environmental qualification |
'

requirements. These eight breaks are not part of the design basis |

for dynamic effects, as discussed in section 3.68.2.1.1. The three |

large branch nozzle breaks (breaks 9 to 11 in Table 3.68.2 and Figure |

3.68.9) are included in the design basis for dynamic effects. |

The primary plus secondary stress intensity ranges and the fatigue
cumulative usage factors at the design break locations specified in
Reference [5] are given in Table 3.68.3 for a reference fatigue
analysis. The reference analysis has been prepared to be applicable
for many plants. it utilizes seismic umbrella moments which are
higher than those used in Reference [5] such that the primary stress
is equal to the limits of equation (9) in NB-3650 (Section 111 of the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code) at many locations in the system where in Reference [5] one
location eus at the limit. Therefore, the results of the reference

analysis may differ slightly from Reference [5], but the philosophy
and conclusions of Reference [5] are valid, There are no other
locations in the model used in the reference fatigue analysis,
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Actual plant moments for the CPSES aro also given in Table 3.68.3 at
the design basis break location so that the reference fatigue analysis
can be shown to be applicable for this plant. By showing actual plant
moments to be no greater than those used in the reference analysis, it
follows that the stress intensity ranges and usage factors for the
CPSES will be less than those for comparable locations in the
reference mode. By this means it is shown that there are no locations

other than those identified in Reference [5] where the stress
intensity ranges and/or usage factors for the CPSES might exceed the
criteria of 2.4 Sm and 0.2, respectively. Thus, the applicability
of Reference [5] to the CPSES has been verified.

Design loading combinations and applicable criteria for ASME Class 1
61 |componentsandsupportsareprovidedinSection3.9N. The forces

| associated with rupture of the branch nozzles (9 to 11, Table 3.6B.2)
| to the reactor coolant loop piping systems are considered in
| combination with normal operating loads and earthquake loads for the
| reactor coolant loop design in order to assure continued integrity of
|vitalcomponentsandengineeredsafetyfeatures. Pipe rupture loads

include not only the jet thrust forces acting on the piping but also
jet impingement loads on the primary equipment supports.

61 | Barriers and layout are used to provide protection from pipe whip,
| blowdown jet and reactive forces. Some of the barriers utilized for

protection against pipe whip are as follows. The steam generator

compartment walls serve as a barrier between the reactor coolant loops
and the containment liner. In addition, the refueling cavity walls,
various structural beams, the operating floor, and the steam generator
compartment walls enclosed each reactor coolant loop into a separate
compartment, thereby preventing an accident, which may occur in any
loop, from affecting o rther loop or the containment liner. The

portion of the steam and feedwater lines within the containment have
been routed behind barriers which separate these lines from all
reactor coolant piping. The barriers described above will withstand
loadings caused by jet forces and pipe whip impact forces.

O
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Other than for the Emergency Core Cooling System lines, which must

[ ') circulate cooling water to the vessel, the engineered safety features
'~

are located outside of the steam generator compartment walls. The

Emergency Core Cooling System lines which penetrate the steam
generator compartment walls are routed around and outside the walls to
penetrate the walls in the vicinity of the loop to which they are
attached.

3.68.2.5.2 High-Energy Piping Other Than RCS Main loop

in this section, a summary is presented giving the results of the
detailed stress analysis and, describing methods of protection
employed to protect essential equipment against the effects of pipe
breaks for the high energy systems outlined in Section 3.68.1.2.1.

1. Main Steam System

A. General Description
p
'~ The main steam piping inside containment is carbon steel

ASME SA-155, Grade KCF 70 material designed in accordance
with the ASME Code, Section III, Class 2 criteria. The

main steam system inside containment consists of four 32
inch OD (1.25 inch minimum wall thickness) lines running
from each steam generator to the containment penetrations.

p
t iv
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The main steam piping outside con'.ainment from the
containment penetrations to the main steam isolation valve
moment restraints is the same as the main steam piping
inside containment. The piping from the MSIV moment

restraints to the high pressure turbine is carbon steel
ASME SA-155 Grade KC 70 material designed in accordance

with ANSI 831.1 as non-nuclear class piping. These lines

are 34 inch OD (1.25 inch minimum wall thickness). The

piping connected to the main steam drip pots are of carbon
steel material with portions designed in accordance with
ANSI 831.1 and ASME Code, Section Ill, Class 2 criteria.
The Class 2 portion of the system consists of ASME SA-333
Grade 6, two inch schedule 80 pipe and the non-nuclear
portion of the system consists of ASME SA-106 Grade B, two
inch schedule 80 pipe. The locat. ion and configuration of
the main steam lines with respect to structures, equipment,
and other piping are shown on Figures 1.2-8, 1.2-14 and
1.2-25. The criteria described above and as follows is
applicable for both Units 1 and 2.

B. Pipe Whip Analysis

Isometrics of the main steam lines inside Containment
indicating the location of the highest stress node points,
postulated breakpoints, and restraints are provided in
Figures 3.68-11 through 3.68-14. The systems and equipment

necessary to mitigate the consequences of a main steam line
68 | break are described in Section 3.68.1. Breakpoints were

| postulated at the terminal ends of the piping run and at
| intermediate locations in accordance with the criteria
| outlined in Section 3.6B.2.1. The steam generator nozzles

and the flued heads at the containment penetrations are
68 | considered terminal ends. Intermediate breaks are

| postulated as shown. A circumferential break is
postulated

9
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to occur at any one of these points. Restraints are

[\ provid'edoneachIinetopreventimpactonessential
y/

- components. The pipe whip restraints are designed.to
prevent plastic hinge formation and thereby preclude
adverse pipe whip effects.

Isometrics of the main steam lines outside containment
indicating the location of postulated breakpoints and
restraints are provided in Figures 3.68-15 through 3.68-18.
Since these lines consist of non-nuclear piping, pipe
breaks are postulated at each fitting, valve, or welded
attachment. Since these lines are greater than 4 inches in
diameter, circumferential or longitudinal breaks are
postulated. Pipe whip restraints are provided as necessary
that are designed tr< prevent plastic hinge formation and
thereby preclude adverse pipe whip effects. A portion of
the main steam lines between the containment penetrations
and isolation valves, are designed in accordance with the

O criteria in Section 3.68.2. ' .2. Therefore,circumferential|40
_

Q pipe breaks are not postulated in the regions between the |

penetrations and the moment restraints after the isolation |

valves. Homver, a one square foot crack is postulated |

andevaluatedforenvironmentaleffects,inaccordancewithj
the criteria in BTP ASB 3-1. As shown on Figure 3.6B-25, |

pipe breaks are postulated in the main steam blowdown lines
outside containment. Since these lines consist of non-
nuclear piping, break points are postulated at terminal
ends and at each intermediate fitting, valve or welded
attachment with the exception of the four break exclusion
areas as shown.

.

Review of the piping layout and plant arrangement showed
that breaks in portions of the main steam lines could
adversely impact the safeguards, switchgear, electrical and

O
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controls and turbine buildings. Accordingly, these lines
are restrained as necessary to protect the structures. The

pipe whip restraints are designed ?o prevent plastic hinge
formation and thereby preclude adverse pipe whip effects on
the structures. Since there are no essential systems or
components in the turbine building, protection is primarily
provided to protect the structures noted above from a main
stcam pipe break.

,

i
|

C. Jet Impingement Analysis |

40 | The jet impingement analysis for this system is performed |

| to determine the effects of jet impingement loading on

| essential components (as defined in Section 3.68.1.2.1),

| associated supports and building structures.

40 | In those cases where the analysis shows that the component

| or structure is not capable of withstanding the load then
| protection is required. Protection consists of either
| relocating the target, or installing jet shield or barriers
| to protect the target.

40 | D. Environmental Analysis

40 | The safety-related systems required to mitigate the

| consequences of a main steam line break inside Containment

| are designed to perform their safety function under the
| environmental conditions resulting from a LOCA or MSLB as

| discussed in Section 3.11.

40 | Any one of the main steam lines is postulated to develop a

| 1 ft2 crack in the penetration area outside Containment.

| The postulation of this crack is in accordance with

| Branch Technical Position ASB 3-1.
)

O
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The penetration area is isolated from the rest of the |40
- safeguards building by the seismic gap seal between the |

C safeguards building and the containment wall, fas' closing |

isolationdampersintheinterconnectingHVACductsandthe|
pressure resisting watertight doors. These features |

preclude this crack from producing any detrimental |

environmental effects on the rest of the plant. |

2. Feedwater System

A. General Pscription

The main feedwater lines inside containment are carbon
steel ASME SA-333, Grade 6 material designed in accordance

with the ASME Code, Section III, Class 2 criteria. Each of

the lines consists of an 18 inch schedule 80 se mless pipe i
,

running from the Containment penetration to each steam
generator. The maii feedwater piping outside Containment
from the containment penetration to the feedwater
containment isolation vai.e is the same as the feedwater
piping inside Containment. The piping from the feedwater ;

containment isolatica valve to the feedwater control valve I

moment res.raint is also the same as the feedwater piping
inside coitainment, except that these lines are 18 inch
schedule 240 seamless pipe. The main feedwater lines from
the feedwater control valve moment rr .raint connect to the
main feedwater header combining into one main fe & +er
line which originates from the feedwater heater in the
turbine building. The feedwater lines to the main
feedwater header and the fe%iwater control valve by-pass
lines are carbon steel ASME SA-106, Grade B material

designed in accordance with ANSI B31.1 as non-nuclear class
piping. These lines onsist of 18 inch schedule 140 and
eight inch schedule 120 pipe. The main feedwater header
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and feedwater line in the turbine building are carbon steel
ASME SA-155 Grade KC 60 material designed in accordance

with ANSI B31.1 as non-nuclear class piping. These lines
are 30 inch OD (2.125 inch minimum wall thickness) pipe.
The location and configuration of the feedwater lines with
respect to structures, equipment, and other piping are
shown in Figures 1.2-8, 1.2-13 and 1.2-25.

The criteria described above and as follows is applicable
for both Units 1 and 2.

B. Pipe Whip Analysis

Isometrics of the main feedwater lines inside Containment
indicating the location of the highest stress node points,
postulated breakpoints, and restraints am prctided in
Figures 3.6B-19 throuch '.68-22. The systems and eqatpment

necessary to mitig ~,e the consequences of a maia feedwater

68 | line break are described in Section 3.69,1. Breakpoints

| were postulated at the terminal er::s of the piping run and

| at intennediate locations in scordance with the criteria
| outlined in Section 3.68.2.1. The flued heads at the

containment penetrations and the steam generator nozzles
68 | are considereu tenninal ends. Intermediate breaks are

| postuluad as shown. A circumferential break is
petiulated to occur at any one of these points. Pipe whip

restraints are provided as required to prevent impact on
essential components. The pipe whip restraints are
designed to prevent plastic hinge formation and thereby
preclude adverse pipe whip effects.

Isometrics of the main feedwater lines outside containment,
'

indicating the location of postulated breakpoints and
restraints, are provided in Figures 3.6B-23 and 3.68-24.

O
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Since these lines consist largely of non-nuclear piping,-

. n) pipe breaks are postulated at each fitting,. valve, or(
'

welded attachment. For all lines, circumferential or
longitudinal breaks are postulated. Pipe whip rest'raints
are provided to prevent unacceptable damage to essential
components and building structures. The pipe whip

restraints are designed to prevent plastic hinge formation
to preclude adverse pipe whip effects. A portion of the
main feedwater lines between the containment penetrations
and the feedwater control valves, is designed in accordance
with the critcria in Section 3.68.2.1.2. Therefore, pipe-
breaks are not postulated in the regions between the
penetr:tions and the moment restraints after the control
vaives. However, a one square foot crack is postulated and | 40
evaluated for environmental effects in accordance with the |

c criteria in BTP ASB 3-1. |

Review of the piping layout and plant arrangement showeo
that breaks in portions of the main feedwater lines could
adversely impact the safeguards, switchgear, electrical and
controls and turbine buildings. Accordingly, these lines
are restrained as necessary to protect the structures. The

pipe whip restraints are designed to prevent plastic hinge
formation and thereby preclude adverse pipe whip effects on
the structures. Since there are no essential systems or
components in the turbine building, protection is primarily

,

provided tn protect the structures noted above from a
feedwater line break.

.

f

OG'
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C. Jet Impingement Analysis

40 | The jet impingement analysis for this system is performed

I to determine the effects of jet impingement loading on

| essential components (as defined in Section 3.6B.1.2.1),

| associated supports and building structures.

40 | In those cases where the analysis shows that the component

| or structure is not capable of withstanding the load then

| protection is required. Protection consists of either

| relocating the target, or installing jet shield or barriers
j to protect the target.

40 1

0. Environmental Analysis

40 | The safety-related systems required to mitigata the

| consequences of a main feedwater line break inside

| Containment are designed to perform their safety fur.ction

| under the environmental conditions resulting from a LOCA or

| MSLB as discussed in Section 3.11.

40 | Any one of the main feedwater lines is postulated to

i develop a 1 ft2 crack in the penetration area outside

| Containment. The postulation of this crack is in
j accordance with Branch Technical Position ASB 3-1.

40 | The penetration area is isolated from the rest of the
j safeguards building by the seismic gap seal between the

| safeguards building and the containment wall, fast closing

| isolation dampers in the interconnecting HVAC ducts and the

| pressure resisting watertight doors. These features

| preclude this crack from producing any detrimental

| environmental effects on the rest of the plant.

O
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High energy flooding is evaluated in the same manner as -|40
Il moderate energy flooding per Section 3.68.2.5.3. |D

,

3. Auxiliary'Feedwater System |14

.A. General Description |14

The Auxiliary Feedwater System lines are carbon steel, ASME | 14
SA 106, Grade 8 material designed in accordance with ASME |

Code Section III, Class 2 or 3 criteria as applicable. |

The suction lines of the auxiliary feedwater pumps consist |

of 10, 8 and 6 inch category 152 piping which is schedule |

40, with design pressure of 150 psig. These lines run |

from the condensate storage tank and service water piping |

to the suction of each auxiliary feedwater pump. The |

discharge lines of the auxiliary feedwater pumps consist of |
6, 4 and 3 inch category 2002 (category 2003, directly |

after the isolation valve) piping which is schedule 160 up |

.

to 3 inches, and scuedule 120 for sizes above 3 inches. |

The design pressure is 1800 psig. The piping that |

connects to the main feedwater piping after the last |

auxiliaryfeedwaterisolationvalvesiscategory1303which|
is schedule 80, with a design pressure of 1200 psig to |

match the main feedwater piping. The discharge lines of |

the auxiliary feedwater pumps connect to the main feedwater |
lines. The location and configuration of the auxiliary |

feedwater lines with respect to structures, equipment and |
other piping are shown in Figure 1.2-10. The criteria |

described above and as follows are applicable for both |

Units 1 and 2. |

O
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14 | B. Pipe Whip Analysis

14 | Isometrics of the Auxiliary Feedwater System lines

| indicating the location of the highest stress node points,
| postulated breakpoints and restraints are provided in

| Figures 3.68-26 through 3.68-33. The systems and

| equipment necessary to mitigate the consequences of a

| Auxiliary Feedwater System line break are described in
68 | Section 3.68.1. Breakpoints were postulated at the

| traninal ends of the piping run and at intermediate

| locations in accordance with the criteria outlined in
| Section 3.68.2.1. Intermediate breaks are postulated as

| shown. A circumferential break is postulated to occur at
14 | each of these points. Pipe whip restraints are provided

| as required to prevent impact on essential components.

| The pipe whip restraints are designed to prevent plastic

| hinge formation and thereby preclude adverse pipe whip

| effects.

40 | C. Jet Impingement Analysis

40 | The jet impingement analysis for this system is performed

| to determine the effects of jet impingement loading on
| essential components (as defined in Section 3.68.1.2.1),

| associated supports and building structures.

40 | In those cases where the analysis shows that the component

| ur structure is not capable of withstanding the load then
| protection is required. Protection consists of either
| relocating the target, or installing jet shield or barriers
| to protect the target.

O
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D. Environmental Analysis

' ("\ ,

.U The environmental conditions resulting from a break in an |40
/ xiliary Feedwater System line do not affect the Speration j
of safety-related systems required to mitigate the |,

consequences of the accident. | ,

.

The Auxiliary Feedwater System is high energy only on the |40
-basis of the system pressure. Auxiliary feedwater 'is only |-
cold water so an auxiliary feedwater break cannot generate |-

a steam atmosphere. |
,

s

High energy flooding is evaluated in the same manner as |40-
moderate energy flooding per Section 3.68.2.5.3. .|,

4. Auxiliary Steam System

A. General Description

3
(d The Auxiliary Steam Syst e Piping is comprised of nuclear

safety related carbon stee', A$ME SA-106 Grade 8 material.
The auxiliary steam system supplies steam to both Units 1
and 2 components.

The steam supply piping to the floor drain waste evaporator
package, WPS waste evaporator package, BRS recycle

'

evaporator package and CVCS boric acid batching tank, all
located in the Auxiliary Building, are 10, 6, 4 and 2 inch,
schedule 40 category 152 Class 5 piping with a design
pressure of 150 psig. These lines run from the auxiliary
steam header of the components described above and are
seismically supported. The return lines of the above
components are 2, 1-1/2 and 3/4 inch schedule 40, category
152 Class 5 piping with a design pressure of 150 psig. The

!
.

I
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return lines are connected to the auxiliary steam drain
tank. The loceion and configuration of the auxiliary
steam lines witu respect to structures, equipment and other
piping are shown in Figures 1.2-31 and 1.2-32.

The auxiliary boiler and its associated piping is category
152G piping and is located in the Turbine Building.

B. Pipe Whip Analysis

isometric drawings of the Ai!xiliary Steam System Piping
indicating the locations of the highest stresses,
postulated breakpoints and restraints are provided in
Figures 3.68-58 through 3.68-63. The systems and equipment

necessary to mitigate the consequences of an Auxiliary
Steam System line break are described in Section 3.68.1.
Break locations were postulated at the terminal ends of the
piping run and at intermciiate loctions in accordance with
the criteria outlined in Section 3.6B.2.1. A

circumferential break is postulated to occur at each of
these points. Pipe whip restraints are provided as
required to prevent impact on essential components. The

pipe whip restraints are designed to prevent plastic hinge
formation and thereby preclude adverse pipe whip effects.

C. Jet Impingement Analysis

40 | The jet impingement analysis for this system is perfonned

| to determine the effects of jet impingement loading on

| essential components (as defined in Section 3.68.1.2.1),

| associated supports and building structures.

40 | In those cases where the analysis shows that the component

| or structure is not capable of withstanding the load then

O
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protection is required. protection consists of either |40_q
- relocating the target,-or installing jet shield or barriers |-

to protect the target. |

0. Environmental Analysis | 40

The environmental conditions resulting from a break in~an |40
Auxiliary Steam System line do not affect the operation of |

safety-related systems required to mitigate the |
consequences of the accident. |

The most significant environmental conditions generated by |40
breaks in the auxiliary steam system are the various |
elevated temperatures. The pressure transients are very |

slight and do not pose a threat to the safe operation or |

the structure of the plant. The temperature transients |

caused by a1y of the auxiliary system breaks do not affect | <

the safe shutdown of the plant because: 1) equipment |
required for safe shutdown is located in an arca not |

affected by the break; 2) the equipment is qualified to |
parameters higher than those experienced during the break; |

b the equipment fails in a safe position; or 4) the |

equipmenthasbeenanalyzedtoshowthattheshort-duration |
incree. sed temperatures will not cause appreciable |
degradation in perfonnance or qualified life. |

Blowdown from any of the postulated auxiliary steam system |40
line breaks is tenninated automatically. The transients |

were analyzed for the full period of the blowdown. |

Details of t.he instrumentation required to mitigate the |45
blowdown is in Section 7.6.12. [

O
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5. Steam Generator Blowdown Cleanup System

A. General Description

The Steam Generator Blowdown Cleanup System Piping is

comprised of non-nuclear safety related, carbon steel ASME
SA-106 Grade B material, or non-nuclear safety related
stainless steel ASTM A-312 TP 304 material.

The blowdown lines from each steam generator up to the
isolation valve moment restraints are 3" or 4" safety class
2, Schedule 80, category 1303 piping with a design pressure
of 1200 psig. The piping connecting the 8-inch header of
the steam generator blowdown heat exchanger to the pressure
reducing valve PV-5180 is schedule 80, category 1302, Class
5, with a design pressure of 1200 psig. The portion of the
blowdown piping on the Switchgear Building roof is category
1302G, and not seismically supported. The piping from
valve PV-5180 up to valve 50-170 is 8-inch, category 302,
Class 5, schedule 40, with a design pressure of 450 psig.
The piping from valve S8-170 to the filters and
demineralizers is 6-inch, category 301, Class 5, schedule
40S with a design pressure of 370 psig. The piping that
connects the discharge of relief valve 58020 to the
condenser is 4 and 8 inch, category 302, Class 5, Schedule
40, with a design pressure of 450 psig. The piping
downstream of the filters is moderate energy piping. The

location of the steam generator blowdown cleanup system
with respect to structures and equipment are shown in
Figures 1.2-31 and 1.2-35.

t

O
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B. Pipe Whip Analysis
'

v/ lsometrics of the Steam Generator Blowdown Cleanup System
;

Piping indicating the locations of the highest stresses
postulated breakpoints and restraints are provided in
Figures 3.6B-38 through 3.6B-47. The systems and equipment

.,

( necessary to mitigate the consequences of a Steam Generator
Blowdown Cleanup System line break-are described in Section
3.68.1. Break locations were postulated at the terminal -|68
ends of the piping run and at intermediate locations in |

accordance with the criteria outlined in Section 3.68.2.1 |

[ except for category 1302G piping, where breaks are | ,

i postulated at terminal ends and at-each intermediate |

fitting, valve or welded attachment. A circumferential | i

break is postulated to occur at each of these points. Pipe

whip restraints are provided as required to prevent impact
on essential components. The pipe whip restraints are
designed to prevent plastic hinge formation and thereby

.

preclude adverse pipe whip effects. ,

,C ~!

C. 'et Impingement Analysis

The jet impingement analysis for this system is performed |40
to determine the effects of jet impingement loading on | .

essential components (as defined in Section 3.68.1.2.1), | f
iassociated supports and building structures. |

'In those cases where the analysis shows that the component |40
or structure is not capable of withstanding the load then | i

prott.ction is required. Protection consists of either |

relocating the target, or installing jet shield or barriers j
to protect the target. |

O
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'O | D. Environmental Analysis

40 | The environmental conditions resulting from a break in a

| Steam Generator Blowdown System line do not affect the

| operation of safety-related systems required to mitigate

| the consequences of '.he acciaent.

40 | The most significant environmental conditio..s generated by

| breaks in the blowdown system are the various elevated
j temperatures. The pressure transients are small and do

| not pose a threat to the safe operation or the structure of

| the plant. The temperature transients caused by any of

| the blowdown system breaks do not affect the safe shutdown

| of the plant because: 1) equipment required for safe

! shutdown is located in an area not affected by the break;

| 2) the equipment is qualified to parameters higher than

| those experienced during the break; 3) the equipment fails

| in a safe position; or 4) the squipment has been analyzed
I to show that the short-duration increased temperatures will

| not cause appreciable degradation in performance or

| qualified life.

40 | Blowdown from any of the postulated blowdown line breaks is

| terminated automatically. The transients were analyzed

| for the full period of the blowdown.

45 | Detaiis of the instrumentation required to mitigate the
| blowdown is in Section 7.6.12.

40 | High energy flooding is evaluated in the same manner as

| moderate energy flooding per Section 3.6B.2.5.3.

.

O
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6. Chemical & Volume Control System

p
d A. General Description

The Chemical and Volume Control System lines are of
stainless steel ASME SA-312, TP 304 material or stainless

steel ASME SA-312 TP 304 material or stainless steel ASME
SA-376 TP 304 material designed in accordance with ASME
Code Section Ill, Class 1, 2 or 3 criteria as applicable.
The letdown line from the cold leg of the RCS to the
letdown orifices consists of 3 and 2 in category 2501
schedule 160 piping with a design pressure of 2485 psig.
The letdown orifices on the low pressure letdown valve PCV-
131 is 2 and 3 inch category 601, schedule 405 piping with
a design pressure of 700 psig. The letdown line from the
low pressure letdown valve to the demineralizers and RHT of
the BRS is 3 inch category 301, Schedule 40S, with a design

pressure of 370 psig. The suction lines of the charging >

pumps consist of 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6 inch category 151,
schedule 40S piping with a design pressure of 150 psig.
These lines run from the volume control tank, CVCS boric

acid tank and chemical mixing tank to the suction of the

charging pumps. The discharge lines of the charging pumps
consist of 4, 3 and ? inch category 2501 schedule 160
piping, with a design pressure of 2485 psig. These lines
run from the charging pumps to the cold leg of the RCS and

the RCP sea's. The location and configuration of the CVCS

lines with respect to structures and equipment are shown in
Figures 1.2-11, 1.2-12, 1.2-17, 1.2-18 and 1.2-32.

B. Pipe Whip Analysis

Isometrics of the CVS system piping indicatir.g location of
the highest stresses, postulated breakpoints and restraints

O
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are provided in Figures 3.60-70 thru 3.6B-88. The systems

and equipment necessary to mitigate the consequences of a
CVC system line break are described in Section 3.68.1.

,

Breakpoints were postulated at the terminal ends of the
piping run and at intermediate locations in accordance with
the criteria outlined in Section 3.68.2.1. A

circumferential break is postulated to occur at each of
these points. Pipe whip restraints are provided as
required to prevent impact on essential components. The

pipe whip restraints are designed to prevent plastic hinge
formation and thereby preclude adverse pipe whip effects.

c

C. Jet Impingement Analysis

40 | The jet impingement analysis for this system is performed
| to determine the ef fects of jet impingement loading on

| essential components (as defined in Section 3.68.1.2.1),

| associated supports and building structures.

40 | In those cases where the analysis shows that tne component

| or structure is not capable of withstanding the load then
| protection is required. Protection consists of either
| relocating the target, or installing jet shields or
| barriers to protect the target.

40 | D. Environmental Analysis

40 | 1he environmental conditions resulting from a break in an

| CVC System line do not affect the operation of safety-
| related systems required to mitigate the consequences of

| the accident.

40 | The most significant environmental conditions generated by

| breaks in the CVC system are the various elevated

O
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temperatures. The pressure transients are small and do j40 j
. notposeathreattothesafeoperationorthestructureof-| |

IV the plant. The temperature transients caused by any of |

the CVCS system breaks do not affect the safe shutdown of |

the plant because: 1) equipment required for safe shutdown |

is located in an area not affected by the break; 2) the |
;equipment is qualified to parameters higher than those |

-experienced during the break; 3) the equipment fails in a |

safe position; or 4) the equipment has been analyzed to | 2

show that the short-duration increased temperatures will |

not cause appreciable degradation in performance or | 1

qualified life. |

Details of the instrumentation required to mitigate the |45
blowdown is in Section 7.6,12. | f

;

High energy flooding is evaluated in the same manner as |40 !

moderate energy flooding per Section 3.68.2.5.3. | [

O t

7. Residual Heat Removal System

A. General Description !

!

The Residual Heat Removal System piping from the RCS hot |
leg of loop 1 and 2 to the second isolation valve are of |
stainless steel, ASME SA-376 TP 316 material designed in ;

'

accordance with ASME Code Section !!!, Class 1 criteria.
These lines consist of 12 inch category 2501, schedule 140

.

piping with a design pressure of 2485 psig. The piping |
from the second isolation valve to the containment
penetrations is of stainless steel ASME SA-312 TP 304 i

material designed in accordance with ASME Code section III,
Class 2 criteria. Theso lines are 12 inch category 601,
schedule 405 piping with a design pressure of 600 psig. The ;

piping from the containment penetration to the suction of
|

the RHR pumps is of stainless steel ASME SA-358, Class

:
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1. These lines are 16 inch (0.5 inch minimum wall
thickness) category 601 with a design pressure of 600 psig.
The discharge lines of the Residual Heat Removal pumps are
of stainless steel, ASME SA-312 TP 304 material designed in
accordance with ASME Code Section !!!, Class 2 criteria.
These lines consist of 8,10 and 12 inch category 601,
schedule 405 piping with a design pressure of 600 psig.
The discharge lines of the residual heat removal pumps
connect to safety injection system cold leg injection
headers. The location of the Residual Heat Removal System
piping with respect to structures and equipment is shown in
Figures 1.2-10 and 1.2-16.

B. Pipe Whip Analysis

Isometric drawings of the RHR System piping indicating the
locations of the highest stresses postulated breakpoints
and restraints are provided in Figure 3.68-64. The systems

and equipment necessary to mitigate the consequences of a
RHR system line break are described in Section 3.68.1.
Breakpoints were postulated at the terminal ends of the
piping run and at intennediate locations in accordance with
the criteria outlined in Section 3.68.2.1. A

circumferential break is postulated to occur at each of
these points. Pipe whip re;traints are prnvided as
required to prevent impact on essential components. The

pipe whip restraints are designed to prevent plastic hinge
fonnation and thereby preclude adverse pipe whip ef fects.

C. Jet Impingement Analysis

40 | The jet impingement analysis for this system is performed

| to determine the ef fects of jet impingement loading on

| essential components (as defined in Section 3.68.1.2.1),

| dssociated supports and building structures.

O
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In those cases where the analysis shows that the component |40 ,

t(j or structure is not capable of withstanding the load then |- !

protection is required. Protection consists of either | !

relocating the target, or installing jet shield or barriers |
to protect the target. | !

| D. Environmental Analysis !

!

The RHR System is considered a moderate energy _ system |40
| outside containment in accordance with Branch Technical |

Position MEG 3-1. ] ,

Moder3te energy flooding P tvaluated in accordance with |40
- Sectton 3.68.2.5.3. | .;

8. Safety injection System
!'

! A. Ge.neral Description

',

The Safety injection System Piping from the discharge
header of the charging pumps to the Reactor Coolant System
loop cold legs are stainless steel, ASME SA-376 TP 304 or !

TP 316 material, designed in accordance with ASME Code
Section III, Class 1 or 2 criteria, as applicable. These

lines consist of 1, 1-1/2, 2, 3, 4 and 6 inch category

| 2501, schedule 160 piping with a design pressure of 24F;5 -

psig. The piping from the accumulators to the Reactor
Coolant System loop cold legs is stainless steel, ASHE SA-
376 TP 304 or TP 316 material, designed in accordar.ce with
ASME Code Section Ill, Class 1 or 2 criteria, as
applicable. These lines are 10 inch category 2f01 schedule
140 piping with a design pressure of 2485 pstg.

;

I

i
i

i

O !
E

l

i

!
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The safety injection pump discharge piping up to the

gisolation valves outside the containment are stainless
steel ASME SA-312 TP 304 or TP 316 material, designed in
accordance with ASME Code Section III, Class 2 criteria.
These '.ines consist of 3 and 4 inch category 1501, Schedule
80S piping with a design pressure of 1400 psig. The safety

injection pump discharge piping from the isolation valves
outside the containment to the Reactor Coolant System hot
legs and Safety injection System cold legs is stairless
steel ASME SA-376 TP 304 or TP 316 material, designed in
accordance with ASME Code Section III, Class 1 or 2
criteria as applicable. These lines consist of 3/4, 2, 4,
6, 8 and 10 inch category 2501, schedule 160 or 140 piping,
as applicable, with a design pressure of 2485 psig. The

safety injection pump suction piping is of stainless steel,
ASME SA-312, TP 304 or TP 316 material, designed in
accordance with ASME Code Section III, Class 2 criteria.
These lines consist of 6 and 8 inch category 151 schedule
40S piping with a design pressure of 150 psig. The

location of the Safety Injection System piping with respect
to structures and equipment are shown in Figures 1.2-10,
1.2-11, 1.2-16 and 1.2-17.

B. Pipe Whip Anaiysis

Isometric drawings of the Safety Injection System lines
indicating the locations of the highest stresses postulated
breakpoints and restraints are provided in Figures 3.68-48
through 3.68-57. The systems and equipment necessary to

mitigate the consequences c,' a Safety Injection System line
break are described in Section 3.68.1. Breakpoints were

postulated at the terminal ends of the piping run and at
intermediate locations in accordance with the criteria
outlined in Section 3.68.2.1. A circumferential break is

O
|
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postulated to occur at'each of these points. Pipe whip_
/ \Q' restraints are provided as required to prevent impact on

c

essential components. The pipe' whip restraints are
designed to prevent plastic hinge formation and thereby
preclude adverse pipe whip effects.

C. Jet Impingement Analysis

The jet impingement analysis.for this system is performed j40
to determine the effects of jet impingement loading on |

essential components, associated supports and building |-
structures. |

In those cases where the analysis shows that the component |40
or structure is not capable of withstanding.the load then |

protection is required. Protection consists of either |

relocating the target, or installing jet shield or barrie~rs |
to protect the target. '|: Cs

V
D. Environmental Analysis |40

The environmental conditions resulting from a break in an |40
SI S): tem line do not affect the operation of safety- |

related systems required to mitigate the conseg'.iences of |

the accident. |

Those portions of the Safety Injection System which are |40
considered high energy, outside the containment, are based |

on the system pressure. The piping is considered as I

containing cold water so a break in a line cannot generate |

a steam atmosphere. |

High energy flooding is evaluated in the same manner as |40
moderate energy flooding per Section 3.68.2.5.3. |

O
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40 |3.68.2.5.3 Moderate Energy Piping

40 | In evaluating the effects of a moderate energy system piping failure,
| the postulated failure is a crack which results in neither pipe whip
| nor jet impingement but rather in spraying water streams. As such,

|theconsequencesareofanenvironmental/floodingnature. The

i effects of cracks, as postulated in Section 3.6B.2.1.4, are evaluated
| for all essential equipment on a case by case basis.

40 |Ifitisdeterminedthatanessentialcomponentisnotqualifiedor
|cannot be demonstrated to a under the adverse conditions causeda

| by the crack then the essent.a' component is protected. Protection
| is accomplished either by relocatina the component, installing a
| barrier er curb or by designing a shield.

O

9
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Loading Combinations Stress Limits
H

| /D Components 3.98-1A . Note 1 |20
|'%)

Piping 3.98-1B 3.98-1B. |20

Piping Supports 3.9B-1C 3.98-10. |20
3.9B-1E |20

Note 1 Stress limits for each of the loading combinations are .|66
presented in Tables 3.98-2,3.98-3,3.9B-4,and3.98-5'for|
vessels, inactive * pumps, active pumps, and valves |

respectively. |

The design loading conibinations are categorized with respect to |20
normal, upset,' emergency, and faulted plant conditions. (Referto |

- Section3.98.1.1fordefinitionofplantconditions). Peak dynamic |66
responses from loadings shown in Tables 3.98-1A and 3.98-1B are |

combined using the Square Rcot of the Sums of +he Squares (SRSS) |

O technique. This method of combining dynamic responses is consistent |

with the position outlined in NVREG-0484, "Methodology for Combining | 20
Dynamic Responses," Revision 1 dated May, 1980. Active ** pumps and |

valves are discussed in Subsection 3.9B.3.2. Table 3.98-8 lists all | 71;

i non-NSSS active pumps by system. Table 3.98-10 lists all non-NSSS |

active valves including their design parameter and safety function. |11
The component supports are designed in accordance.with suussetion-NF |

of the ASME B&PV Code, Section Ill. |

|

O
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Inactive components are those whose operability is not relied upon*

to perform a safety function while being subjected to the loading
combinations associated with the respective plant operating condition
categories.

Active components are those whose operability is relied upon to**

perform a safety function while being subjected to the loading
combinations associated with the respective plant operating condition
categories.

61 | Systems which are required to operate during and after a postulated
|plantaccidentconditioncomplywiththefunctionalcapability
| requirements delineated in References [5], [6], [7], and [8] in
| addition to the ASME Code requirements.

61 |Thisrequirementwillensurethatthepipingsystemwillmaintainits
| capability to deliver the rated flow and retain its dimensional
| stability under events specified above.

61 | References [7] and [8] provides an alternative functional capability
|evaluationforstainlesssteelelbowsandbends.

3.98.3.2 Pump and Valvc Operability Assurance

71 | A list that identifies all active Code Class 2 and 3 pumps and valves
|ispresentedinTables3.9.8-8and3.98-10.

O
Amendment 71 3.9B-28
May 27, 1988
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The plant conditions' and load combinations for Class 2 and Class 3 |61-
components are shown in Table 3.98-1A. The safety related component |_

supports are designated with the same safety class as their respective |
components and are subject to the same plant conditions 'and loading |

combinations. |

3.98.3.4.3 Instrument Impulse Tubing Supports for ASME III Class 2 |10
and Class 3 Safety Related Applications |10

a. All instrument impulse tubing,' valves and fittings connecting |10
instruments to ASME III Class 2 and Class 3 piping root valves |

will be seismically supported. |

b. All instrument impulse tubing, valves and fittings connecting |10
nuclear.safetyrelatedinstrumentstoHon-ASMEpipingorducting|
will be seismically supported. |

c. The support design will consider pressure, gravity, seismic and |10
thermal loading combinations and will conform to the ASME |

stress allowables for class 2 and 3 components when combined in j

accordance with the loading combinations specified in ASME |

Section ill Equations 8 thru 11. |

d. AnyweldingofthesupportsystemwillbeperAWSspecifications|10
consistent with that perfonned on other nuclear safety related, |

Non-ASME supports. |'

a. Subsection NF supports will be employed on the ASME 111 main |10
line piping including the instrument root valve. |

f. The material used for fabrication of the tuoing supports will be | 10 I

purchased with certificates of compliance to applicable ASTM |

standards. |

)

O
l

|

3.98-43 February 15, 1988
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10 |g. Other seismically designed support systems such as cable tray

| supports, pipe supports or conduit supports may be used for

| tubing if paragraph c above is met. Any necessary re-analysis

| will be performed to justify the additional loads.

66 |h. AISC, "Specification for the Design, Fabrication and Erection of

| Structural Steel for Buildings" Nov. 1, 1978 including
| Supplement 1 March 11, 1986 may be utilized in the analysis of

| structural tubing.

3.98.4 CONTROL R0D DRIVE SYSTEM (CROS)

Refer to Section 3.9N.4

3.9B.5 REACTOR VESSEL INTERNALS

Refer to Section 3.9N.5

3.98.6 INSERVICE TESTING OF PUMPS & VALVES

3.98.6.1 Inservice Testing of Pumps

3.9B.6.1.1 Scope

66 | Inservice testing of pumps shall be in accordance with Subsection IWP
| of Section XI, ASME Boiler & Pressure Vessel Code (Edition and Addenda
| as required by 10CFR50.55a).

3.00.6.1.2 Test Program

Establishment of reference values and a periodic testing schedule
shall be in accordance with IWP-3000. The allowable ranges of
inservice test quantities, corrective actions, and bearing temperature
tests shall be in accordance with IWP-3200 and IWP-4300.

O
May 27, 1988 3.98-44
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i TABLE 3.98-8

(Sheet 1 of 3)
,

ACTIVE PUMPS ' | 71.

1

NORMAL ACCIDENT |71
PUMP TAG NUMBER SYSTEM CLASS MODE MODE ACTIVE FUNCTION |71

| Auxiliary Feedwater CP1&CP2-AFAPMD-01, AF 3 ON/0FF ON Required for Removing |71
5 (Motor Driven) 02 Reactor Decay Heat (Safe | 71
I Hot Shutdown) |
!
i

j Auxiliary Feedwater CP1&CP2-AFAPTD-01 AF 3 0FF ON Required for Removing. |.71 i
.

) (Turbine Driven) Reactor Decay Heat (Safe |71
: Hot Shutdown) |

i
:

! Service Water CP1&CP2-SWAPSW-01, SW 3 ON/0FF ON Required for Transferring |71
02 Heat from Primary Plant |71

| Safeguards Components to |

| the Ultimate Heat Sink |

!

! Component Cooling Water CP1&CP2-CCAPCC-01, CC ON/CFF ON Required for Transferring |71
02 HeatfromComponentstothe|71 i

Service Water System |>

:

j Containment Spray CP1&CP2-CTAPCS-01, CT 2 0FF ON Required.for Containment |71
) 02, 03, 04 Heat Removal |71_

i

{Amendoent:71,

May 27, 1988-
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TABLE 3.98-8 ,

(Sheet 3)

ACTIVE PUMPS -| 71

.

NORMAL ACCIDENT | 71
PUMP TAG NUMBER SYSTEM CLASS MODE MDDE ACTIVE FUNCTION |71 i

|Diesel Generator Fuel CP1&CP2-DOAPFT-01, DO 3 0FF ON/0FF Required to Transfer Fuel '|71-
Oil Transfer Pump 02, 03, 04 Oil to Day Tank fram the' |71" -

Storage Tank |

3

Safeguard Bldg Floor CP1&CP2-WPAPSS-01, VD 3 ON/0FF ON/0FF Required to Detect and |71
Drain Sump Pumps 02, 03, 04 Mitigate Flooding'of Safety | 71

.

Related Equipment |

;

[

.

|

|

t

!

.

b

Amendment 71 !

May 27, 1988 f.
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Table 3.98-10 '
.

(Steet 5)

ACTIVE VALVES

Valire Identification Valve ?fpe AMS Method

or Locatton and Size ' Safer,y of Normal

W. System Actuator { Class Actuation. Position Function

MS-486 MS Check 1/2 3 Self-Actuated Closed /Open Prevent Air Loss Fras ; 68

Accumulator Air Supply | -I

To S.G. PCRV After loss.' I .

- of Instrument Air .|

MS-687 MS Check ' 1/2 3 Self-Actuated. Closed /Open Prevent Air Loss Frcza 60

Accumulator Air Supply |

To S.C. PCRV Atter Ioss

of Instrument Air |

[ W/-2397A MS Globe / Air 3 2 Aoto Trip Open Steam Generator Isolation ; 66

|

W/-2390A E Globe / Air 3 2 Auto Trip Open Steam Generator Isolation | 66 -

l MV-2399A MS Globe / Air 3 2 - Auto Trip Open Steam Generstor Inclation ! 66' |

W/-240CA MS Globe / Air 3 2 Auto Trip Open Steam Generator Isolation ! 66 .

HV-4075B/C FF Gate /mtor 4 2 Aato Trip Closed Containment Isolation . ! 66.' |

Wi-2134 FW Gate Hydraulic le 2 Auto Trip Open ' Feedwater Isolation | 66-

Wi-2154 FW Globe / Air 3/4 2- - Auto Trip Open . Containment Isolation'' -|

Wi-2135 FV Gate !tf raalic ' 18 2 Aato Trip Open Feedwater Isolation i 56d

WI-2155 FW Globe / Air 3/4 2 Auto Trip Open Containment' Isolation.

W/-2136 FW Gate Hydraulic 18 2 Auto Trip Open Containment Isolation
..

WI-2137 FW Cate Hydraulic 18 2 Acto Trip Open Feedwater. Isolation 55 .

HV-2195 FW Globe / Air 3 2 Auto Close Closed Feedwater Isolation : 11 ^

HV-2196 FW Globe / Air .3 2 Auto Close Closed Feedwater Isolation: ; 11

HV-2187 FW Clobe/ Air 3 2 Aato Close Closed. Feedwater Isolation. ! .11

HV-2198 FW Globe / Air 3 2 Auto Close Closed Feedwater Isolation. | 11

W-2193 FW Globe / Air 6. 2 Aato Close Closed Feedwater Isolation ! 71

Fv-2194 FW Globe / Air 6 2 Aato Close Closed Feedwater Isolation | 71 -

fv-2195 FW Globe / Air 6 2 Auto Close. Closed Feedwater Isolation ! 71

fv-2196 FW Globe / Air 6 2 Auto Close' Closed Feedwater Isolation' : 66

FwO70 FW Check 18 2 Self-Actuated Open Feedwater Isolation- | 66 .

FL C76 FW Check 19 2 'Self-Actuated Open Feedwater Isolation 66

rW-032 FW Check 10 2 Self-Actuated Open Feedwater Isolation' 66

Amendment 71
__ - -_-

May 27,71988
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Table 3.9B-10

(Sheet 6)

ACTIVE VALVES
'

Valve Identification Valve Type ANS Method

or Iocation and Size datety of Normal

No. Systen Actuator In. Class Actuation Position Function

fw-Cas FW Check 18 2 Self-Actuated Open Feedwater Isolation * 66

FW-195 FW Check 6 2 Self-Actuated Closed AN Flow Path -| 66

FW-1% FW Check 6 2~ Self-Actuated Closed A W Flow Path | 66

FW-197 FW Check 6 2 Self-Actuated Closed AFW Flow Path | 66

EW-196 W Check 6 2 Self-Actuated Closed AEW Flow Path ! 66 '
''

fw199 FW Check 6 '2 Self-Actuated' Open A N Flow Path ; 66

fw-200 FV Check 6 2 Self-Actuated Open AFW Flow Path, ! 6f -

EW201 FV Check 6 2 Self-Actuated Open A W Flow Path ! 66

IW202 FW Check 6 2 Self-Actuated Open A W Flow Path . | 66

fw191 FW Check 6 2 Self-Actuated Closed AfW Flow Path Boundary | 66

FW-192 FW Check 6 2 Self-Actuated Closed AFW Flow Path Boundary 66

FW-191 FW Check 6 2 Self-Actuated Closed AW Flow Path Boundary - | 66

fW194 FW Check 6 2 Self-Actuated Closed AfW Flow Patr Boundary | 66
. 66

W/-2411A/B AF Cate/ Motor 4 2 Remote Manual Open Containment Isolation

f"-2191 FW Butterfly / Air 6 2 Auto Trip. Open AFW Flow Path Boundary 71

FV-2132 FW Butterfly / Air 6 2 Auto Trip Open' .AEW Flow Path Boundary | 71

FV-2133 FW Butterfly / Air 6 2 Auto Trip Open A2W Flow Path . ' try ' | 71 {
'

FV-2194 FW Sutterfly/ Air 6 2 Auto Trip Open AFW Flow Pata Boun. ry. | 71

W/-2412A/3 AT Cate/ Motor 4 2 Remote Manual Open Containment Isolatt'n

W/-24 G /B AF Cate/ Motor 4 2 R e te Manual Open Containment Isolatto,

WI-2 4)4A/B AF Cate/ Motor 4 2 Remote Manual Open Containment Isolation
*

W/-24&O AF Cate/ Motor 6 3 Remote Manual Clossd SW Flow Path to Soction

W/-2 431 AT Cate/Mator o 3 Remote Manual' Closed SW Flow Path to Suction

WI-1432 AT Cate/ Motor 6 3 Rammote Manual Closed SW Flow Path to Soction

FI-2456 AF Globe / Air 2 3 Auto Trip Open ' Recirculation Flow Path

fv-2457 AF Clobe/ Air 2 3 Auto Trtp Open Recirculation Flow Path

AT-014 AT Check 6 3 Self-Actuated Closed Suction from Condensate * 66

Storage Tack |

~ Amendment 71
May 27,11988
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Table 3.93-10 - -[

(Sheet 7)
t

.

<

j ACTIVE VALVES

:
i

| Valve Identification valve Type ANS Method

or Location and Sir.e Safety - of ' Normal
i

. No. System Actuator & Class Actuation Position Function' I

AF-C24 AF Check 6 3 Self-Actuated . Closed Suction from Condensate | 06 - [

Storage Tank !

AF-032 AF Check 6 3 Self-Actuated Closed Suction from Condensate : 66

Storage Tank '|

AF-C65 AF Check 6 3 Self-Actuated . Closed Discharge Flow Path - | 66 ,j
M-051 AT Che k 6 3 Self-Actuated Closed Discharge Flow Path . | 66

,

AF-c38 AF Check 8 3- Self-Actuated Closed Discharge Flow Path. | 66

AF-093 AF Check 4 2 Self-A'ctuated Closed Discharge Flow Path | 66

AF-098 AT Check 4 2 Self-Actuated closed Discharge Flow Path ' | 66

AF-083 AF Check 4 2 Self-Actuated Closed Discharge Flow Path | 66 ;

AF-C86 AF Check 4 2 Self-Actuated Closed Discharge Flow Path * 66

AF-075 AT Check 4 2 Self-Actuated Closed, Discharge Flow Path . | 66-- ,.

AF-073 AF ChSck 4 2 Self-Actuated Closed Discharge Elow Path | 66

AF-101 AF Cberk 4 2 Self-Actuated Closed Discharge Flow Path - ! 66 ,

AF-106 AF Check 4 2 Self-Actuated closed Discharge Flow Path ~ | 66

AF-215 AF Check 1/2 3 Self-Actuated Closed /Open Prevent Air Loss From * 68
"

Accumularar Air Supply- |

to Anx. F. W. Reg Valve - 1

After Ioss of Instrtenant |

Ak |

AF-216 AF Check 1/2 3 Self-Actuated Closed /Open . Prevent Air Loss Fras ! 68 -

Accumulator Air Supply - |

to Aux..F. W. Beg Valve. j-

After Loss of Instrument |

Ah |

AF-217 AF Check 1/2 3 Self-Actuated Closed /Open Prevent Air Loss Frcn ; 68

*Accumulator Air Supply

ito Aax. F. W. Reg Valve

After Loss of Instrument !

Air | -

May 27.-1988.
4. .
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LIST ~0F-FIGURES
,

.A q

;
- Figure Title |

; |,

5.1-1 Flow Diagram.- Reactor Coolant System (3 Sheets)
|

5.1-2 Reactor Coolant System Process Flow Diagram

_5 .' l -3 Reactor Coolant System Elevations- ;

5.2-1 Vessel Inservice' Inspection Tool |

5.2-2 RCS Heatup Limitations
]

5.2-3 RCS Cooldown Limitations
,

t

5.3-1A Unit No 1 Reactor Vessel Beltline Region Material
Identification -

S.3-1B Unit No. 2 Reactor Vessel Beltline Region Material
Identification

5.4-1 Reactor Coolant Controlled Leakage Pump

5.4-2 Reactor Coolant Pump Estimated Performance

Characteristic
ti

5.4-3 KID Lower Bound Fracture Toughness SA-533,
Grade B, Class 1 (Reference 2)

O

5-xii May 27, 1988
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_
TABLE 5.2-1

,.

( )
APPLICABLE CODE ADDEflDA FOR

REACTOR C00LAtiT SYSTEM COMP 0f1EilTS

Reactor vessel ASME III,1971 Ed. thru Winter 72

f, team generator ASME III, 1971 Ed. thru Summer 73

Pressurizer ASME III, 1974 Ed.

CRDM housing

Full length ASME III, 1974 Ed.

CRDM head adapter ASME III,1971 Ed. thru Winter 72 |5

Reactor coc'iant pump ASME III, 1971 Ed. thru Summer 73

O
\ /
''

Reactor coolant pipe ASME III, 1974 Ed. thru Summer 75 |57
.

Surge lines ASME III,1974 Ed. thru Winter 75

Valves

Pressurizer safety ASME III,1971 Ed. thru Winter 72
Motor operated i\SME III, 1974 Ed. thru Summer 74

Manual (3" and larger) ASME III, 1971 Ed. thru Summer 73

Control ASME III, 1974 Ed. thru Summer 75

A
!

.

May 27, 1988
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t. 2. ' Failure of the Auxiliary Feedwater Pump RunoutLProtection

,O,
( s' Limitation of maximum auxiliary feedwater flow to the broken

loop steam generator is achieved through passive flow
restrictors. Failure of passive flow restrictors is not

. considered credible.

3. . Failure of Main Feedwater Pump Trip

No credit is taken for feedwater pump trip and coastdown in
calculating main feedwater addition prior to feedwater line
isolation. Therefore, this failure has no effect on the results

presented. |
|
|

4. Failure of a Steam Line Stop Valve

Failure of a main line stop valve increases the volume of steam
piping which empties into the Containment.

|
The effects of this failure on calculated Containment pressures

| and temperatures were compared with the effects of the failure
|- of one Containment spray train. With respect to the maximum
l. Containment pressure, ca!culations showed that the adverse

effects of a steam stop valve failure were considerably less

|
than that of one Containment spray train failure. With respect

| to the maximum Containment temperature, no significant
difference was found between the two failures.

5. Failure of One Containment Spray Train

The worst single failure following a steam line break is the
L failure of one of the two redundant Containment spray trains.
i

O
6.2-53

March 14, 1988
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69 | For the full DER, full spray flow is conservatively assumed to

| occur 60 seconds after the Containment pressure P signal

| setpoint (20 psig) is reached. This delay includes delays for

| the instrumentation signal, diesel generator start, sequencing

| the pump load on the class 1E bus, pump acceleration,

| Containment isolation valve opening, and system fill times.

69 | Since the spray pumps startup is initiated at the S signal
| setpoint (5 psig), the partial DERs and split breaks result in
| activation of the spray only 38 seconds after the P signal

| setpoint is reached. This is because the delays associated

| with diesel start, load sequencing, and pump acceleration are

| already satisfied and the pumps are already running at the time

| the P signal setpoint is reached.

69 | The above Containment pressure setpoints which are used in the

| analysis are conservatively assumed to be the upper limit
| values.

6.2.1.4.9 Mass and Energy Data

71 | Table 6.2.1-4 presents the mass and e,1ergy release rate deta for the
jdesignbasissteamlinebreak,0.908-ft2 split rupture at 70-percent
| power. This break results in the maximum temperature and pressure.

69 | Mass and energy release data for all breaks analyzed are included in

| References [4] and [6].

6.2.1.3 Minimum Containment Pressure Analysis for Performance

Capability Studies of Emergency Core Cooling System

The Containment backpressure used for the iimiting case CD=0.6, DECLG

break for the ECCS analysis presented in Section 15.6.5 is presented

O
Amendment 71 6.2-54
May 27, 1988
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6.4.1.4 liabitability System Operation During Emergencies

A detailed description of the Control Room Air-Conditioning System
emergency modes of operation is presented in Section 9.4.

6.4.1.5 Emergency Monitors and Control Equipment'

Radiation monitors used to switch the Control Room Air-Conditioning |68
System into the emergency recirculation mode are located in the |

Control Room outside-air intakes. The outside-air intake monitors, |

located at opposite sides of the Control Building, are used to sample j46

makeup and pressurization air flows introduced into the Control Room |

envelope. Chlorine gas monitors are also located at the outside-air |

intakes to switch the air-conditioning system to the isolation mode in |
the event of a toxic gas release. See Subsection 2.2.3. In this |

mode, the affected outside-air intake is isolated and its associated |

Control Room emergency pressurization unit is automatically stopped. |

During a postulated chlorine gas release, the Control Room operates at
ambient pressure.

6.1.1.6 Fire frotection Criteria

The Fire Protection System is designed to safeguard equipment and
personnel. Combustible materials are excluded a.; far as practical
from the Control Roo;n to lessen the possibility of a fire. The fire

stops serve a dcal function. Fire stops are incorporated on all
cables entering the Control Room to prevent the entry of a fire
originating outside the Control Room. They also form a leak boundary |46
which limits exfiltration of air from the Control Room envelope. |

Because eny fire in the control panels would be very limited, due to |

the amount of combustible materials present, Control Room evacuation |

is not considered a necessity; however, remote shutdown capability is |

available as described in Section 7.4. Codes and guides used in the j

design of the Fire Protection System are given in Subsection 9.5.1.

Amendment 68
February 15, 1988
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6.4.2 SYSTEM DESIGN

6.4.2.1 Definition of Control Room Envelope

71 | Yhe Control Room pressurized envelope consists of the following areas
| where continuous or frequent operator or technical support personnel
| occupancy may be required during emergency operation:

68 | Space Elevation

68 |EastControlRoom 830'-0"
68 |WestControlRoom 830'-0"
68 |ConsoleandControlRoomUnit1 830'-0"
68 |ConsoleandControlRoomUnit2 830'-0"
68 | Instrument Room Unit 1 830'-0"
68 | Instrument Room Unit 2 830'-0"
68 | Computer Room Unit 1 830'-0"
68 |ComputerRoomUnit2 830'-0"
68 |FileRoom 830'-0"
68 | Production Supervisor's Office 830'-0"
68 | Cocridor 830'-0"
68 | Toilet 830'-0"
68 |LockerRoam 830'-0"
68 |KitchenandJanitorCloset 830'-0"
68 | Charts and Supplies Storage Room 830'-0"
71 | Technical Support Center (Of fice and Corridor) 840'-6"
G8 i Ofiices (2) S40'-6"
E | Electrical Equicment Corridars (2) 840'-6"
71 |

68 | The Control Room Air Conditioning System (CRACS) mechanical equipment
| rooms,TrainsAandB, located in the Control Building above the
| Control Room complex at elevation 854 ft 4 in., are pressurized and
| may require infrequent access by a Control Room operator during an
|emergencycondition. The components located in the CRACS mechanical
| equipment rooms are described in detail in Section 9.4.

O
Amendment 71 6.4-4
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6.4.4.2 Toxic Gas Protection
,,,

'v} . A hazards analysis for each toxic material was performed as
I

recommended in NRC Regulatory Gunde 1.78 [4] and is presented in
Section 2.2. The habitability of the Control Room envelope was
evaluated to determine if a site-related tccident involving a release
of hazardous chemicals exceeas the toxicity limits as specified in NRC
Regulatory Guide 1.78. BaseJ on the analysis, monitors are provided in | 46
the Control Room outside air intakes (a total of two per intake) of |

the Control Room envelopr to automatically switch to the isolation |e

mode of operation. Chlorine sensors are placed at the outside-air |

intakes which are aopraximately 6N feet from the nearest chlorination
storage facility. These automatically switch the Air-Conditioning |68
System to the isolation mode of operation when chlorine levels unsafe |

for Control Room personnel (as suggested in NRC Regulatory Guide 1.95 |

[5]) cre detected. Chlorine is used as a biocide in the plant |

Circulating and Service Watr r systems. The Chlorination System is
described in Subsection 10.4.5.

O
V A plant specafic analysh based on Reference 9 has been performed to |64

,

demonstrate that the ctiorine corcentration in the control room would |

be well within the protective actior, limit of 15 ppm based on a |

maximum isolation ai' exchange rate of 800 cfm. The acceptance test | .

toverifytheaboveisolationairexchangerateandthepressurization|
flow rate is that d e control room can be maintained at greater than |

or eodal to 0.12E in, wg with the pressurization flow rate less than |

or equal to 800 cfm. |

The Computer looms for Unit 1 and Unit 2 and the Technical Support |68
Center, whica are located inside the Control Room pressure boundary, |

employ ten non-seismic non-safety related supplementary cooling |

units. Those areas do not contain safety related equipment and are |

not needaid for continuous occupancy. An analysis based on Reference |

10 has *;een performed to demonstrate that refrigerant concentrations |

in these areas due to the release of the total refrigerant inventory |

fO associatedwiththeseunitsafteraseismicevent(DBE)willbewithinj,

the limits specified in ANSI /ASHRAE 15-78 {10]. |

6.4-11 May 27, 1988
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6.4.4.3 Evaluation of Heating, Ventilation, Air-Conditioning, and

Filtration System

The HVAC and Filtration System readiness is ensured by the periodic
testing program described in Section 6.4.5. Safe operation is ensured
by having redundant equipment for the Control Room HVAC and Filtration
System. A complete safety evaluation is given in Section 9.4.

6.4.5 TESTING AND INSPECTION

Preoperational tests are conducted on the Control Room HVAC and
Filtration System to ensure that all equipment satisfies the design
criteria during all modes of operation. Tests are also performed, as
described in Section 9.4, to ensure overall system performance. The

leakage tests will be conducted by closing all the access points to
the Control Room.

Control Room pressure will be established by controlling the outside
air intake flow of the emergency pressurization units until the design
pressure is achieved. Should the outside makeup airflow through the
emergency pressurization unit exceed the maximum allowable flow of
approximately 800 scfm, a survey shall be conducted to locate points
of excessive leakage and attempt to seal them. Tests shall be
repeated as often as necessary unti; the above criteria are
established.

55 | Control Room pressure is measured by the permanently installed
|differentialpressuretransmitters.

The result of the Control Room leak test is considered acceptable if
the emergency pressurization airflow does not exceed 800 scfm with the

21 |ControlRoomenvelopebeingmaintainedat0.125-in.wg.

O
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7.3.2.2.7 Manual Initiation of Protective Actions (Regulatory |71
Guide 1.62) |71r

a
There are four individual main steam stop valve momentary control |71
switches (one per loop) mounted on the control board. Each switch |

when actuated will isolate one of the main steam lines. in addition,

there will be two system level switches. Eachswitchwillactuateall|56
four main steam line isolation and bypass valves of the system level. |

Manual initiation of switchover to recirculation is in compliance |

with Section 4.17 of IEEE Standard 279-1971 with the following |

comment. |

Manual initiation of either one of two redundant safety injection
actuation main control board mounted switches provides for actuation

of the components required for reactor protection and mitigation of
adverse consequences of the postulated accident, including delayed
actuation of sequenced started emergency electrical loads as well as
components providing nitchover from the safety injection mode to the
cold leg recirculation mode following a loss of primary coolant

f(,_ ) accident. Therefore, once safety injection is initiated, those |36
components of the Emergency Core Cooling System (see Section 6.3) |

~

which are automatically realigned as part of the semiautomatic j

switchover go to completion on low-low refueling water storage tank |

(RWST) water level without any manual action. Manual operation of |

other components or manual verification of proper position as part of
emergency procedures is not precluded nor otherwise in conflict with
the above described compliance to Section 4.17 of IEEE Standard 279-

1971 of the semiautomatic switchover circuits.

No exception to the requirements of IEEE Standard 279-1971 has been
taken in the manual initiation circuit of safety injection. Although

Section 4.17 of IEEE Standard 279-1971 requires that a single failure
within common portions of the protective system shall not defeat the
protective action by manual or automatic means, the standard does not
specifically preclude the sharing of initiated circuitry logic between
automatic and manual functions, it is true that the manual safety

kj\:

7.3-91 Amendment 71
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injection initiation functions associated with one actuation train
(e.g., train A) shares portions of the automatic initiation circuitry
logic of the same logic train; however, a single failure in shared
functions does not defeat the protective action of the redundant
actuation train (e.g., train B). A single failure in shared functions
does not defeat the protective action of the safety function. It is

further noted that the sharing of the logic by manual and automatic
initiation is consistent with the system level action requirements of
the IEEE Standard 279-1971, Section 4.17, and the minimization of
complexity.

Manual actuation of main steam line isolation (all valves),
containment isolation (Phase A), and containment spray actuation
conforms to the same criteria herein described for the manual safety
injection manual actuation functions.

56 |7.3.2.2.8 Component Control Switches

56 |ThecontrolswitchesforESFfinalactuators,e.g., pumps,valvesand
| dampers, are the spring-return-to-automatic type. This design

|featureassuresthecompletionoftheprotectivefunctiononceithas
| bec' initiated, regardless of the operational status of she final
| actuator prior to the initiation of the protective function.

56 | When operating conditions necessitate, the operator can manually
68 | override the automatic operation of individual components. The

| manual overrides are accomplished in the following manner:

68 |A. Valves and Dampers - The control switch must be held by the

| operator in the alternate position for the duration of the

| period that the alternate action is required. The automatic

| action is restored as soon as the operator re' eases the control

| switch.

O
Amendment 68 7.3-92
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7.8 ATWS MITIGATION SYSTEM ACTUATION CIRCUITRY (AMSAC) |70
. O) . '|%

7.8.1 DESCR PTION |70

7.8.1.1 System Description | 70

The ATWS (Anticipated Transient Without Scram) Mitigation System |70
Actuatior. Circuitry (AMSAC) provides a backup to the Reactor Trip |

System (RTS) and ESF Actuation, System (ESFAS) for initiating turbine |

trip and auxiliary feedwater flow in the event an anticipated |

transient results (e.g., the complete loss of main feedwater). The j.

AMSAC is independent of and diverse from the Reactor Trip System and |

the ESF Actuation System with the exception of the analog steam |

generator level and turbine impulse pressure inputs, and the final |

actuation devices. It is a highly-reliable, microprocessor-based, |

non-safety related circuitry. |

C The AMSAC continuously monitors level in the steam generators, which |70
is an anticipatory indication of a loss of heat sink. AMSACinitiates|
certain functions when the level drops below a predetermined setpoint |

for a preselected time and for three of the four steam generator |

1evels. These initiated functions are turbine trip auxiliary |
'

feedwater initiation, and steam generator blowdown and sample lines |

isolation. |

1he AMSAC is designed to be highly reliable, resistant to inadvertent |70
actuation, and easily maintained. Reliability is assured through the |

use of internal redundancy and continual self-testing within the |

system. Inadvertent actuations are minimized through the use of |

internal redundancy and majority voting at the output stage of the |

system. The time delay on low steam generator level and the |

coincidence logic also minimize inadvertent actuations. |

7.8-1 Amendment 70
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71 |TheAMSACautomaticallyperformsitsactuationswhentheplantis
| above a preselected power level which is determined using turbine
|impulsechamberpressure. This signal remains armed sufficiently

70 |longafterthepressuredropsbelowthesetpointtoensurethatits

| function will be performed in the event of a turbine trip.

70 |7.8.1.2 Equipment Description

70 | The AMSAC equipment is located in a seismically qualified cabinet.

70 |ThedesignoftheAMSACisbasedontheindustrystandardIntel
| multibus format, which permits the use of various readily available
|andwidelyusedmicroprocessorcardsonacommondatabusforvarious
| functions.

70 | The AMSAC consists of the following:

70 | 1. Steam Generator (SG) Level

70 | SG level is measured with four existing differential pressure-
| type level transmitters, for each of the main steam generators.

70 | 2. Turbine Impulse Pressure

70 | Turbine impulse Pressure is measured with two existing pressure

| transmitters located in the steam supply line near the turbine.

70 | 3. System Hardware

70 | The system hardware consists of two primary systems: the

| Actuatica Logic System (ALS) and the Test / Maintenance System

| (T/MS).

O
Amendment 71 7.8-2
May 27, 1988
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7.8.1.4- AMSAC Interlocks |70

A:t
V A single interlock, designated as C-20 (See Table 7.7-1), is provided |70

to allow for the autematic arming and blocking of the AMSAC. The |

system is blocked at sufficiently low reactor power levels when the |

-actionstakenbytheAMSACfollowinganATWSneednotbeautomatically|
initiated. Turbine impulse chamber pressure in-a two-out-of-two |

logic scheme is used for this permissivo. isrbine impulse chamber |

pressureabove'thesetpointwillautomaticallydefeatanyblock,i.e.,|
will arm the AMSAC. Dropping below this setpoint will automatically |

block the AMSAC. Removal of the C-20 pennissive is automatically |

delayed for a predetermined time. The operating status of the AMSAC |
-

is displayed'on the main control board. |

7.8.1.5 Steam Generator Level Sensor Arrangement |70

SG level is determined by a differential pressure transmitter, |70
measuring the level drop in the steam generator. These SG level |

signals are used as inputs to the AMSAC and are isolated signals from |
-V the Process Protection Cabinets. |

7.8.1.6 Turbine Impulse Chamber Pressure Arrangement |70

Turbine impulse chamber pressure is determined by a differential |~70
pressure transmitter, measuring the pressure rise in the turbine. |

These pressure signals are used as input into AMSAC and are isolated |

signals from the Process Protection Cabinets. |

bo
7.8-5 Amendment 70
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70 |7.8.1.7 Trip System

70 | The differential pressure that is measured in the steam generator is
| used by the AMSAC to determine trip demand. Signal conditioning is
| performd on the transmitter output and used by each of the ALPS to j
j derive a component actuation demand. If three of the four steam
| generators have a low level at a power level greater than the C-20
| permissive,thenatripdemandsignalisgenerated. This signal
| drives output relays for performing the necessary mitigative actions.

70 |7.8.1.8 g lation Devices

70 | AMSAC is in .ependent of the Reactor Trip (RTS) and Engineered Safety
| Features ctuation Systems (ESFAS). The AMSAC inputs for measuring

| turbine impulse chamber pressure and narrow range steam generator
| wa s level are derived from existing transmitters and channels within
|theProcessProtectionSystem. Connections to these channels are

|madedownstreamofClasslEisolationdeviceswhicharelocatedwithin
|theProcessProtectionCabinets. These isolation devices ensure that
|theexistingprotectionsystemcontinuestomeetallapplicablesafety

71 | criteria. Buffering of the AMSAC outputs from the safety related
| final actuation device circuits is achieved through Class IE isolation
| relays located 4 thin the AMSAC cabinet. A credible fault occurring

70 |inthenonsafety-reatedAMSACwillnotpropagatethroughanddegrade
|theRTSandESFAS.

70 |7.8.1.0 AMSAC Diversity from the Reactor Trip and Engineered
70 | Safety Features Actuation System

70 |TheAMSACutilizesequipmentdiversefromtheRTSandESFAStoprevent
j | common mode failures that might affect the AMSAC and the RTS or
| | ESFAS. The AMSAC is a digital, microprocessor-based system with

| the exception of the analog SG 1evel and turbine impulse pressure
| transmitter inputs. The reactor trip system utilizes an analog based
|orotectionsystem. Also where similiar components are utilized for
|thesamefunctioninbothAMSACandthereactortripsystem,the g
|componentsusedinAMSACareprovidedfromadifferentmanufacturer.

Amendment 71 7.8-6
May 27, 1988
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Common mode failure of identical components in the analog portion of |70
/~N theReactorProtection; System (RPS)thatcouldresultintheinability|

Q of the system to generate a reactor trip signal, will not impact the |

ability of the digital AMSAC to generate its required mitigative -|

functions. Similarly, a_ postulated common mode failure affecting |

analog _componentsinESFAS,whichcouldaffeciitsabilitytoinitiate|
auxiliary feedwater, will not impact the ability of the digital based |

AMSAC to automatically initiate auxiliary fev.dwater. |

7.8.1.10 Power Supply |70

The AMSAC power supply is_a non-Class 1E Uninterruptable AC Power |70
Supply (UPS) source, and battery backed. The AMSAC is an energize- |
to-actuate system capable of performing its mitigative functions with |
a loss of offsite power. |

7.8.1.11 Environmental Variations | ;'O

AMSAC equipment is not designed as safety-related equipment with the |70
exception of the output isolation relays. Therefore, AMSAC is not |
fully required to be qualified as safety related. The AMSAC |
equipment is located in a controlled environment such that variations |

in the ambient conditions are minimized. No AMSAC equipment is |
located inside containment. The transmitters (steam generator level |

and turbine impulse chamber pressure) that supply the input into AMSAC |
are located inside containment and the turbine building, |
respectively. |

7.8.1.12 _Setpoints |70

The AMSAC makes use of two setpoints in the coincidence logic to |70
determine if mitigative functions are required. Water level in each |

steam generator is sensed to determine if a loss of secondary heat |
sink is imminent. The low level setpoint is selected in such a |

manner that a true lowering of the level will be detected by the |
system. The normal small variations in steam generator level will |
not result in a spurious AMSAC signal. |

|

7.8-7 May 27, 1988
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70 |TheC-20permissivesetpointisselectedino-dertobeconsistent
| with ATWS investigations showing that the mitigative actions performed
|bytheAMSACneednotbeautomaticallyactuatedbelowacertainpower
| level. The maximum allowable value of the C-20 permissive setpoint
| is defined by these investigations.

70 |ToavoidinadvertentAMSACactuationonthecompletelossofmain
| feedwater, AMSAC actuation is delayed by a preselected time. This
| will ensure the Reactor Trip System will provide the first trip

,

' | signal.

70 |ToensurethattheAMSACremainsarmedsufficientlylongtopermitits
i function in the event of a turbine trip, the C-20 permissive is
| maintained for a preset time delay af ter the turbine impulse chamber
| pressure drops below the setpoint.

70 | The AMSAC setpoints and setpoint modifications are administratively
| controlled.

70 | 7.8.2 ANALYSIS

70 | 7.8.2.1 Safety Classification / Safety-Related Interface

70 | The AMSAC is not a safety-related system and therefore need not meet
| the requirements of IEEE 279-1971. The AMSAC has been implemented

| such that the Reactor Trip System and the ESF Actuation System
| continue to meet all applicable safety-related criteria. The AMSAC

|isindependentoftheRTSandESFAS. The isolation provided, between
| the RTS and the AMSAC and between the ESFAS and the AMSAC, by the

| isolator modules and the isolation relays ensures that the applicable
| safety-relatedcriteriaaremetfortheRTSandtheESFAS.

O
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7.8.2.9 Testability at Power j70
-

'V The AMSAC is testable at power. This testing is done via the system |70
test / maintenance panel. The capability of the-AMSAC to perform its |

mitigative actuations is bypassed at a system level while in the test |

mode. Total system testing is performed as a set of three |

sequential, partial, overlapping tests. The-first of the tests .|
checks the analog input portions of the AMSAC in order to verify |

accuracy. Each of the analog input modules is checked separately. |

The second test checks aach of the ALPS to verify that the appropriate |
coincidence logic is sent to the majority voter. Each ALP is tested |

separately. The last test exercises the majority voter and the |

integrity of the associated output relays. The majority voter and |

associated output relays are tested by exercising all possible input |

combinations to the majority voter. The integrity of each of the j

output relays is checked by confirming continuity of the relay coils |

without operating the relays. The capability to individually operate |

the output relays confirm the integrity of the associated field |

wiring. Operation of the corresponding isolation relays and final |

V(3 actuation devices at plant shutdown is provided. i

7.8.2.10 Inadvertent Actuation |70

The AMSAC is designed such that the frequency of inadvertent |70
actuations is minimized. This high reliability is ensured through |

use of three redundant ALPS and a majority voting module. A single |

failure in any of these modules will not result in a spurious AMSAC |

actuation. In addition, the three-out-of-four low steam generator ||
| level coincidence logic and time delay minimize the potential for |

inadvertent actuations. |

O
7.8-11 Amendment 70
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70 |7.8.2.11 Maintenance Bypasses

70 | The AMSAC is blocked at the system level during maintenance, repair,
|calibrationortesting. While the system is blocked, the bypass <

|conditionsiscontinuouslyindicatedonthemaincontrolboard.

70 |7.8.2.12 Operating Bypasses

70 | The AMSAC has been designed to allow for operational bypasses with the

|inclusionoftheC-20 permissive. Above the C-20 setpoint, the AMSAC

| is automatically unblocked (i.e., armed); below the secpoint, the
| system is automatically blocked. The operating status of the AMSAC

| is continuously indicated on the main control board via an annunciator

| window.

70 | 7.8.2.13 Indication of Bypasses

70 | Whenever the mitigative capabilities of the AMSAC are bypassed or
| deliberately rendered inoperable, this condition is continuously

|indicatedonthemaincontrolboard. In addition to the operating

| bypass,anymanualmaintenancebypassisindicatedviatheAMSAC
|generalwarningthatissenttothemaincontrolboard.

70 |7.8.2.14 Means for Bypassing

70 |Apermanentlyinstalledsystembypassselectorswitchisprovidedto
| bypass the system. This is a two-position selector switch with

| "NORMAL" and "BYPASS" positions. At no time is it necessary to use

| any temporary means, such as installing jumpers or pulling fuses, to

| | bypass the system.

O
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7.8.2.15 Completion of Mitigative Actions Once Initiated |70
p
W The AMSAC mitigative actions are initiated when the coincidence logic |70

is satisfied and the time delay requirements are met. If the flow in j

the feedwater lines is re-initiated before the timer expires and the |

SG water level increases to above the low low setpoint, then the |

coincidence logic will.no longer be satisfied and the actuation signal |
disappears. If the coincidence logic conditions are maintained for |71
.he duration of the time delay *, then the mitigative actions are |

initiated. The auxiliary feedwater initiation signal is latched in |

at the component actuating devices and the turbine trip is latched at |70
the turbine electro-hydraulic control system. Deliberate operator |

action is then necessary to terminate auxiliary feedwater flow, clear |
the turbine trip signal using the main control board turbine trip |

reset switch, and proceed with the reopening of the turbine stop |

valves. |

7.8.2.16 Manual Initiation |70

C Manual initiation of the AMSAC is not provided. The capability to |70
initiate the AMSAC mitigative functions manually, i.e., initiate |

auxiliary feedwater, trip the turbine, and isolate steam generator |

blowdown and sampling lines, exists at the main control board. |

7.8.2.17 Information Readout |70

The AMSAC has been designed such that the operating and maintenance |70
staffshaveaccurate,completeandtimelyinformationper+.inenttothe|
status of the AMSAC. A system level general warning alarm is |

indicated in the control room. Diagnostic capability exists from the |

| test / maintenance panel to determine the cause of any unanticipated |

inoperability or deviation. |

|

Oa
7.8-13 Amendment 71
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IO | 7.8.3 COMPLIAtlCE WITH STANDARDS Atl0 DESIGN CRITERIA

70 |TheAMSACmeetstheapplicablerequirementscfPart50.62ofTitle10
| of the Code of Federal Regulations and the quality assurance
| requirements of f4RC Generic Letter 85-06.

O

|

O
i

Amendment 70 7.8-14
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TABLE 9.1-3

(Sheet 1 of 4)

SPENT FUEL P0OL COOLING AND CLEANUP SYSTEM
'

'_

MAJOR COMFONENT PARAMETERS

Spent Fuel Pool Cooling Water Pump

Quantity (shared) 2

Design pressure, psig 150

Design temperature, F 200

Design flow, gpm 3600

Total dynamic head, ft water 209 |68
Material SS

Refueling Water Purification Pumps

Quantity (per unit) 2

Design pressure, psig 150

r3 Design temperature, F 200

v' Design flow, gpm 250

Minimum developed head, ft water 165

Material SS

Spent Fuel Pool Skimmer Pump

Quantity (shared) 1

Design pressure, psig 150

Design temperature, F 200

Design flow, gpm 200

Fluid Spent fuel pool water
Material SS

Spent Fuel Pool Heat Exchanger

Quantity (shared) 2

/3 Design heat transfer, btu /hr 13.6 x 106 | 71U

Amendment 71
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CPSES/FSAR

9.4 AIR CONDITIONING, HEATING, COOLING, AND VENTILATION-

p SYSTEMS

!
'

9.4.1 CONTROL ROOH AREA VENTILATION SYSTEM

9.4.1.1 Design Bases '

.

The Control Room IIVAC and filtration systems are designed to maintain
suitable and safe ambient conditions for operating personnel and-

,

equipment during all modes of operation including post-0BA conditions, '

in the following areas of the Control Building.

Areas on floor elevation 830 ft 0 in.:
-

East Control Room |68
West Control Room |68 }
Console and Control Room Unit 1 | 68 - I

Console and Control Room Unit 2 |68-

Instrument Room Unit 1 |68
Instrument Room Unit 2 |68 !

Computer Room Unit 1 |68. y

Computer Room Unit 2 |68
File Room |68 f

2 Production Supervisor's Office |68 !

Corridor |68 f
i Toilet |68
! Locker Room |68 -

) Kitchen and Janitor Closet |68 I

i Charts and Supplies Storage Room |68 |

i
I

'

:

i
i

1 !
r

4

i !

O |
1

!

E

i 9,4-1 '

Amendment 68
'
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CPSES/FSAR

Areas on floor elevation 840 ft 6 in.:

71 | Technical Support Center (Office and Corridor)
71 |

71 | Offices (2)
71 |

68 | Electrical Equipment Corrido,'

Areas on floor elevation 854 ft 4 in.:

68 | Control Room Air Conditioning System mechanical equipment rooms,

| trains A and B.
*

66 |TheControlRoom,locatedonelevation830ft0in,ismaintainedat
|750F(150F)and35-50percentrelativehumidity. The Control

| Room HVAC and filtration equipment rooms are maintained between 400F

j and 1040F, Miscellaneous areas on elevations 830 ft and 840 ft are

|alsomaintainedbetween400Fand1040F. Other system design

| parameters are presented in Tables 9.4-1 and 9.4-2.

As described in the following paragraphs, the system is provided with
sufficient redundancy in equipment and power supplies to enable the
system to sustain a single failure of an active component without loss
of function.

1. The system is equipped with four modular air-conditioning units.
Each unit is rated at 50 percent of the Control Room HVAC and
filtration systems capacity. Each pair of air-conditioning units
is powered from an independent Class lE bus and is physically
separated by a dividing fire wall in the Control Room HVAC and
filtration mechanical equipment room.

O
Amen'Jment 71 9.4-2

May 27, 1988



CPSES/FSAR

9.5 OTHER AUXILIARY SYSTEMS -|50
:O
V 9.5.1 FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEM

0.5.1.1 General

Tnis section is a description of the Fire Protection Program of the |50
CPSES units 1 and 2. The evaluation of fire hazards is included in |71
theCPSESFireProtectionReport(FPR)whichfollowstheformatofthe|
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commissions's "'upplementary Guidance on |

Information Needed for Fire Protection Program Evaluation" and the |50
supplementary criteria in their September 30, 1976, letter. |

The overall Fire Protection Program was developed utilizing the
defense in depth concept. This concept is a combination of:

1. Preventing fires Vrom starting

O-
7. , Quickly detecting and suppressing fires that do occur to limit |66

the extent of damage |

3. Designing plant safety systems so that a fire that becomes fully
established and burns for a considerable time, in spite of the
fire protection systems provided, will not prevent essential
plant safety functions from being performed.

The FPR quantifies potential fire hazards througnout the plant in |71
terms of combustible heat release loading. The Fire Protection and |

Detection Systems are designed based on this heat release loading and |66
onthenatureofthetransientandinsitucombustiblematerialinthe|
area. A summary of this information is presented in tabular form in |71
the FPR. |

O
9.5 1 Amendment 71

May 27, 1988
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CPSES/FSAR

9.5.1.2 Method of Analysis,

9.5.1.2.1 Definitions
<

50 | Several terms with their definitions as they relate to the Fire
| Prote:: tion Program for CPSES are presented below. Unless the terms

22 |arenotedbelow,thedefinitionsareasstatedinSectionIofBranch
|TechnicalPositionAPCSB9.5-1 Reference [2].

|

1. Fire area

The fire area is that section of a building or the plant that is
separated from other areas of the plant by fire barriers with
openings and renetrations protected by seals or closures having
a fire resistance rating eoual to the rating assigned to the
barrier. The fire areas extend through more than one elevation

' where plant design requirements and low amounts of combustible
71 | material in a specific area allow. These areas are designated

| on FPR Figures.

2, Fire Barriers

50 | Fire barriers are those componants of construction (walls,

| floors, or protective coverings) that are rated by approved
| laboratories or are constructed in accordance with the
| requirements stated by authorities having jurisdiction in hours
| of resistante to fire and used to prevent spread of fire.

3. Fire Zone

71 | The fire zone is a subdivision or portion of a fire area that is
| designated on the FPR Figures.

O
'

Amendment 71 9.5-2
May 27, 1988
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4. Fire Duration

( .

x Fire duration is the approximate time expressed in minutes that
the tabulated combustible material will burn. The duration is |65 ;

based on the heat release that will produce an exposure |

equivalent to the standard time-temperature curve (ASTM E-119). | |

!

5. Fire Break
i;

$,

b The fire break is a physical barrier that prevents fire |50 ,

'

propagation,thatis,thespreadingofafirefromonecomponent|
toanotherorthedirectexposureofacomponenttotheheatand|

'

flames of c fire, or both.- |

6. Design Basis Fire
,

Design basis fire is a fire that is postulated to occur in a |65
fire area or fire zone assuming no manual, automatic, or other |

>

L/ firefighting action has been initiated. The combustibles in | |
the area are totally consumed and the fire burns at a rate |

modeling the standard time-temperature curve (ASTM E-119). |
,

7. Enclosed

The tem "enclosed" means being surrounded by a case which will
i

prevent a person from accidentally contacting live electrical
parts. It also applies to flammable liquids which are contained |
or encased in fire-resistant materials or buildings and to
barriers which may or may not be fire rated that surround or

3 encompass fire areas or fire zones. [
.

t

|

|

O i
!

i
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8. Dry

O
The tenn "dry" indicates that the connecting piping between a
deluge valve and the nozzles of a water system is not normc.;y
pressurized with water.

9. Wet !

The term "wet" indicates that the connecting piping between the
main loop a,1d a hose station isolation valve or water nozzle is
normally pressurized with water.

10. Radiation Zone

50 | Radiation zone is the classification of an area based on the
| expected dose equivalent rate (mrem /hr) within that area. See

| Section 12.3 for a detailed description.

65 |11. Fire Safe Shutdown Essential System or Co.,1ponent

65 | An essential system or component is defined as a system or

| component which is requireo to be operational to safely shutdown

| the plant in the event of a fire.

71 |12. Maximum Permissible Fire Loading

65 | The Maximum Permissible Fire loading (MPFL) is the maximum fire

| loading (BTV/sq ft) which can be expected to be contained within

| a fire area by the fire area boundaries without compromising
| safe shutdown capability.

|

|

|
|

O
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..

-13. Fire Hazards Analysis- Evaluation .- |71
'

: A' Fire-HazardAn'alysisEvaluationisanassessmentof.theimpactl'71
'of a single ~ fire hazard on redundant components or systems used |

:to provide fire safe shutdown functions for.the plant. A Fire |

Hazards Analysis Evaluation is performed by a Fire Protection |

. Engineer 'and, if- required a Systems; Engineer. TN : purpose- of a |

Fire Hazards Analysis Evaluation is to demonstrate' compliance |

with BTP APCSB 9.5-1 Appendix A based en the following |.

considerations: |_

- potential transient and in situ combustible hazards are | 66
considered. |

- protection provided is commensurate with the hazards. |66

the consequences of a fire on-the 1 ant's' ability to safely | 661-

.

shutdown are considered. |

0 The Fire Hazards Analysis Evaluation is written, organized | 71-

and maintained to' facilitate review by a person who is not |

involved in the evaluation. |

- The conclusions of'the FHA Evaluations are summarized in |71
the applicable sections of the Fire Protection Report. |

9.5.1.2.2 Assumptions.

'

The FHA Evaluation is based on the following assumptions: |50

1. Generally,theminimumfirebarrierratingisthreehoursexcept|65
for the barriers enclosing the stairwells and elevator shafts, |

which are rated at two hours, the cable tray / conduit fire |

barriers which are rated at 1-hour, and other special cases |

where a rating of less than three hsurs is adequate. |

9.5 3 Amendment 71
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71 |2. When it is determined that a fire involving a fire safe shutdown
| component or system will not affect its redundant counterpart, g
| the redundant system is assumed to operate without failures. W

71 | 3. The Maximum Permissible Fire Loading for a fire zone assumes a

| fire burning in the area which follows the characteristics of

| the standard time-temperature curve, or as noted in the FPR,

| Reference [19].

65 |4. A fire involving a combustible loading, up to the Maximum

| Permissible Fire loading for the fire zone, will be contained

| within the fire area by the passive and active / fire protection
| features (i.e. fire wall and sprinklers, etc.). Furthermore,

| it is assumed that if any of these passive or active fire
| protection features is inoperable and the compensatory actions
| required by Technical Specifications have been implemented then

| an equivalent level of protection is provided.

65 |9.5.1.2.3 Methodology

65 | In order to evaluate potential fire hazards, provide adequate fire
| protection,ensureisolationoffiresafeshutdownsystemsfromthese
| nazards, and prevent the release of racioactive material to the
| environment,thefollowingmethodofdesignandanalysishasbeen
| formulated and implemented for the entire plant:

54 |1. The plant is divided into separate fire areas using plant walls
65 | and floors as barriers. One consideration as-showr. below is

| given to the separation of redundant fire safe enutdown

| components from each othr , from non-fire safe shutdown

| components and from majo, concentrations of combustible
66 | materials. Considerations were also given to other area

| characteristics such as el ?c rical cable routing into and
| through the area, the ductwork supplying and exhausting the
| area, access and egress routes for the area, and vent area for
| depressurization during a tornado.

Amendment 71 9.5-6
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2. For each fire area / fire zone, the heat of combustion for each |65
. , ~3 in-situ combustible is calculated. The calculated heat of |

V- combustion for all in-situ combustibles'is divided by the floor |
area to determine the combustible loading (BTV/sq ft) for the |

fire area / fire zone. In 6Jdition, the approximate fire |

duration (minutes) is detennined based on the ASTM E-119 |

standard time-temperature curve. The transient combustibles |

and the in-situ combustibles will not exceed the Maximum |

Permissible Fire Loading without implementation of compensatory |
measures. |

3. The fire safe shutdown essential equipment in each area is | 65
tabulated. |

'4. Once the fire area and combustible material information is
tabulated, fire protection e'iipment is located throughout the
plant based on the severity and' configuration of the fire
hazards, the calculated heat release of each fire area and the

fq plant equipment and components located in the fire area.
V

5. Fire detectors are located in all areas of the plant where there | 66
is a significant combustible loading and in all areas containing |
equipment required for safe shutdown except as described in |

Section 9.5.1.6.1. |-

6. Hose stations are installed in all safety related buildings of |66
the plant such that an effective hose stream can reach any |

location in a safety related building except as described in |

Section 9.5.1.6.1. |

7. Portable extinguishers are located in all safety related
buildings in accordance with NFPA 10 requirements.

9.5-7 May 27, 1988
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8. Fixed automatic water suppression systems will generally be
installed in safety related plant areas where any of the
following conditions exist:

a. A high fire hazard exists

65 | b. Redundant safe shutdown equipment or cabling outside the

| Containment Build! g is located in the same fire area and

| is not separated by a three hour fire barrier.

c. There is a congestion of cabling.

71 | In areas where condition (r', and in areas where condition (b)

| described above exists, the type of protection that will be

| provided as a minim :,will be a sprinkler system providing

| coverage adequate for the hazard in the area unless

| justification for deviations are provided per reference [19] and

| as described in 9.5.1.6.1. The water spray design density will
65 | be based on Section 9.5.1.6.1-E.3.c.
65 |

66 | Where the condition described in (c) exists, bated on Section

| 9.5.1.0.3.c, sprinkler systems will be provided for cabling to
| augment other fire protection features in the area.

71 |9. Where redundant fire safe (down equipment cabling is located

| in the same fire area a not separated by a three hour fire

| barrier or a horizontal distance of 20 feet with negligible
| intervening combustibles or fire hazard, one train of this

| cabling will be enclosed by a one-hour fire barrier (or radiant
| energy shield inside containment) unless an alternate shutdown

| path is utilized or justification for deviations are provided
| per reference [19] except as described in Section 9.5.1.6.1.

O
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10. The Cable Spreading Room contains equipment and cables belonging

( ') to both safety trains. The following fire protection systems
'# will be provided:

a. Hose stations for manual fire fighting

b. Fixed Halon primary suppression system |50

c. Manual pre-action sprinkler system |50

d. Automatic fire detection system | 5')

e. An alternate shutdown system |50

11. The plant will be capable of being safely shutdown in the event |71
any of the fires postulated in the Fire Protection Report |

occurs. Alternate shutdown systems and procedures have oeen |

developed using shutdown paths available to the operator which |54
() are either free from fire damage or otherwise controllable in |\
' 'J spite of such fire damage. |

9.5.1.3 Fire Hazard Analysis Evaluation

See Reference [19], Fire Protection Report |71

9.5.1.4 Fire Protection System Description

9.5.1.4.1 General

The Fire Protection System detects, alarms, and extinguishes fires. It
is comprised of two subsystems: Fire Detection and Fire Suppression.

.

'

%

N.Y
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The Fire Detection System is a plant-wide system designed to detect
fires in the plant, alert the Control Room operators, and alert the
plant fire brigade of the fire and its location.

71 |TheFire-SuppressionSystemisdesignedtoextinguishanyfire
|postulatedtooccurintheFireProtectionReport. it is comprised

50 |ofawatersupplysystem,fixedwatersprinklerandspraysystems,
|Halonsystems,firehosestations,andportableextinguishers.

9.5.1.4.2 System Design Parameters

1. Fire Detection System

The Fire Detection System consists of the following components:

50 |1) Fire Detectors

50 | a) lonization smoke detectors
50 | b) Thermal heat detectors
50 | c) Ultraviolet detectors
50 | d) Thermistor line detectors

50 |2) Fire Detection Local Control Panels

50 | These panels provide local indication of the status of the

| protected area. Indication provided is annunication of alarms

| and system trouble status. These panels also provide automatic

| initiation of fire suppression where applicable.

50 |3) Fire Detection Main Control Panel

50 | This panel is located in the control room. Any fire alarm that

| is detected in the plant will alarm on this panel in the control

| room. Trouble circuits of each local panel are also monitored.

O
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The fire detectors are strategically. located throughout the plant to |50

(] detect, annunciate, and. indicate in the Control Room, the location'of |
b' ~ a fire. |

.|71
The power supplies for the Plant Fire Detection system meets the |46
requirements of NFPA 720 Section 2220. The Plant Fire Detection |50
system can be-provided power from any one of the following eight (8) |

sources: two(2)maingenerators,two(2)offsitepowersupplies,and|
four (4) standby diesel generators (plant emergency power supply). |

Each train of standby diesel generators consists of two diesel |

generators each is associated with its respective unit and is |

operational upon completion of that unit. |

The fire detection system is electrically supervised for a wiring |65
break in the detection and alarm circuits. Loss of supervision |

causes an audible and visual tecele in.dication on the main fire |

detection control panel, located in the Control Room, in accordance |

with NFPA 720 requirements. Thermistor-line fire detection systems |

(3 are supervised for a break or short circuit of the sensing element. ||

\- Ground fault supervision is provided except as noted in Section |

9.5.1.6.1-E.1. |

Ionization detectors are of the two-chamber-type design. The first
chamber is a reference chamber to compensate for sensitivity changes
caused by temperature, barometric pressure, and humidity variations.
The second chamber is a sensing chamber open to the outside elements

through a protective screen which permits combustion products to
enter, while preventing insects and foreign matter from entering and
causing false alarms.

O
V
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66 |Thermaldetectorsareofthefixed-temperature,ratecompensation
| types or continuous strip thermistor line type.

O
50 |Ultravioletdetectorsresponddirectlytothepresenceofflameby

|sensingtheultravioletradiationemanatingfromtheflame.

2. Fire Suppression Systems

a. Water Supply Systems

71 | The water supply system was designed using NFPA Codes and

| BTP 9.5-1 Appendix A. The water supply network and the
66 | arrangement of the water extinguishing systems are shown

| on Figures 9.5-43 through 9.5-48 and Figures 9.5-61 and
71 | 9.5-62. The water extinguishing systems are designed to

| operate with the shortest portion of the Fire Protection
[ yard-loop out of service. The water storage capacity is
| based on supplying water to the largest fixed extinguishing
| system and the manual hose stream requirements of Appendix

| A.

66 | Three 50 percent pumps (one electric motor-driven, two

| diesel engine-driven; each rated at 2000 gpm at a Total
| Dynamic Head of 370 ft) are provided for protection of both
| units. In addition, a jockey pump (rated at 60 gpm at a
| Total Dynamic Head of 330 ft) maintains the required water
| pressure throughout the system at all times.

O
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2) Automatic Water Spray Systems |66,

OO When a fire is detected its location is annunciated
on the local fire detection control panel and in the
control room. The Fire Detection Local Control
Panel, transmits a signal to open the proper deluge
valve. A water-flow alarm sounds locally and in the
control room indicating water flowing through the
piping network. The deluge valves operate [. 66
automatically as described above,-or can be manually |

operated locally. Once actuated, deluge valves can |

only be reset manually. |

Water spray systems are provided for the following: |65

- Diesel Fuel Oil Day Tank Rooms |66
|71

Turbine Building Hazards (i.e. Lube Oil, |65-

( .Feedwater Turbines, Hydrogen Seal Oil) |
G

Water spray systems are also provided for the |66
following atmospheric cleanup units charcoal absorber |
beds: |

O.
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1

a. Four Containment preaccess units

b. Sixteen controlled access exhaust units g
c. Two hydrogen purge exhaust units W
d. Two Control Room emergency filtration units
e. Two Control Room emergency pressurization

units

Each charcoal absorber bed is equipped with strip
thermistor heat type detectors.

Upon detection of an abaormally high temperature in
any one of the charcoal absorber beds, a high
temperature signal is generated locally and in the

66 | control room. If the temperature of the charcoal bed

| continues to rise, the detection system will generate

| a high-high temperature signal which will

| automatically open the deluge type valve in the

| atmospheric cleanup unit and initiate water spray on

| the charcoal bed. When the temperature of the

| charcoal bed drops below the high-high set point, the
j deluge valve will close automatically. Deluge type

| valves for atmospheric cleanup units can only be

| operated automatically.

56 | A high temperature signal detected in any of the four
j containment pre-access units will also initiate a

66 | Demineralized Water Transfer Pump. This pump serves

| as part of the automatic water spray system for these
71 | units. Should demineralized water be unavailable,

| the operator is alerted in the control room and he

| can manually route fire protection water through the

| demineralized water pipe supplying these water spray

| systems.

O
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Upon detection of a fire, the deluge valve is |66
/^ manually operated through operation of an electric |\- pull ~ station allowing water flow into the piping |

network which will discharge through all sprinkler |
heads protecting the area. |

c. Halon Extinguishing Systems

Automatic, total flooding, fixed, lialon extinguishing
systems, actuated by ionization detectors, are provided for
the cable spreading rooms, the plant computer rooms and the
central alarm station.

Halon concentrations for each area are in accordance with |66
NFPAsuggestedconcentrationexceptasdescribedinSection|
9.5.1.6.1. Each system is provided with two charges of |
Halon. |65

p Each system is also provided with a local alarm that |50
' annunicates prior to release of the first charge of Halon. |

A remote alarm in the Control Room indicates a fire
condition in the area. Local halon control cabinets are | 65
provided to house all necessary auxiliary relays, timing |
relays and terminal blocks. Fire dampers, equipped with |

electro-thennal links are provided to isolate the |50
ventilation systems for these areas. |

O
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d. Fire llose Stations

50 | Fire hose stations are located strategically throughout the
| plant for manual fire fighting operations.

54 | The fire hose stations located on the operating deck of the
| Turbine Building are equipped with 100 ft of 2-1/2 in.

71 | hose using NFPA 14 as a guideline for Class 1 service

| except as noted in Reference [19].

50 | All other fire hose statiois throughout the plant are
| equipped with 100 f t of 1-1/' in, hose and a nozzle

71 | compatible with the type of fire hazard in the area. The
| respective standpipes which supply water to~these hose
j stations are sized and located throughout the plant using
| NFPA 14 for class II service as a guideline except as noted
| in 9.5.1.6.1 and Reference [19] .

65 | The Hose stations for the Containment Building, Control
| Room and the cable spreading rooms a.re dry pipe with manual

| charging required.

56 | The hose stations inside the containment are fed from the
| Demineralized Water System via a transfer pump. This pump

| is initiated by hand pull stations inside the containment.
| Should deinineralized water not be available or the system
| malfunctions, additional hand pull stations are provided
| inside the containment which allows for the normal fire
| protection water to be used for fire fighting purposes.
| The use of demineralized water will minimize the
| possibility of introduction of chlorides inside the

| containment.

1
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e. Portable Fire Extinguishers
.,/ 3

h~ Portable fire extinguishers are provided for fire |50
suppression throughout the plant. The quantity and type |-

ofextinguisherslocatedineachfireareaarebasedonthej
type, quantity, and specific hazard conditions in the |

respective fire areas. All extinguishers are in |66
accordance with the guidelines of NFPA pamphlet No. 10. |

9.5.1.4.3 System Description

Fixed water suppression systems, fixed Halon systems, hose stations, |50
and portable extinguishers are used as the primary and secondary means |
of fire suppression. As shown on Figures 9.5-43, 9.5-61 and 9.5-62 |66
water is supplied to the water suppression systems and the hose |

station standpipes from two atmospheric storage tanks via an |

underground piping distribution system and three 50 percent-capacity |

fire pumps, one electric motor driven and two diesel engine driven. |

) When pressure in the main loop drops below a set pressure point, the |50
jockey pump starts automatically; when the system is repressurized, |

the jockey pump stops automatically. If the jockey pump cannot |

maintain the system pressure, the lead fire pump (the electric motor- |

driven fire pump) automatically starts. The diesel engine-driven |66
fire pumps sequentially start automatically if the system pressure |

cannot be maintained by the other pumps for a preset period of time. |

The three fire pumps can only be shut down manually at the fire pump |

house location. The three fire pumps are connected to an approved |

flow meter to f acilitate periodic testing of any fire pump. Pressure |
switches for the three pumps are located between the pump check valve
and pump isolation valve to prevent starting an isolated pump. A
siamese fire department connection is provided for emergency fill of
the system by

b)v
}
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a fire truck or a portable auxiliary pump. This fill is used as a

backup to the pumps. As required by NFPA No. 24, a check valve and a

ball drip valve are provided at the connection of the siamese to the
main loop. The siamese connection is located adjacent to the Service
Water intake Structure.

65 | As shown in Figure 9.5-44, the Turbine Building has an internal loop
|whichsuppliesthestandpipesandwaterspraysystems. This internal

50 |loophasconnectionstotheundergroundloopinUnit1andconnections
| in Unit 2. A tie-line is provided insiat tha construction cutoff of

| the Unit 1 to facilitate construction of Unit 2 and to isolate
|sectionsoftheloop. Valves are provided in accordance with NFPA 14

65 |toisolatethesystem. The water spray systems and automatic

|sprinklersystemsareconnectedtotheoutsideloopviaisolation
|valveslocatedinthefireprotectionvalveroomsinthebasementof
| the Turbine Building. The valve rooms are accessible from inside and
| outside the Turbine Building, as required, to control the water flow
|tothesuppressionsystems.

50 |AsshownonFigure9.5-46,thewatersuppressionsystemsprotecting
| the diesel generators are independently supplied,from the main yard
| loop. Actuation of the wet-pipe sprinkler system protecting one of
| the diesel generators will not affect the operation of the other

65 |dieselgenerator. Each diesel generator compartment is provided with
| a watertight door to prevent flooding of the adjacent areas.

66 |

66 | The fire pump house structure is divided into five rooms with three

|hourratedfirebarriers. The structure is protected by an automatic
66 | wet-pipe sprinkler system. Water flow and valve tamper alarms are

|providedatthepumphouselocationandintheControlRoom. Each

| room in the fire pump house is provided with detection which
| annunciates locally and in the Control Room.

O
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The automatic wet pipe, manual'preaction, manual. deluge, hose stand |_66

pipe and water spray systems are supplied by .the respective safety |

related building interior supply loop. |w

|71

Yard post indicator valves are located in supply lines to permanent |54
plant auxiliary buildings in accordance with NFPA 24 to shut off the |

water supply.to these buildings. The hose stations are wet up to the |

shutoff valves at each station. A fire extinguisher is located |50
adjacent to each hose station in these buildings. |

Each Halon system cons'ists of a detection system, main and reserve |.65
storage cylinders, manifold and header assembly, con' trol valves, |

piping, nozzles, and local control panels. The main Halon charge is |

released automatically after receipt of_a fire signal from cross zoned j
ionization detectors located in the respective area. Each system |

incorporates a time delay which pro ~vides a warning for personnel
evacuation of the area. The reserve charge of Halon is provided for | 65

p automatic protection of the areas during the time the main cylinders |

'd are being refilled following a discharge. Halon can also be released j

manually. |

.

O
V
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A Fire Detection System is provided throughout the plant. When a fire
is detected, it is annunciated and indicated by zone tin the fire g

65 | detection panel in the Control Room. An alarm-indicating lamp
| illuminates the base of the ionization detector showing the actuated

| detector. The majority of detectors are placed overhead in the

50 |monitoredareas. Detectors serve a dual purpose: 1) they sound an

| alann via the Control Room main fire detection panel and 2) where
| applicable,theyactuatetheautomaticsuppressionsystems.

66 |9.5.1.4.4 Administrative Controls

66 |TheadministrativecontrolsrelatedtofireprotectionatCPSESare
|containedintheCPSESFireProtectionReportandaugmentedbystation
|proceduresasrequiredforeffectiveimplementation. These include

| the limiting conditions for operation required for the fire
|suppressionsystemsandfiredetectioninstrumentation,the
| corresponding compensatory measures, and the required surveillance
| test requirements to assure operability of the systems which were
| previously contained in the technical specifications. Changes to the

| CPSES Fire Protection Report are subject to safety evaluations
| completed under the provisions of 10CFR50.59 per section 6.0 of the
| Technical Specifications.

9.5.1.5 Plant Fire Protection Design Requirements

9.5.1.5.1 General Plant Arrangement

The various buildings of CPSES are divided into a series of fire

65 | areas. The primary consideration in this division was the separation
|offiresafeshutdownsystemsandcomponentsfromtheirredundant
| counterparts and the isolation and separation of fire hazards from
| fire safe shutdown systems. Consideration was also given to the

|isolatingofcombustiblesnotlocatedin,orexposedto, areas
| containing fire safe shutdown components and to provide access and
| egress routes to fire areas for plant personnel and the fire brigade.

O
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Interior finishes such as gypsum plaster, ceramic tile, and,,

,) acoustical ceiling materials are noncombustible. The acoustical

tiles are mineral fiber board with a flame spread rating of less
than 25 in'accordance with' ASTM E-84, Surface Burning
Characteristics of Building Materials. Protective coatings
used throughout the. primary plant are in accordance with the
requirements of ANSI N101.2, Protective Coatings for Light
Water Nuclear Reactor Containment Facilities, and ANSI N512,

Protective Coatings for the Nuclear. Industry. All other paints
(such as enamel undercoat, alkyd gloss enamel, latex emulsion,
and alkyd enamel) conform to the requirements of Factory Mutual,
Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) and Steel Struc.ures
Painting Council (SSPC) for the service intended. Vinyl
asbestos floor tiles, located in the Control Room, various
corridors, and in the office areas in the Turbine. Building, have
a flame propagation index of less than four. The flame |52
propagation index is in accordance with UL 992, Test Method for |
Measuring the Flame Propagating Characteristics of Flooring and |p Floor Covering Materials. Carpeting installed in the Control |g
Room is discussed in Section 9.5.1.6.2. |

|53. '

Steel checker plate hatch covers and removeable concrete hatches | 66
are provided in floor openings required for equipment removal. |

In floors designated as fire barriers, the steel checker plate |71
hatch covers are coated with an approved fire-resistant |

coating. Protection provided by steel hatch covers has been |

demonstrated through analysis, in lieu of providing a tested |

configuration, as described in 9.5.1.6.2. Concrete hatches are |

constructed such that the designated fire rating of the barrier |

is maintained. |

|53
The reflective piping insulation is composed of stainless steel | 42
sheets and foil and the thermal piping insulation is composed of |
hydrous calcium silicate. Both are 100-percent inorganic and |

will not burn or support combustion. Anti sweat piping |,

| insulation is composed of fiberglass and has been tested by UL |

to the requirements of ASTM E-84 with a flame spread of 25, a |

fuel contribution of 25, and a smoke development of 50. |
9.5-27 Amendment 71
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2. Penetration Seals

50 | Penetrations in designated fire barriers are sealed with an

| approved fire stop material except as noted in Subscetion

| 9.5.1.6.2. The penetration seals have fire resistance ratings
66 | that meet or exceed the rating designated for the barrier. The

j majority of the penetrations are sealed with approved silicone
j materials tested in accordance with the requirements of ASTM E

| 119 and, in the case of electrical seals, tested in accordance

| with IEEE 634.

3. Fire Door Assemblies

50 | Door opening: in designated fire barriers are provided with

| approved labeled fire door assemblies except as noted in

| Subsection 9.5.1.6.2.
71 |

9.5.1.5.4 Ventilation System Characteristics

1. Fire Dampers

66 | All ductwork that penetrates a designated fire barrier of two

| hours or greater is equipped with an approved damper with a

| rating at least equivalent to that designated for the barrier.
50 | Most fire dampers are equipped with heat-responsive elements

| which automatically release the fire damper blade when the air

| temperature in the ductwork exceeds the predetermined element

| operating temperature. Where appropriate, fire dampers are

| equipped with electro-thermal links. Fire dampers are normally

| open, but they close during a fire condition. Where

| applicable, fire dampers located in ductwork are seismical!y

| qualified to ensure that the dampers will not close during a
| seismic event (see Section 9.4.5).

O
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2. Smoke Removal |52

\J . Smoke will be removed by portable smoke ejectors. Directions j41
for approaching the fire area, placing of the smoke ejectors and |
routing of.the ejector trunk for each fire-area will be provided |
to the fire brigade. This information will be based on the |

smoke removal study. |

The radiation level of the smoke in the subject fire area will | 27
be measurei. If it is within the allowable' limits as outlined |

in 10 CFR-2U, smoke ejection can proceed. However, if the |

radiation is above the acceptable limits one of the below |

procedures must be followed: |

a) The radiation level will be allowed to decay until it is | 27
below the acceptable limit, the smoke then will be |

released, directly to the atmosphere. |

b) The radioactive smoke will be passed through the | 27
C atmospheric clean-up units, before being released to the |

atmosphere. |
.

The primary method of smoke removal is via the use of |50 <

electrically powered portable smoke ejectors. In addition, a |65
sufficient number of gasoline engine powered portable smoke |

ejectors are provided as a back-up. |

Smoke control and heat venting in the Turbine Building will be |50
accomplished by power venting of the mezzanine level using the |

exhaust fans. Venting of the basement level will be |

accomplished bv natural draft through grating and equipment |

hatches and openings in the mezzanine floor. |

b)%. ,

|
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9.5.1.5.5 Electr! cal Cable and Cable Tray Design - Characteristics

50 | Generally,electricalcablesareflame-retardent, noncombustible,and
|nonpropagatinginnatureandconformtothecriterionofIEEE383-
|1974. They will not support combustion in the absence of a sustained

ignition source. The cable construction will allow wetting down

without structural damage or electrical faulting. All cable trays,
conduits, and their supports are constructed of noncombustible

materials.

71 | Outside the Containment buildings, where cable trays containing
| cabling related to both redundant trains of equipment required to
| bring the plant to a hot standby condition, and where both trains are
|locatedinthesamefirearea,andarenotseparatedbyanegligible
|combustiblehorizontaldistanceofgreaterthanorequalto20 feet,
|onetrainofcablingwillbeprotectedbyatleastaonehourrated
jfirebarrier. Where this situation exists, automatic sprinklers are
| arranged to provide coverage adequate for the hazards in the area.

66 | Sprinklers are also provided for cabling where there is a congestion
|ofcabletraysseeSection9.5.1.6.1d. Fire stops are provided

within the cable trays wher.ever the cables penetrate walls or floors
designated as fire barriers. Fire stops are not provided at
intermediate points in vertical or horizontal cable runs, except in
long vertical runs. In such instances, fire stops are located at

65 jintervalsequivalenttofloorspacings. It is a general installation
|practicethatverticaltrayrunsareprovidedwithsolid,sheetsteel
| covers for a minimum distance of 4 feet above the floor where
| necessary for physical protection of the cable. Fire stops are not

provided in cable trays inside the Containment Buildings. Conduit
fire stops are provided when the conduit penetrates a designated fire
barrier and is not run continuously through the fire area.

9.5.1.5.6 Transformers

All interior transformers are of the air-cooled dry type and do not
contain any insulating oil. The main, unit auxiliary, and startup

|
Amendment 71 9.5-30 |
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transformers are oil-cool 2d and are located outdoors adjacent to the
( 1 ' Turbine Buildings. The main transformers are separated from each

other, as well as from the Turbine Buildings, by a blank three-br
rated fire wall. The unit auxiliary transformer and the Unit 1
startup transformer are separated from the Turbine Buildings by a
three-hr rated fire wall. Penetrations in this wall within 50 ft from
each side of the center line of the transformer are protected in order
to maintain the fire-resistant integrity of the wall. The Unit 2
startup transformer is also separated from the Turbine Building by a
three-hr rated fire wall. Additional walls are provided extending out
from the Turbine Building wall to protect the ventilation cpenings
located'in the exterior Turbine Building wall.

9.5.1.5.7 Flamable Liquid and Gas Storage

1. Flammable Liquid Storage

All significant amounts of flammable liquids are stored in
separate fire areas that are isolated from the adjacent plant
areas by three-hr fire rated barriers. As a minimum, fire
detectors are.provided in each area, and dependent upon the
hazard, a fixed tire extinguishment system is provided. In all
instances, such areas do not present a potential hazard for
equipment located in the adjacent areas.

2. Flammable Gas Storage

Bulk storage of all flammable explosive gases is located outside
the primary, secondary and turbine plant buildings. The storage
facility is an open structure located outdoors in the yard
adjacent to the security fence. An explosion or fire in this
area will not affect any of the primary plant buildings.

;

1

i
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9.5.1.6 Conclusions

9.5.1.6.1 Comparison with Appendix A of Branch Technical

Position APCSB 9.5-1 of Standard Review Plan 9.5.1

As requested by the NRC in their September 30, 1976, letter, the
following is a comparison of the CPSES fire protection program with
the guidelines in Appendix A to the above branch technical position.

O

O
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'CP5ES Fire Protection Program

. f'-
k.)) (1) .All buildings' of the plant'are divided into fire areas. The |50

criteria used to develop this arrangement are discussed in |
Subsection 9.5.1'.2.2, 9.5.1.2.3 and 9.5.1.5.1. |

APCSB 9.5-1 Appendix A-

(2) Separate redundant safety related systems from each
other so that both are not subject to damage from a
single fire hazard.

(2) Alternatives:

(a) Redundant safety-related systems that are
subject to damage from a single fire hazard
should be protected by a combination of fire
retardant coatings and fire detection and

/"] suppression systems, or
G

(b) a separate system to perform the safety
function should be provided. :

i
CPSES Fire Protection Program

i

(2) (a): Where redundant fire safe shutdown systems, required to |71
bring the plant te a hot standby condition, are located |

withinthesamefireareaandaresubjecttodamagefroma|
single fire hazard a Fire Hazards Analysis Evaluation |

demonstrates and documents compliance to that recommended |

in the guideline by protecting the function with one of |

the following: [

'

O
9.5-53 Amendment 71
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65 | For systems located outside the Containment Building the

| following is provided:

71 | 1) A one-hour fire barrier on one set of required fire

l safe shutdown cabling and, based on the fire hazards

| of the area, automatic fire suppression and fire

| detection are provided.

2) Alternate shutdown capability

71 | 3) Fire deiection and suppression, adequate for the

| hazards of the area, accompanied by 20 feet of

| horizontal separation with negligible intervening

| combustibles or fire bizards, unless justified uer

| Reference [19].

71 | 4) Separation of redundant required sets of fire safe

| shutdown systems and components by a fire barrier

| having a 3 hour rating, unless justified per
| Reference [19].

65 | For systems located inside the Containment Building the

| following is provided:

71 | 1) Fire detection in combination with radiant energy,

| shields protecting one set of required fire safe
j shutdown systems and components unless justified per

| Reference [19] .

71 | 2) Fire detection accompanied by 20 feet of horizontal

| separation with negligible intervening combustibles

| or fire hazards, unless justified per Reference

| [19].

(b) Where a redundant system required to bring the plant to a
cold shutdown condition is subject to damage from a single
fire hazard, the following will be provided:

Amendment 71 9.5-54
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1) Fire detection system
}},

2) procedure to repal'r at least one train of the
' damaged system within 72 hours.

'APCSB 9.5-1 Appendix A

D.1.b In order to accomplish 1.(a) above, safety related systems
and fire hazards should be identified throughout the
plant. Therefore,'a detailed fire hazards analysis should
be made. The fire hazards analysis should be_ reviewed and
updated as necessary.

CPSES Fire Protection Program

The CPSES Fire Prctection Program is based on detailed fire hazard |50
evaluations which satisfy this guideline. |

J APCSB 9.5-1 Appendix A

D.1.c For multiple reactor sites, cable spreading rooms should
not be shared between reactors. Each cable spreading room

should be separated from other areas of the plant by
barriers (walls and floors) having a minimum fire
resistance of three hours. Cabling for redundant safety
divisions should be separated by walls having three hour
fire barriers.

Alternative guidance for constructed plants is shown in
;

Section F.3, "Cable Spreading Room".

,

CPSES Fire Protection Program

Two cable spreading rooms are included in the design of CPSES, one for
each unit. These rooms are separated by three hour rated fire |66
barriers except as noted in Reference [19]. See Section F.3 for the |

design description.

1

'
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APCSB 9.5-1 Appendix A

9i0.1.d Interior wall and structural components, thermal
insulation materials and radiation shiuc'ing materials and
sound-proofing should be ncn-combustibie. Interior
finishes should be nan-cowbustible or listed by a
"ationally recognized testing labora'.ory, such as Factory
Mutual or Underwriters' Laboratory, Inc. for flame spread,
smoke and fuel contribution of 25 or less in its use
configuration (ASTM E !34 Test "Surface Burning
Characteristics of Building Materials").

C,PSES Fire Protection Pryg am;

50 | The Fire Protection Program is in compliar.ce with the guideline except

|asnotedinsection9.5.1.6.2 Specific criteria of the structural
and interior constructio.1 materials are described in Subsection
9.5.1.5.1, 9.5.1.5.2, and 9.3.1.5.3.

APCSB 9.5-1 Appendix A

D.1.e Metal deck rocf construction should be non-combustible
(see the bui1 Jing materials directory of the Underwriters'
Laboratory,1.nc.) or listed as Class I by Factory Mutual
System Approval Guide.

CPSES Fire Protection Program

65 | Metal roof deck constraction is n~c used at CPSES for power block or
| other safety-related tuildings.

O
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construction capable of withstanding and containing a fire
j'"3 . that consumes all' combustibles present. Examples of such
V combustible materials that may not be separable from the

remainder of its system are:
,

4

(1) Emergency diesel generator fuel oil day tanks

(2) Turbine-generator oil and hydraulic control fluid
systems

(3) Reactor coolant pump lube oil system.

CPSES Fire Protection Program

The Fire Protection Program is in compliance with the guideline. |52
Separation and protection of required fire safe shutdown systems are |71
discussed for each fire area in the Fire Protection Report. | ,

( APCSB 9.5-1 Appendix A
t,

'0.2.b Bulk. gas storage (either compressed or cryogenic), should
not be permitted inside structures housing safety related
equipment. Storage of flammable gas such as hydrogen,
should be located outdoors or in separate detached

,

buildings so that a fire or explosion will not adversely
affect any safety related systems or equipment.

Care should be taken to locate high pressure gas storage
containers with the long axis parallel to building walls.
This will minimize the possibility of wall penetration in

,

the event of a container failure. Use of compressed gases '

(especially flammable and fuel gases) inside buildings
should be controlled. (Refer to NFPA 6, "Industrial Fire

loss Prevention.")
1

O)L'
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CPSES Fire Protection Program j

50 |TheFireProtectionProgramisincompliancewiththeguidelineexcept
|asnotedinSection9.5.1.6.2. Bulk gas storage is discussed in

Section 9.5.1.5.7.

APCSB 9.5-1 Appendix A

D.2.c The use of plastic materials should be minimized. In

particular, halogenated plastics such as polyvinyl
chloride (PVC) and neoprene should be used only when

substitute non-combustible materials are not available.
All plastic materials, including flame and fire retardant
materials, will burn with r tend ty anu BTU production
in a range similar to th , i ordinary hydrocarbons. When
burning, they produce heavy smc,Le that obscures visibility
and can plug air filters, especially charcoal and HEPA.
The halogenated plastics also release free chlorine and
hydrogen chloride when burning which are toxic to humans
and corrosive to equipment.

CPSES Fire Protection Program

The Fire Protection Program is in compliance with the guideline.
50 | Plastic material is used when required for radiation resistance

| reasons. Halongenated plastics such as polyvinyl chloride (PVC) are
' not used as an exposed cable insulation or jacketing material at CPSES
| except as discussed in Subsection D.3.f.

APCSB 9.5-1 Appendix A

D.2.d Storage of flammable liquids should, as a minimum, comply
with the requirements of flFPA 30, "Flammable and
Combustible Liquids Code."

O
January 15, 1988
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Alternate criteria: Where installed penetration seals are ;

T's . deficient with respect to fire resistance, these seals may
; 1

(/' be protected by covering both sides with an approved fire
retardant material. The adequacy of using such material

should be demonstrated by suitable' testing.

CPSES Fire Protection Program

For conduits.which are greater than four (4) . inches nominal size, j71
internalsealsareinstalledeitheratthebarrieroronbothsidesof|
the barrier at the first opening in the direction of the barrier. |

These internal seals have a fire rating equal to or greater than that |

of the fire barrier rating. |

For conduits which are less than or equal to four (4) inches nominal. |71
size, and automatic suppression and detection are provided on both j

sides of the barrier, internal seals are installed in the barrier, or |
at the first opening on either side of the barrier with a fire rating |

A equivalent to that of the barrier, unless individually evaluated and |

V documented in Section 9.5.1.6.2. Forconduitswhicharelessthanor-|
equal to four (4) inches nominal size, and automatic suppression and |

detection are not provided on both sides of the barrier, internal |

seals are installed at the barrier with a fire rating equivalent to |

that of the barrier, or gas and smoke seals are installed at the first |
opening on both sides of the barrier, except as described in |

9.5.1.6.2. |

APCSB 9.5-1 Appendix A

D.3.e Fire breaks should be provided as deemed necessary by the
fire hazards analysis. Flame or flame retardant coatings
may be used as a fire break for grouped electrical cables
to limit spread of fire in cable ventings. (Possible
cable derating owing to use of such coating materials must
be considered during design.)

m
U
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CPSES Fire Protection Program

The Fire Protection Program complies with the guideline. Fire breaks
i

are provided as described in Subsection 9.5.1.5.5.

APCSB 9.5-1 Appendix A

0.3.f Electric cable constructions should as a minimum pass the
current IEEE No. 383 flame test. (This does not imply
that cables passing this test will not require additional
fire protection).

CPSES Fire Protection Program

50 | The Fire Protection Program is in compliance with this guideline
|exceptasnotedinsection9.5.1.6.2. Electrical cable construction

is described in Section 9.5.1.5.5.

APCSB 9.5-1 Appendix A

0.3.g To the extent practical, cable construction that does not

give off corrosive gases while ourning should be used.

CPSES Fire Protection Program

The Fire Protection Program is in compliance n'ith the guidelines to
the extent practical with present day cable insulation and jacket
material.

APCSB 9.5-1 Appendix A

D.3.h Cable trays, raceways, conduit, trenches, or culverts
should be used only for cables. Miscellaneous storage
should not be pennitted, nor should piping for flammable
or combustible liquids or gases be installed in these
areas.

May 27, 1988 9.5-66
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CPSES Fire Protection Program
./ \

Q
The Fire Protection Program complies with the guideline.

APCSB 9.5-1 Appendix A'

O.3.i The design cable tunnels, culverts and spreading rooms
should provide for automatic or manual smoke venting as
required to facilitate manual fire fighting capability.

CPSES Fire Protection ProgrjLm

The rire Protection Program provides for manual smoke venting to
enable manual fire fighting. See Subsection 9.5.1.5.4 for criteria on
smoke venting.

APCSB 9.5-1 Appendix A

0.3.j Cables in the control room should be kept to the minimum
necessary for operation of the control ~ room. All cables
entering the control room should' terminate there. Cables
should not be installed in floor trenches or culverts in
the control rocm.

L

CPSES Fire Protectian Program

The cables in the Control Room are the minimum necessary for operation
of the plant. There are no cables routed in floor trenches in the
Control Room. There is, however, a small amount of cabling enclosed '

in steel conduit, routed above the suspended ceiling in the Control
Room. Fire detection is provided for this concealed area.

APCSB 9.5-1 Appendix A

0.4 Ventilation

O
!
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0.4.a The products of combustion that need to be removed from a
specific fire area should be evaluated to determine how
they will be controlled. Smoke and corrosive gases should

generally be automatically di3 charged directly outside to
a safe location. Smoke and gases containing radioactive

materials should be monitored in the fire area to
d.termine if release to the environment is within the
permissible limits of the plant Technical Specifications.

CPSES Fire Protection Program

The Fire Protection Program is in compliance with the guideline. See

Section 9.5.1.5.4 for further infomation.

APCSB 9.5-1 Appendix A

D.4.b Any ventilation system designed to exhaust smoke or
corrosive gases should be evaluated to ensure that
inadvertent operation or single failures will not violate
the controlled areas of the plant design. This

requirement includes containment functions for protection
of the public and maintaining hcbitability for operations
personnel.

CPSES Fire Protection Program

Ventilation of smoke or corrosive gases, resulting from a fire will be
accomplished manually as required, and subsequent to monitoring for
radioactivity and evaluating the products of combustion.

APCSB 9.5-1 Appendix A

0.4.c The power supply and controls for mechanical ventilation

systems 3hould be run outside the fire area served by the
system.

8.
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APCSB 9.5-1 Appendix A

O
V D.4.h Self-contained breathing apparatus, using full face

positive pressure masks, approved by NIOSH (National
Institute for Occupational Safety and Health - approval
formerly given by the U.S. Bureau of Mines) should be
provided for fire brigade, damage control and control room
personnel. Control room personnel may be furnished
breathing air by a manifold system piped from a storage
reservoir if practical. Service of operating life should
be a minimum of one-half hour for the self-contained
units.

CPSES Fire Protection Program

Self-contained breathing apparatus are provided for fire brigade, |50
damage control, and control room personnel. Service life for the |

'

self contained units exceed one-half hour. |

Os APCSB 9.5-1 Appendix A

0.4.h At least two extra air bottles should be located onsite
for each self-contained breathing unit. In addition, an
onsite 6-hour supply of reserve air should be provided and
arranged to permit quick and complete replenishment of
exhausted supply air bottles as they are returned. If-

compressors are used as a source of breathing air, only
units approved for breathing air should be used. Special

care must be taken to locate the compressor in areas free
of dust and contaminants.

CPSES Fire Protection Program

The Fire Protection Program complies with this guideline. |27

0
.
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APC58 9.5-1 Appendix A

D.4.i Where total flooding gas extinguishing systems are used,
area intake and exhaust ventilation dampers should close
upon ini+iation of gas flow to maintain necessary gas
concentration. (See NFPA 12, "Carbon Dioxide Systems",

and 12A, "llalen 1301 Systems.")

CPSES Fire Protection Program

The Fire Protection Program complies with the guideline. See

Subsection 9.5.1.5.4 for description of fire dampers.

APCSB 9.5-1 Anpendix A

D.5 Lighting and Communication

Lighting and two way voice communication are vital to safe
shutdown and emergency response in the event of fire.
Suitable fixed and portable emergency lighting and
communication devices should be provided to satisfy the
following requirements:

(a) Fixed emergency lighting should consist of sealed
beam units with individual 8-hour minimum battery
power supplies.

(b) Suitable sealed beam battery powered portable hand
lights should be provided for emergen~/ use.

CPSES Fire Protection Program

71 | Areas containing fire safe shutdown equipment required to achieve hot
i standby, and primary interior egress and access routes between these
| areas, are provided with

O
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DC Emergency Lighting supplied by 8 hour sealed beam or fluorescent |71
73

d lamp battery power pack units (except in the Control Room). .DC |

EmergencyLightingintheControlRoomissuppliedpowerfromthenon,|66
class 1E dedicated 8-hour batteries. (See FSAR Section 9.5.3.2.1 and |

9.5.1.6.2). Supplemental lighting is provided from battery-powered |71
hand held portable lights. |

.APCSB 9.5-1 Appendix A

0.5 (c) Fixed emergency communication should use voice

powered head sets at pre-selected stations.

CPSES Fire Protection Program

The Fire Protection Program provides intra plant portable radio'with j66

page-party /public address system backup for use in emergency |

conditions instead of voice powered head sets. For additional |

description of the communication systems, see Subsection 9.5.2.2.

APCSB 9.5-1 Appendix A

D.5 (d) Fixed repeater installed to permit use of portable
radio communication units should be protected from

exposure to fire damage.

CPSES Fire Protection Program

The Fire Protection Program is in compliance with this guideline by |66
providing radio to radio "talkaround" and plant page party /public j

address system capability in the event of fire damage to the |

repeater. |

9.5-? Amendment 71
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APCSB 9.5-1 Appendix A

O
E. Fire Detection and Suppression

E.1 Fire Detection

E.1.a Fire detection systems should as a minimum comply with
NFPA 720, "Standard for the Installation, Maintenance and
Use of Proprietary Protective Signaling Systems."

CPSES Fire Protection Program

55 | The Fire Protection Program complies with this guideline set forth by
| the NRC, except for ground fault supervision of fire detection panels
|containingthermistor-linedetection. Fire detection system design

53 |parametersaredescribedinSubsection9.5.1.4.2. Location and
|placementofdetectorsareinaccordancewiththeguidelinesofNFPA

66 |72Eexceptwherespecialconditionsdidnotpermit. In such cases a
| Fire Protection Engineer located the detector based on engineering
| judgement as permitted by NFPA 72E.

APCSB 9.5-1 Appendix A

E.1.b Fire detection system should give audible and visual alarm
and annunciation in the control room. Local audible
alarms should also sound at the location of the fire.

I
!

| CPSES Fire Protection Program

!

! 53 |Firedetectionsystemsgiveaudibleandvisualalarmsandannunciation
| in the Control Room. Local audible alarms sound at the local

66 |detectorcontrolpanel. Fire protection procedures provide for the
| use of the Public Address System (Gaitronics) for audible annunciation
| of the fire alarm location throughout the plant upon receipt of an

9
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Threads compatible with those.used by local fire

>3 departments should be provided on all hydrants, hose

s _/ . couplings and standpipe risers.s

CPSES Fire Protection Program

~ The Fire Protection' Program is in compliance with the guideline. |52
Auxiliary gate valves (curb box valves) are provided adjacent to each
hydrant in accordance with ANI criteria. A description of the outside
hose station layout, auxiliary equipment' contained in each cabinet and
the type of threads on all fire fighting equipment is_provided in
Subsection 9.5.1.4.

APCSB 9.5-1 Appendix A

E.3 Water Sprinklers and Hose Standpipe Systems

E.3.a Each Automatic sprinkler system and manual hose station
standoipe should have an independent connection to the

O
,

plant underground water main. Headers fed from each end

are permitted inside buildings to supply multiple
sprinkler and standpipe systems. When provided, such
headers are considered an extension of the yard main

system. The header arrangement should be such that no
single failure can impair both the primary and backup fire

!-

protection systems. !

.

!

O\~-
t
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Each sprinkler and standpipe system should be equipped
with OS&Y (outside screw and yoke) gate valve, or other
approved shut off valve, and water flow alarm. Safety
related equipment that does not itself require sprinkler
water fire protection, but is subject to unacceptable
damage if wetted by sprinkler water discharge should be
protected by water shields or baffles.

CPSES Fire Protection Program

71 |TheFireProtectionProgramisincompliancewiththeguidelineexcept
|asnotedinSection9.5.1.C.2. The connection of each automatic

sprinkler system and hose station is described in Subsection 9.5.1.4.

50 |AlsoseeguidelineD.3.c.

APCSB 9.5-1 Appendix A

E.3.b All valves in the fire water systems should be g
electrically supervised. The electrical supervision W
signal should indicate in the control room and other
appropriate command locations in the plant (See NFPA 26,
"Supervision of Valves").

O
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Alternate' Criteria: When electrical supervision of fire
protection valves is not practicable, an adequate
management ~ supervision program should be provided. Such a

program should include locking _ valves open with strict key
control; tamper proof seals; and periodic, visual check of
all valves.

CPSES Fire Protection Program'

The' Fire Protection Program is in compliance with the criteria. All -|53
'

-

isolation or sectional control valves are electrically supervised or |

locked in the appropriate' position. Appropriate procedures will be |- .

developed for key control and for periodic visual inspection of- ,

,.

valves.
; '

,

APCSB 9.5-1 Appendix A

E.3.c Automatic sprinkler systems should as a minimum conform.to -

requirements of appropriate standards such as NFPA-13,:
I"Standard for the Installation of Sprinkler Systems", and

. '
: NFPA-15, "Standard for Water Spray Fixed Systems."

,

'

:

!

t

I

i
|

f
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f
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L
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CPSES Fire Protection Program

53 | Automatic sprinkler systems comply with requirements of NFPA 13 and

66 |NFPA15. Water spray systems for the charcoal filters are designed
71 |totherequirementsofRegulatoryGuide1.52. Design densities for

|cabletraysuppressionsystemslocatedincongestedcableareasmeet
| the applicable NFPA Standards (Reference 24). Specific differences
| with the applicable NFPA standards are identified and justified in

| Reference [19).

APCSB 9.5-1 Appendix A

E.3.d Interior manual hose installation should be able to reach
any location with at least one effective hose stream. To
accomplish this, standpipes with hose connections,
equipped with a maximum of 75 feet of 1-1/2 inch woven
jacket lined fire hose and suitable nozzles should be
provided in all buildings, including containment, on all
floors and should be spaced at not more than 100 foot
intervals. Individual standpipes should be of at least 4-
inch diameter for multiple hose connections and 2-1/2-inch
diameter for single hose connections. These systems

should follow the requirements of NFPA 14 for sizing,
spacing and pipe support requirements (NELPIA).

Hose stations should be located outside entrances to
normally unoccupied areas and inside normally occupied
areas. Standpipes serving hose stations in areas housing
safety related equipment should have shut off valves and
pressure reducing devices (if applicable) outside the
area.

O
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'CPSES Fire Protection Program

NFPA 14 was.used as guidance for installation of Clasr 'I service
interior manual hose stations. Each hose station is equippe'd with 100
feet of 1-1/2 inch woven jacket lined fire hose and a nozzle
compatible with the. type of fire postulated. -The spacing of the hose |71
stations ensures that at least one effective hose stream can reach any |
location in safety-related areas of the plant except where identified |

and justified in the Fire Protection Report, Reference [19]. NFPA 14 |

was used as guidance for si. zing of Class Il type standpipes and hose |66
systems. For a further description of the interior hose stations see |

Subsection 9.5.1.4.

APCSB 9.5-1 Appendix A

E.3.e The proper type of hose nozzles to be supplied to each
area should be based on the fire hazard analysis. The

usual combination spray / straight-stream nozzle may cause

p unacceptable mechanical damage (for example, the delicate
V electronic equipment in the control room) and be

unsuitable. Electrically' safe nozzles should be provided
at locations where electrical equipment or cabling is
located.

CPSES Fire Protection Program

F0G type nozzles are provided in hose cabinets inside plant |50
buildings. Outside hose houses are provided with combination |

! nozzles. |

APCSB 9.5-1 Appendix A

E.3.f Certain fires such as those involving flammable liquids
respond well to foam suppression. Consideration should be
given to use of any of the ovailable foams for such
specialized protection application. These include the

9.5-85 Amendment 71
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more common chemical and mechanical low expansion foams,

high expansion foam and the relatively new Aqueous Film
Forming Foam (AFFF).

CPSES Fire Protection Program

50 |Nofixedfoamsystemsareusedattheplantbutmanualfoam-basedfire
|fightingequipmentandtrainingisprovided.

APCSB 9.5-1 Appendix A

E.4 Halon Suppression Systems

The use of Halon fire extinguishing agents should as a
minimum comply with the requirements of NFPA 12A and 128,

"Halogenated Fire Extinguishing Agent Systems - Halon 1301
and Halon 1211." Only UL or FM approved agents should be
used.

In addition to the guidelines of NFPA 12A and 128,
preventative maintenance and testing of the systems,
including check weighing of the Halon cylinders should be
done at least quarterly.

Particular consideration should also be given to:

(a) minimum required Halon concentration and soak time;

(b) toxicity of Halon;

(c) toxicity and corrosive characteristics of thermal
decomposition products of Halon.

O
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n .
CPSES Fire Protection Program.

b
"

The CPSES Fire Protection Program uses NFPA 12A and 128, "Halogenated |50
Fire Extinguishing Agent Systems - Halon 1301 and 1211," as a |
guideline for the halon suppression system design and installation. |
Design parameters and a system description are stated in Subsection |
9.5.1.4.2. Maintenance procedures are in accordance with CPSES |52
Technical Specifications.

|

APCSB 9.5-1 Appendix A

E.5 _ Carbon Dioxide Suppression Systems

The use of carbon dioxide extinguishing systems should as
a minimum comply with the requirements of NFPA 12, "Carbon
Dioxide Extinguishing Systems." <

Particular consideration should also be given to:m
,

(a) minimum required CO2 concentration and soak time;

(b) toxicity of CO I2

P

(c) possibility of secondary thermal shock (cooling)
damage;

(d) offsetting requirements for venting during CO2
injection to prevent overpressurization versus
sealing to prevent loss of agent;

(e) design requiremeats from overpressurization; and

(f) possibility and probability of C02 systems being
out of service because of personnel safety
consideration. CO2 systems are disarmed whenever

9.5-87 January 15, 1988
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people are present in an area so protected. Areas

entered frequently (even though duration time for
any visit is short) have often been found with CO2
systems shut off.

CPSES Fire Protection Program

The Fire Protection Program does not use fixed carbon dioxide
suppression systems.

APCSB 9.5-1 Appendix A

E.6 Portable Extinguishers

Fire extinguishers should be ,'avided in accordance with
guidelines of NFPA 10 and 10A, "Portable Fire
Extinguishers Installation, Maintenance and Use." Dry

chemical extinguishers should be installed with due
consideration given to cleanup problems after use and
possible adverse effects on equipment installed in the
area.

CPSES Fire Protection Program

71 | The Fire Protection Program is in compliance with the guideline.
See Subsection 9.5.1.4.2 for description of portable fire
extinguishers.

O
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APCSB 9.5-1 Appendix A

O(/ - F. Guidelines for Specifics Plant Areas

F .1 - Primary and Secondary Containment

F.1.a Normal Operation

Fire protection requirements for the primary and secondary
containment areas should be provided on the basis of
specific identified hazards. For example:

O Lubricating oil or hydraulic fluid system for the
primary coolant pumps

O Cable tray arrangements and cable penetrations

O Charcoal filters

O CPSES Fire Protection Program

The Fire Protection Program is in compliance with this guideline |50
except as noted in Section 9.5.1.6.2. The Fire Protection Report |71
identifies specific hazards inside containment. Fire detection and |

suppression are provided accordingly.

APCSB 9.5-1 Appendix A

F.1.a Fire suppression systems should be provided based on the
fire hazards analysis.

Fixed fire suppression capal,ility should be provided for
hazards that could jeopardize safe plant shutdown.
Automatic sprinklers are preferred. An acceptable
alternate is automatic gas (Halon or C0 ) for hazards2

identifled as requiring fixed suppression protection.

9.5-89 Amendment 71
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An enclosure may be required to confine the agent if a gas
system is used. Such enclosures should not adversely
affect safe shutdown, or other operating equipment in
containment.

CPSES Fire Protection Program

66 | Automatic water spray systems are provided for the carbon absorber
|bedsofthepre-accessfilterunitslocatedinsidetheContainment.

See Section 9.5.1.4.2 for description of these systems. The reactor
50 |coolantpumpsareequippedwithanoilcollectionsystem. This system

| is designed to collect and drain, to a safe place, any oil which may
| be discharged from the reactor coolant pump lubrication system.

APCSB 9.5-1 Appendix A

F.1.a Operation of the fire protection systems should not
compromise integrity of the containment or the other
safety related systems. Fire protection activities in the

containment areas should function in conjunction with
total containment requirements such as control of
contaminated liquid and gaseous release and ventilation.

CPSES Fire Protection Program

50 | Operation of the fire protection system does not compromise the
| integrity of the Contairment.

APCSB 9.5-1 Appendix A

F.1.a Fire detection systems should alarm and annunciate in the
control room. The type of detection used and the location
of the detectors should be most suitable to the particular
type of fire that could be expected from the identified
hazard. A primary containment geaeral area fire detection

9
Amendment 66
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capability should be provided as backup for the above
-

described hazard detection. _To accomplish this, suitable
smoke detection (e.g., visual obscuration, light
scattering and particle counting) should be installed in
the air recirculation system ahead of any filters.

Automatic fire suppression capability need not be provided
in the primary containment atmospheres that are inserted
during normal operation. However, special fire protection
requirements during refueling and maintenance operations
should be satisfied as provided below.

CPSES Fire Protection Program
.

Fire detection is provided throughout the Containment in accordance |71
with the results of Fire Hazard Analysis Evaluations, which are |

summarized in the Fire Protection Report. The type, quantity, and |

general location of each detector are shown on the FHA drawings. |50
O Alanns are provided in the Control Room to annunciate a fire condition
V via the plant public address (PA) system.

APCSB 9.5-1 Appendix A

F.1.b Refueling and Maintenance

Refueling and maintenance operations in containment may
introduce additional hazards such as contamination control
materials, decontamination supplies, wood planking,
temporary wiring, welding and flame cutting (with portable
compressed fuel gas supply). Possible fires would not
necessarily be in the vicinity of fixed detection and

" suppression systems.

Management procedures and controls necessary to assure
adequate fire erot.ection are discussed in Sectiun 3a.'

O
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In addition, manual fire fighting capability should be
permanently installed in containment. Standpipes with

hose stations, and portable fire extinguishers, should be
installed at strategic locations throughout containment
for any required manual fire fighting operations.

CPSES Fire Protection Program

The Fire Protection Program is in compliance with the guideline.
Standpipes and hose stations are located on each elevation in the
Containment Building such that an effective hose stream can reach any
location. Portable extinguishers are provided for the Containment

66 | Building. To reduce radiation related deterioration, portable
|extinguishersandhosesareremovedfromthecontainmentduringnormal
|operationandinstalledorstoredadjacenttothecontainment
i entrance. Whenever the containment is to be occupied for longer than
| 48 hours, the portable extinguishers and hoses are returned to their
|designatedlocationsincontainment.

APCSD 9.5-1 Appendix A

F.1.b. Adequate self-contained breathing apparatus should be
provided near the containment entrances for fire fighting
and damage control personnel. These units should be
independent of any breathing (pparatus or air supply
systems provided for general plant activities.

CPSES Fire Protection Program

52 | Adequate,self-containedbreathingapparatusareprovidedatthefire
| brigade staging area located in the turbine building. By procedure
| the fire brigade gathers all required equipment from this location for
| any fire in the plant including containment fires. This location is
| suf ficiently near the containment to provide for prompt action.
| Additional air cylinders are located at the containment entrance.

O<
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APCSB 9.5-1 Appendix A

(3
k) F.2 Control Room

The Control Room is essential to safe reactor operation.
It must be protected against disabling fire damage and
should be separated from other areas of the plant by
floors, walls and roofs having minimum fire resistance
ratings of three hours.

(b) Exposure fire involving combustibles in the general
room area.

CPSES Fire Protection Program

The Fire Protection Program is in general compliance with the |50
guideline, except as noted in FSAR Section 9.5.1.6.2. The Control |71
Room is separated from other areas of the plant by three hour rated |

fire barriers, except as noted in Reference [19]. |

APCSB 9.5-1 Appendix A

F.2 Control Room cabinets and consoles are subject to damage
from two distinct fire hazards:

(a) Fire originating within a cabinet or console; and

(b) Exposure fire involving combustibles in the general
room area.

Manual fire fighting capability should be provided for
both hazards,

v
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CPSES Fire Protection Program

50 |ManualfirefightingcapabilityemployingportablewaterandHalon
| extinguishers and hose stations are provided inside the Control Room.

APCSB 9.5-1 Appendix A

F.2 Hose stations and portable water and Halon extinguishers
should be located in the control room to eliminate the
need for operators to leave the control room. An
additional hose piping shut off valve and pressure
reducing device should be installed outside the control
room.

Hose stations adjacent to the control room with portable
extinguishers in the control room are acceptable.

Nozzles that are compatible with the hazards and equipment
in the control room should be provided for the manual hose
station. The nozzles choren should satisfy actual fire
fighting needs, satisfy electrical safety and minimize
physical damage to electrical equipment from hose stream
impingement.

Fire detection in the control room cabinets, and consoles
should be provided by smoke and heat detectors in each
fire area. Alarm and annunciation should be provided in
the control room. Fire alarms in other parts of the plant
should also be alarmed and annunciated in the control
room.

CPSES Fire Protection Program

66 | Manual fire fighting capability employing portable water and Halon
| extinguishers,aswellashosestations,isprovidedintheControl
| Room.

/
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; -provided to-alarm and annunciate in the control-room and
'

'

'( alarm locally. Manual hose stations and portable water-
'

,

~ and halon: fire extinguishers should be provided,
t

CPSES Fire Protection Program

The plant computers are not safety-related. |66

APCSB 9.5-1 Appendix A-
,

F.5. Switchgear Rooms

Switchgear rooms should be separated from the remainder of
the plant by minimum three hour rated fire barriers to the
extent practicable. Automatic' fire detection should alarm- '

and annunciate in the control room and alarm locally.
Fire hose stations and portable extinguishers should be ',

readily available.

O ' Acceptable protection for cables that pass through the
switchgear' room'is automatic water or gas agent
suppression. Such automatic suppression must consider

preventing unacceptable damage to electrical equipment and
possible necessary containment of agent following ;

discharge.

CPSES Fire Protection Program
,

There are two safety related switchgear rooms in each unit: Train A |52 '

and Train B. Each switchgear room is in a separate fire area. |
,

Manual pre-action water sprinklers are provided for direct water spray | 50
on cable trays wherever there is a concentration of cable trays. |

-Manual hose stations and portable extinguishers are also provided in |
these areas. |

:

!

Amendment 66
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52 | A fire detection system which alarms at the local detection panel and
| in the control room is provided for both safety-related switchgear

| areas. Electrical equipment which could be damaged by direct water
spray was considered. See Guideline 0.3.c.

APCSB 9.5-1 Apperdix A

F.6 Remote Safety Related Panels

The general area housing remote safety related panels
should be provided with automatic fire detectors that
alarm locally and alarm and annunciate in the control
room. Combustible materials should be controlled and
limited to those required for operation. Portable
extinguishers and manual hose stations should be provided.

CPSES Fire Protection Program

71 |Thegeneralarea,housingsafetyrelatedequipment,isprovidedwith
| automatic detectors that alarm at the local control panel and

'

| annunciate in the Control Room as determined in the Fire Protection
| Report. Administrative procedures have been developed to control

52 | combustible materials. Portable extinguishers and manual hose
|stationsareprovided.

APCSB 9.5-1 Appendix A

F.7 Station Battery Rooms

Battery rooms should be protected against fire explosions.
Battery rooms should be separated from each other and
other areas of the plant by barriers having a minimum fire
rating of three hours inclusive of all penetrations and
openings. (See NFPA 69, "Standard on Explosion Prevention

O
Amendment 71 9.5-102
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Systems.") Ventilation systems in the battery rooms

. i) should be capable of maintaining the hydrogen~

,

u concentration'well below 2^ percent volume hydrogen

concentration.
,

Standpipe and hose and portable extinguishers should be
.,

provided.
,

CPSES Fire Protection Program

,

The Fire Protection Program is in compliance with the guideline.
Safety related' battery rooms are separated from each other.and other |71 .

'

areas of the plant by three hour fire barriers. The ventilation |

system is capable of maintaining the hydrogen concentration well below
two percent by volume,

i

Hose stations and portable extinguishers are located in the corridors
serving the battery rooms.

APCSB 9.5-1 Appendix A ;

r

F.8 Turbine Lubrication and Control Oil Storage and Use Areas
r

t

A blank fire wall having a minimum resistance rating of
'three hours should separate all areas containing safety

related systems and equipment from the turbine oil system.

CPSES Fire Protection Program [
!

WallsseparatingsafetyrelatedareasfromtheTurbineBuildinghavea|52 |
minimum fire rating of three hours. All penetrations in these walls |71 i

!also have three hour ratings, except for bus duct penetrations which |
'

are discussed in 0.1.j of Section 9.5.1.6.2. |
I

f

O '

'
t

.4 *

9.5-103 Amendment 71 |
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APCSB 9.5 1 Appendix A

F.9 Diesel (;enerator Areas

Diesel tenerators should be separated from each other and
otter treas of the plant by fire barriers having a minimum
fire resistance rating of three hours.

Automati. fire suppression such as AFFF foam, or
sprinkles should be installed to combat any diesel
generator or lubricating oil fires. Automatic fire
detectior should be provided to alarm and annunciate in
the control room and alarm locally. Drainage for fire
fighting water and means for local manual venting of smoke
should be provided.

Day tanks with total capacity up to 1100 gallons are
permitted in the diesel generator area under the following
conditions:

a. The day tank is located in a separate enclosure,
with a minimum fire resistance rating of three
hours, including doors or penetrations. These

enclosures should be capable of containing the
eatire contents of the day tanks. The enclosure

should be ventilated to avoid accumulation of oil
fumes,

b. The enclosure should be protected by automatic fire
suppression systems such as AFFF or sprinklers.

CPSES Fire Protection Prcgam

50 | The Fire Protection Program is in compliance with the guideline except
53 |asnotedinSection9.5.1.6.2. The day tanks are located in separate
66 |fireareaslocatedabovetheirrespectivedieselganerator. The day

| tank area is protected by an automatic water spray system actuated by
| Class"B"detectorloopcircuitry.

Amendment 66 9.5-104January 15, 1988
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APCSB 9.5-1 Appendix.A

r.
F.10 Diesel Fuel Oil Storage Areas

4

Olesel fuel oil tanks with a capacity greater than 1100
gallons should not be located inside the buildings
containing safety related equipment. . They should be

'

located at least 50 feet from any building containing
safety related equipment, or if located within 50 feet, :

tney should be housed in a separate building with
'

construction having a minimum fire resistance rating of
three hours. Buried tanks are considered as meeting the
three hour fire resistance requirements. See NFPA 30,

"Flammable and Combustible Liquids Code," for additional
guidance.

When located in a separate building, the tank should be
protected by an automatic fire suppression system such as
AFFF or sprinklers.

Tanks, unless buried, should not be located directly above
or below safety related systems or equipment regardless of
the fire rating of separating floors or ceilings.

,

-

CPSES Fire Protection Program

The diesel fuel oil storage tanks are located outside and adjacent to,

'

the Safeguards Buildings. These tanks are buried. The alternate
,

guideline criteria are not applicable to the CPSES design criteria. !

APCSB 9.5-1 Appendix A4

F.11 Safety Related Pumps

Pump houses and rooms housing safety related pumps or j

other safety related equipment should be separated from

January 15, M88
9.5-105 ;
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other areas of the plant by fire barriers having at least
three hour ratings. These rooms should oe protected by
automatic sprinklar protection unless a fire hazards
analysis can demonstrate that a fire will not endanger
other safety related equipment required for safe plant
shutdown. Early warning fire detection should be
installed with alarm and annunciation locally and in the
control room. Local hose stations and portable
extinguishers should also be provided.

Equipment pedestals or curt,s and drains should be provided
to re.ove and direct water away from safety related
equipment.

Provisions should be made for manual control of the
ventilation system to facilitate smoke removal if required
for manual fire fighting c,)eration.

CPSES Fire Protection Program

71 | The Fire protection Program provides protection in accordance with the
|guidelineforfiresafeshutdowncomponents,forrequiredseparation
| criteria see D.1.a of ~ ~ tion 9.5.1.6.1.

66 | Fire areas containing requ..ed fire safe shutdown pumps are separated
| from other fire areas of the plant by three hour fire rated barriers.

71 |TheFireProtectionReportdemonstratesthatanadequateleveloffire
|protectionisprovidedtoseparateredundantequipmentusedforsafe
|plantshutdownintheeventofafire. A"'~.atic detection is
| provided in these areas except where a Fire Hazards Analysis
| Evaluation has concluded that an equivalent level of protection is
|provided.

O
Amendment 71 9.5-106
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APCSB 9.5-1 Appendix A

X
Q G. Special Protection Guidelines

G.1 Welding and Cutting, Acetylene-0xygen Fuel Gas Systems

This equipment is used in various areas throughout the
plant. Storage locations should be chosen to permit fire
protection by automatic sprinkler systems. Local hose

stations and portable equipment should be provided as

backup. The requirements of NFPA 51 and 518 are

applicable to these hazards. A permit system should be

required to utilize this equipment.

CPSES Fire Protection Program

Storage of this equipment is located outside of areas conta.ning
safety-related equipment. The use of such equipment is addressed in

.

Section 8 of this comparison. Additional portable extinguishers are
provided in the areas nnenever such equipment is brought into and used
in the plant.

APCSB 9.5-1 Appendix A

G.2 Storage Areas for Dry Ion Exchange Resins

Dry ion exchange resins should not be stored near
essential safety related systems. Dry unused resins
should be protected by automatic wet pipe sprinkler
installations. Detecticn by smoke and heat detectors
should alann and annunciate in the control room and alarm
locally. Local hose stations and portable extinguishers
should provide backup for these areas. Storage areas of
dry resin should have curbs and drains. (Refer to NFPA
92M, "Water-proofing and Draining of Floors.")

O
January 15, 1988
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CPSES Fire Protection Program

50 |TheFireProtectionProgramcomplieswiththisguidelineexceptas
| noted in section 9.5.1.6.2. Dry ion exchange resins are not stored

50 | in or adjacent to areas containing safety-related systems. Storage;

} | areas for dry ion exchange resins are protected by fire detectors,
| portable extinguishers, and manual hose stations.

APCSB 9.5-1 Appendix A

G.3 Hazardous Chemicals

Hazardous chemicair should be stored and protected in
accordance with the recommendations of NFPA 49, "Hazardous

Chemicals Data." Chemical storage areas should be well
ventilated and protected against flooding conditions since
some chemicals may react with water to produce ignition.

CPSES Fire Protection Program

65 |TheFireProtectionProgramisincompliancewiththeguidelineevcept
|asnoted.below. Hazardous chemicals are stored in tanks approved for

.

50 |suchserviceandinareasnotcontainingsafety-relatedcomponentsand
| systems,withtheexceptionofthechemicaladditivetankinthe

71 | Safeguards Building. The chemical additive tanks are located in
| partially enclosed alcoves in fire area SE' These 'anks are not

50 | open the atmosphere and are inerted with ni'.rogen. The locations of
| the tanks are not considered hazardouc.

APCSB 9.5-1 Appendix A

G.4 Materials Containing Radioactivity

Materials that collect and contain radioactivity such as
spent ion exchange resins, charcoal filters, and HEPA

O
Amendment 71 9.5-112
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. filters should be stored in closed metal tanks or
containers that are located in areas. free from ignition

(~'N
t - sources or combustibles. These materials should be

'

-

,

-protected from exposure to fires in adjacent-areas as
well. Consideration should be given to requirements for
= removal of isotopic decay heat from entrained radioactive
materials.

CPSES Fire Protection Program

The fire protection program is in compliance with the guideline.

9.5.1.6.2 Justification for Items of Noncompliance to Appendix A to
Branch Technical Position APCSB 9.5-1

The following statements are justification for items of noncompliance
to Appendix A to Branch Technical Position APCSB 9.5-1 of Standard
Review Plan 9.5.1, Revision 1, as stated in-the applicable items of
Subsection 9.5.1.6.'1. Anyadditionaldeviationshavebeenincludedin!71
Appendix C of Reference (19]. |

Guideline D.1.d ,

Guideli.,e 0.1.d limits the flame spread, ' smoke and fuel contribution |50
to a maximum of 25 for interior wall and structural components, |

thermal insulation materials and sound proofing. l.

Owens Corning fiberglass pipe insulation is used in various areas of |50
the plant. This insulation is rated as Flame Spread-25, Fuel |

Contribution-25, and Smoke Development-50. |

Carpet, installed in the Control Room as soundproofing, was tested to j53
ASTM E 84 yielding flame spread 30, fuel contribution 30 and smoke |

developed 100. |

Thermal insulation for ducts have ASTM E 84 rating of 25, 50, 50. |52

9.5-113 Amendment 71
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53 | Thermal insulation for chiller unit heat exchangers and piping have
| ASTM E 84 rating less than flame spread 25, fuel contribution 30 and
|smokedeveloped150.

65 |

50 | Guideline 0.1.j

50 | Guideline 0.1.j address 3-hour rated floors, walls and ceilings
71 | separating fire areas. The following justifications are provided

|whereinstallationsareshowntobeadequatethroughanalysisinlieu
| of providing a tested configuration.

50 |1. Floors, walls and ceflings

50 | Stair tower walls are constructed of two hour rated of design.

| Justification is provided in subsection 9.5.1.6.2, guideline

| D.4.f.

Removable concrete block walls are not fire tested design.

50 | Justification is provided in reference [19]. This

| justification applies to all applications.

71 | Protection provided by metal hatch covers installed in three (3)

| hour rated floors has been demonstrated through analysis in lieu

| of providing a tested configuration. The combustible loading

| below the hatches is less than 15 minutes with automatic

| suppression and detection above and below the hatches. The

| hatches are coated with a layer of fire resistive material to

| provide a three (3) hour structural steel resistance. Based on

| the combustible loading, automatic suppression and detection,

| and fire resistive coating, a one hour fire could occur without

| breaching the fire barrier through the metal hatches.

50 | 2. Penetration Seals

Containment electrical seals are not a fire tested
50 | configuration. Justification is provided in reference (19].

| 65 | Containment mechanical seals are not a fire tested
Amendment 71 9.5-114i
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configuration. Justification is provided-in reference [19]. | 65'

%
r

O'
Protection provided by the penetration seals installed.in bus |71
ductpenetrationsinstalledinthree(3)hourratedbarriershas|
beendemonstratedthroughanalysisinlieuofprovidingatested|-
configuration. The penetration seal design is similar'to~one |

currently used in the plant which has a three (3) hour. fire .|

rating. -The seal maintains the thickness and continuity of the |
barrier. The barrier's purpose is unchanged by.the bus duct |

penetration. The fire protection features in the vicinity of |

bus duct penetrations are adequate for the hazards of the area. |

Based on the fire protection features and a review by a |

Fire Protection Engineer, bus v t penetrations are expected to |
survive a fire severity of thre (3) hours without breaching the |
barrier. |

3. Non-Rated Fire Doors

,-

-(j Missile resistant doors are not fire tested assemblies.
Justification is provided per reference [19]. |_65

Watertight doors are not fire tested assemblies. Justification |50
is provided per reference [19] for redundant safe shutdown |

related separation barriers. The justifications are also |

applicable for doors in fire barriers that do not separate |

redundant safe shutdown systems. |

Bullet resistant and penetration resistant doors are not fire j 65

rated assemblies. The door assemblies are of a construction |

similar to units tested and listed by Underwriters' Laboratory |

subsequent to procurement and installation of the CPSES |

assemblies except for the Cable Spreading Room (BR/PR) door. |

This door is justified per reference (19]. |

Containment Air-Locks for personnel and emergency escape use are | 50

not fire tested assemblies. Justification is provided per |65
reference [19]. |
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71 | Protection provided by the tornado vent / fire dampers installed

| in fire rated barriers with frames mounted outside the concrete
| walls on steel angles has been demonstrated through analysis in

| lieu of providing a tested configurations. The support frames

| of the assemblies are protected with an approved coating to

| yield a fire resistance equal to that of the barrier.

71 | Fire damper support frames are more substantial than those used

| in standard sleeve installations. UL 555 gives the acceptance

| criteria which specifies that a damper assembly must remain in

| the opening during the fire, and during hose stream application

| and that no through openings be created. Based on the

| substantial support frames, the high probability of the dampers
| remaining f a ^.he opening, and the UL test acceptance criteria,

| the dampers are expected to provide a tortuous path for fire
| propagation and meet the conditions of acceptance in a fire

| test.

71 | Fire door frames are mounted in a frame of steel angles. These

| angles are then coated with Thermo-lag fire proofing material in
| accordance with U.L. Design No. X-611. These fire door

| assemblies are not be expected to compromise the integrity of

| their host 3 hour fire barriers when exposed to a postulated
| fire.

Guideline D.2.b

50 |GuidelineD.2.baddressesbulkgasstorageandtankorientationwith
|relationstobuildingwalls.

50 | The CPSES bulk gas storage tanks are located 350 feet from the nearest
| safety-relatedbuilding(ElectricalandControlBuilding). The

| spacial separation between the tanks and nearest primary plant
|buildingiswellinexcessoftheHfPArequirementsandthereforethe
|tankorientationisconsideredacceptable.

O
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Guideline 0.3.d: |66

Protection provided by the penetration seals installed in flexible |-71
conduit penetrations installed in fire ra'ed barriers which separate |

. buildings has been demonstrated through analysis in lieu of providing |

a tested configuration. Flexible conduits are sealed on both sides |

of a barrier, which is simi'ar to a tested configuration. The | |
'combustible loading is low in the areas of flexible conduit |

penetrations,andfireprotectionfeaturesadequatefo'rthehazardsin|
the area have been provided. Based on the similarity of the |

configurations to tested configurations, detection, automatic j

suppression, and manual fire fighting capability, any fire zone which |

has a flexible conduit could have a fire severity of 3 hours without |

breaching the barrier through any of the flexible conduit |

penetrations. l,,

Guideline 0.3.f

A Guideline 0.3.f requires electric cable construction to meet as a |50
minimum the current IEEE-383 Flame Test. |

A small portion of low capacit6nce non IEEE-383 cable is installed in |65
the Control Room cable spreading room and computer room for Unit 1. |

This cable is associated with the ERF computer system. Justification |65
is provided in item 5a of reference [19]. |

; Another small amount of cable is used in association with the |52
radiation monitoring and security systems. These cables are all |

routed in conduit (except for short flexible connectors to the |

j. detectors) and are designed for low power service. They do not |

present a fire hazard in the areas where they are installed. | 50

Guideline D.4.f |50

Guideline D.4.f addresses the fire rating of elevator towers and |65
stairwells outside containment. Barriers encic.ing the elevator |

9.5-117 Amendment 71
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65 | shafts are rated at two hours with 1 1/2 hour VL labeled fire door
| assemblies at openings to the elevator shaft. The elevators are not
| used during fire emergencies. Stairwells used for egress routes have
| a two-hour fire resistance rated walls with 1-1/2 hour VL labeled fire
|doorassembliesatallopeningsintothestairwell. Based on the

intended use of the stairwells, it is determined that the two-hour
50 | rating is adequate. The presence of a stairwell or elevator tower in

|afireareawillnotdegradethe3-hourfireratingofthatarea's
| fire barrier. This is based on the tower creating two 2-hour rated
| fire barriers in series between fire areas joined by the common
| tower.

31 |GuidelineD.S.a

31 | Guideline D.5.a addresses fixed emergency lighting requirements in the
| event of a fire.

66 |ThecontrolroomisprovidedwithACEssentialLi@tingandDC
| Emergency Lighting. The AC Essential Lighting is powered from the g
|onsiteStandbyDieselGenerators. The DC Emergency Lighting is W
| powered from the dedicated non-Class lE batteries which are sized to
| supply DC power requirements for a minimum of 8-hours. Fires in
j areas outside of the control room and cable spreading room will not
| preclude the availability of AC Essential or DC Emergency Lighting for
| the control room.

Guideline E.2.a

50 | Guideline E.2.a addresses the independence of the fire main system
| piping from service or sanitary water system piping. One inter-tie
|existsinthefiremainsystem. Water is supplied from the fire main

| | system for use in circulating water pump bearing seals during
1

} | coastdown when offsite power causes the pumps to trip. This does not
| degrade the performance of the fire main system for the following
| reasons:

1. Isolation valves are nonnally closed fire main system valves and
50 | are controlled by V. L. listed devices.

May 27, 1988 9.5-118
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50 |2. The control. valves are closed automatically if the circulating

(( ) | water pump system demand occurs concurrently with a fire main
j system demand, resulting in low fire main system pressure.

!

50 |3. The total demand when the system operates is small,'and

| operation occurs infrequently only when the circulating water

| pumps are operating and all offsite power is unavailable.
|

66 |4. Two fire pumps can supply the most limiting single suppression
j system actuation, a 500 gpm hose stream and the 75 gpm required

| by the inter-tie with a significant reserve margin.
66 |

Guideline E.2.e

50 | Guideline E.2.e requires that the water supply be sized assuming all
| sprinkler heads in the largest designed fire area operating, plus a

|1000GPMhosestationallowance. This guideline is overconservativa.
71 | The CPSES water supply is sized following the requirements of NFPA

o
i | Code 13with1000GPMhosestationsi110wance.

50 |GuidelineE.3.a

-50 |GuidelineE.3.arequireswaterflovalarmsforstandpipesystems.
| This guideline is not justified because standpipe systems are manual
|systemsrequiring.plantpersonneltobeawareofthefirecondition
| prior to the operation of hose stations.

I 53 |

50 |GuidelineF.1.a

71' |GuidelineF.1.aaddressesfixedfireprotectionforhazardsthatcould
|jeopardizesafeplantshutdownduetoafireinsidetheContainment
| Building. An analysis was performed to demonstrate that sufficient
|equipmentisavailableinatleastoneshutdownpathtosafely
|shutdownCPSESintheeventofanexposurefireintheContainment
| Building. Radiant Energy Shields were added to resolve interactions

65 | as a result of this analysis, and justifications for other
| interactions present were provided in References [19].

9.5-119 Amendment 71
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50 |GuidelineF.2

50 | Guideline F.2 requires the installation of smoke detectors in the
| control room cabinets. CPSES has provided detectors inside control
| room consoles and equivalent detection for all other control room

| cabinets.

50 |a. The area immediately adjacent to the cabinets is monitored by

| ionization type smoke detectors.

50 |b. The Alternate Shutdown System provides safe shutdown of the

| plant independently of the control room.

50 |c. The area is continuously manned, thus ensuring prompt fire

| detection.

50 |d. The cabinets were constructed with non-flammable materials
j containing only low power circuits.

Guideline F.3.b.2

50 |GuidelineF.3.b.2addressesinstallationoffireretardantcoatingson
|cablesinthecablespreadingroomsofredundantdivisionsthatare
| not separated by fire barriers rated at 3 hours fire resistance.

50 | In lieu of installation of 3 hour fire barriers between cable
jd'visionsorcoatingallcablesinthearea,alternatesafeshutdown
| capability independent of the cable spreading rooms is provided.

Guideline F.9

50 | Guideline F.9 addresses the separation criteria, fire protection
| criteria, and capability of the diesel generator fuel oil day tanks.
|Thedaytanksforeachofthefourdieselgeneratorsareseparatedand
|protectedinaccordancewiththecriteriaofthesubjectguideline.

O
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3. Emergency illumination levels provided by AC essential lighting |66
forpersonnelsafety, evacuation,andoperationofsafeshutdown|

,,

( work stations will meet or exceed the requirements as described |

under DC Emergency Lighting System in this section. |

|Q040.14
OutsideoftheContainmentandFuelBuilding,ACEssentialLightingis|41
provided in primary plant areas required for safe shutdown and in. |

major interior access / egress routes between these areas. Inside the |

Containment, AC lighting is provided for emergency egress. This AC |

lightingissuppliedpowerfromthestandbydieselgeneratorsduringa[
loss of off-site power but is shed during a LOCA. AC Essential |

Lighting is not provided in the Fuel Building, Service Water Intake |

Structure or Turbine Building. |

|Q040.14
The non-Class 1E DC Emergency Lighting System consists of iights ]66
connected to the dedicated batteries or individual battery packs. DC j . 71

Emergency Lighting is provided in all areas needed for the operation |

of fire safe shutdown equipment necessary to achieve hot standby and |

in the primary interior access / egress routes between these areas. |

() This lighting is provided by 8-hour rated battery packs except in the ] .66
control room where the lighting is provided by dedicated 8-hour |

batteries. DC Emergency Lighting is also provided for safe egress in |

otherareasoftheplantwhichincludetheContainment,FuelBuilding,|41
Service Water Intake Structure, Turbine Building, and non-safety |

related areas of the Auxiliary Building. Power is supplied from the |

station batteries or individual battery packs. The battery pack |71
ratingis8hoursexceptfortheTurbineBuildingwhichhasatleast4|
hour rated battery packs. Battery pack lights are fluorescent or |

,

sealed beam type. |66
|0040.14

The DC Emergency Lights in the Control Room are normally deenergized. |66
The contactor in the DC Emergency Lighting panels is normally held |41
open by a feed from the AC Lighting System. DC Emergency Lights are |

activated by the loss of power to the AC Lighting Systems. |

p
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Q040.14 |

41 |IndividualbatterypacksarenormallyunderafloatchargefromtheAC
| lighting power supplies for their respective areas. . If an AC

41 | lighting power supply is lost, the respective DC lights are activated
| from their individual battery packs by their respective relays.

Q040.14 |

41 | The lighting (AC and DC) in the Control Room, the primary plant (non-
| containment)essentialcontrolareasandtheprimaryinterioraccess
j routes between them is arranged in a staggered pattern and alternately
jfedfromtheredundanttrainsand/orfromselfcontainedbatterypacks
| energized from either Train A, Train B or Normal AC sources. As an
| alternate,wheretheengineeredsafetyfeatures(ESF)equipmentis
| energized from a particular train, AC essential and DC emergency
|lightingfromthesametrainisprovidedinthatareaandinthe
|primaryaccessroutetoit. These practices ensure adequate lighting
| in these areas under any possible electrical single-failure

| condition.

66 |TheDCEmergencyLightingSystemprovidesthefollowingilluminance

| levels:

66 |1. 0.5 footcandles (fc) average maintained, horizontally, along the

| center line of fire protection access / egress routes at floor

| level, with a maximum / minimum uniformity ratio less than 40:1;

66 |2. 0.5 fc minimum maintained at the center point of a slight hazard

| within the fire protection access / egress route, with 3 fc

| average maintained along the hazard. Slight hazards are

| defined, for safety lighting purposes only, as abrupt changes in

| direction, intersections of two or more corridors or
j access / egress routes, changes of floor level, at each door,

| along stairs, and at weather-stripping door sills;

O
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-12. NRC Regulatory. Guide 1.29,-Seismic Design Classification

rm. Revision 2,1976, .V. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

G
13. Branch Technical Position APCSB 3-1, Protection Against

Postulated Piping Failures in Fluid Systems Outside Containment,
attached to Standard Review Plan 3.6.1.

14. Branch Technical Position MEB 3-1, Postulated Break and Leakage

Locations in Fluid System Piping Outside Containment, attached
to Standard Review Plan 3.6.2.

15. ANSI N18.2-1973, Nuclear Safety Criteria for the Design of
Stationary Pressurized Water Reactor Plants,1973.

16. IEEE 387-1977, Criteria for Diesel Generator Units Applied as
Standby Power Supplies for Nuclear Power Generating Stations.

17. Illuminating Engineering Sxiety (IES) Lighting Handbook, |66
p Application Volume, 1981. |-

O
18. Branch Technical Position EICSB-17, Diesel Generator Protective

Trip Circuit Bypasses, attached to Standard Review Plan Appendix
7-A.

19. Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station Unit 1 "Fire Protection |71
Report" |

20. NFPA 10-1981, "Portable Fire Extinguishers" |65

21. NFPA 12A-1980, "Halon 1301 Fire Extinguisliing Systems" |66
1

22. NFPA 13-1978 and 1985, "Automatic Sprinkler Systems" |65

23. NFPA 14-1"'3, "Standpipe and Hose Systems" |65

O
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66 |24. NFPA 15-1979, "Water Spray Fixed Systems"

.

| 25. NFPA 20-1974, "Centrifugal Fire Pumps"65

65 |26. NFPA 24-1973, "Outside Protection"

! 65 |27. NFPA 49-1975, "Hazardous Chemical Data"

|
t

| 65 |28. NFPA 72D-1975, "Proprietary Protection and Signaling System"
|
|

65 |29. NFPA 72E-1978, "Fire Detection Systems"
!
1

65 |30. NFPA 80-1977, "Fire Doors and Windows" i

|

65 |31. NFPA 6-1974, "Industrial Fire loss Prevention"
| \
|

'

65 |32. NFPA 26-1976, "Supervision of Valves" |

| 65 |33. NFPA 30-1984, "Flammable Combustible Liquid Code"

65 |34. NFPA 69-1973, "Explosion Prevention Systems" |

|
!

| 65 |35. IEEE 383-1974, "IEEE Standard for Type Test of IE Electric

| Cables, Field Splices, and Connections"
i

|
|

f 65 |36. IEEE 634-1978, "IEEE Standard Cable Penetration Fire Stop

| Qualification Test"

65 |37. UL Subject 992, "Test Method for Measuring the Flame Propagating

| Characteristics of Floor and Floor Covering Materials"

65 |38. ASTM E 84-1976, "Surface Burning Characteristics of Building

| Materials"

O
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valves, feedwater control bypass valves, feedwater split flow |71
bypass valves, and steam generator preheater bypass valves are |

'b all tripped closed by separate, redundant control circuits and |
%J'

solenoids and are powered from two Class 1E-125 VDC power |

systems, maintaining the proper train separation. The |

independence and redundance of these two Class 1E-125 VOC power

systems is described in Section 8.3.2.

The rest of the valves and equipment in the condensate and
feeiwater systems are powered from non-Class 1E systems.

,

10.4.7.3 Safety Evaluation

The requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, GDC 57, for Containment isolation
are satisfied by one stop valve on each feedwater line outside the

Containment (see Section 6.2.4.). With loss of flow in the normal
direction, the check valve upstream of the stop valve closes and is
held closed by back pressure. In addition, the stop valve can be
closed and secured by remote operation.

O
_V

The Feedwater System from the steam generators, back to and including |66
the moment restraint upstream of the feedwater isolation valve, is |

designated as Safety Class 2 and is designed to the requirements of |

seismic Category I systems (see Section 3.2.1). For an analysis of |

the effects of a break in the Safety Class portion of the Feedwater
System, see Section 10.4.9. The remaining portion of the Feedwater |66
SystempipinginsidetheSafeguardsBuildingisdesignatednon-nuclear |
safety seismic Category II. The portion of the system in the turbine |

building and the Condensate System is non-seismic except for the |

Condensate Storage Tank which is designated Safety Class 3, seismic |

Category I . |

The Condensate and Feedwater Systems are designed to the requirements

of the codes listed in Subsection 10.4.7.1. The potential for pipe
rupture caused by internal pressure and temperature is as discussed in
Section 3.6. Short lengths of pipe are installed above the turbine
operating floor and could be fractured by a heavy object carried by
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the gantry crane or by a turbine-generated missile; but such an
occurrence is extremely unlikely. A rupture of the condensate piping
anywhere in the Turbine Building does not cause failure of safety-
related equipment as a result of flooding, as no such equipment is
installed therein.

In the Safeguards Building the feedwater pipes are, for most of their
length, enclosed in separate, reinforced concrete ducts fitted with
individual drains. Elsewhere, floor drains are designed to collect
any discharge from the pipe, preventing damage to safety-related
equipment resulting from flooding.

Any failure in the non-safety-class portion of the Condensate and
Feedwater Systems has no effect on the safety of the reactor, which
can be shutdown in an orderly manner. (See Section 3.6 for a further
discussion of postulated pipe rupture.) A source of feedwater supply

to the steam generators is required for decay heat removal from the
reactor following a unit shutdown. In the event that the Condensate
and Feedwater Systems are not available, the Auxiliary Feedwater
System (see Section 10.4.9) provides the required emergency supply of

feedwater.

Condensate available for emergency purposes is stored in the
Condensate Storage Tank (see Section 9.2.6), which is a seismic
Category I structure (see Section 3.2.1).

Although unlikely, a small amount of radioactivity may be present in
the Condensate and Feedwater Systems in the event of a steam generator
tube leak. Water from a pipe leak or break in the Condensate and
Feedwater Systems is collected by the Equipment and Floor Drainage
System. These drains are monitored for radioactive releases and are
handled as described in Section 9.3.3.

,
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_
b. Steam Generator Pressure

; i

')
Steam generator pressure in the loop associated with the |59
FIV must be above a low-level set-point.(605 psig). Two- |

out-of three coincident logic from the Westinghouse |10
supplied steam generator pressure transmitters is used for |
this signal. |

c. Feedwater Flow |59

Feedwater flow must be above a low-flow set-point, as |59
measured by a flow switch at the feedwater flow venturi |

meters. FS-2189, -2190, -2191, and -2192 are provided for |

loops 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively. The set-point for these |

flowswitchescorrespondstoapproximately12to15 percent |
of full feedwater fr,11. |

d. Feedwater Temperature |10
( i
'ud

The feedwater temperature must be above approximately |59
2500F (as measured by resistance temperature detectors on |

themainfeedwaterlines). In addition, the difference in |71
temperaturebetweentheRTDsinstalledoutsidecontainment,|
downstream of the FIVs and RTOs mounted at a piping low |

point on the feedwater lines inside containment, near the |

main feedwater nozzle must be within about 50F of each |

other. This arrangement of temperature sensors is used to |

preclude pocketing of cold water at the piping low point |10
during startups and, also, to avoid the possibility of a |

singleRTDopencircuitfailurecausingafalsetemperature|
permissive signal to open the FIVs. |

Once the temperature permissives have been cleared allowing | 10
the FIV to open, the FIV can remain open irrespective of |

temperature, providing the FW flow remains high (above |,
/ \

.
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10 | the low flow set point as described in item (c) above).

| Interlocks are provided for this condition.
O

10 |2. FEE 0 WATER PREHEATER BYPASS VALVE (FPBV)

10 | The FPBV bypasses feedwater from the main feedwater line to the

| upper auxiliary nozzle. It also serves as a containment

| isolation valve and is redundantly interlocked with the feedwater

| isolation signals provided by Westinghouse.

0032.90 |

13 | The FPBV is automatically opened whenever the FIV is closed due

| to the absence of water hammer permissive signals as described

j above for the FIV. Likewise, it is automatically closed

| whenever the water hammer permissives are cleared and the FIV is

| opened. It is also automatically closed on Feedwater isolation

| actuation signal. The FPBVs are provided with three position

| close-auto-open control switches on the main board. The switch

| spring returns to auto; the valves fail closed on loss of control

| power or air.
O

66 |3. FEE 0 WATER SPLIT FLOW BYPASS VALVE (FSBV)

59 | The FSBV is provided to maintain a split bypass flow from the

| main feedwater line to the upper auxiliary feedwater nozzle.

| This bypass valve is open whenever feedwater is admitted to the

| steam generators through the main feedwater nozzle, and is used

| to minimize flow induced tube vibration in the preheater section

| as well as thermal transients at the auxiliary feedwater nozzle.

59 | The FSBV is automatically opened whenever the water hammer

| permissive signals allow the FIV to be opened. Likewise, the

| FSBV is closed when the water hammer permissive signals described

71 | above cause the FIV to close. The FSBV is also automatically

| closed on an AFW initiation signal to direct AFW to the auxiliary

| feedwater nozzle, to minimize delays in admitting AFW to the
j steam generator, and to prevent steam generator blowdown through
j the auxiliary nozzle during a main feedwater line break.

Amendment 71 10.4-70
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Manager, Safeteam - The responsibilities of the Manager, Safeteam are: |60
-

A.) - Manage the Safeteam Program for the review and investigation of |60
employee safety concerns. |

- Ensure both departing employees and employees with concerns are | 60
interviewed. |

- Maintain the independence and credib!1ity of the Program. |60

Ensureadequateresponsesareprovidedtoemployeeswithconcerns.|60-

13.1.1.2.1 Organization - Nuclear Operations |62

Vice President, Nuclear Operations - The responsibilities of the Vice |60
President, Nuclear Operations are: |

EnsureCPSESoperationandmaintenanceactivitiesareconductedin|62-

(w compliance with federal, state, and local laws, regulations, |

licenses, codes, and within established corporate and NE0 |

policies, plans, and procedures. |

- Provide direction and guidance to the Manager, Plant Operations; j68

the Director, Nuclear Training; the Manager, Technical Support; |

the Manager, Plant Support; the Manager, Administrative Support; |

the Plant Evaluation Manager; and the Manager, Start-up and Test. |

The CPSES operating organization is discussed in Section 13.1.2 and |62
illustrated in Figure 13.1-3. Organizations which support plant |
operations are discussed below. |

n
)
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60 | Manager, Plant Operations - The responsibilities of the Manager, Plant
| Operations are:

Direct CPSES operation and maintenance activities in accordance-

with applicable federal, state, and local laws, regulations,
licenses, codes and within established corporate and Nuclear
Engineering and Operations policies, plans and procedures.

60 | Director,NuclearTraining-TheresponsibilitiesoftheDirector,
|NuclearTrainingare:

60 |- Direct the analysis, design, development, implementation,
| evaluation, and revision of nuclear training programs in order to
| provide personnel with the requisite skills and knowledge for
| effectively performing functions important to the operation and
| maintenance of CPSES.

62 | Manager, Administrative Support - The responsibilities of the Manager,
{| A iministrative Support are:

64 |- Provide administrative support services for Nuclear Operations
j including: onsite and offsite emergency planning, local public
| information and relations, the records center, operations document
| control and reference libraries, clerical assistance, site
| transportation and office building services.

62 | Plant Evaluation Manager - The responsibilities of the Plant
| Evaluation Manager are:

62 |- Provide administrative and technical direction to the Independent
| Safety Engir.eering Group (ISEG).

62 |- Provide for the systematic monitoring and assessment of plant
| operations and maintenance activities.

O
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13.2 TRAINING

U,,
13.2.1 PLANT STAFF TRAINING PROGRAM

Selected Personnel, as indicated on Figure 13.2-1, have attended the |3
Westinghouse Nuclear Training Program as described in Sections |

13.2.1.1.1 (items 2, 3 and 4) and have satisfactorily completed the |

requirements for Senior Reactor 0perator or Reactor Operator |

Certification. | !

|Q441.2
The number of candidates for whom cold licensing examinations are |15 '

| planned is shown on Figure 13.2-1 for each appropriate job title. |

| The number of candidates exceeds the requirements of CPSES Technical |

Specifications and will ensure that an adequate number of licensed |

candidates are available at the time of initial core loading. |

Additional qualified candidates for cold licensing may be added prior |>-

| to the USNRC cold license examination date. |
i

|The position titles for which training programs have been or will be
conducted are shown in Figure 13.2-1.

13.2.1.1 Proaram Description

13.2.1.1.1 Training Program for Licensed Personnel
i

l
|

Tha licensed personnel training program for the initial CPSES Unit 1
staff consists of a pretraining program and the five phase
Westinghouse nuclear training program. This program is designed to
utilize experienced fossil power plant personnel with no nuclear
experience. Parts of the program may be eliminated for those personnel
with previous nuclear training and/or experience.

|Q440.1
'

Personnel that have been licensed by the USNRC as Reactor Operator or |1
SeniorReactorOperatoronCPSESUnit1,throughthetrainingprograms|

13.2-1 MARCH 31, 1987
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Q440.1 |

71 |describedinSection 13.2.1.1.1 or Section 13.2.2.3.1, may also be
|licensedonCPSESUnit2priortotheinitialoperationofthatUnit.

1 |Thesepersonnelwillcompleteatrainingprogramthatwillpresent
| specific differences between CPSES Unit 1 and CPSES Unit 2.

All Unit I cold license candidates will meet the requirements of ANSI
N18.1-1971, Section 5.2.1.

27 | A description of each of the parts of the training program for
| licensed personnel follows:

1. Pretraining Program

An initial group of supervisors and reactor operators has
participated in a refresher course in mathematics and physical
science with an introduction to nuclear power plants. The course

was conducted by General Physics Corporation and was an eight-
week full-time program. Progress was monitored through frequent

3 | quizzes and examinations. A second group of Reactor Operators

| has completed a similar five week full-time program.

27 | Two groups of Auxiliary Operators have received a refresher

| course in mathematics and physics and an introduction to nuclear

| power plant systems conducted by the CPSES training staff. The

| first group received nine weeks of Auxiliary Operator training.
| The second group of Auxiliary Operators received 11 weeks of

| training. A third group of Auxiliary Operators will receive
| pretraining consistent with their background and prior experience
| before cold license cert,ification training.,

27 |2. Fundamental Nuclear Reactor Training - Phase i

This eleven-week course, conducted by the llestinghouse Nuclear
Training Center (WNTC), presents a thorough and comprehensive

O
Amendment 71 13.2-2
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TABLE 13.5-2

__ __) ! (Sheet 1of4)

SYSTEM OPERATING PROCEDURES

Reactor Coolant System |38-

Residual Heat Removal System |38-

Chemical and Volume Control System |38-

Reactor Make-up and Chemical Control System |38-

Boron Thermal Regeneration System |38'-

|71
Safety Injection System |38-

Safety injection Accumulators |38--

Containment Spray System | 38-

Hydrogen Purge Supply and Exhaust System |38'

-

Electric Hydrogen Recombiner System |38-

Main Steam System |_38-

Feedwater System |38-
.,

Condensate System |38-

Auxiliary Feedwater System |38-

Steant Generator Blowdown and Cleanup System |38' -

Condensate Polishing System |38-

Extraction Steam System |38-

Heater Drains System |38-

Condenser Vacuum and Waterbox Priming System |38| -

Circulating Water System | -38
'

-

|

|

|

|

|

A
V

i
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TABLE 13.5-2
'- (Sheet 2of4)

'

Auxiliary Steam System .|38:
'

'

~

-

Chemical-Feed System | 38--

Turbine Plant Cooling Water System |38---
1

~ Turbine Control Fluid System | 38.- -

Turbine Gland. Steam System ~|38-

Turbine Oil Purification System |38-
'

- Turbine Lube Oil System |-38

Main Generator System |'38.
-.

Generator Hydrogen System |38-

i - Generator Seal Oil System |38
Generator Seal Oil System |'38-

Generator Primary Water System |38-

-Station Service Water System :|38'
-

- Component Cooling Water System | 38

Surface Water Pretreatment | 38
-

. Spent Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup System |38-

Demineralized and Reactor Make-up Water System |38'
-

Service Air System | 38-

Instrument Air System |38-

Vents and Drains System |38-

Nitrogen Gas System |38-

Hydrogen Gas System | 38-

Carbon Dioxide Gas System |38-

0xygen Gas System | 38 1
-

138 KV and 345 KV Startup Transformers |38--

4

1

1

O 1

.
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TABLE 13.5-2

i (Sheet 3 of 4)
_

6900 v Switchgear |38-

- 480 v Switchgear and Station Service Transformers |38
125 v DC Switchgear and Distribution System, and Batteries and |38-

Battery Chargers (Safety-Related) |
- 24/48 v & 125/250 v DC Switchgear and Dist. Systems. Batteries |38

and Battery Chargers (Non-Safety-Related) |

118 v AC Distribution System and Inverters |38-

- 208 v/120 v AC Distribution System |38
- Diesel Generator System |38
- Diesel Generator Fuel Oil Storage and Transfer System |38

Isolated Phase Bus Duct Cooling System |38-

- 345 KV Switchyard Relay House |38
Reactor Control and Protection System |38-

- Rod Control and Digital Roa Position Indication System |38

(~} - Excore Instrumentation System |38
V Process Computer |38-

Area Radiation Monitoring Systems | 38-

- Process and Effluent Radiation Monitoring Systems |38
Containment Atmosphere Monitoring System |38-

- Incore Instrumentation System |38
- Containment Ventilation System |38

Control Room Ventilation System |38-

Switchgear Area Ventilation System |38-

- Battery Room Ventilation Systems |38
Auxiliary Building Ventilation System |38-

Main Steam and Feedwater area and Electrical Area Ventilation |38-

System |

,

V
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-

- - Fuel Building Ventilation System |38
Diesel Generator' Rooms Ventilation System |38--

Uncontrolled Access Area VentiVation System |38-

Office.and Service Areas Ventilation System ' l38-

- Service Water Intake Ventilation System - |38
Ventilation Chilled Water System |38-

- - Safety Chilled Water. System | 38
Primary Plant Ventilation System |38-

Safeguards Building Ventilation System |38-

Squaw Creek Reservoir Makeup System - |_38-

Squaw Creek Reservoir Return and Service Outlet System |38-

Halon Fire Protection Systems L38-

Water Fire Protection System |3d-

Plant Lighting Systems j38-

Plant Communications System |38f-w -

' Containment Personnel Airlocks |38' -

- !

i

|
<

t

O
1-
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'

:
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RADWASTE SYSTEMS' PROCEDURESE
:
F ,

j .

Gaseous; Waste System - Collec's.vi Sto' rage and Disposal ;

:- .i
;.

.

.

,

Liquid Waste System - Collection, Storage, Processing and Disposal
.

: :
'

I

f SolidIWaste System - Processing, Storage and Disposal
,

;-

- Boron Recycle Systera |71
.

.

i:
1

i

I

,

.

!

-| |

!
:

1
!

!

:

l
!

:
1

:
!
,

!

i
;

!
!

:
,
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13.6 SECURITY | 57
''.u

The recurity program was developed ur. der the guidance specified in | . 71

1A(B) (Reference Guide 1.17). In accordance with 10 CFR Part |

2.790(d), the-plant..,ecurity plans contain confidential and safeguards |-65
.informationthatisexemptfrompublicdisclosuret.ndertheprovisions|

,,

- of 10CFR 9.5(a)4 and 10CFR 73.21. These plans are described in-a j

separate submittal.

13.6.1- ORGANIZATION AND PERSONNEL

13.6.1.1 Management Organization and Responsibilities

The Vice President, Nuclear Operations is responsible for the safe and | 65
reliable operation of the plant and has overall responsibility for |

security of the plant. The Vice President, Nuclear Operations |

reports to the Executive Vice-President, Nuclear Engineering and |

Operations. The Executive Vice President, Nuclear Engineerint 1d |

Operations has responsibility for all aspects of the CPSES operation. | 57

13.6.1.2 Security Organization |57

The security organization will consist of a plant security group (to |57
maintain security inside the protected area) and an industrial |

security group (to maintain security outside the protected area) with |

a licensee supervisor responsible for the activities of each group. |

The Plant Security Supervisor and the Industrial Security Supervisor |71

,

13.6-1 Amendment 71
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71 | will report to the Security Manager who is responsible for the program
| outlined in the CPSES security plans and procedures. The Security

65 | Manager reports security management matters directly to the Manager,
| Plant Support. A contract security force, under CPSES management,

57 | will pnrform the day-to-day security duties.
15 |

Applicants for employment in the security organization will be
subjected to appropriate background investigations, and all guards
will be properly trained and qualified. As a result of training, each
member of the security force will demonstrate an understanding of
CPSES security procedures and the ability to execute all duties
required by the procedures.

13.6.1.3 Plant Employee Selection and Reliability

15 | Employees will be selected only af ter screening for the purposes of
| determining physical condition and emotional stability. The extent
| of the screening will be dependent on the job duties of the particular
| employee. Supervisory personnel will be respcosible for observation

of all personnel in the course of their e,mioymrnt for indications of
aberrant behavior and for initiation of approp. iate corrective
measures as necessary.

13.6.1.4 Security Training

Each plant employee will receive an appropriate security orientation
and refresher training, with emphasis on those security matters for
.hich he has a responsibility.

O
Amendment 71 13.6-2
May 27, 1988
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13.6.1.5 Security Emeroency Procedures

,O
V Security plans and procedures will be developed to include, but not

necessarily limited to, the following contingencies:

1. Guard strike or other unavailability of the security force.

2. Fire or explosion.

3. Site evacuation.

4. Personnel disturbance.

5. Bomb threat or other stated or perceived threat of sabotage.

6. Civil disturbance.

7. Suspected or confirmed intrusions or sabotage attempts.

Plant employees will receive training in their responsibilities during
applicable contingencies, with emphasis on alertness to the presence
of unauthorized persons and evidence of forced entry into the plant.

13.6.2 PLANT DESIGN AND PHYSICAL SECURITY FEATURES

13.6.2.1 Plant Desian

The plant design accommodates the security criteria established by 10
CFR Part 73.55. These basic physical security design criteria will:

1. Control entry inte protected and vital areas.

2. Deter or precluae penetration by unauthorized persons into
protected and vital areas.

,

O .
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3. Detect actual unauthorized penetrations.

4. Aid security response personnel in timely apprehension of
unauthorized persons or other personnel acting in a manner
constituting a sabotage threat.

13.6.2.2 Physical Security Features

Physical security measures that will protect against or limit the
effects of possible sabotage efforts include:

1. A protected area boundary enclosed by a perimeter barrier
supplemented with an intrusion detection system and closed
circuit television systems or controlled by security personnel.

2. Employee and visitor parking located outside the protected area
boundary.

3. An isolation zone on both the outside and inside of the perimeter
barrier.

71 |4. A pcrimeter patrol road within the prctected area.

5. A well-lighted, protected area utilizing a protective lighting
system having emergency power.

6. A minimum number of access points into the protected area.

7. A minimum number of exterior plant doors used for normal access
into the complex that contains vital equipment, with all other
exteriur doors locked cnd secured from the inside when not in
use.

O
Amendment 71
May 27, 1988 13.6-4
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8. A key card access control system for entrance into the vitalo
a ) complex and at selected points within the vital area complex.

,

9. Use of a trained, uniformed, and armed guard force employed

continuously 24 hours a day to protect the property and provide
access control.

10. Positive identification and search of all personnel prior to
entry into the protected area. At the primary and alternate |71
access points into the protected area, guards will inspect for |

appropriate identification and will conduct searches of personnel j
and vehicles for firearms, explosives, incendiary devices, and |

contraband. j

.

11. Communications systems providing direct links to area law
enforcement agencies.

13.6.3 ADMINISTRATIVE P- DURES IN THE EVENT OF AN INCIDENT
g)
,Jx.

In the event of any incident in which an attempt has been made, or is |71
believed to have been made, to commit an act of radiological sabotage |

or other act which threatens the security of the plant, TV Electric |

personnel and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission shall be notified as |

appropriate in accordance with station procedures; simultaneously, a |

counteraction will be initiated and a thorough investigation of the |

incident will be conducted. |

-

V
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13.6.4 AUDITS

An annual audit will be conducted of the CPSES security program by

65 | designated individuals independent of CPSES plant management. A
| formal report of findings will be submitted to the Vice-President,
|NuclearOperationsforappropriateaction.

O

O
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2. Review and approval of design change requests originated during

g the course of the startup program.
LJ

3. Management of Contractors ( e.g. Gibbs & Hill, Brown &' Root, -| 15
Westinghouse). |

4. Technical review and comments of Unit 2 preoperational test | 46
proceduresobjectivesandacceptancecriteria,priortoapproval.|

14.2.2.4.2- Brown & Root, Inc. (B&R) |68

B&R, as the constructor for CPSES, is responsible for the construction
completion, performance of associated constructions tests, and orderly
release of components and systems to TV Electric consistent with the

.startup program schedules. This responsibility includes:

1. Completion of construction and construction testing activities;

2. Provision of craft technical manpower support as required for |11'

performance of the startup program. |

14.2.2.4.3 Westinghouse Electric Corporation |68

Westinghouse, as the Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS) supplier, is |60
responsible for providing technical direction to TV Electric during |

preoperational and initial startup testing performed on the NSSS and |

associated auxiliary equipment. Technical direction is defined as |

technical guidanc9; advice and counsel based on current engineering, |

installation, and testing practices. This responsibility includes: |

O

14.2-11 Amendment 68
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1. Assignment of personnel to provide advice and assistance to TV
Electric for test and operation of all equipment and systems in
the Westinghouse area of responsibility.

2. Assignment of an operational physicist to the site organization
during fuel loading and power testing; and

1

3. Provision of test procedure outlines and technical assistance for
tests of Westinghouse furnished components and systems. |

68 |14.2.2.4.4 Allie.-Chalmers Power Systems, Inc. (ACPSI)

ACPSI, as supplier of the main turbine generator set, is responsible
for providing technical direction to TV Electric during preoperational
and initial startup testing performed on the turbine generator and
related auxiliary equipment.

37 |

14.2.2.5 Joint Test Group (JTG)

68 | The Joint Test Group (JTG) is comprised of certain station supervisory
| and technical personnel as described in Section 14.2.2.5.1. The JTG

|functionsasasubcommitteeoftheStationOperationsReviewCommittee
71 | (SORC) for testing matters. The JTG is charged with reviewing

|testingactivitiesandadvisingtheSORConthedispositionofthose
|itemsreviewed,

i

O
Amendment 71 14.2-12
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TABLE 14.2-2-
- (Sheet 28)

CONTROL ROOM VENTILATION SYSTEM

TEST SUMARY

OBJECTIVE

To demonstrate the capability of the Control Room Ventilation _ System
to maintain suitable and safe ambient conditions for operating

t equipment and personnel in the Control Room and associated areas.

PREREQUISITES

1. A cooling water supply is available for the Control Room
condensing air compressor units.

2. Compressed air is available for system valve and damper
operators.

OO
TEST METHOD

1. Demonstrate proper functioning of the Control Room Ventilation
System in the normal emergency recirculation and emergency
ventilation modes of operation.

2. Verify that the system responds properly to safeguards actuation
signals.

3. Verify proper pressure differentials.

4. Demonstrate proper operation of chlorine gas detectors, fans, |71
valves, dampers, and filters. |

5. Check operation of system instrumentation, interlocks, and
alarms.

Amendment 71

May 27, 1988
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15.0.6 TRIP P0INTS AND TIME DELAYS TO TRIP ASSUMED IN ACCIDENT

[] - ANALYSES

'L)

A reactor trip signal acts to open two trip breakers connected in
series feeding power to the control rod drive mechanisms. The loss of
power to the mechanism coils causes the mechanisms to release the rod

cluster control assemblies which then fall by gravity into the core.
There are various instrumentation delays associated with each trip | 71
function, including delays in signal actuation, in opening the trip |
breakers, and in the release of the rods by the mechanisms. Limiting |

trip setpoints assumed in accident analyses and the time delay which |

occurs between generation of the reactor trip signal and the point at |

which the rods are free to fall for each trip function are given in |

Table'15.0-4. Reference is made in that table to Overtentperature and |
Overpower N-16 trip shown in Figure 15.0-1. |5

The difference between the limiting trip point assumed for the
analysis and the nominal trip point represents an allowance for

p) instrumentation channel error and setpoint error. Nominal trip
(f setpoints are specified in the plant Technical Specifications. During

plant startup tests it will be demonstrated that actual instrument
time delays are equal to or less than the assumed values.
Additionally, protection system channels are calibrated and instrument
response times determined periodically in accordance with the plant
Technical Specifications.

15.0.7 INSTRUMENTATION ORIFT AND CALORIMETRIC ERRORS - POWER

RANGE NEUTRON FLUX

The instrumentation drif t and calorimetric errors used in establishing
the power range high neutron flux setpoint are presented in Table
15.0-5.

O
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The calorimetric error is the error assumed in the determination of
core thermal power as obtained from secondary plant measurements. The

total ion chamber current (sum of the top and bottom sections) is
calibrated (set equal) to this measured power on a periodic basis.

The secondary power is obtained from measurement of feedwater flow,
feedwater inlet temperature to the steam generators and steam
pressure. High accuracy instrumentation is provided for these
measurements with accuracy tolerances much tighter than those which
would be required to control feedwater flow.

15.0.8 PLANT SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS AVAILABLE FOR MITIGATION OF

ACCIDENT EFFECTS

The NSSS is designed to afford proper protection against the possible
effects of natural phenomena, postulated environmental conditions and
dynamic effects of the postulated accidents. In addition, the design
incorporates features which minimize the probability and effects of
fires and explosions. Chapter 17 discusses the quality assurance
program which has been implemented to assure that the NSSS will

satisfactorily perform its assigned safety functions. The

incorporation of these features in the NSSS, coupled with the
reliability of the design, ensures that the normally operating systems
and components listed in Table 15.0-6 will be available for mitigation
of the events discussed in Chapter 15. In determining which systems
are necessary to mitigate the effects of these postulated events, the
classification system of ANSI-N18.2-1973 is utilized. The design of
"systems important to safety" (including protection systems) is
consistent with IEEE Standard 379-1972 and Regulatory Guide 1,53 in
the application of the single failure criterion.

O
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3. No credit is taken for the pressurizer power operated relief
n. valves or pressurizer spray.

4. Initial pressurizer level is at the nominal programmed value plus | 57
5 percent (error); initial steam generator water level is at the |

nominal value, plus 5 percent in the faulted steam generator and |

at the nominal value minus 5 percent in the intact steam |

generators. |

4

5. No credit is taken for the high pressurizer pressure reactor
trip.

6. Main feedwater flow to all steam generators is assumed to be lost
at the time the break occurs (all main feedwater spills out
through the break).

7. The worst possible break area is assumed. This maximizes the
blowdown discharge rate following the time of trip, which
maximizes the resultant heatup of the reactor coolant.

8. A conservative feedline break discharge quality is assumed prior
to the time the reactor trip occurs, thereby maximizing the time
the trip setpoint is reached. After the trip occurs, a saturated

liquid discharge is assumed until all the water inventory is
discharged from the affected steam generator. This minimizes the
heat removal capability of the affected steam generator.

9. Reactor trip occurs on steam generator low-low level. |57

10. The Auxiliary Feedwater System is actuated by the low-low steam
generator water level signal. The Auxiliary Feedwater System is |57
assumed to supply a total of 430 gallons per minute (gpm) to |

three unaffected steam generators, including allowance for |

possible spillage through the main feedwater line break. A 60 |

second delay was assumed following the low-low level signal to
allow time for startup of the emergency diesel generators and the

O auxiliary feedwater pumps,

15.2-27 January 15, 1988
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57 | Approximately 118 seconds was assumed before the feedwater lines

| were purged and the relatively cold (1200F) auxiliary feedwater
| entered the unaffected steam generators.

11. Thirty minutes after the reactor trip, an additional 430 gpm is
assumed to be supplied to the intact steam generators.

12. No credit is taken for heat energy deposited in RCS metal during
the RCS heatup.

13. No credit is taken for charging or letdown.

14. Steam generator heat transfer area is assumed to decrease as the
shell side liquid inventory decreases.

57 |15. Conservative core residual heat generation is based upon the
| American National Standard For Decay Heat Power in Light Water
| Reactors, ANSI /ANS-5.1-1979 and assumes an infinite irradiation

| time and a two sigma uncertainty allowance.

16. No credit is taken for the following potential protection logic
signals to mitigate the consequences of the accident:

5 | a. High pressurizer pressure.
5 | b. Overtemperature N-16.
5 | c. High pressurizer level.

d. High Containment pressure.

Receipt of a low-lew steam generator water level signal in at least
one steam generator starts the motor driven auxiliary feedwater pumps,
which then deliver auxiliary feedwater flow to the steam generators.
The turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pump is initiated if the low-
low steam generator water level signal is reached in at least two
steam generators. Similarly, receipt of a low steam line pressure

O
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signal in at least one steam line initiates a steam line isolationp_

ij signal which closes the main steam line isolation valves in all steam
lines. This signal also gives a safety injection signal which
initiates flow of borated water into the RCS. The amount of safety )
injection flow is a function of RCS pressure.

Emergency operating procedures following a secondary system line
rupture will call for the following actions to be taken by the reactor
operator:

1. Isolate feedwater flow spilling out the break of ruptured steam
generator and align system so level in intact steam generators
recovers.

2. Turn off all reactor coolant pumps (if of fsite power is still
available).

3. Stop high head safety injection pumps if water level in the,,() pressurizer is recovering, and the intact steam generators are at
the safety valve setpoint, and water level in intact steam
generators is above the top of the narrow range span.

Shutting off the reactor coolant pumps (action 2, above) serves to
decrease the addition of energy (approximately 3.5 megawatts (MW) per
pump) to the RCS. Isolating feedwater flow through the break allows
additional auxiliary feedwater flow to be diverted to the intact steam
generators (see assumption 11, above).

Subsequent to recovery of level in the intact steam generators, the
j high head safety injection pumps will be turned off and plant

operating procedures will be followed in cooling the plant to hot
shutdown conditions.

Plant characteristics and initial ccnditions are further discussed in
Section 15.0.3.

C/
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No reactor control systems are assumed to function. The Reactor

Protection System is required to function following a feedwater line
rupture as analyzed here. No single active failure will prevent
operation of this system.

The engineered safety systems assumed to function are the Auxiliary
57 | Feedwater System and the Safety injection System. For the Auxiliary

|FeedwaterSystem,theworstcasehasbeenused,i.e.,threeintact
| steam generators receive auxiliary feedwater following the break.
| The motor driven auxiliary feedwater pump on the intact loops has been
| cssumed to fail; flow from the turbine driven pump delivers 430 gpm to
| the three steam generators.

Following the trip of the reactor coolant pumps, there will be a flow
coastdown until flow in the loops reaches the natural circulation
value. The natural circulation capability of the RCS has been shown
in Section 15.2.6, for the loss of AC power transient, to be
sufficient to remove core decay heat following reactor trip. Pump

coastdown characteristics are demonstrated in Sections 15.3.1 and
15.3.2 for single and multiple reactor coolant pump trips,
respectively.

A detailed description and analysis of the Safety injection System is
provided in Section 6.3. The Auxiliary Feedwater System is described
in Section 10.4.9.

Results

Calculated plant parameters following a major feedwater line rupture
are shown in Figures 15.2-13 through 15.2-26. Results for the case
with offsite power available are presented in Figures 15.2-13 through
15.2-19. Results for the case where offsite power is lost are
presented in Figures 15.2-20 through 15.2-26. The calculated sequence
of events for both cases analyzed are listed in Table 15.2-1.

O
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The system response following the feedwater line rupture is similar

{} for both cases analyzed. Results presented in Figures 15.2-14 and
15.2-19 (with offsite power available) and Figures 15.2-21 and 15.2-26

'(without off-site power) show that pressures in the RCS and main steam

system remain below 110 percent of the respective design pressures.
Pressurizer pressure increases until reactor trip occurs on low-low
steam generetor water level. Pressure then decreases, due to the loss
of heat input, until the Safety Injection System is actuated on low
steam line pressure in the ruptured loop. Coolant expansion occurs
due to. reduced heat transfer capability in the steam generators; the
pressurizer safety valves open to maintain primary pressure at an
acceptable value. Addition of the safety injection flow aids in
cooling down the primary and helps to ensure that sufficient fluid
exists to keep the core covered with water.

Figures 15.2-13and15.2-20showthatfollowingreactortriptheplant|66
remains subcritical.

|

RCS' pressure will be maintained at the safety valve setpoint until |57
safety injection flow is terminated by the operator or until AFW flow |
is increased to the intact steam generators as mentioned in Section

|
15.2.8.2. The reactor core remains covered with water throughout the |71
transient, and water relief due to thermal expansion is prevented by |
the heat removal capability of the Auxiliary Feedwater System. |

The major difference between the two cases analyzed can be seen in the
plots of hot and cold leg temperatures, Figures 15.2-16 through 15.2-
18 (with offsite power available) and Figures 15.2-23 through 15.2-25
(withoutoffsitepower). It is apparent from the initial poriton of
the transient ( 300 seconds) that the case without offsite power
results in higher temperatures in the hot leg. For longer times,
however, the case with offsite power results in e more severe rise in
temperature until the coolant pumps are turned of f and the Auxiliary
Feedwater System is realigned. The pressurizer fills more rapidly for
the case with power due to the increased coolant expansion resulting
from the pump heat addition; however, no water is relieved for either

15.2-31 Amendment 71
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57 | case. As previously stated, the core remains covered with water for
j both cases.

15.2.8.3 Conclusions

Results of the analyses show that for the postulated feedwater line
rupture, the assumed Auxiliary Feedwater System capacity is adequate
to remove decay heat, to prevent overpressurizing the RCS, and to
prevent uncovering the reactor core.

15.2.8.4 Analysis of Radiological Effects and Consequences

Radioactivity doses from the postulated feedwater line rupture are
less than those previously presented for the postulated steam line

57 | break. All applicable acceptance criteria are therefore met.

O

O
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Evaluationofthiscaseatthepowerandcoolantconditions|42-
t

|
atwhich'theovertemperatureN-16tripwouldbeexpectedto|g) trip the plant shows that an upper limit for the number of |

rods with a DNBR less than the limit value is 5 percent. |

b. If the reactor.is in the automatic control mode, the |42 ;

multiple failures that result in the withdrawal c,f a single | i
|

RCCA will result in the immobility of the other RCCAs in |

the controlling bank. The transient will then proceed in |

the same manner as' Case a described above. |

For such cases as above, a reactor trfp will ultimately ensue, |42
altnough not sufficiently fast in all cases to prevent a minimum DNBR |

in the core of less than the limit value. Following reactor trip, |

'

nonnal shutdown procedures are followed. |
|

15.4.3.3 Conclusions |42

t
'

For cases of dropped RCCAs or dropped banks, for which the reactor is |42
tripped by the power range negative neutron flux rate trip, there is |

no reduction -in the margin to core thermal limits, and consequently |

the DNB design basis is met. It is shown for all cases which do not |

result in reactor trip that the DNBR remains greater than the limit |

| value and, therefore, the DNB design is met. |

For all cases of any RCCA fully inserted, or bank D inserted to its |42
rodinsertionlimitswithanysingleRCCAinthatbankfullywithdrawn|
(static misalignment), the DNBR remains greater than the limit value. |

For the case of the accidental withdrawal of a single RCCA, with the j42
reactor in the automatic or manual control mode and initially |

operating at full power with bank D at the insertion limit, an upper |

bound of the number of fuel rods experiencing DNB is 5 percent of the |

total fuel rods in the core. |
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15.4.4 STARTUP Of AN INACTIVE REACTOR COOLANT PUMP AT AN INCORRECT

TEMPERATURE

O
15.4.4.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

If the plant is operating with one pump out of service, there is
reverse flow through the inactive loop due to the pressure difference
across the reactor vessel. The cold leg temperat;re in an inactive
loop is identical to the cold leg temperature of the active loops (the
reactor core inlet temperature). If the reactor is operated at power,
and assuming the secondary side of the steam generator in the inactive
loop is not isolated, there is a temperature drop across the steam
generator in the inactive loop and, with the reverse flow, the hot leg
temperature of the inactive loop is lower than the reactor core inlet
temperature.

Administrative procedures require that the unit be brought to a load
of less than 25 percent of full power prior to starting the pump in an
inactive loop in order to bring the inactive loop hot leg temperature
closer to the core inlet temperature. Starting of an idle reactor
coolant pump without bringing the inactive loop hot leg temperature
close to the core inlet temperature would result in the injection of
cold water into the core, which would cause a reactivity insertion and
subsequent power increase.

15.4-26
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l'0212.78

!0212.136.73
, 'h -f) PowerRangeNeutronFlux-High,bothhighandlowsetpoint|14

Reactor Trips. |

ThiseventisclassifiedasanANSConditionIIincident(a|14
fault of moderate frequency) as defined in Section 15.0.1. |

|Q212.78

|Q212.136
15.4.6.2 Analysis of Effects and Consequences

To cover all phases of plant operation, boron dilution during | 14
Refueling, Cold Shutdown, Hot Shutdown, Het Standby, Startup, and |

Power modes of operation are considered in this analysis. |

Conservative values for necessary parameters were used, i.e., high RCS |
critical boron concentrations, high boron worths, minimum shutdown |

margins, and . lower than actual RCS volumes. These assumptions result |

in conservative determinations of the time available for operator or |

system response after detection of a dilution transient in progress. |g
V |Q212.78

|Q212.136
Dilution During Refueling |14

Anuncontrolledborondilutiontransientcannotoccurduringthismode|14
of operation. Inadvertent dilution is prevented by administrative |

controls which isolate the RCS from the potential source of unborated |

water. Either valve ICS-8455 or valves ICS-8560, FCV-111B,1C5-8441, | 71
1C5-8453 and 1C5-8439 in the CVCS will be locked closed during |

refueling operations. These valves block all flow paths that could |

allow significant rates of unborated makeup water to reach the RCS. |

Any makeup which is required during refueling will be borated water |14
supplied from the RWST by the low head safety injection pumps. |

:
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|Q212.78 |
Q212.136|
14 |DilutionDuringColdShutdown

14 | The Technical Specifications require the reactor to be shutdown by at
|least1% A /K when in this mode. The following conditions areK

j assumed for inadvertent boron dilution while in this operating mode:

O

O
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parameters are discussed below. Table 15.4-3 presents the parameters

used in this analysis.

O
Ejected Rod Worths and Hot Channel Factors

The values for ejected rod worths and hot channel factors are
calculated using either three dimensional static methods or by a
synthesis method employing one dimensional and two dimensional

calculations. Standard nuclear design codes are used in the analysis.
No credit is taken for the flux flattening effects of reactivity
feedback. The calculation is performed for the maximum allowed bank
insertion at a given power level, as determined by the rod insertion
limits. Adverse xenon distributions are considered in the
calculation,

tppropriate margins are added to the ejected rod worth and hot channel
factors to account for any calculatior,al uncertainties, including an
allowance for nuclear power peaking due to densification.

Power distributions before and af ter ejection for a "worst case" can"

be found in Reference [7]. It has been found that the ejected rod |71
worth and power peaking factors are consistently overpredicted in the |

analysis, j

Reactivity feedback Weighting Factors
i

The largest temperature rises, and hence the largest reactivity

{ feedbacks occur in channels where the power is higher than average.

Since the weight of a region is dependent on flux, these regionc have
high weights. This means that the reactivity feedback is larger than
that indicated by a simple channel analysis. Physics calculations

<

have been carried out for temperature changes with a flat temperature
i distribution, and with a large number of axial and radial temperature

distributions.

O
15.4-53 Amendment 71
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Reactivity changes were compared and effective weighting factors
determined. These weighting factors take the form of multipliers
which when applied to single channel feedbacks correct them to
effective whole cora feedbacks for the appropriate flux shape. In

this analysis, since a one dimensional (axial) spatial kinetics method
is employed, axial weighting is not necessary if the initial condition
is made to match the ejected rod configuration. In addition, no

weighting is applied to the moderator feedback. A conservative adial
weighting factor is applied to the transient fuel temperature to
obtain an effective fuel temperature as a function of time accounting
for the missing spatial dimension. These weighting factors have also
been shown to be conservative compared to three dimensional analysis

(7].

Moderator and Doooler Coefficient

The critical boron concentrations at the beginning-of-life and end-of-
life are adjusted in the nuclear code in order to obtain moderator
density coefficient curves which are conservative compared to actual
design conditions for the plant. As discussed above, no weighting
factor is applied to these results.

The Doppler reactivity defect is determined as a function of power
level using a one dimensional steady state computer code with a
Doppler weighting factor of 1.0. The Doppler defect used is given in

Section 15.0.4. The Doppler weighting factor will increase unter
accident conditions, as discussed above.

Delayed Neutron Fraction.

| Calculations of the effective delayed neutron fraction ( 8 err)
typically yield values no less th=- 0.70 percent at beginning of-life
and 0.50 percent at eid-of-life for the first cycle. The accident is
sensitive to 8 if the ejected rod worth is equal to or greater than
as in zero power transients. In order to allow for future cycles,
pessimistic

15.4-54January 15, 1988
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from the coolant through the rupture in the reactor vessel head, 100

,m percent is assumed to be mixed instantaneously throughout the
$s Containment. Fif ty (50) percent of. the iodine activity released from |66

the melted fuel is assumed to immediately plate out on Containment j

surfaces. The remaining activity is available for leakage from the |71
Containment at the design leak rate of 0.10 percent of Containment |

volume per day for the first 24 hours, and at a rate of 0.05 percent |

of Containment volume-per day for the duration of the accident. The |

only removal processes considered in the Containment are radioactive
decay and leakage from the Containment.

The model for the aci.ivity a/ailable for release to the atmosphere
from the relief valves assumes that the release consists of the
activity in the se Jndary coolant prior to the accident plus that
fraction of the activity leaking from the primary coolant through the
steam generator tubes following the accident. The leakage of primary

coolant to the secondary side of the steam generator is assumed to
continue at.its initial rate, which is assumed to be the same rate as
the leakage prior to the accident, until the pressures in the primaryg

V system and the secondary system are equalized. No mass transfer from

the primary system to the secondary system through steam generator
tube leakage is assumed thereafter. Withtheassumptionofcoincident|66
loss of offsite power, activity is assumed to be released to the |

atmosphere from a steam dump through the relief valves for 400 |

seconds. |

A summary of parameters used in the analysis is given in Table |66
15.4-4. |

Fuel melting, limited to less than the innermost 10 percent of the
fuel pellet at the hotspot, is included in the design criteria to
ensure that fuel dispersion into the coolant does not occur [1].

O
V
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66 | Even though centerline melting in a small fraction of the core is not
!

| expected, a conservative upper limit of fission product release from
| the core as a result of a rod ejection accident can be estimated.

The Regulatory Guide 1.77 limit of fission product release from the
core for this very conservative case is determined using the following
assumptions:

1. 100 percent of the noble gases and iodines in the clad gaps of
the fuel rod experiencing clad damage (assumed to be 10 percent

of the rods in the core) are released to the reactor coolant.
66 | The gap activities are presented in Table 15.6-8.

66 |2. 50 percent of the iodines and 100 percent of the noble gases in
| the fuel that melts is assumed to be released to the reactor
| coolant.

3. The fraction of fuel melting is conservatively assumed to be 0.25
percent of the core, as determined by the following method [1]:

O
a. A conservative upper limit of 50 percent of the rods

experiencing clad damage also may experience centerline
melting (a total of 5 percent of the core).

b. Of rods experiencing centerline melting, only a
conservative maximum of the innermost 10 percent of the
volume actually melts (equivalent to 0.5 percent of the
core that could experience melting).

|

O
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WREFLOOD is also linked to the LOCTA-IV code in that thermal-hydraulic

( parameters from WREFLOOD are used by LOCTA-IV in its calculation of
b the fuel temperature. LOCTA-IV is used throughout the analysis of the

LOCA transient to calculate the fuel clad temperature and metal-water
reaction of the hottest rod in the core.

The analysis presented here was performed with the February 1978 |6
version of the evaluation model which includes modifications. |

delineated in References [15), .[16], [17] and [17a]. |

The analysis in this section was performed with the upper head fluid |6
temperature equal to the reactor coolant system cold leg fluid I

temperature. |

The upper head fluid temperature has been made equal to the cold leg |6
temperature by increasing the upper head cooling flow [20]. |

Small Break LOCA Evaluation Model
>.

The ,SH program used in the analysis of the small break LOCA is an
m ension of the FLASH-4 code [13] developed at the Westinghouse
'Gettis Atomic Power Laboratory. The WFLASH program permits a detailed

spatial representation of the RCS.

The RCS is nodalized into volumes interconnected by flowpaths. The

broken loop is modeled explicitly with the intact loops lumped into a
second loop. The transient behavior of the system is determined from
the governing conservation equations of ma3s, energy and momentum
applied throughout the system. A detailed description of WFLASH is

given in Reference [14].

The use of WFLASH in the analysis involves, among other things, the
representation of the reactor core as a heated control volume with the
associated bubble rise model to permit a transient mixture height

|O
i

|
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calculation. The multi-nede capability of the program enables an
explicit and detailed spatial representation of various system
components. In particular it enables a proper calculation of the
behavior of the loop seal during a loss of coolant transient.

Clad thermal analyses are performed with the LOCTA-IV code [9] which
uses the RCS pressure, fuel rod power history, steam flow past the |

uncovered part of the core and mixture height history from the WFLASH |

hydraulic calculations as input.

Schematic representations of the computer code interfaces are given in
Figures 15.6-5 and 15.6-6.

6 | The small break analysis was performed with the October, 1975 version
| of the Westinghouse ECCS Evaluation Model (refer to References [9],
| [14], [14a] and [14b]) .

15.6.5.3.2 Input Parameters and Initial Conditions

Table 15.6-5 lists important input parameters and initial conditions
used in the unalysis.

6 i T u analysis presented in this section was perfor.ned with a reactor
| vessel upper head temperature equal to th RCS cold leg temperature.
| The effect of using the cold leg temperature in the reactor vessel

36 | upper head is described in Reference [20]. In addition, the large
| break analysis in this section utilized the upflow barrel-baffle
| methodology described in Reference [25].

|

|

|

|

|

|

@

~
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TABLE 15.6-9-

(Sheet 4-of 4)g
'

,

PARAMETERSFORPOSTULATE0'LOCAANALYSIS(a)

b. x/Q's (for time intervals 0 EAB,.onsite |66
.of 2 hours, 8 hours, 24 hours, 5 percentile data |66
4' days, 30 days) 2.6 x 10-4 sec/m3 |66

-(0-2 hrs) | -66 -

OLPZ, onsite |66'
5 percentile data |66.
2.3 x 10-5 sec/m3 - |66
(0-8 hrs) |66
2.2 x 10-6 sec/m3 |66
(8-24 hrs) |66 '

1.1-x 10-6 sec/m3.. |66
(1-4 days) |66
6.6 x 10-7 sec/m3 |66
(4-30 days)- |66

4. Dose due to containment and |66-
ESF equipment leakage |66

a. Method of dose See Appendix 158 |66
csiculation |66

b. Dose conversion See Appendix 158 |63
as umptians | t6

c. Doses OEAB,(0-2 hrs) |66
thyroid = 145 rem |66

whole body gama |66
=2.2 rem |66

|66
OLPZ (0-30 days) |66
thyroid =36.0 rem |66
whole body gama |66
=1.1 rem |66

May 27, 1988
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| .

TABLE 15.6-11

This table has been revised and renumbered 15.6-10. 71

O

O
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'of the tank are assumed to be released to the atmosphere at ground ,,_

(, x) level over a 2 hr period. Other conservative assumptions are detailed
in Table 15.7-4.

Based on the foregoing model, the thyroid and whole body doses at the !66
EAB are conservatively calculated to be 5.14 rem and 1.82 x 10-1 |

rem, respectively. The doses from this accident are well within the |

limits defined in 10CFR100 .

15.7.3 POSTULATED RADI0 ACTIVE RELEASES DUE TO LIQUID TANK FAILURES

The analysis is' presented in Section 2.4.12 and 2.4.13.3. |66

15.7.4 DESIGN BASIS FUEL HANDLING ACCIDENTS

15.7.4.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

The accident is defined as dropping of a spent fuel assembly in the |66
Q Containment Building or spent fuel pool fuel storage area floor |

resulting in the rupture of the cladding of all the fuel rods in the |

assemblydespitemanyadministrativecontrolsandphysicallimitations|
imposed on fuel handling operations. All refueling operations are |

conducted in accordance with prescribed procedures under direct
surveillance of a supervisor.

15.7.4.2 Analysis of Effects and Consequences

Method of Analysis

The method of analysis used for evaluating the potential radiological |66
consequences of a fuel handling accident is in compliance with |

Regulatory Guide 1.25 except for those provisions listed in Appendix |

1A(0). A two hour, ground level release is assumed for the |

analysis. |

m

h The following assumptions are postulated n the calculation of the
radiological consequences of a fuel handling accident:

15.7-5 May 27, 1988
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66 | 1. The accident occurs at 100 hr following the reactor shutdown, the
;

| minimum time at which spent fuel could be first moved into the

| fuel storage area.

66 !2. The accident results H the rupture of the cladding of all fuel

| rods in a single assembly.

3. The damaged assembly is, raincidentally, the one operating at the
highest power level in the .e region to be discharged.

'4. The power in this assembly, and corresponding fuel temperatures
establish the total fission product inventory and the fraction of
this inventory which is present in the fuel pellet-cladding gap
at the time of reactor shutdown.

66 | 5. The fuel pellet-cladding gap inventory of fission products is

| released to the refueling cavity or spent fuel pool at the time

| of the accident.

66 |6. The refueling cavity or spent fuel pool retains a large fraction

| of the gap activity of halogens by virtue of their solubility
| and hydrolysis. Noble gases are not retained by the water as

they are not subject to hydrolysis reactions.

Fission Product Inventories

Q312.26 |

13 | The actual fission product gap inventory in the fuel assembly is
| dependent on the linear heat generation rate of the assembly and the
| temperature of the fuel. However, the gap inventories assumed in
| fuel handling accident analyses were based on the conservative

66 |guidancecontainedinRegulatoryGuide1.25. Table 15.7-6 lists fuel
| assembly fission product activities at the time of the fuel handling
| accident. These activities are consistent with the description of

13 | the assumptions used in analyzing the environmental consequences of
| postulated fuel handling accidents detailed in Section 15.7.4.3.

O
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TABLE 15.7-1

(Sheet 2)

O
~

3. Dispersion data

a. Exclusion' area |66
. boundary (EAB) and low |_66
population zone (LPZ) 1544 m and 4 miles |66.

'

distances |66

b. x/Q 2.6 x.10-4 sec/m3 |66 ,

(0 - 2 hr) |66
'

1

4. Dose data

.;

a. Method of dose Regulatory Guide |66
calculations 1.24 |66

b. Doses OEAB, whole body |66
dose = 7.3 x10-2
rem

(gammadose)

t

.

A
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T

!
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I
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17.0 OVALITY ASSURANCE (0A)

(m) Texas Utilities-Electric Company (TV Electric) is submitting this |60
"

application as Licensee for Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station |

(CPSES). TV Electric acts as owners agent for construction and |

operation of CPSES and is therefore responsible for the design, |

engineering, procurement, fabrication, and construction technical |

support of CPSES. This delegation of authority has been formally |

established among the Owners. Texas Utilities Company (TUC0) is the |50
parent company of TV Electric.

To estohlish and maintain the high quality level required for all |71
quality-related activities for CPSES, TV Electric has developed a |

comprehensive Quality Assurance Program (QA Program) as documented in |

this chapter of the FSAR. TV Electric has implemented those portions |

of the Quality Assurance Program that are commensurate with the |60
quality activities currently being performed. The program requires, j

as a minimum, that the quality activities performed by TV Electric and |
itscontractors/vendorscomplywiththeNRCcriteriaestablishedin10|
CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Licensing of Production and Utilization |

Facilities, "Quality Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants". |

Where appropriate, the requirements of regulatory or safety guides
have been incorporated into the program.

The TV Electric Quality Assurance Program requires that a Quality |71
Assurance Manual be established to provide references to the written |

policies,proceduresandinstructionsusedtoimplementtheQAProgram'|
for each nuclear power plant project for which it provides service. |

The combination of the requirements documented in the Quality |

Assurance Program and the Quality Assurance Manual provides TV |

Electric with the means of fully executing its assignment. |

Appendix 17A identifies all safety-related items for CPSES within the
scope of the Quality Assurance Program,

p
G
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17.1 QUALITY ASSURANCE DURING DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

17.1.1 ORGANIZATION

The major organizations involved in the Comanche Peak Steam Electric
Station (CPSES) project are:

60 |TexasUtilitiesElectricCompany(TVElectric)-astheApflicant, TV
|ElectrichasdelegatedtotheNuclearEngineeringandOperations(NE0)
|GroupwithinTVElectricthemanagementandtheauthorityforthe
| engineering, design, procurement, construction, operation,andquality
|assuranceactivitiesofCPSES.

60 | The NE0 Group has been designated by TV Electric to have the authority
|forallengineering, design,procurementandconstructionactivities
|forCPSES. The NE0 Group provides the QA program for quality-related
|activitieswithinitsscopeofwork. The bE0 Group may contract with
| others for specific work tasks.

71 |EngineeringServicesContractors-Architect-EngineerssuchasStone
|andWebster,Ebascoandotherengineeringservicescontractors,are
j assigned specific scopes of work for design engineering in accordance
| with the requirements of the Nuclear Engineering and Operation (NE0)
|organizationandconductthisworkinaccordancewiththeirTV
| Electric approved Quality Assurance Programs.

60 | Westinghouse - as the nuclear steam supply system supplier,
| Westinghouse provides TV Electric with the nuclear steam supply system
|byconductingengineering, design, procurement,andfabrication
|servicesfortheNSSSandbyprovidingtheinitialsupplyofnuclear
| fuel. Westinghouse provides the QA program on the NSSS structures,

systems and components.

Brown & Root (B&R) - as the Constructor, B&R provides TV Electric with
71 |constructionservicesatthesite. As the ASME NA certificate holder,

| Brown &RootprovidestheQAprogramforASMECodeSectionIIIwork.

I

Amendment 71 17.1-2
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B&R also provides QA functions as requested by the TV Electric |60
Director, Quality Assurance. |

,S

!%.-)
Organization charts for TUCO, Westinghouse QA, B&R QA and NE0 Group |60
are presented as Figures 17.1-1, 17.1-4, 17.1-5 and 17.1-6, |

respectively. |

17.1.1.1 TV Electric

-The TV Electric Quality Assurance Organization was established to |60
provide effective control of quality activities related to its nuclear |
plants. For CPSES, the provision of this control applies to all |

organizations performing qu-lity related services during the
engineering, design, procurement, and construction phases. The NE0 |50
organizations participating in the design and construction phase of |

CPSES are shown in Figure 17.1-6. This chart illustrates the |60
organizational structure and lines of reporting for each |

organization. |

( 17.1.1.1.1 Quality' Assurance Department |60

The Quality Assurance Department is responsible for the development, |60
implementation, and evaluation of the TV Electric Quality Assurance |

Program for design and construction. This responsibility extends |

into all project activities including engineering, design, |25
procurement, and construction. The Quality Assurance Department is |60
headed by the Director, Quality Assurance. |

The Director, Quality Assurance reports on all technical and | 55
administrative matters to the Vice President, Nuclear Engineering. |

This reporting arrangement provides isolation of cost and scheduling |60
influences from activities performed by the Director, Quality |

Assurance. |

O
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55 |TheDirector,QualityAssurancehasthedutyandauthoritytoidentify
| quality-related problems; to initiate, recommend or provide solutions;

60 |andtoverifytheimplementationandeffectivenessofsolutions. He

|hasauthorityto"StopWork"intheengineering, design, procurement
|andconstructionphases. His principal duties and responsibilities

include the following:

71 |1. Develops an overall TV Electric Quality Assurance Program and
| Quality Assurance Manual.

71 | 2. Establishes means for implementing the QA Program and Manual

| including personnel indoctrination and training, definition of
' individual's quality assurance responsibilities, and evaluation
| of modifications to the QA Program and Manual.

59 |3. Performs audits and surveillances of quality assurance activities
| conducted by TV Electric.

60 | 4. Performs audits and surveillances of quality assurance activities
| conducted by contractors / vendors.

60 |5. Manages the Quality Assurance Department.

50 |6. Maintains liaison on quality assurance matters with TV Electric
| senior management.

7. Establishes means to assure that individuals or groups assigned
responsibility for checking, inspecting, auditing, or otherwise
verifying correct performance of an activity are independent of
the group responsible for the performance of that specific
activity.

60 | 8. Reviews the performance of the Quality Assurance Program on a
| regular basis (not less than quarterly) with TV Electric senior
| management during meetings of the Senior Management QA Overview

| Committee.

Amendment 71 17.1-4
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9. Reviews selected engineering and design documents, e.g., |60

(~') procurement specifications, purchase orders, and Chapter 17 of |
U the Final Safety Analysis Report, for conformance to TV Electric | l

quality assurance standards. |

In addition, the Director, Quality Assurance supervises the Manager, |65
QC, the Manager, Operations QA and the Manager, QA. The Manager, |71
Quality Control is responsible for implementation of portions of the |

CPSES QA Program and technical upervision of site QC efforts in |

construction areas excluding ASME Section III Code work. The |

Manager, Operations QA is responsible for implementation of portions |

of the CPSES QA Program and technical supervision of the training, |

trending and corrective action reporting efforts. The Manager, QA is |

responsible for verification of overall conformance to the QA Program |
and Manual. |

The qualification requirements of the TV Electric Director, Quality |55
Assurance are: |

p
\ 1. Minimum of 10 years experience in design, construction, and/or |59

operations of power plants A maximum of four years of this ten |

years experience may be fulfilled by related technical or |

academic training. |

2. A bachelors degree from an accredited college, university or | 59
other institution. |

3. Demonstrated ability to manage people and projects. |9

4. Knowledge of quality assurance requirements for nuclear plants |59
including a minimum of one year related experience in the |

implementation of a nuclear quality assurance program. |

17.1.1.1.2 Project Management |37
I

The Vice President, Engineering and Construction rcports to the |60
Executive Vice President, Nuclear Engineering and Operations |

17.1-5 Amendment 71
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60 | and is responsible for the design and construction of CPSES. He has

| delegated design engineering and technical review of procurement
| activities for the CPSES project to the Director of Engineering.
|TheseactivitiesmaybedelegatedbytheDirectorofEngineeringtoTV
|Electricapprovedengineeringcontractors/ vendors. However, TV

| Electric retains overall responsibility for these activities. The

| Vice President, Engineering and Construction retains responsibility
| for cost and schedule and is charged with ensuring that quality
| requirements are met during design and construction.

60 |17.1.1.2 Engineering Services Contractors

60 | Engineering Services Contractors are assigned specific scopes of work
| by the Vice President, Engineering and Construction through
| procurement documentation or other procedurally established

|administrativecontrols. Prior to award of contract for these
| services, the contractor's QA Manual will be approved and a pre-award
| evaluation will be performed by TV Electric Quality Assurance. This
| review and evaluation is designed to verify the conformance of the
| Contractor's QA Program to 10CFR50, Appendix B and any additional

| quality requirements, as specified by the Director of Engineering or
| the Director, Quality Assurance. Implementation audits are conducted

| beginning early in the life of the activities to assure adequate
|implementationofthecontractorsQAprogram.

60 | TV Electric, through the Vice President, Engineering and Construction
| may revoke the delegation and reassume design responsibility or may
| reassign this responsibility to other organizations. The Director of
|Engineeringisresponsibleforthetechnicalmanagementofeach
|engineeringservicescontractor. This includes the responsibility to
| establi;h an adequate design interface among the various
| organizations. The Director, Quality Assurance is responsible for
|assuringthatanadequateinterfaceexiststhroughtheauditand
| surveillance programs.

.

O
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17.1.1.3 Brown & Root

%,) Brown & Root provides the QA program for ASME Section III. Code |71
construction and other QA functions as requested by the TV Electric |,

Director, QA. B&R has an organization such that those performing the j

quality assurance functions have the freedom to identify quality
problems, to provide means for obtaining sol.utions to problems, and to
verify that solutions have been implemented. This organization has

sufficient independence, authority, and technical expertise to carry
out the program in an orderly, routine manner.- It employs a
documentation system which provides necessary record retention and

access capability.

Figure 17.1-5 presents the B&R QA Organization for Houston's office |60
and for site activities. |

The B&R Quality Assurance (QA) Manager has the following

qualifications:

A
C 1. College degree in an engineering discipline from an accredited

university.

2. Ten years engineering or Quality Control experience.

3. Technical, supervisory and management experience in the field of
Quality Assurance and Quality Control.

4. Administrative and managerial effectiveness in implementing a

quality assurance program.

TechnicalsupportandauditingfunctionsareaccomplishedundertheQA|12
Manager's direction through the B&R QA Department Section Managers. |

17.1-7 Amendment 71
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60 | B&R has been delegated responsibility for site construction
| activities, such as erection and installation, as well as the
| formulation, preparation, and issuance of construction procedures and
|documentsnecessarytoaccomplishtheseactivities. The B&R

Construction Project Manager is also responsible for compliance with
the B&R QA Manual in the fabrication and installation of ASME Code,
Section III components.

71 | Technical direction of construction site QC activities other than ASME
| Section Ill Code work is provided by the TV Electric Manager, QC.

60 | Assisting him is the B&R Site QA Manager. Differences of opinion
50 |betweentheB&RSiteQAManagerandtheTVElectricManager,QCare
71 |resolvedbytheTVElectricDirector,QA. For technical and

| administrative supervision of ASME Section 111 Code work and for
| administrative supervision in all other areas, the B&R Site QA Manager
| reports to the B&R QA Manager. These interfaces are defined in

60 | Figures 17.1-5 and Figure 17.1-6.

60 |QCengineersandinspectorsperformingASMESectionIII, Division 1,
|activitiesareresponsibletotheB&RSiteQAManagerandare
|authorizedto: (1) approve the start of various phases of work after
|inspectionhasbeenprovided,(2) prohibit the use of materials,
| equipment,orworkmanshipwhichJonotconformtospecificationsor
| which will cause improper construction relative to specification, (3)
|stopanyworkwhichisnotbeingdoneinaccordancewithplansor
j specifications by initiating a nonconformar:e report and (4) with

[
| prior approval from the B&R Site QA Manager, require the removal or
| repair of faulty construction or of construction performed without
| inspection and which cannot be inspected in place.

17.1.1.4 Consultants

50 | TV Electric utilizes the services of qualified consultants to assist
|intheperformanceofquality-relatedtaskssuchasaudits,
| inspections, interpretations of test results, and review.

O
Amendment 71 17.1-8
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17.1.1.5 Organizational Interfaces

.(
Y

- TV Electric establishes with each of its principal contractors a |50
division of responsibility covering all phases of the project. This |

division of responsibility becomes the basis for identifying specific |

external interfaces to the system, structure, and component level |

which TV Electric must control. For CPSES, the interrelationships of |

the participating organizations in the QA Program are summarized as
follows:-

1. B&R Site QA Manager reports to the B&R QA Manager for technical |71
andadministrativesupervisionofASMESectionIIICodework,and|
for administrative supervision in all other areas. lechnical |

direction of the B&R Site QA Manager in areas other than ASME is |55
provided by the TV Electric Manager, QC. |

2. Construction site inspection is performed under the direction of |71
TV Electric Site Qt; and B&R Site QC (ASME Section III Code work). |

O
V

3. Periodic audits and surveillances of site QC and construction |60
activities are performed by TV Electric QA to verify |

conformance. |

4. Vendorsarerequiredtoprovideinternal,independentQAPrograms|60
to check safety-related design and fabrication work unless |

working under the TV Electric QA Program. |

5. TV Electric QA and/or its consultants or agents perform vendor |60
audits and surveillances to verify vendor performance. |

6. Westinghouse is required to provide an internal QA Program for j6
NSSS components. |

17.1-9 Amendment 71
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60 | 7. TV Electric and its design contractors / vendors provide a Design
| Control Program for design and engineering. TV Electric is
| responsible for assuring design interfaces.

60 | 8. TV Electric QA periodically audits contractors / vendors, Brown and
| Root and internal TV Electric safety-related activities.

,

71 |9. B&R QA periudically audits the B&R ASME Section III Code Program '

| onsite, as required to maintain the B&R ASME Certificate of

| Authorization.

|

17.1.2 QUA!.ITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM

,

71 | TV Electric's Quality Assurance Program and CPSES Quality Assurance
| Manual are the primary documents by which TV Electric assures
| effective control of all project quality-related activities. The

other major participating organizations and their functions are
identified in Section 17.1.1.

71 | In the development of the CPSE5 QA Program and Manual, TV Electric has
|utilizedtheprovisionsofAppendixB,10CFRPart50,andcertainof
|theANSIN45.2seriesstandards,includingN45.2.12, Draft 3,Rev.0.

71 | Table 1/.1-2 is a matrix which shows 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B
|criteriaversusappropriatesectionsoftheQualityAssuranceManual.
| This matrix illustrates how the Manual satisfies the 18 criteria.
| Revisions to the Program and Manual incorporate the intended
| objectives of the ANSI standards and draft standards as presented in
i the NRC text "Guidance on Quality Assurance Requirements During Design
|andProcurementPhaseofNuclearPlants,"datedJune7,1973.
| Subsequent comments by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff have
| also been considered in latest revisions to the CPSES QA Program and

| Manual.

Procedures define the organizational structures within which the
prcgrams are implemented and delineates the authority and
responsibility of the persons and organizations involved performing

Amendment 71 17.1-10
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design, engineering, procurement, and construction activities

( affecting the quality of design. These procedures identify the

organization interfaces, both internal and external, between the
contributing organizations.

The CPSES QA program is effectively administered and controlled by TV |60
Electricthroughcloseassociationwith,andsupervisionandauditof,|
the contractors who perform the requirements outlined herein. The QA |
programs of the contractors are reviewed by'TV Electric QA and/or its |

agents to assure that they contain adequate requirements und I

procedures to control the quality level. |

Authority to implement certain nuclear QA activities included in the |60
TVElectricQAProgramduringdesign,procurementandconstructionhas|
been delegated to approved contractors / vendors. These activities are |

conducted in accordance with the current revisions of the approved |

contractors / vendors QA Topicals or QA Plans and Procedures. B&R is |71
delegated the authority for QA functions relating to ASME Section 111 |

[ Code work. Primary authority for the construction site 0A and QC |

programs lies with the TV Electric Director, Quality Assurance. This |60
QAProgramisorganizedtoprovideanintegratedplanunderthedirect|
control of the TV Electric Director, QA. |

17.1.3 DESIGN CONTROL

The TV Electric Quality Assurance Program provides for several levels j71
of design control. These le"els include the design control measures |

of TV Electric and its approved contractors / vendors. TV Electric is |60
the engineering organization ultimately responsible for plant design. |

TV Electric has contracted with Westinghouse for the Nuclear |

Steam Supply System design. TV Electric may contract with approved |

Architect-Engineers for specific design work tasks. |

O
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60 | TV Elect-ic Regulatory Guide commitments for design activities are
|discussedin,FSARsectionslA(N)and1A(B). The TV Electric QA
|Programrequiresthattheengineeringservicescontractorsmeet
| applicable NRC Regulatory Guides for technical design requirements as
j specified by the Director of Engineering for all safety-related
| activities.

71 | The CPSES QA Program requires verification that applicable NRC
| Regulatory Guides for technical design requirements have been
|incorporatedinactivitiesaffectingqualitybydesignreview, audit,
| and surveillance of engineering services contractors.

This verification assures that applicable regulatory requirements and
the design bases as specified in the license application for safety-
related structures, systems, and components for CPSES are correctly
translated into specifications, drawings, procedures, and

60 | instructions. Audits by TV Electric assures that the engineering
| services contractor organizations' design control measures include a
|cleardefinitionofdesigninterfaces,reviewandapprovalofinitial
| design,includingchangesorrevisions,andthatpersonnelperforming
| design reviews are thoroughly familiar with the regulatory
| requirements and design bases described in the PSAR/FSAR and are

jindependentofthoseoriginatingthedesign.

17.1.3.1 Design Control for Preparation of Drawings

6 | Design drawings are prepared, reviewed, and controlled per applicable
|projectprocedures. These procedures ensure that design drawings are
I reviewed independently for completeness, accuracy, agreement with
|dnignconcepts,andpossibleinterferences. Further review is
| provided by engineers of related disciplines who review for
|consistencyandcompatibilitywithrelatedsystemsanddesign
| requirements. Procedures also call for supervisory review for c:ntent
| and compliance. Changes to drawings or drawing input are subject to
| the same controls as were applicable to the original.

O
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17.1.3.2 Engineering Specifications
,~

V)t
The TV Electric Quality Assurance Program requires that measures be | 60
documented for the translation of applicable requlatory requirements |

and design bases into specifications. Writte:. procedures require |

that the specification be independently reviewed for technical |6
accuracy, completeness, conformance with applicable regulatory |

requirements, and overall acceptability. Additional review is l'
provided by related disciplines to ensure coordination and by project |

management for overall project requirements. Changes to engineering | 71
specifications are subject to the same controls as were applicable to |

the original. Written procedures further require documentation of |

the reviews. |9

17.1.3.3 Review of Vendor Equipment Drawings, Specifications, and j6

Procedures |6

Upon receipt from a manufacturer, these documents are routed through |6
Q the applicable engineering disciplines to check compliance with |

V engineering drawings, and specifications. A controlled interface is |
'

maintained with the manufacturer to assure resolution of |

discrepancies. Interdiscipline and supervisory reviews of this |9
process are performed and documented as well. |

'

,

17.1.3.4 Engineering Calculations

Measures have been established that control the preparation of |9
calculations. Written procedures outline the method of preparation |

to ensure uniformity, validity of assumptions and input, as well as |

accuracy of results. Procedures also require review of calculations |

by an independent checker. Each review is documented. |

17.1.3.5 Design Review and Verification |6

Safety related design activity is reviewed in accordance with a |6
formalized and documented system. The types of review used are: |

17.1-13 Amendment 71
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6 | 1. Checks to compare information presented on a drawing or other

| document with a definite figure, criterion, or design base.

6 |2. Supervisory reviews of design work, conducted by a superior in a

| given discipline, of work by a project team member in that

i discipline.

6 |3. Interface reviews, by personnel of one discipline, of work

| performed by another discipline to determine that the reviewer's

| discipline requirements and commitments are satisfied.

6 | 4. Review by QA to determine that QA requirements are included as

| appropriate for the item being reviewed.

b | Design verification to review, confirm or substantiate the design is
| performed to provide assurance that the design meets the specified
| inputs. Methods of verification incluc'e, but are not limited to,

jdesignreview,alternatecalculations,andqualificationtesting.
| Procedures will define the actions necessary to report and resolve
jdeficiencesidentifiedduringdesignverification.

50 | Written procedures define the actions necessary to report and resolve
| deficiencies identified during design verification.

17.1.3.6 Design and Engineering Surveillance

6 |Inordertoverifythatengineeringanddesignofnuclearsafety
| related structures systems, and components are performed in
| accordance with applicable procedures these efforts are reviewed by
| Quality Assurance through surveillance or audit. The scope and

| frequency of these reviews is commensurate with the complexity of the
! design and past performance.

The surveillance and audit functions are documented in written
procedures. 1

O
|
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17.1.3.7 Record Accumulation & Control

~ ( Records associated with the design activity are maintained and copies |6
of these records stored as required. These records are audited by TV |
Electric QA and/or its agents.

|

17.1.4 PROCUREMENT DOCUMENT CONTROL

Appropriate requirements have been established by the TV Electric |60
Quality Assurance Program to assure that procurement documentation is |

controlled and accurately reflects applicable regulatory requirements, |
design bases, and other appropriate requirements, such as industry |
codes and standards. These requirements are consistent with the |
provisions of Regulatory Guide 1.28 and Regulatory Guide 1.123 as |59
discussed in Appendi 1A(B) and apply to procurement documents |
prepared by TV Electric, or their designated agents. |

TV Electric has satisfied these requirements as follows: [50
m

v) Selectedreviewofprocurementdocumentationformaterials, equipment,|57!

and services listed in Table 17A-1 of FSAR Section 17A is performed. |
The review is described in 17.1.1.1.1. |

Planned, periodic, and documented audits are performed by TV Electric |60
QA personnel or its agents to provide assurance that the ;.. 'curement |
activities of TV Electric and contractors / vendors are being carried |
out in at.- irdance with approved procedures. These audits will be |
conducted as described in paragraph 17.1.18.

|

All procurement documents that sre prepared by contractors / vendors on |71
behalf of TV Electric are subject to reviews and controls similar to

|
those described in this section. Contracts involving equipment, |
material, or services that are concerned with nuclear or |60

|

| [~'%
5 !

'J
,

l
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60 |nuclearsafetyequipment, systems,orstructuresrequireappropriate
| Quality Assurance and Quality Control by the vendor. QA defines the
| requirements of the Vendors' QA Program contents and changes thereto,
|andthoserequirementswillbeenumeratedineachprocurement
| specification.

71 | TV Electric or Brown and Root (ASME Section 111 Code Purchases)
| Quality Assurance also reviews purchase orders or contracts to assure
|thatallrequiredqualityassuranceandqualitycontrolinformationof
| the procurement domment, including requirements for control,
| maintenance, and sulmittal of quality records, is reflected in the
|purchaseorderandcontract.

60 | When required, contracts or purchase orders issued by TV Electric or
| its agents for any component, system, strue'ure, or service,
|classifiedasleingnuclearornuclearsafety-relatedisreferencedto
| the ar alicable criterion of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 or ASME code
| requi ements.

60 | TU Electric e.nd their contractors evaluate vendor Quality Assurance
|Programspriortoawardofcontractsorissuanceofpurchaseordersas
|discussedinSection17.1.7.

17.1.5 INSTRUCTIONS, PROCEDURES, AND URAWINGS

60 |AppropriaterequirementshavebeenestablishedbytheTVElectric
| Quality Assurance Program to assure that quality-related activities
|forCPSESareprescribedbydocumentedinstructions, procedures,or
i drawings; accomplished '1 accordance with such documents; and that
|approvedacceptancecriteriaaremet. The authority for the
| development of the methods that assure this is delegated to the
|variousparticipatingorganizations;however,thedevelopedmethods

71 | are subject to TV Electric audit. The TV Electric QA Program
| requires that measures be established by TV Electric and its

O
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contractors / vendors to assure that approved changes are promptly |60

(} includedintoinstructions, procedures,anddrawingswhereapplicable.|
V The CPSES'QA Program requires that changes be reviewed for their |71

effect on present instructions, procedures and/or drawings. |

The TV Electric QA Program requires that an inspection procedure |60
include flow charts, shop travelers or narrative description of the |

sequence of' activities or operation for fabrication, processing, |

assembly, inspection, and test. Instructions shall indicate the j

operations or processes to be performed, type of characteristics to be
measured or observed, the methods of examination, the applicable

acceptance criteria and documentation requirements. The program also |4
requiresestablishmentofthoseinspection, test,andholdpointsfromj
raw material through fabrication, processing, and assembly at which |

conformance of parts, components, and subsystems to requirements are |

verified. Hold points identify those inspections which are rendered |50
impossible to perform by subsequent operatiors, and those inspections I

must be certified as completed before start of the next operation by |

the use of process sheets (e.g. travelers). Each process sheet |
\ shall include the date of completion of operation or test and the

signature or stamp of the operator or inspector. TV Electric QA |57
reviewsapplicabledocumentationtoassurethatitadequatelyreflects|
applicable quality requirements. In its review activities, TV |

Electric QA assures that instructions, procedures, and drawings
contain appropriate quantitative (such as, dimensions, tolerances, and
operating limits) or qualitative (such as workmanship samples)
acceptance criteria for determining that important activities have
been satisfactorily accomplished.

.

Through its auditing procedures, as described in 17.1.18, TV Electric
determines that quality related activities are accomplished in
accordance with those approved instructions, procedures, and drawings.
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17.1.6 DOCUMENT CONTROL

50 |TVElectrichasestablishedrequirementstoassurethatdocuments,
| including changes, are reviewed for adequacy and approved for release

60 | by authorized personnel. These requirements provide that
| contractors / vendors include in their internal programs measures to
| assure that changes to documents will be reviewed and approved by the !

| same organizations that performed the original review and approval or
|othersasdesignatedbyTVElectric. TV Electric will verify
| implementation of these requirements through audits of

71 |contracters/ vendors. The CPSES QA Program requires that changes to
|documentsthathavebeenreviewedandapprovedbyTVElectric
| organizations will be reviewed and approved by those same TV Electric
| organizations that perfonned the original review and approval unless
|TVElectricdesignatesanotherorganization. These requirements also

60 |proviaethatthedocumentsaredistributedtoandusedatthelocation
|wheretheprescribedactivityisperformed. The scope of these
| requirements applies to TV Electric as well as to
| contractors / vendors.

50 |TVElectricemployswithinitsowninternalorganizationacontrol
|systemthatutilizesregisteringofdocumentsrequiringcontrol,

i | 6istribution, and review and approval procedures. The TV Electric
| Quality Assurance Program requires design engineering and procurement

:

| documentation for all safety-related equipment which consists of
| specifications, drawings,PSAR/FSARmaterialandrelatedlicensing
| questions and answers, instructions, procedures, reports and changes
| theret , and manufacturing and construction documen's and records
| required for traceability, evidence of quality, and substantiation of

55 | the "as built" configuration, be controlled. Procedures identify
| those individcals or groups responsible for reviewing, approving and
| issuing documents and revisions thereto. Where deemed necessary, TV

| Electric will require that periodic in-place document summary li ts
| including revision level be submitted by an organization to verify the
| use of the proper document or change.

O
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Uncontrolled installation or use of delivered components does not |25
jq occur until receipt of objective evidence of.the quality verification |

,

V package. The quality verification package is requirad to be on-site |

prior to relying on the related equipment to perfm m a safety
function.

17.1.8 IDENTIFICATION AND CONTROL 0F MATERIALS, PARTS AND

COMPONENTS

Appropriate requirements have been established to assure continuous

and accurate identification and control of materials, parts, and
components so that the use of incorrect or defective materials, parts,
or components is prevented.

|Q421.82
TV Electric and its contractors / vendors are required to utilize |71
procedures which establish and document a rstem or method for |

identifying the material (e.g., physical marking, tagging, labeling, |

colorcodo). Upon receipt of 0 material, equipment receipt |

inspections are performed and documented. Items are then entered into |60
V the program established by site procedures and instructions for the |13

storage and handling of Q material and equipa nt. Procedures and |50
instructions require the status of nonconforming items to be |

maintained as required by Section 17.1.14. Upon request for material | ,

2and equipment, the status of the item requested is checked, and QC |

concurrence is required prior to release to construction. Provisions | 7.\
are made for the conditional release of the status of nonconforming |

Items under certain conditions. Procedures outline the required |

identification, traceability, and controls, including TV Electric QA |

approvat that must be met before a conditional release request can ce |

issued. If granted, the approval provides for further processing on |

a removal risk basis while the conditional release is in effect. |

This system provides assurance that only acceptable items are |50
ultimately used. Material traceability is provided as specifically |

required by |

O
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50 | applicable codes and procedures. Material identification either on
| tne item, or on records uniquely traceable to the item, will be g
| provided for other components except where specific categories of W
| naterial are exempted. Where identification marking of an item is
jtmployed,themarkingisclear,understandableandlegible,and
| apclied in such a manner as not to affect the function of the item.

The identification and control measures provide for relating the item
,

'of production (batch, lot, components, part) at any stage, from
materials receipt through fabrication, shipment, and installation, to
an applicable drawing, specification, or other technical document.

71 |TVElectricanditscontractors/vendorsaerequiredtoestablishand
| implement a documented program for inspecting, marking, identifying,
|anddocumentingthest0tusofmaterialpriortouseorstorage.

25 | Hold points are required where inspections must be made and certified
| complete before start of next operation. Inspection of materials
| includes the following; as applicable:

1. Verification that identification and markings are in accordance
with applicable codes, standards, specifications, drawings, and
purchase orders.

2. Vi>ul examination of materials and components for physical
damage or contamination.

3. Examination of quality verification records to assure that the
material received was manufactured, tested and inspected prior to
shipment in accordance with applicable requirements.

4. Actual inspection as required of workmanship, configuration, and
other characteristics.

O
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These inspections are documented and verified as appropriate by vendor | 25
3 and TV Electric QA/QC organizations. TV Electric performs -| !

(O surveillance of vendor facilities to assure implementation of the |

program. |

Items shipped to the site are normally identified by nameplate or
other identification marking on the item. In those instances when it
is not practical to provide identification markings on the individual

-items, identification information is provided in shipping paperwork
that is transmitted with each shipment.

TV Electric and its contractors / vendors are required to establish |71
specific measures to assure compliance with approved procedures for |

identification and control of materials, parts, and components, |

including partially fabricated assemblies. TV Electric QA verifies |

conformance by three methods: | 60

1. Review and approval of contractors'/ vendors' quality assuraace .|60
3- programs. |(C

2. Surveille ce of selected manufacturing, fabrication,
construction, and installation activities by quality assurance
per:onnel.

3. Auditing of TV Electric and contractors / vendors implementation of | 60
the approved Quality Assurance Program. |

17.1.9 CONTROL OF SPECIAL PROCESS

TV Electric and its contractors / vendors are required to establish |71
written procedures and controls to assure that special processes |

including welding, heat treating, casting, coating applications, |

nondestructive testing, and concrete batching |

4

C
(
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60 |areaccomplishedbyqualifiedpersonnel,usingqualifiedprocedures,
| in accordance with applicable codes, standards, specifications,
| criteria, and other special requirements. These procedures describe

the operations performed, the sequence of operations, the
characteristics involved (e.g., flow, temperature, fit-up, finish,
hardness, and dimensions), the limits of these characteristics,
process controls, measuring and testing equipment utilized, and
documentation requirements.

56 |Alternativerequirements,asprovidedbyASMECodeCases,areutilized
60 | at CPSES in accordance with 10 CFR Part 50, Section 55a(a)(3). By

|referencetoASMESectionIIIrequirementsintheprocurement
| specifications,theuseofcodecasesbymechanicalequipmentvendors
| requires mutual consent of TV Electric or his agent and the

| manufacturer. The ASME Code Cases which are used for design and

56 | erection at CPSES are identified in the appropriate mechanical design
| and erection specifications or the Brown & Root QA Manual;
| conditionally-approved Code Cases will show justification for their
juse,asrequiredbyNRC,inthesedocuments. The application of ASME

60 | Code Cases is documented on the ASME Data Report Forms. For further
| discussion, see the text concerning Regulatory Guides 1.84 and 1.85 in

| FSAR sections lA(N) and 1A(B).

Examinations, tests, and inspections are conducted to verify
confornance to the specified requirements.

Written procedures also are required to cover training, examination,
qualification, certification, and verification of personnel as well as
the maintenance of all required personnel records.

71 | Compliance with these procedures is required for TV Electric and its

| contractors / vendors. Procedures for control of special processes Ere
60 | subject to review and approval by TV Electric on a case basis.

55 |TVElectricassuresconformancewiththeserequirementsby:

O
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1. Review of procedures for inclu'sion of. control of special |50~
processes where required;_ proper definition of requirements for- |
operator training, qualification, and certification; conformance |-
to applicable codes, standards, drawing,. specifications, or other |

'

criteria. |-

2. Audits to verify thr: adequacy of selected site and vendor shop |60
activities and the effectiveness of the special process control |
procedures being implemented. -|. ,

17.1.10 INSPECTION

TV Electric-andits contractors / vendors are required to establish a |71
division of authority which determine the services, structures, |

-- systems, components and materials for which each has inspection |
authority. TV Electric however, reserves the right to review, |

disapprove and perform surveillance or audits of the inspection |50
procedures utilized by these organizations. |

O Thereviewandapprovalofcontractor's/ vendor'sinspectionprocedures|60
is accomplished as an integral part of TV Electric's review of the |

organization's Quality Assurance / Quality Control Programs. TU |71
Electric Quality Assurance uses the following criteria in establishing |
aninspectionprogramandinevaluatinginspectionmethodsproposedby|
organizations under contract: |

1. Inspection procedures for functional groups such as procurement,
project management, construction, and shop inspection are
described, including measures to identify inspection and test
status.

.

2. Duties and responsibilities of personnel performing inspection
are clearly established.

.

' O
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3. Qualifications of personnel performing inspections are
commensurate with their duties and responsibilities.

O
4. Documentation methods for inspection activities of each group are

established (e.g., inspection forms, reports).

50 |5. Documentation control systems for identifying, distributing, and

| retaining requisite inspection documents are defined.

6. Review and approval procedures for inspection documentation are
provided.

7. Surveillance methods are established to assure proper
implementation of inspection procedures.

71 | 8. Planning o,' inspection sequcnce activities include the type of
| characteristics to be measured, the methods of examination, and

| the criteria.

Inspection planning is utilized to assure conformance to procedures,
drawings, specifications, codes, standards and other documented
instructions. Inspections are performed by individuals not
responsible for the activity being inspected. Sufficient inspections
are conducted to verify conformance particularly in areas rendered
inaccessible by further processing. Process monitoring is utilized in
lieu of inspection in those cases where inspection is impossible,
disadvantageous or destructive. When required for adequate control, a
combination of inspection and process monitoring is employed. Hold

points are established and enforced as required by the supplier and
the purchaser. TV Electric and/or its representatives verifies by
review of inspection reports, visits to vendor shops, and onsite
surveillance, that inspections are being performed and documented by
personnel in conformance with approved procedures.

O
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17.1.11 TEST CONTROL-

tm.
The TV Electric Quality Assurance Program requires that TV Electric .|71
and its contractors / vendors designate appropriate tests to be |

. performed at specific stages of manufacturing, fabrication, and ]

construction. Conduct of test is governed by written procedures which |

incorporate requirements and acceptance limits to assure that the
structures, systems, and components tested perfonn satisfactorily in
service. Tests are conducted in accordance with these procedures and
are properly documented.

TV Electric and its contractors / vendors are required to assure that |71
all necessary tests are conducted. Such testing is performed in j

accordance with quality assurance and engineering test procedures
which incorporate or reference the test requirements and acceptance
limits contained in applicable design documents. Test requirements
and acce tance criteria are provided by the organization responsible
for the specification of the item under test, unless otherwise
designated. The entire test program covers all required testing,
including, as appropriate, development testing, prototype
qualification testing, performance testing of production equi pent,
calibration testing of instruments, and hydrostatic testing of
pressure boundary components.

Test procedures include:

1. Requirements that prerequisites for the test have been met. Test

prerequisites include but are not limited to the following:

a. Calibrated instrumentation
b. Adequate and appropriate equipment
c. Trained, qualified, and, as appropriate, licensed and/or

certified personnel

O
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d. Preparation, conditions, and completeness of item to be
tested

e. Suitable and, if required, controlled environmental
conditions

f. Mandatory inspection hold points where applicable for
witness by owner, contractor, or authorized intpector

g. Provisions for data collection and storage
h. Acceptance and rejection criteria
1. Methods of documenting or recording test data results

2. Designation of specific test methods to adequately assess
appropriate parameters.

3. Designation of measuring and test equipment to be used.

4. Specific environmental considerations.

5. Measures to prevent damage to the item or system under test.

O
6. Safety considerations.

7. Documentaticn requirements.

Test results are etaluated to verify:

1. Proper functioning of the system, structure, or component.

2. Conformance to design specifications.

3. Compliance with stated test requirements.

SO | 4. That tet,t results are within acceptance limits.

5. That recording and documentation is complete and accurate.

O
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17.1.14 INSPECTION, TEST, AND OPERATING STATUS

b
U TV Electric and its construction contractor / vendors have established 1.60

procedures to identify the inspection, test, and operating status of |

safety-related structures, systems, and components. The inspection '|
and test status of iteni, are required to be maintained through the use
of-status indicators such as physical location, tags, markings, shop
travelers, stamps, or inspection records. These measures provide for |50
assuring that only items that have received and satisfactorily passed |

~

the required inspections and tests are used in manufacturing or'are | ;

'

. released for shipment. The procedures for control of status |

indicators, including the authority for application and removal of
tags, markings, labels, or stamps, are documented in appro'ved
manufacturing or quality assurance procedures.

System completeness and acceptance prior to fuel load will be |33
determined by: |

1. Reviewing quality verification records for adequacy,
completeness, and conformance to quality assurance requirements
for each system or component being accepted.

2. Visually examining the systems or components in order to verify |33
that they have been correctly installed. |

-SystemsaretransferredtoTVElectricthroughproceduresthatrequire|71
| inspections and signoffs by TV Electric. Upon comple*. ion of the |

transfer, the Manager, Plant Operations assumes operational and |50
i maintenance responsibility for each system. Prerequisite testing and |55

preoperational testing will be conducted. TU Electric QA/QC |
personnel will assure that outstanding construction, document and test
deficiencies will be controlled. Prior to fuel load, all remaining |50
outstanding identified deficiencies will be reviewed to verify that |

they have no adverse impact on safety. |

O
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The methods of identifying the status of these systems is through the
use of status indicators such as tags, stickers, markings, or status

] 60 | cards. These indicators are used on valves, switches, meters, or
|equipmenttoindicatetheirtestoroperatingstatus. TV Electric QA

Site personnel monitor the use of these indicators to assure their
proper and effective implementation.

17.1.15 NONCONFORMING MATERIALS, PARTS, OR COMPONENTS

60 |TheTVElectricQualityAssuranceProgramrequiresthatmeasuresbe
| documented by TV Electric and its contractors / vendors to control the
| identification, documentation, segregation,anddispositionof
| nonconforming material, parts, or components. These measures prevent

| their inadvertent use or installation and are subject to review by TV
| Electric QA.

Written procedures require investigation of the nonconforming item,
decisions on their disposition, and preparation of adequate reports.
Procedures also control further processing, fabrication, delivery, or

60 | installation of items for which disposition is pending. All reports
| documenting actions taken or. nonconforming items are available to TV

| Electric for evaluation.

71 | The TV Electric Quality Assurance Program requires that measures be
| established by TV Electric and its construction contractors to assure
| that departures from design specification and drawing requirements
j that cannot be dispositioned "rework" or "scrap" are formally reported
|toanddispositionedbyTVElectricEngineeringoritscontractors.
|TVElectricQAauditstoassurecompliance. The TV Electric QA

60 | Manager assures that periodic evaluations of these reports are
| forwarded to TV Electric management to show quality trends.

O
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The effectiveness of nonconformance co, trol procedures may be verified

; by:

V
1. Contractor quality assurance and manufacturing, fabrication, or

construction personnel involved in processing nonconforming
reports.

2. TU Electric participation in dispositions and approvals as well |60
as by the contractor responsible for the specification. |

3. Document review at final inspection or shipping release.

4. Audits or surveillances performed by the contractor, vendor, and |60
TU Electric. |

Conditions which render the quality of an item or activity |50
unacceptable or indeterminate will be identified, resolved and closed |

out. Such conditions are documented on inspection reports, |

deficiency reports, or nonconformance reports in accordance with |

Q procedures. |

An inspection report (IR) is used to document field inspections |50
performed by Quality Control (QC). Each attribute on the IR is |

verified to be satisfactory or unsatisfactory. |

A deficiency report (DR) is a document used for documenting, |61
controlling and correcting a condition or action which departs from |

procedures or other specific requirements but does not necessarily |

render the quality or function of a safety-related item unacceptable |

or indeterminate. |

A nonconformance report (NCR) is a document used for documenting, |71
controlling, and correcting a condition or action which departs from |

J
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71 |proceduresorotherspecifiedrequirementsandrendersthequalityor
jfunctionofasafety-relateditemunacceptableorindeterminate.

65 | Nonconformance reports shall be issued for those instances where:

65 | (1) A potentially nonconforming condition is identified and an

| approved method is not provided in the work, inspection, or

| test procedures or progra:a to document the condition; or

65 | (2) A potentially nonconforming condition has been identified

| and documented in accordance with approved procedures or

| programs and the identified condition cannot be corrected

| (reworked or scrapped) to comply with existing engineering

| requirements in accordance with approved procedures.
65 |

71 | Disposition of items of unsatisfactory, unacceptable or indeterminate
| quality identified on IR's, DR's, or NCR's, is determined by
| appropriate personnel and may result in a design change as discussed
I in Section 17.1.3 "Design Control". IR's, DR's, and NCR's remain

50 |openuntilthedeficiencyissatisfactorilyresolvedandidentified
I corrective action satisfactorily completed. Upon completion of the
| action required for disposition, repaired or reworked items are
|reinspectedtoverifycompliancewithspecifiedactionsand

65 | requirements. Independent review of nonconformances, including
| disposition and closeout, is performed by appropriate Quality
|Assurancepersonnel. The status of these items is maintained in

50 |accordancewithSection17.1.14,"laspectionandTestStatus"and
| Section 17.1.13, "Handling, Storage and 3 hipping".

O
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Procedures require trending of deficiencies reported on inspection |50

/~] reports, deficiency reports, and nonconformance reports to identify |

V trends adverse to quality. Trend reports are reviewed quarterly by |

appropriatelevelsofmanagementtoaddressareasrequiringcorrective|
'' action. |

Nonconformance reports and trend reports are reviewed upon issuance by | 65-
'

theappropriateQualityAssurancepersonnelforsignificantconditions|
adverse to quality or chronically repetitive deficiencies. If such |

conditions exist, procedures require additional action, as |50
appropriate. This may include issuance of corrective action requests |

as discussed in Section 17.1.16. "Corrective Action", or reports to |

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. |

17.1.16 CORRECTIVE ACTION

TV Electric requires that measures be established to assure that |50
conditions adverse to quality are promptly identified, reported, and |

corrected. Responsibility for performing corrective action is |71
~l assigned to the responsible TV Electric organization or its |

contractors / vendors so that each is alert to those conditions adverse |

to quality within his own area of activity. In the case of |

significant conditions adverse to quality, measures are taken to |60
assure that the cause of the condition is determined and corrective |

action is implemented to preclude repetition. Corrective action |

procedures placed in effect require thorough investigation and
documentation of significant conditions adverse to quality. Thecause|60
and corrective action is reported in writing to the appropriate levels |
of contractor / vendor management and to TV Electric in accordance with |

the purchase document. |

For CPSES, the Quality Assurance Program requires that procedures and | 71
practices be established and documented which provide assurance |
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that conditions adverse to quality, such as failures, inalfunctions,
deficiencies, deviations, defective material and equipment, and
nonconformances, are promptly identified, documented, and corrected as

soon as practicable, and that appropriate action be taken to correct
the cause of the condition. Corrective action documentation and
request forms or formal letters are used to document the corrective

71 | action-relatedrequests, responses,andfollowup. The QA Program

| requires that measures be established by TV Electric and its
jconstructioncontractors/vendorstoassurethattheacceptabilityof
|reworkorrepairsisverifiedbyreinspectingtheitemtospecified
| requirements and that the reinspection is documented. These measures

60 | are verified by review and approval of the construction
| contractors'/ vendors' QA Program and by the subsequent audit for
| confonnance to the approveJ program. Significant conditions adverse

to quality are identified (such as those which, if they had remained
undetected, would have adversely affected safety-related functions),
the cause of the condition is detennined, and corrective action is

taken to preclude repetition. Such significant condit ons, theiri

causes, and the corrective action taken are documented and reported to
appropriate levels of management through established communication
systems. Corrective action followup and close-out procedures provide
that corrective action commitments are implemented in a systematic and

timely manner and are effective.

The occurrence and magnitude of daficiencies and nunconformances

requiring corrective action u evaluated by the purchaser's

inspectors during surveillance and at hol'd point inspection and
witnessing Additionally, these areas are identified for audit
purposes.

The effectiveness of the vendor's corrective action program is

60 | assessed during audits by TV Electric. Stop work authority is

| exercised as required.

i
|

l

9
1
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17.1.17 QUALITY ASSURANCE RECORDS

,

D The TV Electric Quality Assurance Program establishes procedures and il60
: practices'to assure that TV Electric and its contractors / vendors have |
a quality records system which p_rovides documentary evidence of the |

performance of activities affecting quality. Procedures assure or |
shall require:

1. That' records that are required to be maintained show ev'idence of
performance of activities affecting quality. Typical records
maintained include quality assurance programs and plans, design
data and studies, design review reports, specifications,
procurement documents, procedures, inspection and test reports,
material certifications, personnel certification and test
reports, audit reports, reports of nonconformances and corrective
actions, as-built drawings, operating logs, calibration records,
maintenance data, and failure and incident reports.

Q 2. Thatinspectionandtestrecords,asaminimum,identifythedate|50
V of the inspection or test, the inspector or data recorder, the |

type of observation, the results, the acceptability, and the |

action taken in connection with any deficiencies noted. |

3. That records are protected against deterioration and damage.

4. The criteria for determining the classification of the record as
well as the length of the retention period.

5. The method of identification and indexing of records for ease of
retrievability.

6. Responsibility for record keeping during design, fabrication,
construction, preoperational testing and commercial operation.

7. The method of transfer of records between organizations.
&
V
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60 |TVElectricverifiesconformancetotherecordrequirementsby
|reviewingcontractors'/ vendors'qualityassurancemethodsforrecord
| keeping, by auditing contractors'/ vendors' systems when functional,
|andbyselectivereviewotqualityrecordsforcompletenessand
| accuracy.

71 |

71 | Records will be stored in specially constructed storage facilities at
| CPSES to prevent their destruction, deterioration or thef t. Access

| to the records facility is controlled so that only authorized
|personnelwillhaveaccesstotherecordsarea. As an alternative to
| the utilization of the storage facility, maintenance of duplicate
|recordsstoredinaremotelocationisacceptable.

17.1.18 AUDITS

TV Electric requires that planned and periodic audits be performed to
verify compliance with all aspects of the quality assurance program

60 |andtodeterminetheeffectivenessoftheprogram. TV Electric QA
|performssuchauditsonTVElectricanditscontractors/vendorsto
| provide an objective evaluation of the effectiveness of their
| programs;todeterminethattheirprogramsareincompliancewith
| established requirement, methods, and procedures; to determine quality
| progress; and to verify implementation of recommended corrective
| action. TV Electric audits, both internal and external, are

conducted primarily by members of the Quality Assurance staff.
Consultants will be utilized by TV Electric on audits as required.

O
Amendment 71 17.1-38May 27, 1988
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. As part of.the Quality Assurance program TV Electric QA: _|29
- m.

J

d 1. Utilizes an audit planning document which defines the
organizations and activities to be audited and the frequency of
the audits.

2. Requires auditors be familiar with the type of activities to be
audited and have no. direct responsibilities in the area being
audited.

3. Provides auditing checklists or other obje:tive-guidelines to |25
identify those activities which will be examined. |

4. Requires examination of the essential characteristics of the |50
quality related activity examined. |

S. Requires an audit report be prepared ud that it notes the extent | 55
of examination and deficiencies found. |-

O' 6. Requires the audit' report be sent to management responsible for
the area audited for review and corrective action for
deficiencies.

I 7. Requires corrective action taken as result of the audit be
reported.

8. Requires reauditing of deficient areas when it is considered
^

necessary to verify implementation of required corrective
actions.4

Documentation of audits performed by contractors / vendors are made |60
available to TV Electric for evaluation. |

O
.
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71 | TV Electric verifies conformance to the regulatory audit requirements
| by three methods:

60 |1. Review of contractors'/ vendors' quality assurance methods for

| auditing.
71 |

71 |2. Review of documentation of the audit report performed by those

| contractors / vendors.

71 |3. Internal and external audits performed by members of the Quality

| Assurance staff.

O

O
Amendment 71
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TABLE 17.1-2

(Sheet I cf 2)
CPSES QA MANUAL COGLIA?CT MATRIX | 71

C04APCE FEAE APTE?OIX B

QlALITI A L M QUALITI ASSURANCE CRITER*A

MA?R;AL I II III IV V VI VII VIII II I XI III IIII XIV XV IVI KV'I IVIII | 71

1.0 Organization I

| 71

2.0 Quality Assurance Plan I

| 71

3.0 Design Control X

4.0 Procuressant

Doctament Control X

5.0 Instructions,

Procedures and Dravtn.p 1

6.0 Document Control Z

7.0 Control of Furchas+3 Items

and Services 1

8.0 Identification and

Control Iteens X

9.0 Control of Construction

Processes I

10.0 Examinations, Tests

and Inspections I

11.0 Test Control I

12.0 Control of Heesurirv;

and Test Equipment 1

13.0 Handling, Storage,

and Preservation X

14.0 Exasination or Test

XStatus

Amendment 71
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17.2 SUALITY ASSURANCE DURING THE OPERATIONS PHASE

17.2.1 ORGANIZATION

17.2.1.1 Oraanizational Structure

Texas Utilities Electric Company (TV Electric), as the licensee, has |53
overall responsibility for the operation of the Comanche Peak Steam |

Electric Station (CPSES). Nuclear Engineering and Operations (NEO) |

has been designated by TU Electric to coordinate the design, |

construction and operation of CPSES. The organizational structure of |

TV Electric and NE0 are described in Section 13.1. |

The following paragraphs amplify upon Section 13.1 with regard to |53
establishment and execution of the quality assurance program for the | ,

operation of CPSES. Figure 17.2-1 shows the structure and |

relationships of those elements of NE0 which function under the |

control of the QA program. Figure 17.2-2 shows the CPSES Nuclear |62
Operations organizational structure. |

TU Electric may, from time to time, assign responsibility for |53
executingcertainportionsoftheprogramtoqualifiedconsultantsand| ,

contractors. However, TU Electric, retains ultimate responsibility |

for the CPSES operations quality assurance program. |

17.2.1.1.1 Executive Vice-President, Nuclear Engineering and |56
Operations |

The Executive Vice-President, Nuclear Engir.eering and Operations is | 56

responsible for the overall management of company operations, |

including operation of CPSES, and for the establishment of company |

policies. He has the overall responsibility for the establishment |

and execution of the quality assurance program for the operation of

CPSES.

O
AMENDMENT 6217.2-1 MARCH 31, 1987
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71 |TheExecutiveVice-President,NuclearEngineeringandOperationshas
|assignedtotheVice-President,NuclearOperationstheoverall
| responsibility for operation of CPSES and for implementation of the
| quality assurance program for operations at CPSES.

15 | 17.2.1.1.2 Vice President, Nuclear Operations

6?_ |TheVicePresident,NuclearOperationsisresponsibletotheExecutive
| Vice President, Nuclear Engineering and Operations for operating

|activitiesatCPSES.
71 |

53 | Specific duties and responsibilities of the Vice President, Nuclear
|Operationsincludethefollowing:

62 | 1. Technical and administrative direction of the Manager, Plant

| Operations.

56 |

71 | 2. Technical and administrative direction of the Manager, Startup

| and Test.

62 |3. Technical and administrative direction of the Manager, Technical

| Support.

62 |4. Technical and administrative direction of the Manager, Plant

| Support.

~

l

O
|

Amendment 71 17.2-2
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5. Technical and administrative direction of the Manager, |62

N>][ Administrative Support, |

6. Technical and administrative direction of P Plant Evaluation |62
Manager. |

7. Technical and administrative direction of the Gi- .r, Nuclear |62
Training. |

8. OperationalandtechnicalsupportofallNuclearPlantsoperated|62
by TV Electric. |

9. Technical and ad:ninistrative direction for the implementation of | 62
quality assurance requirements and controls at nuclear plants |

operated by TV Electric. |

| 62
10.- Overall responsibility for the Initial Startup Test Program at | 71

CPSES. |

17.2.1.1.3 Manager, Plant Operations |62

The Manager, Plant Operations is responsible to the Vice President, | 62
fluclear Operations for Plant operations activities at CPSES. He is |

the individual who is directly responsible for the safe, reliable, and
,

"

efficient operation of CPSES.

|37
Specific duties and responsibilities of the Manager, Plant Operations |15
include the following: |

,
'

fxV

17.2-3 Amendment 71
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15 |1. Management of ali operations activities at CPSES.

15 |2. Technical and administrative direction of:

62 | a. Operations Manager

62 | b. Maintenance Manager

62 | c. Instrumentation and Coatrol Manager

3. Chairmanship of the Station Operations Review Committee.

15 |4. Membership on the Operations Review Committee.

?! |

62 |17.2.1.1.1 Director, Quality Assurance

71 | The Director, Quality Assurance, reports directly to the Vice-
| President, Nuclear Engineering and is responsible to him for assuring
|effectiveimplementationoftheQualityAssuranceProgram. This

55 | reporting relationship assures that the Director, Quality Assurance
| has sufficient authority, organizational freedom, and independence
|fromundueinfluencefrom,orresponsibilityfor,costsandschedules
|suchthethecaneffectivelyassureimplementatioiofandcompliance
|withtheCPSESoperationsqualityassurancerequirementsandcontrols.

71 | The Director, Quality Assurance is responsible for submitting the
| Quality Assurance Manual for concurrence and approval to the Executive
|VicePresident,NuclearEnnineeringandOperations. He is

62 |responsiblefortheperformanceofqualityassuranceactivitiesin
| support of CPSES operation.

O
Amendment 71 17 4-4
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/m The Director, Quality Assurance communicates directly with NE0 |55
b supervisory and management personnel and with appropriate management |

1evelsinconsultantandcontractorqualityassuranceorganizationsto|
identify quality problems; initiate, recommend or provide solutions; |

and to verify implementation of solutions to quality problems. He |

also has authority to "stop work" during the operations phase. |14

Specific duties and responsibilities of the Director, Quality I 55

Assurance include the following: i

1. Direction of Quality Assurance Department personnel. |62

2. Technical and administrative direction of: |62

a. Manager, Operations QA |62
b. Manager, QC |62
c. Manager, QA |62

O(.) Verification through audit and surveillance that procedures for |623.
the control of quality-related activities comply with quality |

assurance requirements. |

4. Verification through audit and surveillance of the |62
implementation o# the quality assurance program within NE0 and |

l evaluation of its effectiveness. |

|62
i
'

5. Assurance through audit, surveillance and inspection that
consultants, contractors and suppliers providing quality-related
items or services have established and implemented an adequate

.

quality assurance program.

|

6. Membership on, or supervision of a member of the Operations |55

( Review Comittee. |

'O
AMENDMENT 62
MARCH 31, 1987
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62 1 17.2.1.1.5 Director, Engineering

62 |TheDirector,Engineeringisresponsiblefor'providinger.gineering
| related technical r wvices in support of CPSES operations.

62 | Specific duties and responsibilities of the Director, Engineering
|includesthefollowing:

53 |1. Technical support to Nuclear operations.

5 |2. Technical direction and administrative guidance to his staff.

5 |3. Assistance, as required, in the procurement of equipment,

| materials, and services fn* the operation, maintenance or

| modification of CPSES.

62 |17.2.1.2 Ouality Assurance Department

62 | The Quality Assurance Department, under the direction of the Director,
| Quality Assurance functions to assure effective implementation of the
|qualityassuranceprogram.

62 | Specific functions performed by the Quality Assurance Department

| include:

62 |1. Quality assurance auditing of NE0 quality-related activities,

| both offsite and onsite.

2. Evaluation of consultants', contractors', and suppliers' quality
assurance programs atd implementing procedures.

3. Quality assurance auditing of consultants, contractors, and
suppliers.

O'
AMENDMENT 62
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4. Surveillance and inspection conducted at equipment and material

(') suppliers' facilities.
V

5. Review of procurement documents to assure incorporation of
adequate quality assurance requirements for non-routinely
procured items and services.

6. Surveillance and review of site quality related activities.to | 65
assure compliance with the applicable quality requirements. |

17.2.1.3 CPSES Operations Quality Assurance Section

|Q421.48
The CPSES Operations Quality Assurance Section, is supervised by the |62
Manager, Operations QA who reports directly to the Director, Quality |

Assurance. I

|71
|Q421.48

TheManager,OperationsQAhassufficientauthorityandorganizational|62
freedom at CPSES to identify quality problems, recommend solutions, |

verify implementation of solutions, to stop unsatisfactory work and |

control further processing, delivery or installation of non-conforming |
material until proper disposition has occurred. |

|Q421.48
in addition, the Manager, Operations QA advises the Director, Quality |62
Assurance,ofthestatusofthequalityassuranceprogramatCPSESand|
of any significant conditions which are adverse to quality. |

The Operations Quality Assurance Section is responsible for the | 65
administration and implementation of an effective quality control |

inspection program at CPSES. |
! |65

!
!

| '

.-
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|
1

11 |17.2.1.4 Operations Revier Committee

O|1

Independent reviews of activities affecting plant safety during tha |
operations phase are performed by the Operations Review Committee.
The structure and responsibilities of this committee are described in |

Section 13.4.

17.2.1.5 Deleaation of_0uality AssFance Functiont

53 | NE0 periodically retains qualified cor.sultants and coi *ractors to
| provide safety-related services. All consultants and contractors

providing safety-related services and suppliers providir.g safety-
related equipment or materials for CPSES are required to establish and
implement quality assurance programs appropriate for their scope of

53 | supply. NE0 includes specific requirements in procurement documents
| with which consultants', contractors', or suppliers' quality assurance
|programsmustcomply.

17.2.1.6 Personnel Oualifications

55 |17.2.1.6.1 Director, Quality Assurance

55 | The following qualification requirements have been established for the
| Director,QualityAssurance.

59 |1. Minimum of ten years related experience in design, construction,

| and/or operation of power plants. A maximum of four years of

| this ten years experience may be fulfilled by related technical

| or academic training.

59 |2. A bachelors degree from an accredited college, university or

| other institution.
Q421.47 |

9 |3. Demonstrated ability to manage people and projects.

O
March 31, 1987
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'

|Q421.47

(G,,) . 4. Knowledge of quality assurance requirements for nuclear plants |59
including a minimum of one year related experience in the |

implementation of a nuclear quality assurance program. |-

17.2.1.6.2 Manager, Operations QA |62

Thefollowingqualificationrequirementshavebeenestablishedforthe|62
Manager, Operations QA |

|Q421.7
Six years experience in the field of quality assurance, |4
preferably at an operating nuclear plant, or operations |

supervisory experience. At least one year of this six years |

experience shall be nuclear power plant experience in +he |

overali implementation of the quality assurance program. A |

minimum of ont year of this six years experience shall be |

related technical or academic training. A maximum of four |

years of this six years experience may be fulfilled by related |

technical or academic training. |

17.2.1.7 Inspection Functions

|Q421.ll
The Manager, Operations QA is responsible for administration and |62
implementation of an effective quality control inspection program. |

Inspections shall be performed by qualified individuals other than |11
those who performed or directly supervised the activity being |

inspected. Personnel performing these inspections rcay be from the j

same department but are not from the same group that performed the |

work. |

|Q421.11
in addition, qualification criteria for inspection personnel are |71
reviewed for concurrence by the Manager, Operations QA. |

!
l

O;
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Q421.ll |

17.2.2 QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM

71 |TheQualityAssuranceProgramrequiresaQualityAssuranceManualbe
|developedforeachnuclearpowerplant,whichprescribespecific
|measurestoassurethequalityofsafety-relatedactivities,
jstructures,systemsandcomponentsofthatfacility. The quality
|assurancerequirementsandcontrolsimplementedduringoperationsof
|CPSESareestablishedbytheportionoftheCPSESQualityAssurance
|Programinthissection(17.2)oftheFSAR. The quality assurance

| requirements and controls implemented during design and construction
|oftheCPSESareestablishedbytheCPSESQualityAssuranceProgram
| (Design and Construction), which is described in Section 1/.l.

Q421.15 |

71 | Quality assurance requirements and controls are established
|implementedthroughoutthetestingandoperationphasesatCPSES.

9 |Thisprogramshallbeimplementedatleast90dayspriortofuel
71 | loading. Responsibilities and authority, and measures for the

|controlandaccomplishmentofactivitiesaffectingthequalityand
|operationofsafety-relatedstructures, systems,andcomponentsof

|CPSESaredefined. The structures, systems, and components covered

jbythequalityassuranceprogramarelistedinTable17A-1. These

71 | provisions apply to all activities, such as operating, maintaining,
| repairing, modifying, and refueling which affect the safety-related
|functionsofthosestructures, systems,and components.

O
Amendment 71 17.2-10
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|62
/~' A Quality. Assurance Program shall be developed and implemented to |62O) attain high levels'of quality assurance during the operttion of |

CPSES. This program shall comply with the requirements of Title |

10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50, Appendix B, "Quality |

Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel Processing |

Plants," and certain NRC Regulatory Guides and ANSI standards as |

identified in the Final Safety Analysis Report (SAR). |

Overall responsibility for the Quality Assurance (QA) Program lies |62
with the Executive Vice President, Nuclear Engineering and |

Operations. Specific responsibility for development and |

administration of the program rests with the Dirt.ctor, Quality |

Assurance. |

|Q421.50
The Executive Vice President, Nuclear Engineering and Operations |62
shall, on a regular basis, not to exceed 24 months, perform or |

authorize independent Management Audits of quality assurance |

/N activities as necessary to assess the scope, status, implementation |
' and effectiveness of the QA Program to assure that the progrem is |

adequate and complies with 10CFR50, Appendix B criteria. These |

audits will be conducted in accordance with predetermined schedules, |9
withauditresultsdocumentedinAuditReports,andafollow-upsystem|
utilized to assure that corrective action is taken and reaudited when |

it is considered necessary to verify implementation. |

The quality assurance requirements and controls applicable to the j71
operations phase, comply with the requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, |

Appendix B. Table 17.2-1 provides a matrix showing those sections of |

the QA Manual which satisfy the requirements of eacn criterion of 10 |

CFR Part 50, Appendix B. The quality assurance requirements and |

controls shall be consistent with the applicable guidance of those |

Regulatory Guides and industry standards listed in Table 17.2-2 and |

discussed in Appendix 1A(B). |

O
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Q421.51 |

71 | The Director, QA is responsible for controlling the distribution of
| the Quality Assurance Manual and revisions thereto.

The quality assurance requirements and controls are designed to assure
that activities affecting the quality and operation of safety-related

71 |itemsareaccom'plishedinaplannedandcontrolledmanner. Activ' ties
| affecting quality are accomplished in accordance with written,
|approvedproceduresandinstructionsundersuitablycontrolled
| conditions. Controlled conditions include, as applicable,

appropriate equipment, suitable environmental conditions, and
71 |completionofprerequisites. All procedures prescribing activities

| affecting quality are controlled and distributed in accordance with

|themeasuresdescribedinSection17.2.6.

71 | The Director, Quality Assurance, is responsible for assuring, through
|auditsandsurveillance,implementationoftheQualityAssurance
| Program. He is responsible for regularly assessing the status and
|adequacyoftheProgram,withinNE0,andasimplementedby g
| consultants, contractors,andsuppliers. The Diiector, Quality W-

62 | Assurance, reports the results of these evaluations to the Vice-
| President,NuclearEngineering. Unresolved issues between the
| Director,QualityAssuranceandothersconcerningqualityarebrought
| to the Executive Vice-President, Nuclear Engineering and Operations

|forresolution.
Q421.54 |

71 | The Director, QA has overall responsibility for the identification,
| scheduling, assignment, conduct and reporting of station activities
|assignedtotheQADepartment. Station activities affecting quality

11 | are subject to quality surveillance by quality assurance site
| personnel.

O
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In addition, the Manager, Operations QA has responsibility for |62

[#')
administration and implementation of the CPSES quality control |

'' program. |

|Q421.54
The Manager, Operations QA rey'aws for quality assurance requirements |62
all procedures involving operation, maintenance, modification, |

inspection and testing during the operations phase as a normal |

function of the Station Operations Review Committee. Implementation |-

-of all procedures _is periodically reviewed by the QA organization |

through audits and surveillance activities. |

An indoctrination and trainirg program is established for those |71
personnel performing activities affecting quality. The scone, |

objectives, and methods for implementing the indoctrination and
training pregram are prescribed by written, approved procedures.
These procedures also prescribe methods for documenting the

,.

accomplishment of training. The indoctrination and training program
includes provisions that personnel performing activities affecting

( quality are:
(

1. Instructed as to the purpose, scope, and imple:aentation of the |71
Quality Assurance Program and related procedures and |

instructions as appropriate to their activities. |

2. Qualified in the principles and techniques of activities for
which they are responsible.

3. Retrained, re-examined or recertified, when appropriate, to
maintain necessary proficiency in those activities for which
they are responsible.

O
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Schedules have been developed to assure that inplementing procedures

are prepared prior to ccmmencement of the activities which they are
71 |intendedtocontrol. The conduct of the test program and the

| administrative controls to be implemented are described in Section

|14.2.

0421.55 |17.2.3 DESIGN CONTROL

Q421.57 |

71 |Requirementsforthecontrolofdesignactivitiesassociatedwith
jmodificationsofsafety-relatedstructures, systems,andcomponents
| are consistent with the provisions of Regulatory Guide 1.28, and
|RegulatoryGuide1.64asdiscussedinAppendix1A(B).

Q421.55 |

71 |TheCPSESManager,PlantOperationsshallhavetheresponsibilityfor
| approving and controlling the implementation of station design

| modifications. The Vice President, Engineering and Construction has

62 | the overall responsibility for developing procedures to maintain and
jcontrolthedesigncontrolprocess.

0421.57 |

71 | Final approval of all station modifications is the responsibility of
| the 50RC. The SORC will submit all proposed station design

44 | modifications which involve a change in CPSES Technical Specifications
|oranunreviewedsafetyquestiontotheORCforreviewandapproval
|beforeproceedingwithimplementatinn. Safety evaluations on station
| design modifications which do not involve unreviewed safety questions
| or a change in CPSES Technical Specifications will be reviewed by ORC,
j however, this will not be a prerequisite for implementation. Upon

|recommendationfromSORC,theCPSESManager,PlantOperationsapproves
|eachstationdesignmodificationforimplementation.

O
Amendment 71 17.2-14
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|Q421.55

f~T All design modification requests made by station personnel, shall be |62
O submitted to the Manager, Technical Support for coordination of the |

station level engineering review. The actual change of design for | 71
those design modification requests approved by the CPSES Manager, |

Plant Operations shall be done by NE0 engineering personnel or |

approved engineering services contractors in areas other than reactor |
~

engineering for which the Reactor Engineering Department will be |

respons,Jie. The above organizations will have approved design |

procedures and/or instructions before any design' modifications are |53
performed by the respective organization. These procedures and/or |

instructions will assure proper design review and verification. |

Theseproceduresandinstructionswillalsoassurethatdesigncontrol|
is commensurate with the original design. The Vice President, |62
Engineering and Construction will assure that the designer is provided |
with the latest revisions to all drawings, specifications, and other |

design documents which are applicable. |

- /~ Design changes, including those originating on site, are subject to
the same controls iSich were applicable to the original design. NE0

'

may designate an organization to make design changes other than the
one which prepared the original design. In these cases, NE0 will
assure that that organization has access to pertinent background
information, including an adequate understanding of the requirements
and intent of the original design, and has demonstrated competence in
applicable design areas.

|Q421.56
The Vice President, Engineering and Construction shall coordinate |62
necessary revisions to drawings and other design documents. The |

Manager, Plant Operations shall coordinate necessary revisions to |

plant procedures and instructions as a result of design changes. |

Changes are promptly distributed to ensure availability to responsible | 44
plant personnel prior to commencement of work. |
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71 | Design changes made to the facility are accomplished in a planned and
| controlled manner in accordance with written, approved procedures. g

These procedures include provisions, as necessary, to ensure that: W

1. Design documents, specifications, drawings, and procedures and
instructions reflect applicable regulatory requirements and
design bases.

2. Design documents specify quality requirements or reference
quality standards as necessary.

62 |3. There is adequate review of the suitability of materials, parts, j

| components, and processes which are essential to the safety-

| related functions of structures, systems, and components.

62 | 4. Materials, parts, and components which are standard commercial

| (off the shelf) or which have been previously approved for a
j different application are evaluated for suitability prior to
| selection.

O
4 | 5. Design documents are revised to reflect design modifications.

6. Internal and external design interfaces between organizations
participating in design modifications are adequately centrolled, {

including the review, approval, release, and distribution of f
design documents and revisions. '

62 | The above controls are applied as necessary to such aspects of design
j as reactor physics; seismir., stress, thermal, hydraulic, radiation,
|andaccidentanalyses;compatibilityofmaterials;andaccessability
| for inservice inspection, maintenance, repair and replacement.

O
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The adequacy of design changes be verified by the performance of |71
design reviews, alternate calculations, or qualification testing. |

The control measures specified in the plan for control of design
-

verification activities are as follows:

1. Personnel responsible for design verification do not include the
original designer or the designer's immediate supervisor.

2. Written procedures identify the positions or organizations
responsible for design verification and define tt.eir authority
and responsibility.

3. Qualification tests to verify the adequacy of the design are
performed using the most adverse specified design conditions.

Design changes'are reviewed to assure that design parameters are
defined and that inspection and test criteria are identified.

Any errors or deficiencies found in the design process or the design
itself are documented and corrective action taken, as described in
Section 17.2.16.

Design documents and revisions thereto are controlled and distributed
as described in Section 17.2.6. Records of design activities and
design changes are collected, stored, and maintained, as described in
Section 17.2.17.

17.2.4 PROCUREMENT 00CUMEflT CONTROL

Requirements are established for the control of procurement documents j71
prepared by NE0, or their designated agents for safety-related |

components, materials, and services. These requirements are |

consistent with the provisions of Regulatory Guide 1.33 and Regulatory |
Guide 1.123 as discussed in Appendix 1A(B) and apply to procurement |

documents prepared by NE0, or their designated agents. |

O
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71 | Procurement documents, such as purchase specifications, contain or
|referencethefollowing:

1. The design basis technical requirements, including the
applicable regulatory requirements, material and component
identification requirements, drawings, specifications, codes and
industrial standards, and test and inspection requirements

71 |2. The applicable requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B and of

| the QA Program, which must be complied with and described in the
j supplier's QA program.

53 |3. Identification of the documentation to be prepared, maintained,

| or submitted (as applicable) to NE0 for review and approval.
These documents may include, as necessary, inspection and test
records, qualification records, or code required documentation.

4. Identification of those records to be retained, controlled, and

maintained by the supplier, and those delivered to the purchaser
prior to use or installation of the hardware.

9 |5. NE0's right of access to supplier's facilities and records for I

| source inspection and audit.

6. Requirements for supplier reporting and dispositioning of
nonconformances from procurement requirements.

7. Provisions for extending applicable requirements of the
procurement documents to lower-tier suppliers.

0421.58 |

NEO procurement documents are prepared, reviewed, approved, and

controlled in accordance with written procedures which clearly
delineate the sequence of actions to be accomplished and which
identify the individuals or groups responsible for accomplishing those

e
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actions. These procedures include provisions for review of procurement

}/
-

documents. This review is performed to insure that necessary quality |9
'

. requirements are incorporated and correct, and that procurement |
'

requirements for spare or replacement parts are equivalent to or |

better than those used for th' original equipment. Documentary .|e

evidence of that review and approval is retained and available for
verification.

NE0 evaluates supplier quality assurance programs prior to award of
contracts or issuance of purchase orders, as ' discussed in Section
17.2.7.

17.2.5 INSTRUCTIONS, PROCEDURES, AND ORAWINGS

|Q421.53
Activities affecting the quality of safety-related structures, |71
systems, and components are prescribed by and accomplished in |

accordance with documented instructions, procedures, and drawings. |

The ma uger or supervisor who has cognizance over a specific |62
f] safety-related activity is responsible for the development and |
D' approval of procedures and instructions for prescribing the |

accomplishment of that activity. Administrative procedures and |

instructions are reviewed and approved prior to performance of the |55
activity. The cognizant supervisor is responsible for ensuring that j

the activity is performed in accordance with the procedures and |53
instructions. The development, review, and use of procedures, |65
instructions, and drawings is reviewed on a periodic basis by the |

Manager, Quality Assurance as part of the station quality surveillance |
program. These requirements are consistent with the provisions of |

Regulatory Guides 1.33, 1.30, and 1.116 as discussed in Appendix |15
1A(8). |

|Q421.59

O
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71 | Requirements regarding the content of various types of instructions
| and procedures are established which provide for the inclusion, as
| necessary, of items such as prerequisites, precautions, qualitative or
| quantitative acceptance criteria, inspection points, and checklists,
|dependinguponthenatureoftheinstructionorprocedure.

Administrative procedures clearly delineate the sequence of actions to
be accomplished in the preparation, review, approval, and control of
those instructions and procedures, and they identify the individuals
responsible for those actions.

71 | Confirmation that these instructions and procedures meet requirements
| of the QA Program and are properly implemented is accomplished through
| audit or surveillance activities by the QA Department.

17.2.6 DOCUMENT CONTROL

71 | Requirements are established for the control of documents that
| prescribe activities affecting quality. The documents which are to

be controlled include:

1. Design Specifications

2. Design, manufacturing, construction, and installation drawinos

3. Procurement documents

71 | 4. The QA Manual and all station procedures and instructions which
| implement requirements of the QA Program.

53 | 5. Maintenance, modification, and operating procedures and

| instructions

O
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6. Final Safety Analysis Report |53
.g

*1
_(/

7. Inspection and test procedures and instructions | 53 '

These requ'irements are consistent with the provisions of Regulatory |71-
Guide 1.33 as discussed in Appendix 1A(B) and include the following |

measures: |

|Q421.69
1. Documents, and changes thereto, are reviewed for adequacy and

approved for release by authorized personnel in accordance with
written proceduren. These procedures identify those individuals
ur groups responsible for reviewing, approving, and issuing
documents and revisions thereto. These individuals or groups j62
include as appropriate the Manager, Operations QA, the NE0 QA |

department or an individual other than the person who generated |

the documents but qualified in quality assurance. |

2. Documents, and changes thereto, are promptly distributed to

b ensure availability prior to commencement of work.
G

3. Changes to documents are reviewed and approved by the same

organization that' performed the original review and approval
unless another qualified organization is designated.

4. Haster status lists identifying the current revision of
documents are periodically updated and utilized to preclude the
use of superseded documents.

5. Obsolete or superseded documents are destroyed or identified to
prevent their inadvertent use.

Documents generated by NE0 are controlled in accordance with written, |53
approved procedures and instructions. Maintenance, modification and |

inspection procediares and instructions affecting safety related |
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53 |equipmentarereviewedbyapersonknowledgeableinQAdisciplinesto
| determine:

0421.6 |

9 | A. The need for inspection, identification of inspection
| personnel, and documentation of inspection results.

0421.6 |

9 | B. That the necessary inspection requirements, methods, and

| acceptance criteria have been identified.

62 |TheManager,OperationsQAisresponsibleforprovidingthenecessary
| reviews of these procedures and instructions.

17.2.7 CONTROL OF PURCHASED MATERIAL, EQUIPMENT AND SERVICES

71 |Requirementsareestablishedforthecontrolofpurchasedsafety-
| related material, equipment and services, including spare or
| replacement parts. These requirements are consistent with the

54 | provisions of Regulatory Guides 1.33, and 1.123 as discussed in
| Appendix 1A(8).

59 | Measures have been established in procedures which deter.ine the level
| of quality assurance required for the procurement of an item or

| service. As required, contractor and suppliers are evaluated by
| quality assurance personnel prior to award of a purchase order or
| contract to assure the contrrtor's or supplier'e capability to comply
|withprocurementdocumentrequirements. This evaluation is based on

one or more of the following:

1. A review of the supplier's quality assurance program description
provided with the proposal / bid.

2. A review of historical evidence of the supplier's performance in
providing similar items or services.

O
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3. A preaward survey of the supplier's facilities and QA program.

/'~T - |Q421.62
D Technical requirements for items and materials to be procured are |9

developed by the design or engineering organization responsible for |

the modification or maintenance activity. Procurement documents for .|62
safety related items and materials are reviewed for inclusion of |

technical and quality assurance requirements by the Quality Assurance |

Department prior to initiation of the procurement action by the |

purchasing organization. The results of the quality assurance review |
are documented and retained for future reference. |9

Surveillance and audit of suppliers and contractors, are conducted |71
where appropriate, to assure compliance with quality requirements. |

The Quality Assurance Department is responsible for sr ~'llance and
audit of offsite suppliers and contractors. The CPSES Quality |62
Assurance Section is responsible for surveillance of contractors |

providing services onsite. Surveillance of suppliers and contractors |

is performed by qualified personnel in accordance with written |53
procedures, instructions and checklists. |

(v"]
Surveillance and audit of suppliers are performed to an extent
consistent with the importance, complexity, and quantity of the
item (s) being purchased and include measures to periodically confirm
the validity of suppliers' certificates of conformance. Quality
verification records are reviewed by quality assurance personnel to
assure their completeness and their compliance with procurement
document requirements.

Receipt inspections at CPSES are performed by qualified quality |53
control inspectors in accordance with written procedures and |

instructions to assure that: |

1. Materials, equipment, or components are properly identified and
correspond with associated documentation.

P

O
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2. Inspection records or certificates of conformance attesting to
the acceptance of materials, equipment, and components are
completed and are available at CP5ES prior to installation or
use.

3. Materials, equipment, and components are inspected and judged

acceptable in accordance with predetermined inspection
instructions prior to installation or use.

4. Items accepted or released are identified as to their inspection
status prior to forwarding them to a controlled storage area or
releasing them for installation or further work.

5. Nonconforming items are clearly identified, controlled, and
segregated where practical, until proper disposition is made.

17.2.8 IDENTIFICATION AND CONTROL OF MATERIALS, PARTS, AND

COMPONENTS

71 |Requirementsareestablishedfortheidentificationandcontrolof
| safety-related materials, parts, and components, including spare or
|replacementitems. These requirements are consistent with the

provisions of Regulatory Guides 1.33 and 1.38 as discussed in Appendix

1A(B).

71 | Materials, parts,andcomponentsareidentifiedandcontrolledto
| prevent the use of incorrect or defective items. Identification of

| items is maintained either on the item in a manner that does not
| affect the function or quality of the item, or on records traceable to
|theitem.

Suppliers of safety-related materials, parts, or components are
required by procurement documents to establish a system of
identification and control which is consistent with the above j

requirements. |

O
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Procedures and instructions implementing these requirements provide |53 |
(' for the following: |

1. Verification that items received onsite are properly identified
and can be traced to the appropriate documentation, such as
drawings, specifications, purchase orders, manufacturing and
inspection documents, nonconformance reports, or mill test
reports.

2. Verification of item identification consistent with the
inventory control system and traceable to documentation which
identifies the proper uses or applications of the item.

17.2.9 CONTROL OF SPECIAL PROCESSES

|Q421.63
Requirements are established for the control of special processes, |71
which are those processes where direct inspection is impos3ible or |

disadvantageous such as welding, heat treating, nondestructive |

/~} testing, and cleaning, which are consistent with the provisions of |
'> Regulatory Guides 1.30, 1.33, 1.37, and 1.58 as discussed in Appendix |

1A(B). |

Special processes are performed by qualified personnel using proper |71
equipment and in'accordance with written qualified procedures and j

instructions. These personnel, procedures and instructions are to be |

qualifled in accordance with applicable codes, standards, and | 53
specifications. Qualification records of special process procedures |

| and instructions, and personnel performing special processes are |

filed, maintained, and available for verification. |

j |Q421.64
Qualification of special processes, equipment, and personnel is the |62

| responsibility of the cognizant Managers or |
|

|
|

^\
'

(V
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62 |SectionSupervisors. Qualified test laboratories and consultants may
9 | be used in qualification of special processes. Procedures shall be

|developedwhichdelineatetherequirementsforspecialprocess.
62 | These procedures shall be reviewed by the Manager, Operations QA as

|partofthenormalfunctionoftheSORC.

17.2.10 INSPECTION

71 | Requirements are established for an inspection program to verify
| conformance of activities affecting quality with requirements
| specified for those activities. These requirements are consistent

|withtheprovisionsofRegulatoryGuides 1.30, 1.33, 1.58, and 1.116
|asdiscussedinAppendix1A(B).

Q421.48 |

62 | The Manager, Operations QA is responsible for administering and
|implementingtheCPSESqualitycontrolinspectionprogram.

18 | Inspections are perfonned by quality control inspectors who are
jqualifiedandcertifiedinaccordancewithANSIN45.2.6-1978 and who
|areindependentoftheindividualsperformingtheactivitybeing

62 | inspected. The quality control inspectors may be selected from among
|anyoftheNE0 departments,includingcontractpersonnel,andwill
| report directly to the Manager, Operations QA when acting in the
|capacityofqualitycontrolinspectors. All quality control

13 | inspection personnel have authority to stop unsatisfactory work and
| control further processing, delivery, or installatior of nonconforming

71 | material,partsorcomponents. The quality control inspector's
| qualifications and certifications are maintained current through the
|NE0trainingprogram.

Q421.83 |

14 | Inspections at CPSES are perfonned in accordance with written
jprocedures, instructions,orchecklists,appropriatetothe

O
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circumstances which provide for the following: |14
~J

1. Identification of characteristics and activities to be
inspected.

2. Acceptance and rejection criteria.

3. Method of inspection.

4. Recording the results of the inspection and identification of
the quality control inspector.

5. Indirect control by monitoring of processing methods, equipment,
and personnel when direct inspection is not possible.

|Q421.66
6. Identification of any required procedures, drawings, or |11

specifications. |

|Q421.67
Os Station administrative procedures controlling the Measuring and Test |11

Equipment program contain criteria for determining the accuracy of |

M&TE to be used in performing inspections depending upon the accuracy |

requirements of the parameters being measured. |

|Q421.35
Maintenance, repair, and modification procedures and instructions |53
containing inspection criteria shall be reviewed by a level III |

inspector qualified in accordance with ANSI N45.2.6-1978 to ensure |

that adequate inspection hold points are included and that the |

inspection methods are adequate. Criteria contained in appropriate j

station administrative procedures and in applicable codes and |11
standards shall be used in determining when inspections and te; t are |

required. |

In addition, all safety related plant procedures and instructions are |55
reviewed by the Operations QA section to assure that required quality |
requirements have been included. |

O
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Q421.58 |

9 | Inspection results are documented in accordance with procedures and
| instructions developed and approved for that activity. Inspection

j results are evaluated and then acceptability determined by individuals
| qualified to perform that function in accordance with the station
|trainingprogram. Records of the evaluations are documented and
| retained in the station quality records.

4 |ContractorsperformingworkatCPSESandequipmentandmaterial
| suppliers are required to work under inspection programs consistent
| with applicable codes and standards. These contractors and suppliers

| are required to provide work plans or inspection and fabrication
| procedures or outlines, which are reviewed for adequacy by NE0
I personnel.

17.2.11 TEST CONTROL

71 | Requirements are established for the control of testing of safety-
| related systems, equipment, and structures. These requirements are

37 |consistentwiththeprovisionsofRegulatoryGuides 1.30, 1.33, 1.58,
| 1.68, 1.68.2 and 1.116 as discussed in Appendix 1A(B).

17.2.11.1 Test Program

71 |Preoperationalandinitialstartuptestingisperformedinaccordance
| with Section 14.2 of the FSAR.

Surveillance testing is performed during the operational phase to
verify continuing operational readiness and adequacy for those systems
and components which are normally in a standby condition and te
evaluate whether there has been any degradation of performance, or any
departure from the prescribed operating conditions for the systems or
components normally in service.

O
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Tests are performed following station modifications or repairs to-

f/] demonstrate satisfactory performance prior to placing affected items
in service. When pressure boundaries are breached functional tests |71
shallbeconductedtotheextentrequiredtodemonstrateacceptability|
of the repair or maintenance. |

17.2.11.2 Test Procedures

Testing is identified, documented, and controlled in accordance with
written administrative procedures. Each test is accomplished in
accordance with written test procedures by qualified personnel.

The administrative procedures contro! ling the test program identify
the necessary test procedures, the provisions to be included in those
procedures, the method of reviewing and approving those procedures,
and the methods for documenting and evaluating the results.

Test procedures include the following provisions as appropriate:
g
t a

V 1. Prerequisites - those items of work which must be completed
prior to establishing initial conditions for the test,
including:
a. Calibrated instrumentation;

b. Adequate and appropriate equipment;

c. Initial conditions and completeness of the item to be
tested;

d. Suitable environmental conditions, if applicable; and
e. Data Sheets.

2. Special precautions - items needed for safety of personnel or
equipment. Special situations where caution or extraordinary
attentiveness to operational circumstances is required.

3. Instructions for performing the test - steps required to conduct
the test, observations to be made, data to be recorded.

4. Acceptance criteria - criteria against which the success or
failure of the test can be determined.
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17.2.11.3 Test Results

Records of test results are reviewed by qualified personnel to assure
acceptability. These records are retained as quality verification
records in accordance with the controis described in Section 17.2.17.

17.2.12 CONTROL 0F MEASURING AllD TEST EQUIPMEilT

71 | Requirements are established for control of measuring and test
| equipment. Applicable procedures and instructions prescribe
| calibration techniques and frequency, maintenance requirements, and
|controlmeasuresformeasuringcndtestequipmentusedinthe
jmeasurement, inspection, and testing of safety-related components,
| systams and structures. These measures are consistent with the

provisions of Regulatory Guide and 1.33 as discussed in Appendix

1A(B). Controls for measuring and test equipment' include the
transoortation, storage, and protection of the equipment; the handling
of associated documents which gives the status of all items under the
calibration systems; and the permanent and Lnique identification of
each device.

Measuring and test equipment is calibrated at specified intervals
based upon the required accuracy, purpose, degree of usage, stability

69 | characteristics, and other pertinent considerations. Calibrations are
| nomally perfonned against standards which are traceable to nationally
| recognized standards and which have a tolerance (error) of not more
|thenone-fourthoftherequiredtoleranceoftheequipmentbeing
|c61ibrated. When traceability te nationally recojnized standards
| c'oes not exist, or when the 4:1 accuracy requirenent is not reasonably
|echievable,thebasisforthecalibrationisdocumented. This

|documentationshowsthatthecalibrationinaccuraciesareenvelopedby
| the calibration inaccuracy assumed in the applicable engineering
| documents (e.g. setpoint calculations, specifications, etc.), or
| these documents are revised using the new calibration inaccuracies.

O
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- Whether the device is calibrated at the power station or at an outside
( laboratory, a sticker is affixed on a conspicuous surface where
~'

practical, identifying the date the next calibration is due and the
serial number of the instrument.

When test and measuring devices utillied in activities affecting
quality are found to be out of calibration, an evaluation is made and
doc.umented concerning the validity of previous tests and the
acceptability of items previously tested since the last valid
calibration.

|Q421.69
The Manager, Technical Support, Maintenance Manager and |71
InstrumentationandContr-1Managerareresponsiblefo,developingand|

,

- implementing procedurer, and instructions to establish a control and |
calibration program. |-

Effectiveness of the program is assured through periodic reviews and |65
quality surveillances perfonned under the direction of the Manager. |
Quality Assurance.

|

17.2.13 IIANDLING, STORAGE, AND SillPPING

Requirements are established for the control, handling, storage, |71
shipping, cleaning, and ,,'eservation of material and equip:nent in |

accordance with established instructions, procedures, or drawings. |

The:e requirements are consis+ ant with the p ovisions of Regulatory |
-

Guides 1.33 and 1.38 as discussed in /,ppendix JA(B) and include the |
'ollowing provisions, t 'cessary: |

|Q421.70
1. For critical, sensitive, perishable, or high value items, |53

specific wristen procedures and instructioqs for handlinq, '

storing, packing, shipping, and preserving are used. . s.- 3 e |

procedures and instructions reflect design and specification |9

Ahk-

.-
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9 | requiremants such as inert gas atmosphere, specific moisture

| content levels, and temperatere levels, and reflect

| manufacturers recommendations in regards to special handling and

| storage requirements such as shelf life and environmental

| controls.

2. Personnel responsible for handling these special items are
qualified to the extent required by these ;pecial handling
instructions.

3. Special handling tools and equipmer,t are inspected and tested in
accordance with written procedures to verify that they are
adequately maintained.

17.2.14 lilSPECTION, TEST, AND OPERATION STATVS

71 | Requirements are established for identification and control of the
| inspection, test, and operating status of safety-related structures,
| systems, and components. These requirements are consistent with the

provisions of Regulatory Gaide and 1.33 as disco . sed in Appendix

1A(B).

53 | Written procedures and instructions prescribe the use of tags, labels,
|andlogstoindicatetheinspection, test,andoperatingstatusof
jsystemsandequipmentatCPSES. These procedures and instructions

|alsoprovidefortaggingofnonconforming, inoperative,or
| malfunctioning equipment to prevent inadvertent use. In addition,

| these procedures and instructions ide".ify those individuals who are
| authorized to apply or remove those tegs and labels and provide for
| the use of logs to maintain the status of tags and labels in use at

|CPSES.

O
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CPSES personnel and contractor personnel working onsite are instructed''

-- regarding the purpose of, and precautions associated with,.the various
tags and labels used at CPSES. Proper use of tags and labels to |9's

indicate inspection, test, ano operating status is verified through |

surveillance by onsite Quality Assurance personnel. |

17.2.15 NONCONFORHING MATERIALS, PARTS, OR COMP 0NENTS

Requirements are established for the control of nonconfonning |71
materials, parts or components. These requirements are consistent |

with the provisions of Regulatory Guides 1.33, 1.38, and 1.123 as
discussed in Appendix 1A(B),

Material, parts, or components found nonconforming through review, |71
inspection, or testing are controlled by administrative procedures. |

These procedures provide for the following:

1. Identification of nonconforming items by use of nonconformance
tags, and segregation of those items, if practical, to prevent
inadvertent use pending proper disposition and reinspection.

2. Identification of those individuals or organizations responsible
for disposition of nonconforming items.

3. Freparation of nonconformance reports ,which identify <

nonconformi.ig items and describe the nonconformance, the
disposition of the nonconformance, and the reinspection or
testing performed to detennine the acceptability of the item
after the disposition has been completed.

4. Verification of the acceptability of rework / repair of items by
reinspection or testing of the item as originally performed or

O
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by a method which is equivalent to the original inspection and
testing method.

5. Nonconformance reports which are dispositioned "use as is" or
"repair" are made part of the quality verification records
associated with the items.

6. Periodic analysis of these reports to be performed and forwarded
to management to show quality trends.

Q421.71 |

65 | Responsibility for the definition and implementation of activities
| related to nonconfonnance control is assigned to the cognizant
|superintendentoftheareaofconcern. Nonconformances which are

11 | resolved by repair or use as-is dispositions are reviewed and approved
| by the CPSES Engineering Department.

Q421.71 |

65 | Independent ieview of nonconformances, including disposition and
| closeout, is performed by appropriate Quality Assurance personnel.

Q421.73 |

69 | Marking and segregation of nonconformiag items, when required, are
|addressedinstnionprocedures. In aadition, station procadures
| require that nonconforming items not be re-installed or placed in
| service except bv conditional release until the nonconformance is
| finally resolved or corrected. Conditionel releases are temporary

62 | measures which allow limited tese, operation or installation of
| nonconforming items pending a final disposition. The Engineering

|Departmentevaluateseachconditionalreleaseforthesafetyimpactof
|thenonconformanceontheoperationoftheplantandapprovestheuse
| of the conditional release. Each ce'ditional release also describes
| any limitations or special precautions required. The administrative

53 | controls o3sitre that nonconforming materiale. are not rellad upon for
j safety nlated service. Compliance with these administrative
| requiremerts is verificd through the station surveillance and audit
| program.

O
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'17.2.16 CORRECTIVE ACTION
,\

|M\

Requirements are established for the identification and correction of |71
conditions adverse to quality. These requirements are consistent |

with the provisions of Regulatory Guide 1.33 as discussed in Appendix |37
1A(B). |

Conditions adverse to quality, such as failures, malfunctions, |71
deficiencies and deviations, identified through review of documents, |

~

surveillance, audits, or experience during operation, are documented |
and dispositioned. Significant conditions adverse to quality are |

evaluated to determine the cause of the condition and the corrective
action to be taken to preclude recurrence.

Reports of significant conditions adverse to quality are reviewed by
the Operation Review Committee and +. hat committee's decisions and/or
recommendations regarding corrective action are forwarded to
appropriate management personnel. Follow-up reviews of nonconformance
reports to verify proper implementation of corrective action are
conducted by quality assurance personnel.v

17.2.17 QUAL.ITY ASSURANCE RECORDS

Requirements are estchlished for tne identification, collection, and |71
storage of quality assurance records. These requirements are |
censistent with the provisions of Regulatory Guides 1.33 and 1.88 as
discussed in Appendix 1A(B).

Sufficient records are maintained to provide documentary evidence of |71
thequalityofitemsandoftheaccomplishmentofactivitiesaffecting|
quality. Records to be maintained include |

/
k
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such items as drawings, specifications, procurement documents,
nonconformance reports, corrective action reports, operating logs,
personnel and procedure qualifications, results of inspections and
test, material certifications and test results, and audit reports.

53 |Qualityassurancerecordsaremaintainedinaccordancewithprocedures
| and instructions which assign responsibilities for the collection,
| maintenance,andprotectionofrecords. These procedures and

|instructionsprovideasystemofrecordidentificationtoassure
| retrievability and prescribe retention periods for various types of
| records.

71 | The Vice President, Administration is responsible for development of
| procedures e,d instructions to implement the management requirements

| rel Med to QA records.

Quality assurance records are stored in a specially constructed
storage facility at CPSES to prevent their destruction, deterioration,
or theft. The CPSES record storage facility construction is
consistent with the applicable requirements of the regulatory guides
referenced above. Access to the records facility is controlled so
that only authorized personnel have access to the records area.

17.2.18 AUDITS

71 | Requirements are established for an audit program. The audit program
33 | is consistent with the applicable portions of Regulatory Guide 1.33

! (as discussed in Appendix 1A(B)), and AtiS! il45.2.12 (draft 4, Revision
| 2 - January, 1976).

71 | Planned and periodic audits are performed in accordance with written
| procedures to verify compliance with all aspects of the quality
] assurance program. D- h sibility for the

,

O
Amendment 71 17.2-36

May 27, 1988
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audit program has been assigned to the Director, Quality Assurance. | 55
V Audits are conducted by personnel of the Quality Assurance Department |62'

and include examination of quality-related activities such as: |

1. Operation, maintenance, and modification of CPSES.

2. Receiving and work inspection.

3. Preparation, review, approval and control of instructions,
procedures, drawings, specifications, and other_ quality-related
dccuments.

4. Indoctrination and training.

' 5. Control of measuring and test equipment.

Organizations performing activities affecting quality that are subject
' '

to audit include the following:
O

1. The engineering and construction, startup, operations, |55
maintenance, engineering, quality assurance, and support |

organizatir,ns for CPSES. |

2. Contractors, consultants, and suppliers of quality related items
or service.

|Q421.75
As part of the Quality Assurance program NE0 QA: | 33

1. Utilizes an audit planning document which defines the |9
organizations and activities to be audited and the frequency of |
the audits. |

O
AMENDMENT 62

17.2-37 MARCH 31, 1987-

1
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9 |2. Requires auditors to be familiar with the type of activities to
| be audited and have no direct responsibilities in the area being g
| audited.

9 | 3. Provide auditing checklist; or other objective guidelines to
| identify those activities which affect quality.

9 | 4. Requires examination of the essential characteristics of the,

| quality activity examined.

9 |S. Requires an audit report be prepared and that it notes the

| extent of examination and deficiencies found.

9 |6. Requires the audit report be sent to management responsible for

| the area audited for review and corrective action for
j deficiencies.

9 |7. Requires corrective action taken as result of the audit be

| reported.

9 |8. Requires reauditing of deficient areas when it is considered

| necessary to verify implementation of required corrective

| actions.

37 |9. Requires vendors / subcontractors to comply with items 1-8 above

| to the extent necessary.

53 |Documentationofauditsperformedbyparticipatingcontractorsismade
| available to NE0 for evaluation.

Q421.75 |

9 |Insummary,NE0verifiesconformanceoftheregulatoryaudit
| requirements by three methods:

71 |1. Review of contractors'/ vendors' quality assurance methods for

| auditing.

O
.

Amendment 71 17.2-38

May 27, 1988
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- 2. Review of.' documentation of. the audit report perfonned.by these |71:,

,

|d . contractors / vendors. | ;
t

i!
it -

4 3. - Internal and external audits perfonned by members of the Quality | 9.-
.

- Assurance staff. |4;. i
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TAS:.E 17.2-1

(Steet 1 of 2)
CPSES QA MA?s3AL C37LIANCE MATR*J | 71

CCMU OfE PEAK APPEFCII B | 71
7JALITY ASSURAFCE QUALITT ASSURNCE CRI"JRIA ; 71

MMFJAL I II III IV V VI VII VIII II I II III SII XIV r/ ZvI ZvII XV*II 71,

1.3 organization X * 71
2.0 Quality Assura:v:e Plan X 71,

3.0 Design Control 1 71

4.0 Procurement | 71
Document Control X 71,

5.0 InstruM ions,
; 71

Procedares and Drawings K | 71,

6.0 Document Control K ; 71

7.0 Control cf Purchased Iteam ; 71

and Services I : 71

8.0 Identification and | 71
Control Itauss X : 71

9.0 Control cf Construction 71
Processes 1 ; 71

10.0 Examinations, Tests ; 71

and Inspections I ; 71

11.0 Test Control X 71
12.0 Control of Measuring ; 71

and Test Equipment 1 * 71
13.0 Handling, Storage, | 71

and Preservation X 71

14.0 Examination or Test ; 71

Status X * 71

Amendment 71
May 27, 1988
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TABLE 17.2-1

(Sheet I}
t
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i
k

i

COMM C E PEAK APPC CII B | 71

QUALITY JLLJPNCE Qt: ALIT! ASSURMICE CRIZERIA | 71
MUR;AL I II III IV V VI VII VIII II I XI III IIII 177 IV XVI X7II IVIII | 71

i
15.0 Nonconformulg Itans X | 71 ;

L

16.0 Corrective Action X | 71 ,

i

17.0 Quality Assurance ! 71 '

Records I | 71 !

18.0 Audits I | 71
?
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t
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i
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t

;
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i,
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Amendment 71 i

May 27, 1988
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TABLE 17.2-2 J
4

/T (Sheet 1of3) .l
- r

REGULATORY GUIDES AND INDUSTRY STANDARDS -

The CPSES quality assurance program is consistent with the applicable |71
guidance of the NRC Regulatory Guides and industry standards listed |

below. TV Electric will commit to comply with the respective |

regulatory positions as discussed in Appendix 1A(B).

Regulatory
'

Guide Title

,

1.8 Personnel Selection and Training

|71

1.30 Quality Assurance Requirements for
Installation, inspection, and Testing of
Instrumentation and Electric Equipment

O- (endorses ANSI N45.2.4-1972)

1.33 Quality Assurance Program Requirements

(Operations) (endorses ANSI N18.7-1976)

1.37 Quality Assurance Requirements for
Cleaning of Fluid Systems and Associated
Components of Water-Cooled Nuclear Power

Plants (endorses ANSI N45.2.1-1973)

1,38 Quality Assurance Requirements for
Packaging, Shipping, Receiving, Storage,
and Handling of items for Water-Cooled

Nuclear Power Plants (endorses ANSI

N45.2.2-1972)

O

Amendment 71

May 07, 1988
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TABLE 17.2-2

(Sheet 2)

REGULATORY GUIDES AND INDUSTRY STANDARDS

Regulatory

Guide Title

1.39 Ilousekeeping Requirements for Watercooled

Nuclear Power Plants (endorses ANSI
N45.2.3-1973)

1.58 Qualification of Nuclear Power Plant -
Inspection. Examination, and Testing

Personnel (endorses ANSI N45.2.6-1978)

1.64 Quality Assurance Requirements for Design

of Nuclear Power Plants (endorses ANSI
N45.2.11-1974)

|40

1.74 Quality Assurance Terms and Definitions

(endorses ANSI N45.2.10-1973)

1.88 Collection, Storage and Maintenance of
Nuclear Power Plant Quality Assurance

Records (endorses ANSI N45.2.9-1974)

1.94 Quality Assurance Requirements for
j Installation, Inspection. and Testing of
| Structural Concrete and Structural Steel

During the Construction Phase of Nuclear
'

Power Plants

| 1.116 Quality Assurance Requiremerits for

Installatior, Inspection, and Testing of
Mechanical Equipment and Systems'

(endorses ANSI N45.2.8-1975)
,.

May 27, 1988
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TAB'LE 17.2-2

(Sheet 3)

REGULATORY-GUIDES AND INDUSTRY STANDARDS

Regulatory

Guide Title

-1.123 Quality Assurance'Requirehtents for
Control of Procurement of Items and

i Services for Nuclear Power Plants
I (endorsesANSIN45.2.13-1976)
4

.

ANSI

f Standard

j N45.2.12 Requirements for Auditing of Quality |
j Assurance Programs for Nuclear Power

Plants (Draft 4, Rev. 2 -January,1976)

e ,

,

!

!

4

:
'

i

1

'

;

i

:

1

1-

<

L

I

i I
: ;

,

i i
! f

i (
!.

[- May 27, 1988 ;
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~

0040,41 The following questions have been prepared based on our
I I review of environmental and seismic qualification plans

provided by the applicant by letter dated December 15,
1978 to S. A. Varga from R. J. Gary.

A. Class 1E process solenoid valves - containment
isolation service. It appears from the test
report information provided that valves V52600-
5292-7 and V52600-5950-1 are to be qualified by
tests performed on a different valve (V52600-5291-
2). This different valve is hermetically sealed
by virtue of all welded construction as stated on
sheet 10 of qualification test report on solenoid
valves P/N V52600-5292-7 and V52600-5950-1. The

two valves being qualified for use at Comanche
Peak appear-not to be hermetically sealed.
Provide qualification test information for the | 71
actual valves to be installed at Comanche Peak or |
provide additional information that shows that |

valves V52600-5292-7 and V52600-5950-1 areinfact|
hermetically sealed. |

B. Equipment Qualification plans for nuclear strainer
motors

1) On page 14 of the Reliance Electric Ciopany
summary report dated July 1,1978 it i

' indicated that a prototype motor was
thermally aged. Describe the extent of this

,

thermal aging.

2) The prototype motor af ter being aged to ena
of expected life, should have been tested at
the expected extremes of the normal
environment, expected extremes in power

( supply voltage, and

040-60 Amendment 71

May 27, 1988
,
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l' Q421.20- . Provide a cc mir. ment to include in your test program any

f| design features to prevect or mitigate Anticipated
Transient Without Scram (ATWS) that may be incorporated,

in your plant design.

|
|

R423.20 A summary of test program requirements for the |~71
! . Anticipated Transients Without Scram Mitigation System |

| Actuation Circuitry as described in Section 7.8.1, has |

j been provided in Section 14.2. .|
;

i

4.

i

O

.

.

O
,

.

Amendment 71423-45 May 27, 1988
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AMENDMENT 50 July 13, 1984
|

' AMENDMENT 51 August 6, 1984

AMENDMENT 52 August 27, 1984 |

AMENDHENT 53 November 5, 1984

AMENDMENT 56 January 21, 1984 |

AMENDHENT 55 July 19, 1985

AMENDMENT 56 October 15, 1985,

AMENDHENT 57 December 20, 1985

AMENDMENT 58 June 30, 1986

AMENDHENT 59 June 1, 1986

AMENDMENT 60 November 3,1986'
,

AMENDMENT 61 December 19, 1986

AMENDMENT 62 March 31, 1987

AMENDHENT 63 June 15, 1987

AMENDMENT 54 July 31, 1987 .

AMENDMENT 65 November 20, 1987

AMENDMENT 66 January 15, 1988q,

V AMENDMENT 67 February 5, 1988 ,

AMENT > MENT 68 Februery 15, 1988

AMENDMENT 69 March 14, 1988
,
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EFFECTIVE PAGE LISTING

FSAR Section Front /Back EPL Effective Date

O
EPL PREFACE EPL-i/ii April 22, 1988

EPL-iii/iv March 14, 1988

EPL-v/vi May 27, 1988

thru
EPL-xiii/xiv

Chapter 1 EPL 1-1/1-2 March 14,1988

thru
'

EPL 1-7/1-8

EPL 1-9/1-10 May 27, 1988

EPL 1-11/1-12 March 14, 1988

Chapter 2 EPL 2-1/2-2 May 27, 1988

thru

EPL 2-3/2-4

EPL 2-5/2-6 March 14, 1988

thru
EPL 2-37

.

O
May 27, 1988 EPL-vi
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- EFFECTIVE PAGE LISTING |

FSAR Section -Front /Back EPL Effective Date ;

Chapter 3 EPL 3-1/3-2 May 27, 1988

EPL 3-3/3-4- March 14,-1988

thru
; EPL 3-7/3-8

EPL 3-9/3-10 May 27, 1988
and

,.

EPL 3-11/3-12
.

'

EPL 3-13/3-14 March 14,1988

'

EPL 3-15/3-16 May 27, 1988

EPL 3-17/3-18 March 14, 1988

fthru
i; EPL 3-33/3-34

EPL 3-35/3-36 May 27, 1988
,

thru

EPL 3-37/3-38
'

EPL 3-39/3-40 March 14,1988 !
thru -

EPL 3-47

|
,

Chapter 4 EPl. 4-1/4-2 April 22,1988 |
"

thru
'EPL 4-5/4-6

)EPL 4-7/4-8 March 14, 11:88

thru

EPL 4-11/4-12 ;

.

c

EPL-vil May 27, 1988
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EFFECTIVE PAGE LISTING

FSAR Section Front /Back EPL Effective Date

Chapter 5 EPL 5-1/5-2 May 27, 1988

and

EPL 5-3/5-4

EPL 5-5/5-6 April 22, 1988

EPL 5-7/5-8 March 14, 1988

thru

EPL 5-9/5-10

Chapter 6 EPL 6-1/6-2 April 22, 1988

EPL 6-3/6-4 May 27, 1988

EPL 6-5/6-6 April 22, 1988

EPL 6-7/6-8 March 14, 1988

thru

EPL 6-11/6-12

EPL 6-13/6-14 April 22, 1988
.

EPL 6-15/6-16 March 14,1988
thru

EPL 6-23/6-24

EPL 6-25/6-26 May 27, 1988

and

EPL 6-27/6-28

EPL 6-29 March 14, 1988

O

May 27, 1988 EPL-vill
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EFFECTIVE PAGE LISTING

FSAR Section F,ont/Back EPL Effective Date

Chapter 7 EPL 7-1/7-2 April 22, 1988
thru

EPL 7-7/7-8

EPL 7-9/7-10 May 27, 1988

EPL 7-11/7-12 April 22, 1988
thru

EPL 7-15/7-16

EPL 7-17/7-18 May 27, 1988

Chapter 8 EPL 8-1/8-2 March 14, 1988

EPL 8-3/8-4 April 22, 1988
thru

EPL 8-5/8-6

EPL 8-7/8-8 March 14, 1988

thru
,

EPL 8-9

i
Chapter 9 EPL 9-1/9-2 May 27, 1988

{
and j-

EPL 9-3/9-4q

EPL 9-5/9-6 March 14, 1988

thru ;

EPL 9-11/9-12
,

EPL 9-13/9-14 May 27, 1988 f
thru

EPL 9-21/9-22;

'
i

,

-

EPL-ix May 27, 1988.

'
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EFFECTIVE PAGE LISTING 1

FSAR Section F_ront/Back EPL Effective Date

Chapter 9 (Continued)

EPL 9-23/9-24 April 22, 1988

Chapter 10 EPL 10-1/10-2 March 14, 1988

EPL 10-3/10-4 April 22, 1988

EPL 10-5/10-6 May 27, 1988

EPL 10-7/10-8 March 14, 1988

thru
EPL 10-11

Chapter 11 EPL 11-1/11-2 March 14, 1988

thru

EPL 11-9/11-10

Chapter 12 EPL 12-1/12-2 March 14, 1988

thru
EPL 12-9

Chapter 13 EPL 13-1/13-2 May 27, 1988

thru

EPL 13-5/13-6

Chapter 14 EPL 14-1/14-2 May 27, 1988

and

EPL 14-3/14-4

EPL 14-5/14-6 April 22, 1988

O

Hay 27, 1988 EPL-x
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Chapter 15 EPL 15-1/15-2 May 27, 1988 |

EPL 15-3/15-4 April 22, 1988
!

EPL 15-5/15-6 March 14, 1968

EPL15-7/15-8 May 27, 1988

thru

EPL 15-17/15-18

EPL 15-19 March 14, 1988

"

Chapter 16 EPL 16-1 March 14, 1988

Chapter 17 EPL17-1/17-2 May 27, 1988

O thru

EPL17-3/17-4

EPL 17-5 April 22, 1988

RESPONSE TO NRC EPL NRC-1/NRC-2 April 22, 1988
ACTION

PLAN (TMI-2) EPLNRC-3/NRC-4 March 14, 1988

thru

EPL NRC-7/NRC-8

i

i

!

!

'

O
EPL-xi May 27, 1988
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EPL Q&R-51/Q&R-52 May 27, 1988

EPL Q&R-53 March 14, 1988

O

O

May 27, 1988 EPL-xii
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EFFECTIVE PAGE LISTING

VOLUME TABLE OF CONTENTS

i Apri1 22,.1988
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i ii April 22, 1988

-

iv April 22, 1988
v April 22,1988
vi April 22, 1988
vii' April 22,1988
viii April 22, 1988
'ix -April 22, 1988
x April 22, 1988
xi April 22, 1988
xii April 22, 1988
xiii April 22, 1988
xiv April 22, 1988
xv April 22, 1988
xvi April 22,1988
xvii April 22, 1988
xviii April 22,1988
xix April 22, 1988
xx April 22,1988
xxi April 22, 1988
xxii April 22, 1988
xxiii April 22,1988
xxiv April 22,1988

-,

xxy April 22,1988
xxvi April 22, 1988
xxvii April 22,1988 '

xxviii April 22, 1988
xxix April 27, 1988 )
xxx April 22, 1988'
xxxi April 22,1988

|
xxxii April 22, 1988

O

EPL-xiii May 27, 1988
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VOLUME TABLE OF CONTEllTS

xxxiii April 22, 1988
xxxiv April 22, 1988
xxxv April 22, 1988
xxxvi April 22, 1988
xxxvii April 22, 1988
xxxviii April 22, 1988
xxxix April 22, 1988

O

O

May 27, 1988 EPL-xiv
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1A(N)-49 July 31, 1987

1A(N)-50 July 31, 1987-

1A(N)-51 July 31, 1987

1A(N)-52 July 31, 1987

1A(N)-53 July ~31,'1987

1A(N)-54 July 31, 1987
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2-xli February 15, 1988
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2.1-1 May 27, 1988
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2.1-4 May 27, 1988
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T2.1-2 (Sh. 1) Original
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T2.1-3 Original
T2.1-4 Original

i T2.1-5 Original
T2.1-6 Original
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T2.1-7 Original '
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| T2.1-8 (Sh. 2) Original
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F2.1-4 Original
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F2.1-6 Original
F2.1-7 Original
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2.2-3 November 20, 1987

2.2-4 November 20, 1987
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h2.2-6 November 20, 1987

2.2-7 November 20, 1987

2.2-8 November 20, 1987

2.2-9 November 20, 1987

2.2-10 November 20, 1987

2.2-11 November 20, 1987

2.2-12 Amendment 66

2.2-13 November 20, 1987

2.2-14 November 20, 1987

2.2-15 flovember 20, 1987
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3-xii February 15, 1988
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D 3-xvi February 15, 1988
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3-xviii February 15, 1988

3-xix February 15, 1988
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3-xxxv February 15, 1988
3-xxxvi February 15, 1988
3-xxxvii February 15, 1988
3-xxxviii My 27,1988
3-xxxix February 15, 1988
3-xl January 15, 1988
3-xli January 15, 1988
3-xlii January 15, 1988
3-xliii January 15, 1988
3-xliv January 15, 1988
3-xlv January 15, 1988
3-xlvi January 15, 1988
3-xlvii January 15, 1988
3-xlviii January 15, 1988
3-xlix January 15, 1988
3-1 January 15, 1988
3-li January 15, 1988
3-lii January 15, 1988
3-liii January 15, 1988
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3.68-2 February 15, 1988
3.6B-3 February 15, 1988
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3.68-6 February 15, 1988 '
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3.68-7 - February 15, 1988
3.68-8 February 15, 1988
3.68-9 February 15, 1988 |
3.68-10 February 15, 1988
3.68-11 February 15, 1988

|O 3.6B-12 February 15, 1988
'

3.68-13 February 15, 1988
i 3.68-14 February 15, 1988
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3.6B-15 February 15, 1988
3.6B.16 February 15, 1988
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3.6B-17 February 15, 1988
3.6B-18 Amendment 68

3.68-19 Amendment 68

i 3.68-20 Amendment 68 Is
;

3.63-21 Amendment 68 !

3.63-22 February 15, 1988 !

3.60-23 February 15, 1988 l

3.68-24 February 15, 10'8
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'
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3.68-27 February 15, 1983 :
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3.68-29 Amendment 71 i
i
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3.68-32 Amendment 71

3.6B-33 Amendment 71

3.68-34 Amendment 71

3.6B-35 Amendment 71

3.6B-36 Amendment 71

3.68-37 Amendment 71

3.68-38 Amendment 71

3.6B-59 Amendment 71<

3.68-40 Amendment 71

3.60-41 Amendment 71

3.68-42 Amendment 71

3.68-43 Amendment 71

3.6B-44 Amendment 71

3.6B-45 May 27, 1988
3.68-46 May 27, 1988
3.68-47 May 27, 1988
3.6B-48 May 27, 1988
3.60-49 May 27, 1988

3.68-50 May 27, 1988
3.68-51 May 27, 1988
3.68-52 May 27, 1988
3.68-53 May 27, 1988
3.6B-54 May 27, 1988
3.68-55 May 27, 1988

'

3.6B-56 May 27, 1988
3.68-57 May 27, 1988
3.68-58 May 27, 1988
3.6B-59 May 27, 1988
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3.68-69 May 27, 1988
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3.6B-71 May 27, 1988

3.68-72 May 27, 1988

3.6B-73 May 27, 1988

3.68-74 May 27, 1988

3.68-75 May 27, 1988 ,

3.6B-76 May 27, 1988
"

3.68-77 May 27, 1988

3.68-78 May 27, 1988

3.68-79 Amendment 71

T3.68-1 (Sh. 1) Amendment 40

T3.68-1 (Sh. 2) Amendment 40
^

T3.68-1 (Sh. 3) Amendment 40

T3.68-1 (Sh. 4) Amendment 66

T3.6B-1 (Sh. 5) Amendment 66 j
'

T3.6B-1 (Sh. 6) Amendment 40 j

T3.6B-1 (Sh. 7) Amendment 40

T3.6B-1 (Sh. 8) Amendment 40 i

T3.68-1 (Sh. 9) Amendment 40
.

T3.6B-1 (Sh 10) Amendment 40 [

T3.68-1 (Sh. 11) Amendment 66 :

T3.68-1 (Sh. 12) Amendment 40

T3.6B-1 (Sh. 13) Amendment 40 i

T3.6B-1 (Sh. 14) Amendment 40

T3.60-1 (Sh. 15) Amendment 40

T3.6B-1 (Sh. 16) Amendment 40

T3.6B-1 (Sh. 17) Amendment 40 i

T3.68-1 (Sh. 18) Amendment 40

T3.6B-1 (Sh. 19) Amendment 40

T3.68-1 (Sh. 20) Amendment 40 i

T3.6B-1 (Sh. 21) Amendment 40

T3.68-1 (Sh. 22) Amendment 40
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T3.68-1 (Sh. 24) Amendment 40

T3.68-1 (Sh. 25) Amendment 61

T3.68-1 (Sh. 26) Amendment 40

T3.68-1 (Sh. 27) Amendment 40

T3.6B-1 (Sh. 28) Amendment 40

T3.6B-1 (Sh. 29) Amendment 40

T3.68-1 (Sh. 30) Amendment 40

T3.68-1 (Sh. 31) Ainendment 40

T3.6B-1 (Sh. 32) Amandment 40

T3.68-1 (Sh. 33) Amendment 40

T3.6B-1 (Sh. 34) Amendment 66

T3.6B-1 (Sh. 35) Amendment 40

13.68-1 (Sh. 36) Amendment 61

T3.68-2 Amendment 61

T3.68-3 Amendment 45

F3.6B-1 Amendment 11

F3.68-2 Amendment 11

F3.68-3 Amendment 11

F3.6B-4 Amendment 11

F3.6B-5 Amendment 11

F3.68-6 July 31, 1980
F3.6B-7 July 31, 1980
F3.68-8 July 31, 1980
F3.68-9 Amendment 61

F3.6B-10 July 31, 1980
F3.68-ll Amendment 66

F3.60-12 Amendment 66

F3.6B-13 Amendment 66

F3.68-14 Amendment 66

F3.68-15 Amendment 68

F3.68-16 Amendment 68
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F3.68-19 Amendment 66

F3.68-20 Amendment 66
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F3.68-76 Amendment 26 !

F3.68-77 Amendment 26

F3.68-78 Amendment 68 '

F3.6B-79 Amendment 68

F3 EB-80 Amendment 68 i

F3.68-81 Amendment 68

F3.68-82-1 Amendment 68
Os F3.68-82-2 Amendment 66 !

F3.68-82-3 Amendment 66 !
F3.68-83 Amendment 66 i

F3.68-84 Amendment 66,

F3.68-85 Amendment 68

F3.6B-86 Amendment 66

F3.68-87-1 Amendment 66

F3.68-87-2 Amendment 68
,

F3.68-88-1 Amendment 66

F3.68-88-2 Amendment 68

F3.68-89 Amendment 66

| F3.6B-90 Amendment 66

F3.6B-91 Amendment 66
'

F3.6B-92 Amendment 66

F3.68-93-1 Amendment 66

F3.68-93-2 Amendment 66
; F3.6B-94 Amendment 66

F3.68-95 Amendment 66
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F3.6B-968 Amendment 71
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Tab 3.7N Original
3.7N-1 February 15, 1988

3.7N-2 February 15, 1988

3.7N-3 February 15, 1988

3.7N-4 February 15, 1988

3.7N-5 February 15, 1988
3.7N-6 February 15, 1988
3.7N-7 February 15, 1988

3.7N-8 February 15, 1988
3.7N-9 February 15, 1988
3.7N-10 February 15, 1988
3.7N-11 February 15, 1988
3.7N-12 February 15, 1988
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3.7N-14 February 15, 1988
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3.7N-18 February 15, 1988

3.7N-19 February 15, 1988
3.7N-20 February 15, 1988
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3.7N-22 February 15, 1988

3.7N-23 February 15, 1988
3.7N-24 February 15, 1988
3.7N-25 February 15, 1988
3.7N-26 February 15, 1988

3.7N-27 February 15, 1988

3.7N-28 February 15, 1988

3.7N-29 February 15, 1988

3.7N-30 February 15, 1988
3.7N-31 February 15, 1988
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'd T3.9H-15 Amendment 61'

T3.9N-16 Amendment 61

T3.9N-17 Amendment 55

T3.9N-18 Amendment 55

T3.9N-19 Amendment 61

T3.9N-20 Amendment 42

T3.9N-21 Amendment 68

T3.9N-22 Amendment 20

F3.9N-1 Amendment 61

F3.9N-2 Original
F3.9N-3 Original
F3.9N-4 Original
F3.9H-4a Amendment 21

F3.9N-5 Original
F3.9N-6 Original
F3.9N-7 Original

Q F3.9N-8 Original
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F3.9N-10 Original
F3.9N-11 Original
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Tab 3.98 Original
3.9B-1 Amendment 66 !

3. 8-2 January 15, 1988 |
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3.9B-5 February 15, 1988
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!3.9B-6 February 15, 1988

3.9B-7 February 15, 1988

3.98-8 January 15, 1988

3.99-9 January 15, 1988
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3.98-15 Amendment 66
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3.98-19 Amendment 68

3.98-20 February 15, 1988

3.98-21 Amendment 66

3.9B-22 February 15, 1988

3.98-23 February 15, 1988
3.98-24 February 15, 1988

3.98-25 February 15, 1988
3.98-26 Amendment 68

3.9B-27 Amendment 71

3.98-28 Amendment 71

3.98-29 January 15, 1988
3.98-30 January 15, 1988
3.98-31 Amendment 66

3.98-32 January 15, 1988
3.98-33 January 15, 1988
3.98-34 FeFruary 15, 1988
3.98-35 February 15, 1988
3.98-36 February 15, 1988
3.9B-37 Amendment 66

3.98-38 January 15, 1988

3.9B-39 January 15, 1988
3.98-40 Amendment 66

3.98-41 January l', 1988 |
3.9B-42 January 15, 1988
3.98-43 February 15, 1988
3.9C-44 May 27, 1988
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T3.98-1A (Sh. 1) Amendment 66

T3.98-1A (Sh. 2) Amendment 66

T3.9B-18 (Sh. 1) Amendment 61

T3.98-1B (Sh. 2) Amendment 61
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T3.98-lC Amendment 61

T3.99-ID Amendment 61

T3.98-1E Amendment 61

T3.98-2 Amendment 20

T3.98-3 Amendment 20

T3.98-4 Amendment 20

T3.9B-5 (Sh. 1) Amendment 66

T3.98-5 (Sh. 2) Amendment 66

T3.9B-6 Amendment 66

T3.98-7 (Sh. 1) January 15, 1988

T3.98-7 (Sh. 2) Amendment 66 I

O T3.9B-7(Sh.3) Amendment 66
'

T3.98-7(Sh.4) Amendment 66

T3.98-7(Sh.5) Amendment 66

T3.98-8 (Sh. 1) Amendment 71

T3.98-8 (Sh. 2) Amendment 71

T3.9B-8 (Sh. 3) Amendment 71

T3.98-9 (Sh. 1) Original
;

T3.98-9 (Sh. 2) Original l

T3.9B-10 (Sh. 1) February 15, 1988 !
T3.9B-10 (Sh. 2) February 15, 1988

T3.98-10 (Sh 3) February 15, 1988

T3.9B-10 (Sh. 4) Amendment 68
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T3.98-10 (Sh. 17) Amendment 68
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T3.9B-10 (Sh. 21) February 15, 1988
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T9.3-9(Sh. 39) Amendment 12

F9.3-1 (Sh. 1) Amendment 67

F9.3-1 (Sh. 2) Amendment 67

F9.3-1 (Sh. 3) Amendment 67
i

F9.3-1 (Sh. 4) Amendment 07,

F9.3-2 (Sh.1) ' Amendment 67

F9.3-2 (Sh. 2) Amendment 67

F9.3-3(Sh. 1) Amendmert 67

F9.3-3(Sh. 2) Amendment 67

F9.3-3(Sh. 3) Amendment 67

Fb.3-3(Sh.4) -Amendment 67
,

F9.3-3(Sh. 5) Amendment 67

F9.3-3(Sh.6) Amendment 67

F9.3-3(Sh.7) Amendment.67

F9.3-3(Sh.8) Amendment 67

F9.3-3(Sh.9) Amendment 67

F9.3-3(Sh. 19) amendment 67 |

F9.3-4(Sh.1) 1mendment 67 -

,

F9.3-3(Sh. 2) Amendment 67-

F9.3-3(Sh. 3) Amendment 67

F9.3-3(Sh.4) Amendment 67*

F9.3-3(Sh.5) Amendment 67

F9.3-5(Sh.1) Amendment 67 !

f9.3-5(Sh.2) Amendment 67 l
F9.3-6(Sh. 1) Amendment 67 .

F9.3-6(Sh.2) Amendment 67

F9.3-7 (Sh. l'f Amendment ',7

F9.3-7(Sh.2) Amendment 67

F9.3-7(Sh. 3) Amendment 67

F9.3-7(Sh.4) Amendment 67
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F9.3-7(Sh. 5) Amendment 67

F9.3-7(Sh.6) Amendment 67

F9.3-8(Sh. 1) Amendment 67

F9.3-8(Sh. 2) Amendment 67

F9.3-9(Sh. 1) Amendment 67'

F9.3-9(Sh. 2) Amendment 67

F9.3-10(Sh. 1) Amendment 67

F9.3-10(Sh. 2) Amendment 67

F9.3-10(Sh. 3) Amendment 67

F9.3-10(Sh. 4) Amendment 67

F9.3-10(Sh. 5) Amendment 67

F9.3-10(Sh. 6) Amendment 67

F9.3-10(Sh.7) Amendment 67

F9.3-10(Sh. 8) Amer.dment 67

F9.3-10(Sh. 9) Amentment 67

F9.3-11(Sh. 1) Amendmtnt 67
'

F9.3-11(Sh. 2) Amendmen' 67

F9.3-11(Sh. 3) Amendment 57

Tab 9.4 Original
9.4-1 Amendment 68

9.4-2 Amendment 71

9.4-3 Amendment 66

9.4-4 January 15, 1988
9.4-5 January 15, 1988
9.4-6 Amendment 66

9.4-7 January 15, 1988
9.4-8 Amendment 66

9.4-9 Amendment 70

9.4-10 Amendment 68

9.4-11 Amendment 68

9.4-12 January 15, 1988
9.4-13 Amendment 66

9.4-14 January 15, 1988
9.4-15 January 15, 1988
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9.4-16 Amendment 66

9.4-17 January 15, 1988
9.4-18 Amendment 68

9.4-19 Amendment 66

9.4-20 January 15, 1988
9.4-21 Amendment 66

9.4-22 January 15, 1988
9.4-23 Amendment 68

,

9.4-24 January 15, 1988
9.4-25 January 15, 1988
9.4-26 January 15, 1988
9.4-27 January 15, 1988
9.4.28 Amendment 66

9.4-29 January 15, 1988
9.4-30 January 15, 1988
9.4-31 Amendment 68

9.4-32 January 15, 1988
9.4-33 January 15, 1988
T9.4-1 Amendment 46

T9.4-2 (Sh. 1) Amendment 68

T9.4-2 (Sh. 2) Amendment 68

T9.4-2 (Sh. 3) Amendment 68
T9.4-3 Amendment 46

T9.4-4(Sh.1) Amendment 66

T9.4-4(Sh.2) Amendment 66

T9.4-5(Sh. 1) Amendment 66

T9.4-5(Sh. 2) Amendment 66

T9.4-6 Amendment 66 !
1T9.4-7 Original
|

T9.4-8(Sh.1) February 10, 1984
T9.4-8(Sh. 2) Amendment 46
T9.4-9 Amendment 59

T9.4-10(Sh.1) Amendment 56

T9.4-10(Sh.2) April 23, 1982
T9.4-10(Sh.3) May 21, 1982

!
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F9.4-1(Sh. 1) Amendment 66

F9.4-1(Sh. 2) Amendment 66

F9.4-1(Sh.3) Amendment 66

F9.4-2(Sh. 1) Amendment 66

F9.4-2(Sh. 2) Amendment 66

F9.4-2(Sh. 3) Amendment 66

F9.4-3 Amendment 66

F9.4-4(Sh 1) Amendment 66

F9.4-4(Sh. 2) Amendment 66

F9.4-5 Amendment 66

F9.4-6 Amendment 66

F9.4-7 Amendment 66

F9.4-8 Amendment 66

F9.4-9 Amendment 66

F9.4-10 Original
F9.4-11(Sh. 1) Amendment 66

F9.4-11(Sh. 2) Amerdment 66

F9.4-11(Sh. 3) Amendment 66

F9.4-11(Sh. 4) Amendment 66

F9.4-12 Amendment 70

F9.4-13 Amendment 7

F9.4-14 Amendment 66

F9.4-15 Amendment 70

Tab 9.4A Original
9.4A-1 January 15, 1988
9.4A-2 January 15, 1988
9.4A-3 An.;ndment 66

9.4A-4 January 15, 1988
9.4A-5 January 15, 1988

|

9.4A-6 January '3, 1988

9.4A-7 January 15, 1988 '

9.4A-8 January 15, 1988
9.4A-9 January 15, 1988
9.4A-10 January 15, 1988
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Tab 9.48 Original
\ - 9.48-1- Amendment 68

9.48-2 February 15, 1988

9.48-3 February 15, 1988
9.48-4 February 15, 1988

Tab 9.4C Original
9.4C-1 Amendment 66

9.4C-2 Amendment 66

9.4C-3 ' January 15, 1988
9.4C-4 January 15, 1988

9.4C-5 Amendment 66

9.4C-6 Amendment 66

9.4C-7 January 15, 1988
,

9.4C-8 January 15, 1988 |
9.4C-9 Amendment 66 ,

9.4C-10 January 15, 1988
Tab-9.4D Original
9.4D-1 January 15, 1988
9.4D-2 Amendment 66

Tab 9.4E Original
9.4E-1 February 15, 1988 !

9.4E-2 Amendment 68

9.4E-3 February 15, 1988 L

9.'E-4 February 15, 1988
'

9.4E-5 February 15, 1988
9.4E-6 February 15, 1988
9.4E-7 February 15, 1988
9.4E-8 February 15, 1988
9.4E-9 February 15, 1988
Tab 9.4F Original I

|9.4F-1 Amendment 66 I

9.4F-2 January 15. 1988
9.4F-3 January 15, 1988
9.4F-4 January 15, 1988
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Tab 9.5 Original
9.5-1 Amendment 71

9.5-2 Amendment 71

9.5-3 January 15, 1988
9.5-4 Amendment 71

9.5-5 Amendment 71

9.5-6 Amendment 71

9.5-7 May 27, 1988

9.5-8 Amendment 71

9.5-9 Amendment 71

9.5-10 Amendment 71

9.5-11 Amendment 71

9.5-12 Amendment 71

9.5-13 Amendment 66

9.5-14 Amendment 60

9.5-15 Amendment 71

9.5-16 Amendment 71

9.5-17 February 15, 1988
9.5-18 Amendment 66

9.5-19 Amendment 66

9.5-20 Amendment 71

9.5-21 February 15. 1988
9.5-22 May 27, 1988
9.5-23 Amendment 71

9.5-24 Amendment 66

9.5-25 Amendment 66

9.5-26 Amendment 66

9.5-27 Amendment 71

9.5-28 Amendment 71

9.5-29 January 15, 1988 !

9.5-30 A..endment 71 1

9.5-31 January 15, 1988
9.5-32 May 27, 1988
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9.5-33 January 15, 1988

9.5-34 January i5,1988 ~

9.5-35 January' 15, 1988-

9.5-36 January 15, 1988

9.5-37 Amendment 66

9.5-38 -Amendment-66',

9.5-39 January' 15, 1988

9.5-40 Amendment 66-

9.5-41 -January 15, 1988
9.5-42 January 15, 1988
9.5-43 January 15, 1988 '

9.5-44 January 15, 1988 ;

9.5-45 January. 15, 1988

9.5-46 January 15, 1988
9.5-47 January 15,.1988 |

9.5-48 January 15,'1988 .

'9.5-49 January 15, 1988
_

9.5-50 January 15, 1988' '

O 9.5-51 January 15, 1988
i

9.5-52 January 15, 1988
9.5-53 Amendment 71.

>

9.5-54 Amendment 11-

9.5-55 .May 27, 1988
9.5-56 January 15, 1988 ;
9.5-57 January 15, 1988
9.5-58 Amendment 66

9.5-59 January 15, 1988 -|

9.5-60 Amendment 66

9.5-61 Amendment 71 |

9.5-62 January 15, 1988
9.5-63 Amendment 66

9.5-64 Amendment 66

9.5-65 Amendment 71

9.5-66 May 27, 1988
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9.5-67 May 27, 1988
9.5-68 May 27, 1988

9.5-69 Amendment 66

9.5-70 January 15, 1988
9.5-71 January 15, 1988
9.5-72 Amendment 71

9.5-73 Amendment 71

9.5-74 Amendment 66

9.5-75 Amendment 66

9.5-76 January 15, 1988
9.5-77 January 15, 1988
9.5-78 Amendment 66

9.5-79 Amendment 66

9.5-80 Amendment 66

9.5-81 February 15, 1988
9.5-82 Amendment 71

9.5-83 February 15, 1988
9.5-84 Amendment 71

9.5-85 Amendment 71

9.5-86 January 15, 1988
9.5-87 January 15, 1988
9.5-88 Amendment 71

9.5-89 Amendment 71

9.5-90 Amendment 66

9.5-91 Amendment 71

9.5-92 Amendment 66

9.5-93 Amendment 71

9.5-94 Amendment 66

9.5-95 January 15, 1988
9.5-96 January 15, 1988
9.5-97 January 15, 1988
9.5-98 January 15, 1988
9.5-99 January 15, 1988
9.5-100 Amendment 66 |
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9.5-101 Amendment 66. (~ ' .
\ 9.5-102 Amendment 71

9.5-103 Amendment 71

9.5-104 Amendment 66

9.5-105 January 15, 1988

9.5-106 Amendment 71

9.5-107 January 15, 1988 ,

9.5-108 January 15, 1988
,

9.5-109 January 15, 1988

9.5-110 January 15, 1988
I

9.5-111 . January 15, 1988"

9.5-112 Amendment 71

9.5-113 Amendment 71

9.5-114 Amendment 71

9.5-115 Amendment 71

9.5-116 Amendment 71

9.5-117 Amendment 71

9.5-118 May 27, 1988

O 9.5-119 Amendment 71

9.5-120 January 15, 1988

9.5-121 January 15, 1988

9.5-122 Amendment 66

9.5-123 January 15, 1988 |

9.5-124 Amendment 66

9.5-125 Amendment 66

9.5-126 Amendment 66

9.5-127 Amendment 66

9.5-128 Amendment 66

9.5-129 February 15, 1988

9.5-130 January 15, 1988

9.5-131 January 15, 1988

9.5-132 Amendment 66

9.5-133 Amendment 71 )
9.5-134 Amendment 66

I
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|
9.5-135 Amendment 66

9.5-136 Amendment 66

9.5-137 Amendment 66

9.5-138 Amendment 69

9.5-139 Amendment 70 |

9.5-140 Amendment 66

4.5-141 Amendment 66

9.5-142 Amendment 70

9.5-143 Amendment 70

9.5-144 Amendment 70

9.5-145 January 15, 1988
9.5-146 Amendment 66

9.5-14/ January 15, 1988
9.5-148 Amendment 66

9.5-149 Amendment 66

9.5-150 Amendment 66

9.5-151 January 15, 1988
9.5-152 January 15, 1988
9.5-153 January 15, 1988
9.5-154 Amendment 66

9.5-155 Amendment 66

9.5-156 Amendment 66

9.5-157 January 15, 1988
9.5-158 January 15, 1988
9.5-159 January 15, 1988
9.5-160 January 15, 1988
9.5-161 January 15, 1988
9.5-162 January 15, 1988
9.5-163 January 15, 1988
9.5-164 Amendment 66

9.5-165 Amendment 71

9.5-166 Amendment 66

9.5-16/ Auendment 66

T9.5-1 thru i9.5-10 Amendment 63 '
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10.4-29 November 20, 1987

i 10.4-30 November 20, 1987

10.4-31 November 20, 1987
,

10.4-32 November 20, 1987,
..

10.4-33 Amendment 65

10.4-34 November- 20, 1987-

10.4-35 November 20, 1987

10.4-36 Amendment 65

10.4-37 Amendment 68

10.4-38 November 20, 1987#

10.4-39 November 20, 1987
,

'

10.4-40 November 20, 1987

10.4-41 November 20,- 1987 |

10.4-42 November 20, 1987

10.4-43 November 20, 1987

10.4-44 November 20, 1987

10.4-45 November 20 1987
'10.4-46 November 20, 1987

10.4-47 November 20, 1987

10.4-48 November 20, 1987

10.4-49 November 20, 1987 |
10.4-50 November.20, 1987 -

! 10.4-51 Amendment 66-

10.4-52 February 15, 1988 |

10.4-53 January 15, 1988
10.4-54 Amendment 66

10.4-55 Amendment 66

10.4-56 Amendment 68

10.4-57 January 15, 1988
10.4-58 Amendment 66

10.4-59 Amendment 68

10.4-60 Amendment 66

10.4-61 Amendafnt 71

10.4-62 January 15, 1988

O
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10.4-63 January 15, 1988

10.4-64 Amendment 66

10.4-65 January 15, 1988

10.4-FL Amendment 66

10.4-67 Amendment 66

.0.4-68 January 15, 1988'

10.4-69 Amendment 71

10.4-70 Amendment 71

10.4-71 Amendment 66

10.4-72 January 15, 1988

10.4-73 January 15, 1988
10.4-74 January 15, 1988

10.4-75 January 15, 1988

10.4-76 January 15, 1988

10.4-77 Amendment 66

10.4-78 January 15, 1988
10.4-79 January 15, 1988
10.4-80 January 15, 1988
10.4-81 January 15, 1988
10.4-82 January 15, 1988

10.4-83 January 15, 1988
10.4-84 Amendment 68

10.4-85 Amendment 68

10.4-86 Amendment 68

10.4-87 Amendment 68

10.4-88 Amendment 69

10.4-89 Amendment 68

10.4-90 January 15, 1988

10.4-91 January 15, 1988

10.4-92 January 15, 1988

10.4-93 Amendment 66

10.4-94 Amendment 68

10.4-95 Amendment 68

10.4-96 Amendment 69

O
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CHAPTER 13

Tab 13.0 Original

13-i February 15, 1988.

13-ii February 15, 1988

13-iii February- 15,-1988

13-iv February 15, 1988

13-v February 15, 1988

13-vi February 15, 1988

'13-vii February 15, 1988

Tab 13.1 Original

13.1-1 Amendment 64

13.1-2 Amendment 64

13.1-3 Amendment 68

13.1-4 Amendment 64

13.1-5 Amendment 68

13.1-6 May 27, 1988

13.1-7 Amendment 68

13.1-8 Amendment 62

13.1-9 Amendment 64

13.1-10 Amendment 68

13.1-11 Amendment 62

13.1-12 Amendment 62

13.1-13 Amendment 62

13.1-14 Amendment 62

13.1-15 March 31, 1987

13.1-16 March 31, 1987
,

13.1-17 March 31, 1987

13.1-18 March 31, 1987 |

13.1-19 March 31, 1987

13.1-20 March 31, 1987

13.1-21 March 31, 1987

13.1-22 March 31, 1987

13.1-23 March 31, 1987
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13.1-24 March 31, 1987

13.1-25 March 31, 1987

13.1-26 March 31, 1987

13.1-27 March 31, 1987

13.1~28 March 31, 1987

13.1-29 Amendment 62

13.1-30 March 31, 1987

13.1-31 March 31, 1987

13.1-32 March 31, 1987

13.1-33 March 31, 1987

13.1-34 March 31, 1987

13.1-35 Amendment 68

13.1-36 Amendment 68

13.1-37 February 15, 1988
13.1-38 February 15, 1988
13.1-39 February 15, 1988
13.1-40 February 15, 1988
13.1-41 February 15, 1988
13.1-42 February 15, 1988
13.1-43 February 15, 1988
13.1-44 February 15, 1988
13.1-45 February 15, 1988
13.1-46 February 15, 1988
13.1-47 February 15, 1988
13.1-48 February 15, 1988
13.1-49 February 15, 1988
13.1-50 February 15, 17-
13.1-51 February 15, 1988
13.1-52 February 15, 1988
13.1-53 February 15, 1988
13.1-54 February 15, 1988
13.1-55 February 15. 1988
13.1-56 Amendment 68
1; -57 Amendment 68
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- 13.1-58 Amendment 68.-

\ 13.1-59 Amendment 68

13.1-60 February 15, 1988.

13.1-61 Amendment 68

13.1-62 February 15, 1988

13.1-63 Amendment 68

13.1-64 February 15, 1988

13.1-65 Amendment 68

13.1-66 Amendment 68 |

13.1-67 February 15, 1988

13.1-68 February 15, 1988

13.1-69 February 15, 1988

13.1-70 February 15, 1988

13.1-71 February 15, 1988
13.1-72 February 15, 1988
13.1-73 February 15, 1988
13.1-74 Amendment 68,

13.1-75 Amendment 68

O- 13.1-76 February 15, 1988
13.1-77 February 15, 1988
13.1-78 February 15, 1988
13.1-79 February 15, 1988
13.1-80 Amendment 68

13.1-81 February 15, 1988
|

13.1-82 February 15, 1988
13.1-83 February 15, 1988
13.1-84 February 15, 1988
13.1-85 February 15, 1988
13.1-86 February 15, 1988
13.1-87 February 15, 1988

T13.1-1 (Sh. 1) July 31, 1987

T13.1-1 (Sh. 2) Amendment 68

T13.1-2 March 31, 1987

F13.1-1 Amendment 62
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F13.1-2 Amendment 68

F13.1-3 Amendment 62

F13.1-4 November 3, 1986

Tab 13.2 Original
13.2-1 March 31, 1987

13.2-2 Amendment 71

13.2-3 March 31, 1987

13.2-4 March 31, 1987

13.2-5 March 31, 1987

13.2-6 March 31, 1987

13.2-7 March 31, 1987

13.2-8 Amendment 62

13.2-9 March 31, 1987

13.2-10 Amendment 62

13.2-11 Amendment 62

13.2-12 Amendment 62

13.2-13 March 31, 1987

13.2-14 March 31, 1987

h13.2-15 March 31, 1987

13.2-16 March 31, 1987

13.2-17 March 31, 1987

13.2-18 March 31, 1987

13.2-19 March 31, 1987

13.2-20 March 31, 1987

13.2-21 March 31, 1987

13.2-22 March 31, 1987

13.2-23 March 31, 1987

13.2-24 March 31, 1987

13.2-25 March 31, 1987

F13.2-1 Amendment 41

Tab 13.3 Original
13.3-1 November 20. 1987
13.3-2 Amendment 65

13.3-3 Amendment 65
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b 13.3-4 . Amendment 65
\s .

13.$-5 November 20, 1987

13.3-6 . November 20, 1987

13.3-7 November 20, 1987

13.3-8 November 20, 1987

November 20, 198713.3-g
13.3-10' November 20,~1987

13.3-11 November 20, 1987

13.3-12 Amendment 65

13.3-13 Amendment 65
s

13.3-14 November 20, 1987

13.3-15 November 20, 1987

13.3-16 November 20,.1987

Tab 13.4 Original
'

13.4-1 Amendment'65

13.4-2 Amendment 68

'13.4-3 November 20, 1987

13.4-4 Amendment 68

13.4-5 Amendment 65

13.4-6 November 20, 1987

November 20, 198713.4-7 >

13.4-8 November 20, 1987

13.4-9 November 20, 1987

Tab 13.5 Original

| 13.5-1 Amendment 65

13.5-2 Amendment 65 i

13.5-3 Amendment 65

; 13.5-4 November 20, 1987

13.5-5 Amendment 68

13.5-6 Amendment 65'

13.5-7 November 20, 1987

13.5-8 November 20, 1987
.,

13.5-9 November E0, 1987

13.5-10 Amendment 68
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13.5-11 Aniendment 65

13.5-12 Amendment 65

13.5-13 November 20, 1987

13.5-14 Amendment 68

T13.5-1 Amendment 38

T13.5-2 (Sh. 1) Amendment 71

T13.5-2 (Sh. 2) May 27, 1988

T13.5-2 (Sh. 3) May 27, 1988

T13.5-2 (Sh. 4) May 27, 1988

T13.5-3 (Sh. 1) Amendment 38

T13.5-3 (Sh. 2) Amendment 38

T13.5-4 (Sh. 1) Amendment 38

T13.5-4 (Sh. 2) Amendment 38

T13.5-5 Amendment 71

T13.5-6 Original
T13.5-7 Amendment 65

T13.5-8 Original
T13.5-9 Amendment 38

F13.5-1 October 2,1981
Tab 13.6 Original
13.6-1 Amendment 71

13.6-2 Amendment 71

13.6-3 November 20, 1987
13.6-4 Amendment 71

13.6-5 Amendment 71

13.6-6 Amendment 65
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CHAPTER 14O
Tab 14.0 Original
14-1 May 27, 1988
14-11 February 15, 1988
14-iii February 15,- 1988
14-iv May 27,'1988
14-v May 27, 1988
Tab 14.1 Original
14.1-1 Original
Tab 14.2 Original
14.2-1 Amendment 68

14.2-2 February 15, 1988
14.2-3 Amendment 68

14.2-4 Amendment 68 ,

14.2-5 Amendment 68
14.2-6 Amendment 68 1

14.2-7 Amendment 68
14.2-8 Amendment 68s_

14.2-9 Amendment 68
14.2-10 Amendment 68
14.2-11 Amendment 6G

14.2-12 Amendment 71

14.2-13 Amendment 68
14.2-14 Amendment 68
'4.2-15 Amendrmnt 68.

14.2-16 Amendment 68
14.2-17 February 15, 1988
14.2-18 Amendment 68
14.2-19 Amendment 68
14.2-20 Amendment 68
14.2-21 Amendment 68
14.2-22 Amendment 68
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14.2-23 Amendment 68

14.2-24 February 15, 1988
14.2-25 Amendment 68

14.2-26 February 15, 1988
14.2-27 February 15, 1988
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17.1-15 Amendment 71

17.1-16 Amendment 71

17-1-17 Amendment 71

17.1-18 Amendment 71

17.1-19 November 20, 1987

17.1-20 November 20, 1987

17.1-21 Amendment 71

17.1-22 Amendment 71

17.1-23 Amendment 71

17.1-24 Amendment 71

17.1-25 Amendment 71
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17.1-26 Amendment li
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17.1-28 Nover_ber 20, 1987

17.i-29 Amendment 66

17.1-30 November 20, 1987

17.1-31 Amendment 71

17.1-32 Amendmenc 71

17.1-33 Amendment 71

17.1-34 Amendment 71

17.1-35 Ame . neat 71

17.1-36 Amendment 71

17.1-37 November 20, 1987

17.1-38 Amendment 71

17.1-39 November 20, 1987

17.1-40 Amendnent 71

T17.1-1 July 13, 1984

T17.1-2 (Sh. 1) Amendment 71

T17.1-2 (Sh. 2) Amendment 71

F17.1-1 Amendment 71

F17.1-2 Amendment 60

F17.1-3 Amendment 60

F17.1-4 a.., ' 1985,

F17.1-5 Amendnent 60

F17.1-6 Amendment 71

Tab 17.2 Original
17.2-1 Amendment 62

17.2-2 Amendment 71

17.2-3 Amendment 71

17.2-4 Amendment 71

17.2-5 Amendment 62

17.2-6 Amendment 62

17.2-7 Amendment 71

17.2-8 March 31,1987
17.2-9 Amendment 71

17.2-10 Amendment 71
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17.2-13 Amendment 71

17.2-14 Amendment 71 j
17.2-15 Amendment'71 !

17.2-16 . Amendment-71
"=17.2-17 -Amendment 71-

17.2-18 -Amendment 71

17.2-19 Amendment 71

17.2-20 Amendment 71 ;

17.2-21 Amendment 71

17.2-22 Amendment 71

17.2-23 Amendment 71

17.2-24 Awndment 71

17.2-25 Amendment 71

17.2-26 Amendment 71 |
|17.2-27 March 31, 1987 |

17.2-28 Amendment 71

17.2-29 Amendment 71

17.2-30 Amendment 71

17.2-31 Amendment 71

17.2-32 Amendment 71

17.2-I3 Amendment 71

17.2-34 May 27, 1988
17.2-35 Amendment 71

17.2-36 Amendment 71

17.2-37 Amendment 62

17.2-38 Amendment 71
|

17.2-39 Amendment 71

T17.2-1(Sh.1) Amendment 71

T17.2-1 (Sh. 2) Amendment 71

T17.2-2 (Sh. 1) Amendment 71

T17.2-2 (Sh. 2) May 27, 1988

T17.2-2(Sh.3) May 27, 1988
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T17A-1 (Sh. 6) Amendment 68

T17A-1 (Sh. 7) Amendment 68

T17A-1 (Sh. 8) Amendment 68

T17A-1 (Sh. 9) Amendment 68

T17A-1 (Sh. 10) Amendment 68

T17A-1 (Sh. 11) Amendment 68

T17A-1 (Sh. 12) Amendment 68

T17A-1 (Sh. 13) Amendment 69

T17A-1 (Sh. 14) Amendment 68

T17A-1 (Sh. 15) Amendment 68

T17A-1 (Sh. 16) Amendment 68

T17A-1 (Sh. 17) Amendment 68

T17A-1 (Sh. 18) Amendment 68

T17A-1 (Sh. 19) Amendment 68

T17A-1 (Sh. 20) Amendment 68

T17A-1 (Sh. 21) Amendment 68

T17A-1 (Sh. 22) Amendment 68

T17A-1 (Sh. 23) Amendment 68

T17A-1 (Sh. 24) Amendment 68

T17A-1 (Sh. 25) Amendment 68
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040-60 Amendment 71

040-61 May 31, 1979

040-62 May 31, 1979
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040-63 May 31, 1979
;

040-64 May 31, 1979

040-65 May 31, 1979

040-66 May 31, 1979
'

040-67 Amendment 30

040-68 May 31, 1979
"

040-69 May 31, 1979

04C-70 May 31, 1979

040-71 May 31, 1979,

- 040-72 Amendment 66

i 040-72a Amendment 66

040-72b Amendment 66

040-73 May 31, 1979

040-74 May 31, 19794

040-75 May 31, 1979

040-76 May 31, 1979

040-77 May 31, 1979

040-78 May 31, 1979
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040-79 May 31, 1979

040-80 May 31, 1979

040-81 May 31, 1979
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040-82 May 31, 1979

040-83 May 31, 1979

040-84 May 31, 1979

040-85 May 31, 1979

040-86 May 31, 1979

040-87 May 31, 1979

040-88 May 31, 1979

040-89 Amendment 11

040-90 Amendment 7

040-91 May 31, 1979

040-92 May 31, 1979

040-93 Amendment 25

040-94 Amendment 25

040-95 May 31, 1979

040-96 May 31, 1979

040-97 May 31, 1979

040-98 May 31, 1979

040-99 May 31, 1979

040-100 May 31, 1979

040-101 July 31, 1980
040-102 May 31, 1979

040-103 Amendment 7

040-104 May 31, 1979

040-105 Amendment 25

040-106 Amendment 8

040-107 May 31, 1979

040-108 May 31, 1979

040-109 May 31, 1979

040-110 Amendment 7

040-111 May 31, 1979

040-112 May 31, 1979

040-113 May 31, 1979

040-114 May 31, 1979
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423-6 Amendment 10
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423-8 July 27, 1978
423-9 May 31, 1979

423-10 Amendment 10

423-11 Amendment 10

423-12 May 31, 1979

423-13 May 31, 1979

423-14 May 31, 1979

423-15 Amendment 52

423-15a August 27, 1984

423-16 May 31, 1979

423-17 May 31, 1979

423-18 May 31, 1979
423-19 May 31, 1979
423-20 February 15, 1988

( 423-21 February 15, 1988
423-22 Amendment 68 j
423-23 February 15, 1988 |

423-24 February 15, 1988
423-25 February 15, 1988
423-26 February 15, 1988
423-27 February 15, 1988
423-28 February 15, 1988
423-29 February 15, 1988
423-30 February 15, 1988
423-31 February 15, 1988
423-31a February 15, 1988
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423-33 May 31, 1979
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423-35 May 31, 1979

423-36 May 31, 1979
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423-37 May 31, 1979

423-38 May 31, 1979

423-39 May 31, 1979

423-40 May 31, 1979

423-41 May 31, 1979

423-42 May 31, 1979

423-43 Amendment 68

423-44 Amendment 68

423-45 Amendment 71

423-46 March 31, 1980

423-47 March 31, 1980

423-48 March 31, 1980
423-49 March 31,1980
423-50 March 31, 1980

423-51 March 31, 1980
423-52 March 31, 1980
423-53 March 31, 1980
423-54 March 31, 1980
423-55 March 31, 1980
423-56 March 31,1980

423-57 March 31, 1980
423-58 March 31, 1980
423-59 March 31, 1980
423-60 March 31, 1980
423-61 March 31, 1980
423-62 March 31, 1980
423-63 Amendment 68
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May 27, 1988

Mr. Chase R. Stephens
Docketing & Services Branch
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555 l

,

FSAR Copy No. 79

SUBJECT: COMANCHE PEAK STEAM ELECTRIC STATION
DOCKET NOS. 50-445 AND 50-446

|
TRANSMITTAL 0F AMENDMENT 71 TO FSAR t

Enclosed is I copy of Amendment 71 to your assigned copy of the CPSES FSAR.
Please complete the attached form acknowledging the receipt of the amendment
and return it to this office.

If the copy holder has changed or the mailing address has changed, provide the
name of the new holder and/or the new mailing address as requested on the
acknowledgement form.

The instruction sheets enclosed shall be used to assist you in incorporating
Amendment 71 revisions to your FSAR and as such, these should be retained
until the Effective Page Listing is again updated. Retain these instruction j
sheets immediately behind the tab labeled "List of Effective Pages" in Volume '

XVII.
.,

If you have any questions, please contact me at (214) 812-4368.

Sincerely,
;

h' ) }b')L. b
Mary Ann Smith

Enclosure

400 N. Olive Dallas, Texas 15201
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